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PREFACE 

After four years of research and revision of the criminallav"", 
of Missouri the Committee to Draft a Modern Criminal Code 
herewith presents the final official draft of a proposed criminal 
code. 

At its inception in October, 1969, the committee consisted of 
fourteen lawyers, legislators and judges. It was not appointed 
by anyone person, agency or organization but was drawn from 
many sources. Each of the following persons appointed two 
members: the Chief Justice of the Missouri Supreme Court, the 
Attorney General, the Lieutenant Governor, the Speaker of the 
House of Represelltatives, the Superintendent of the State High~ 
way Patrol, the President of the Prosecuting Attorney's Associa
tion and the Director of the Department of Corrections. Ap
proximately two years later the committee was augmented by the 
appointment of fourteen additional members, who served at the 
request of the Attorney General. During the course of the four 
years, some members had to resign because of other obligations. 

The work of the committee was funded by the Missouri Law 
Enforcement Assistanc€ Council under the Omnibus Crime COl1-
trol and Safe Streets Act of 1968. In-kind contributions wel'e 
made by the office of the Attorney General and by the committee 
members, all of whom contributed their time and talents gratis. 
The committee was assisted by four law professors who, acting 
as reporters, conducted and supervised the research and provided 
the committee with original and revised drafts of proposed stat
utes to which were appended extensive comments relating to the 
source and rationale of the proposals. Only the reporters, their 
student research assistants and secretarial help received compen
sation for their services. 

In addition to a complete inventory of all existing Missouri 
criminal laws, which was compiled by the reporters and their 
research assistants, the committee had the benefit of the work 
previously done by the distinguished committee of the American 
Law Institute which prepared the Model Penal Code, and that of 
the National Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws 
which drafted a proposed Federal Criminal Code" and, in addition, 
the benefit of recently enacted or proposed criminal codes from 
approximately twenty-five states. 

Subcommittees refined the work of the reporters on assigned 
subjects. Subcommittee drafts were then submitted to the whole 
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committee, which met in monthly meetings, revising, reworking 
and seeking to improve the produce of the subcommittees. Some 
sections finally adopted went through as many as five such revi
sions. 

In the effort the committe,e has produced a body of basic 
criminal laws which it considers retains the best of the existing 
criminal laws of Missouri, combining them with the best of the 
recent enactments and proposals elsewhere. 

The code now proposed, if adopted by the General Assembly, 
will constitute the first comprehensive revision of the criminal 
laws of Missouri since 1835. The proposed code repeals antiquat
ed, obsolete and outmoded criminal laws; eliminates archaic 
terminology of dubious meaning and substitutes simple, clear 
and understandable language plainly defining crimes and pro
scribing conduct, thereby reducing the occasion for judicial con
struction, clearly notifying the citizen what conduct is subject 
to criminal penalties and providing prosecutors, defense counsel, 
courts and juries with definite guidelines and standards; elimi
nates needless distinctions, refinements, redundancies and in
consistencies, and for the first time introduces order and system 
into the criminal law framework. Many inequities and excesses 
in the penalties provided by existing criminal laws have been 
corrected. A system of classification of crimes into separate 
sentencing categories, with an uncomplicated range of penalties 
assigned to each category has been introduced. Each ~ffense is 
graded according to its seriousness and placed in one of the cate
gories, thus reducing the unbelievably great number of different 
penalties now on the books (some pf which are unrealistically' 
severe and others of which are patently too lenient), eliminating 
incongruities, and providing a more logical, just and humane sys
tem of criminal justice ip which the punishment fits the crime. 

Conforming to the rule which obtains in the overwhelming 
majority of the states of the Union we propose that the responsi
bility of fixing the punishment be vested in the judge and no 
longer left to the jury, but that this provision be tempered by a 
requirement that the jury be informed as to the range of penal
ties which may be inflicted by the judge in case of conviction. 
This latter provision is unique in the annals of criminal law. 
These provisions are calculated to result in greater uniformity 
in sentencing, and to enable the sentencing 8.uthority to have 
complete background information (not now possessed by the 
jUl'Y) so as to better tailor the punishment leo the crime and to 
the individual, and to best serve the interests of the community 
if rehabilitation is in prospect. 
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PREFACE 

Dozens of similar offenses are consolidated, t.?ereb~ r:(hlCih~ 
lexit r of the law. The number of sectIons IS. leduce" 

the comp ~ tl . T'tle XXXVIII "Crimes and Pumshment from 491 curl'e'n y mI. .. " t t 
to 231 in the ,code. Many retained sectlOns ale lew~lt en 0 

l 'f eaning Definitions have been added to shall)en and 
c an y m . th )e of crimes has add certainty to the law. In some cases e SCOl . 
been broadened. Entirely new criminal offenses havd\?een 

t ~h needs of society under modern con 1 IOns. *~:~~o;~s:~eCO~f:rm to the latest constituti?n.! st~~ard~ ~~: 
requirements of the Supreme Court of the Umted Sta e., an 
the most up-to-date in the country. 

The committee attempted to return to fundan;e~tals; to. re
discover the philosophical basis underlying th~ c~'Imma~ l~w, to 

::~~~~~~ !~~ S~~i~!~~t~~~~b~:l1~!gf~~ p;~s~~~ft~o~r:in~~ ~~~~~ 
which will proted society from the rt'~tSkts. inv~ll~~~t:~~o~ :~e\:l~~;~ 
time afford the individual the cons 1 u lOna 
he is entitled. . 

The committee has drafted separate proposals dealing wIth ~he 
. . h t abortion and eavesdl'oppmg questions of capItal pums men , ,t' I ded in 

(wiretapping). These provision~ are, however.,. no ~:ca~k that 
the basic Code but are set out 111 the appendIx. . 
these highly controversial matters be considered.separat~~ fl:~~ 
the Code itself. Our major purpose was to codIfy antd

t1
< tP , 

1\"'. . d we do not wan la PUl-the basic criminal law of .I.Issom'l an . . th 
pose to be lost sight of because of differences of Op~lOf. on ~ 

highl
Y
d emo~ionaIJu~:~o~l~a~ftl;~eC~~:t~e PC~;l~i~r~r:d o:~;~~a:~y eaves roppmg. e t I The proposals 

d th that these other matters be a (en up. . tl 
an en th can be added to the Code, should 1e 
la reo slotdrafJe~;:~; ad~)t them We believe that our proposals 
egIs a ure ec . t . these areas but we 

will meet the constitut~onal retqlli~l·e~~n ,s o~~ not ther~ should be 
make no recommendatlOn as 0 \\ 1e er 
legislation adopted in these areas. . 

No work of the size and complexity of the Code could posslbl~ 
in the unanimous approval of every member of a larg~ gro~p 0 

~~vyers, judges, legislators ant professor~ ~~~~~ ~!s~e C~~~It!~~ 
which. asse.mbl~d fOl~ ~ed p~~ t~~n~:~~:~opted and l'~commended 
pears III ~hl~ pro~ose 0 eb . f tl committee voting on each by a maJorIty of the mem ers 0 1e 
separate section. . 

The committee is unanimous in the belile f tha.t abla·edsltyrUncetteldrlend~ 
. t' ,. linal aws IS 1 and rewriting of the eXIS mg CIln . 'erve the right 

that whi.le indi~iddual mdembteJ~~dogmf t~~tC~~l~~~~~~t~I:~' sections, the to exerCIse an 111 epen en 
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PREFACE 

proposed code represents an important advance toward the de
sirable goal of g'iving to the citizens, the courts, prosecuting 
officials, defense counsel, law enfOl'cement agencies and the 
people in general a practical, enlightened, understandable and 
enforceable body of criminal law, and that the committee's work 
product affords the General Assembly the basis upon which to 
develop the best system of criminal justice of all of the States. 

Through the courtesy of West Publishing Company of St. Paul, 
Minnesota, our proposal has been published free of charge, for 
distribution to the public, the bar, the news media, the General 
Assembly, and other interested persons and agencies. Appro
priate explanatory comments follow the individual sections. The 
committee requests that the Code be examined and studied. We 
invite constructive criticism and suggestions for improvement so 
that the bill finally passed by the General Assembly may indeed 
prove to be a model criminal code. All suggestions should be for·· 
warded to the office of Professor Edward H. Hunvald, Jr., School 
of Law, University of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia, Missouri 
65201. 

THE COMMITTEE TO DRAFT A MODERN CRIMINAL 
CODE 

* NORWIN D. HOUSER, Chairman 
* J. DONALD MURPHY, Vice-Chairman 
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* JAMES MILLAN 
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1.010 

PART I 

INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS 

Chapter 1 

PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS 

Short title 

This Code shall be known and may be cited as "The Criminal 
Code." 

1.020 Effective date 
I 

This Code shall become effective on January 1, 1975. 

Comment 

Since the Code involves a thorough revision of the criminal 
law it is appropriate that the effective date be the beginning 
of a calendar year. 

1.030 Classes of crimes 

(1) An offense defined by this Code 01' by any other statute of 
this State, for which a sentence of imprisonment is authorized, 
constitutes a crime. Crimes are classified as felonies and misde
meanors.' 

(2) A crime is a felony if it is so designated or if persons con
victed thereof may be sentenced to imprisonment for a term 
which is in excess of one year. 

(3) A crime is a misdemeanor if it is so designat€!d or if pei'
sons convicted thereof may be sentenced to imprisonment for a 
term of which the maximum is one year or less. 

Comment 

This section continues the present classification of felony 
and misdemeanor. See §§ 556.020 and 556.040 RSMo. The 
definitions are, however, in terms of length of maximum 
sentence rather than by place of confinement. '1,'he places 
of confinement remain the same. See Code § 3.010 (3). 

1.040 Infractions 
(1) An offense defined by this Code or by any other statute of 

this State constitutes an infraction if it is so designated or if no 
21 



§ 1.040 PROPOSED CRIMINAL CODE 

other sentence than a fine, or fine and forfeiture or other civil 
penalty is authorized upon conviction. 

(2) An infraction does not constitute a crime and conviction of 
an infraction shall not give rise to any disability or legal disad
vantage based on conviction of a criminal offense. 

Comment 

This section creates a new classification of offense, the 
infraction. It is not, however, a crime and does not carry 
the same disabilities or disadvantages of a criminal convic
tion. Therp, are laws which utilize fines as a means of regu
lation. SUtlft are usually termed "public welfare offenses" 
and often impose absolute or strict liability. While they serve 
a legitimate function, they are not "true crimes" in the sense 
of involving moral condemnation implicit in the concept of 
crime. This section recognizes such offenses and allows 
for explicitly distinguishing between infractions and crimes. 

1.050 Offenses defined by statute 

No conduct constitutes an offense unless made so by this Code 
or by other applicable statute. 

Comment 

This section requires all offenses to be declared by statute 
and has the effect of abolishing common law crimes which 
have not been specifically adopted by statute. At present it 
is possible to punish under the Common law. See § 556.110. 
Such punishment is very limited (two months imprisonment 
and fine of $100) and is rarely if ever used. In view of the 
extensive declaration of offenses by statute there is no need 
for the unwritten common law offense. Moreover, the idea 
of the unwritten offense is repugnant to the concept of fair 
warning. 

1.060 Application to offenses committed before and after en
actment 

(1) The provisions of this Code shall govern the construction 
and punishment for any offense defined in this Code and com
mitted after the effective date hereof, as well as the construction 
and application of any defense to a prosecution for such an of
fense. 

(2) Offenses defined outside of this Code and not repealed 
shall remain in effect, but unless otherwise expressly provided 
or unless the context otherwise requires, the provisions of this 
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Code shall govern the construction and punishment for any such 
offenses committed after the effective date of this Code as well 
as the construction and application of any defense to a prosecu
tion for such offenses. 

(3) The provisions of this Code do not apply to or govern the 
construction of and punishment for any offense committed prior 
to the effective date of this Code, or the construction and applica
tion of any defense to a prosecution for such an offense. Such 
an offense must be construed and punished according to the provi
sions of law existing at the time of the commission thereof in the 
same manner as if this Code had not been enacted, the provisions 
of Section 1.160 RSMo notwithstanding. 

Comment 

This section makes it clear that there is no ex post facto 
application of the Code, but that after the effective date, the 
provisions of the Code will govern as to offenses within and 
without the Code, but allows for specific exceptions. For 
classification of offenses defined outside the Code and com
mitted after the effective date, see Code § 2.030. 

1.070 Time limitations 

(1) A prosecution for murder or any Class A Felony may be 
commenced at any time. 

(2) Except as otherwise provided in this section, prosecutions 
for other offenses must be commenced within the following peri
ods of limitation: 

(a) for any felony, 3 years. 

(b) for any misdemeanor, 1 year. 
(c) for any infraction, 6 months. 

(3) If the period prescribed in Subsection (2) has expired, a 
prosecution may nevertheless be commenced for: 

(a) any offense a material element of which is either 
fraud or a breach of fiduciary obligation within one year 
after discovery of the offense by an aggrieved party 01' by a 
person who has a legal duty to represent an aggrieved party 
and who is himself not a party to the offense, but in no case 
shall this provision extend the period of limitation by more 
than three years; and 

(b) any offense based upon misconduct in office by a pub
lic officer or employee at any time when the defendant is in 
public office or employment or within two years thereafter, 
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but in no case shall this provision extend the period of lim
itation by more than three years. 

(4) An offense is committed either when every element oc
curs, or, if a legislative purpose to prohibit a continuing course of 
conduct plainly appears, at the time when the course of conduct 
or the defendant's complicity therein is terminated. Time starts 
to run on the day after the offense is committed. 

(5) A prosecution is commenced either when an indictment is 
found 01' an information fileel. 

(6) The period of limitation does not run: 

(a) during any time when the accused is absent from the 
State, but in no case shall this provision extend the period of 
limitation otherwise applicable by more than three years; or 

(b) during any time when the accused is concealing him
self from justice either within 01' without this State; or 

(c) during any time when a prosecution against the ac
cused for the offense is pending in this State. 

Comment 

With some minor changes this section maintains the same 
periods of limitation now covered by §§ 541.190 through 
541.230 RSMo. § 541.190 provides fo1' no limitation in the 
prosecution of an "offense punishable with uaath or by im
prisonment in the penitentiary during life." Subsection (1) 
of the Code in"ovision achieves the same result but in terms 
of "murder or Class A Felony". § 541.200 provides for a 
three year period for all other felonies with a possible two 
year extension for "bribery or for corruption in office." Sub
sections (2) (a) and (3) (b) are similar and in addition sub
section (3) (a) provides for a possible extension in cases of 
fraud where the fraud is not discovered until sometime after 
the commission of the offense. The one year period for mis
demeanors is the same as that provided for by § 541.210. 
Subsection (6) provides for the tolling of the period when the 
accused is not within the state, when he is concealing himself 
from justice or when a prosecution is pending. This is 
similar to the present provi~ions of §§ 541.220 and 541.230, 
except that absence from the state cannot toll the statute for 
longer than three years and the phrase "concealing from jus
tice" is used rather than "flee from.j ustice." 

1.080 Limitation on conviction for multiple offenses 

When the same conduct of a person may establish the commis
sion of more than one offense he may be prosecuted for each such 
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off(mse. He may not, however, be convicted of more than one of
femw if 

(1) one offense is included in the other, as defined in Sec
tion 1.090; or 

(2) inconsistent findings of fact are required to establish 
the commission of the offenses; 01' 

(3) the offenses differ only in that one is defined to pro
hibit a designated kind of conduct generally and the other 
to prohbit a specific instance of such conduct; or 

(4) the offense is defined as a continuing course of con
duct and the defendant's course of conduct was uninterrupt
ed, unless the law provides that specific periods of such con
duct constitute separate offenses. 

Comment 

This section follows the general proposition that the state 
may prosecute and convict for separate offenses even though 
they arise out of the same conduct. See State v. Richardson, 
460 S.W.2d 537 (Mo.1970). The proposition does not apply 
to included offenses (Subsection (1», 1101' to offenses based 
on inconsistent findings of fact (Subsection (2». It also 
ought not apply where one offense is under a statute pro
hibiting conduct generally and the other is under a statute 
prohibiting a specific instance of the general conduct. A 
person ought not be convicted of both reckless driving and 
running a stop sign for the same act of running the stop 
sign (Subsection (3». Subsection (4) deals with the con
tinuing offense. Barring specific legislative action (such as 
declaring that each day's conduct is a separate offense) the 
continuing offense is only one crime. 

For thl! limitation on multiple conViction and sentencing 
in conspiracy cases, see Code § 9.020. 

While § 1.080 deals with the area of multiple prosecutions 
and the concept of the separate offense, it is not intended 
to be a statement of the rules regarding double jeopardy. 
Double jeopardy may prevent prosecution and conviction in 
situations other than those listed here. See Ashe v. Swenson, 
397 U.S. 436, 90 S.Ct. 1189, 25 L.Ed.2d 469 (1970.), State 
v. Richardson, supra. 

1.090 Conviction of included offenses 
(1) A defendant may be convicted of an offense included in 

an offense charged in the indictment or information. An offense 
is so included when 
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(a) it is established by proof of the same or less than all 
the facts l'equired to establish the commission of the offense 
charged; or 

(b) it is specifically denominated by statute as a lesse}" 
degree of the offense charged; or 

(c) it consists of an attempt to commit the offense 
.. , charged 01' to commit an offense otherwise included therein. 

(2) The court shall not be obligated to charge the jury with 
respect to an included offelise unless there is a basis for a verdict 
acquitting the defendant of the offense' charged and convicting 
him of the included offel1se. 

Com men! 

This section follows the present approach that an a('cused 
may be convicted of an oHense necessarily included in the 
offense charged, a lesser degree of the offense charged, or an 
attempt to commit those offenses. See §§ 556.220 and 556.230 
RSMo. It is also consistent with the general rule that in
structions on the included offenses are not required unless 
there is a basis for finding the accused innocent of the higher 
offense and guilty 01 the lesser. ct. State v, Craig, 433 S,W. 
2d 811 (Mo.1968). 

1.100 Burden of injecting the issue 

When the phrase "The defendant shall have the burden of in
jecting the issue" is used in the Code 

(1) the issue referred to is not submitted to the jury un
less evidence supporting the issue is fidmitted; and 

(2) if the issue is submitted to the jury the court shall 
instruct that any reasonable doubt on the issue requires a 
findjng for the defendant on the issue. 

1.110 Affirmative defense 

When the phrase "Affirmative defense" is used in the Code 

(1) the defense referred to is not submitted to the jury 
unless evidence supporting the defense is admitted; and 

(2) if the defense is submitted to the jury the court shall 
instruct that the defendant has the burden of persuasion 
that the defense is more probably true than not. 

Comment 

For almost all of the issues in a criminal tl'ial,the state 
has the burden of introducing evidence and the burden of 
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convincing the jury beyond a reasonable doubt. In a few 
instances, however, one or both of these "bUl'dens" are placed 
on the defendant. Sections 1.100 and 1.110 define the effect 
of placing these burdens (more accurately they are risks of not 
producing the evidence 01' of not convincing the jury) on the 
defendant and differentiate between them. They avoid the 
use of the ambiguous phrase "burden of proof". Section 1.100 
deals with those situations where the burden of producing 
evidence is placed on the defendant but the burden of per
suasion remains with the state (as with the issue of self
defense). Section ,~,110 deahl. with those where the burden 
of producing evidence and the burden of persuasion is placed 
on the defendant (as with the defense of lack of responsibility 
by reason of mental disease or defect. See § 552.030(7)). It 
should be remembered that placing either of these burdens 
on the defendant is the exceptional situation and that there 
are constitutional limitations upon placing these burdens 
on the defendant. See In re Winship, 397 U.S, 358, 90 S.Ct. 
1068, 25 L.Ed.2d 368 (1970), State v. Commenos, 461 S.W.2d 
9 (Mo.1970). 

1.120 Code definitions 
In this Code, unless the context requires a different definition, 

the following shall apply: 

(1) "Affirmative d~fense" has the meaning specified in Sec
tion 1.110. 

(2) "Burden of injecting the issue" has the meani.ng specified 
in Section 1.100. 

(3) "Confinement." A person is in confinement when he is 
held in a place of confinement pursuant to arrest or order of a 
court, and remains in confinement until 

(a) a court orders his release; or 
(b) he is released on bail, bond, or recognizance, personal 

or otherwi,:;c; v:r 
(c) a pubUc servant having the legal power and duty to 

confine him authorizes his release without guard and without 
condition that he return to confinement. 

A person is not in confinement if 

or 
(a) he is on probation or parole, temporary or otherwise; 

(b) he is 
(i) under. sentence to serve a term of confinement 

which is not continuous, or serving a sentence under a 
work-release program; and 
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(ii) he is not in fact being held in a place of confine
ment 01' under guard by a person having the legal power 
and duty to transport him to or from a place of confine
ment. 

(4) "Consent." Consent or lack of consent may be express 01' 

implied. Assent does not constitute consent if 
(a) it is given by a person who is legally incompetent to 

authorize the conduct charged to constitute the offense and 
such incompetence is manifest or known to the actor; or 

ij< 

(b) it is given by a person who by reason of youth, mental 
disease 01' defect, 01' intoxication, is manifestly unable or 
known by the actor to be unable to make a reasonable judg
ment as to the nature or harmfulness of the conduct charged 
to constitute the offense; or 

(c) it is induced by force, duress or deception. 

(5) "Criminal negligence" has the meaning specified in Sec
tion 7.020(2) (d). 

(6) "Custody." A person is in custody when he has been ar
rested but has not been delivel'ed to a place of confinement. 

(7) "Dangerous instrument" means any instrument, article or 
substance, which, under the circumstances in which it is used, 
is readily capable of causing death or otr.e~· serious physical 
injury. 

(8) "Dangerous felony" means the felonies of murder, forcible 
rape, assault, burglary, robbery, lddnapping or the attempt to 
commit any of these felonies. 

(9) "Deadly weaponH means an'y firearm, loaded or unloaded, 
01' any weapon from which a shot, readily capable of producing 
death 01' serious physical injury may be discharged, 01' a switch
blade knife, dagger, billy, black jack or metal knuckles. 

(10) "Felony" has the meaning specified in Section 1.030(2). 

(11) "Forcible compulsion" means either 

(a) physical force that overcomes reasonable resistance, 
or 

(b) a threat, express 01' implied, that places a person in 
reasonable fear of death, serious physical injury 01' kidnap
ping of himself 01' another person. 

(12) "Incapacitated" means that physical or mental conditiun, 
temporary 01' permanent, in which a person is unconscious, un
able to appraise the nature of his conduct, or unable to communi
cate unwillingness to an act. A person is not "incapacitated" 
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with respect to an act committed upon him if he became uncon
scious, unable to appraise the nature of his conduct, or unable to 
communicate unwillingness to an act, after consenting to the act. 

(13) "Inhabitable structure" has the meaning specified in Sec
tion 14.010 (2) and (4). 

(14) "Infraction" has the meaning specified in Section 1.040. 

(15) "Knowingly" has the meaning specified in Section 7.020 
(2) (b). 

(16) "Law enforcement officer" means any public servant 
having both the power and duty to make arrests for violations 
of the laws of this State. 

(17) "Misdemeanor" has the meaning specified in Section 
1.030 (3). 

(18) "Physical injul'Y" means physical pain, illness, 01' any im
pail'ment of physical condition. 

(19) "Place of confinement" means any building 01' facility 
and the grounds thereof wherein a court is legally authorized to 
order that a person charged with or convicted of a crime be held. 

(20) "Public servant" means any pel'son employed in any way 
by a government of this State who is compensated by the govern
ment by reason of his employment. It includes, but is not limited 
to, legislators, jurors, members of the judiciary and law enforce
ment officers. It does not include witnesses. 

(21) "Purposely" has the meaning specified in Section 7.020 
(2) (a). 

(22) "Recklessly" has the meaning specified in Section 7.020 
(2) (c). 

(23) "Serious physical injury" means physical injury that cre
ates a substantial risk of death or that causes serious permanent 
disfigurement or protracted loss or impairment of the function 
of any bodily member or organ. 

(24) "Voluntary act" has the meaning specified in Section 
7.010. 

Comment 

This section contains definitions of phrases that are used 
throughout the Code. Definitions primarily applicable to a 
specific chapter are located at the beginning of the chapter. 

(1) "Affirmative defense." See comments to Code § 1.110. 

(2) "Burden of injecting the issue." See comments to Code 
§ 1.100. 
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(3) "Confinement," (6) "Custody" and (19) "Place o~ 
confinement" are particularly applicable to Chapter 20 anO 
the escape offenses (see Code §§ 20.200, 20.210 and 20.220) 
and to Chapter 8, Justification (see Code §§ 8.080 and 8.100). 
"Custody" in Code § 10.150 is used in a different context and 
clearly has a different meaning. 

(4) "Consent." This definition attempts to state the usual 
meaning of the term consent as to certain matters that do not 
constitute consent. The Code also contains specific sections 
on consent applicable to specific crimes. See e. g., Code § 
10.080 dealing with consent to physical injury and Code § 
10.100 dealing with consent to restraint. 

(5) "Criminal negligence" (22) "Recklessly" (15) "Know
ingly" and (21) "Purposely" are the culpable mental states de
fined in Code § 7.020, and discussed in the comments to that 
section. These are the four basic terms used throughout 
the Code to describe the particular mental state required. 

(7) "Dangerous instrument" and (9) "Deadly weapon". 
These definitions are based on New York Penal Law § 10.00 
(12) and (13). They are used in the Code in reference to 
several crimes including the homicide and assault offenses, 
burglary and 'robbery. The distinction between the two is 
not significant in the crimes against the person but is in 
robbery and burglary. 

(8) "Dangerous felony" is significant primarily in the 
weapons offenses. It is defined in terms that encompass 
crimes as defined in the Code and crimes as defined in the 
statutes presently in force and similar crimes in other states. 

(10) "Felony" (17) "Misdemeanor" and (14) "Infraction" 
are the three categories of offenses. However, only felonies 
and misdemeanors are "crimes". See Code §§ 1.030 and 1.040 
and comments. 

(11) "Forcible compulsion" and (12) "Incapacitated" are 
related to the concept of consent and are particuiarly involved 
in the sexual offenses. See comments to Code_ § 11.010. 

(13) "Inhabitable structure." See comments to Code § 
14.010(2) and (4). 

(16) "Law enforcement officer" is a general term designed 
to cover the wide variety of terms in present use. Ct. Ill. 
Rev.Stat. Ch. 38 § 2-13 and Michigan Revised Criminal Code 
§ 4501(d) (Final Draft 1967). 

(18) "Physical injury" and (23) "Serious physical injury" 
need to be read together. The definitions are similar to those 
used in the Model Penal Code and the Proposed Texas Code. 
It should be noted that serious physical injury is aggravated 
physical injury so that a crime requiring "physical injury:' 
as an element is satisfied by either physical injury or serious 
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physical injury. It should also be noted that the definition 
of serious physical injury makes it unnecessary to have a 
separate crime of mayhem in the offenses against the person. 
Some Codes add impairment of mental condition to the defini
tion of physical injury, e. g., Colorado § 40-1-1001(3) (c) ; 
and some require substantial physical pain. It is felt that the 
simpler definitions used in the Code are adequate. 

(20) "Public servant" is a general term covering a wide 
variety of government employees. A similar term is used 
in many other codes. The term is particularly useful in 
defining offenses against the administration of justice and 
affecting government. 

(24) "Voluntary act." See comments to Code § 7.010. 
Note that voluntary act is there defined to include omissions 
and possession. 

* 
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PART II 

DISPOSITION OF OFFENDERS 

Chapter 2 

GENERAL SENTENCING PROVISIONS 

2.010 Authorized dispositions 
(1) General. Every person found guilty of an offense shall 

be sentenced by the court in accordance with the provisions of 
this Chapter. 

(2) Felonies and misdemeanors. Whenever any person has 
been found guilty of a felony or a misdemeanor the court shall 
make one or more of the following dispositions of the offender in 
any appropriate combination. The court may: 

(a) sentence the person to a term of imprisonment as au
thorized by Chapter 3. 

(b) sentence the person to pay a fine as authorized by 
Chapter 5. 

(c) suspend the imposition of sentence, with or without 
placing the person on probation. 

(d) pronounce sentence and suspend its execution, plac
ing the person on probation. 

(e) impose a period of detention as a condition of proba
. tion, as authorized by Section 4.040. 

(3) Infractions. Whenever any person has been found guilty 
of an infraction, the court shall make one or more of the follow
ing dispositions of the offender in any appropriate combination. 
The court may: 

(a) sentence the pe'i'son to pay a fine as authorized by 
Chapter 5. 

(b) suspend the imposition of sentence, with or whhout 
placing the person on probation. 

(c) pronounce sentence and suspend its execution, placing 
the person on probation. 

(4) Organizations. Whenever any organization has been 
found guilty of an offense, the court shall make one or more of 
the following dispositions of the organization ill' any appropriate 
combination. The court may: 
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(a) sentence the organization to pay a fine as authorized 
by Chapter 5. 

(b) suspend the imposition of sentence, with or without 
placing the organization on probation. 

(c) pronounce sentence and suspend its execution, placing 
the organization on probation. . 

(d) impose any special sentence or sanction authorized 
by law. 

(5) Civil penalties. This chapter shall not be construed to de
prive the court of any authority conferred by law to decree a 
forfeiture of property, suspend or cancel a license, remove a per
son from office, or impose any other civil penalty. An appropri
ate order exercising such authority may be included as part of 
any sentence. 

Comment 

This section provides a single comprehensive list of the 
dispositions available to the sentencing court. However, not 
all dispositions are sentences. Subsections 2(c), 3 (b) and 4 
(b) retain the present "suspend the imposition of sentence" 
category of § 549.071 RSMo. Subsection 2(e) allows a court 
to impose a period of detention in jail or prison as 11. condition 
of probation imposed after suspending imposition of sentence. 
While the court retains the authority provided by § 549.071 
RSMo to suspend imposition of sentence without placing 
the person on probation, when sentence is pronounced and 
execution is suspended, the court must place the person on 
probation. 

2.020 Classification of offenses 
(1) Felonies are classified for the purpose of sentencing into 

the following four categories: 
(a) Class A Felonies; 

(b) Class B Felonies; 
(c) Class C Felonies; and 

(d) Class D Felonies. 
(2) Misdemeanors are classified for the purpose of sentencing 

into the following three categories: 
(a) Class A Misdemeanors i 
(b) Class B Misdemeanors; and 

(c) Class C Misdemeanors. 
(3) Infractions are not further classified. 
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Comment 

These classifications are based on the Model Penal Code. 
However, a Class D Felony has been added to take account 
of the present breakdown of Missouri felonies which fall 
into four general categories. The Model Penal Code recom
mends only two misdemeanor categories, but the present Mis
souri misdemeanor statutes indicate a need for a third cate
gory. There are numerous offenses punishable by only a fine 
or forfeiture of some kind which should be classified as in
fractions. Similar classification systems have been adopted in 
other criminal code revisions. 

2.030 Classification of offenses outside this Code 

(1) Felonies. All offenses defined outside this Code for whic: 
imprisonment in a state correctional institution is authorized are 
classified and shall be treated as Class D Felonies, with the fol
lowing exceptions: 

Section 195.200-1(1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) RSMo; and 

Section 195.270 RSMo. 

(2) Misdemeanors and infractions. Any offense defined out
side this Code which is declared by law to be a misdemeanor 
without specification of the penalty therefor is a Class A Mis
demeanor. If the authorized imprisonment specified for an of
fense defined outside this Code exceeds six months in jail, the of
fense shall be treated as a Class A Misdemeanor; if such author
ized imprisonment exceeds 30 days but is not more than six 
months, the offense shall be treated as a Class B Misdemeanor' 
if .such authorized imprisonment is 30 days or less, the offens~ 
~hall be treated as a Class C Misdemeanor;' if there is no author
Ized imprisonment, either in the statute defining the offense or in 
an applicable sentencing statute outside this Code, the offense 
shall be treated as an infraction. 

(3) Limitations. Notwithstanding the other provisions and 
classifications provided in this section, the term of imprisonment 
or the fine imposed shall not exceed the maximum imprisonment 
or fine authorized by the statute or statutes outside the Code 
which define the offense and the penalty therefor. 

Comment 

Not all the existing criminal and quasi-criminal statutes 
have been included in the Code. Many offenses have relevance 
only to the chapters in which they are presently located. 
Moreover, no revision has been attempted in some areas, e. g. 
election offenses. This section aids in carrying out the effort 
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to integrate and systematize all offenses, including those 
which remain outside the Code. 

In general, a felony higher than Class D should be in the 
Code. The major exception is the narcotics offenses found 
in Chapter 195, and specific exception is made for them. 

The first sentence of subsection (2) replaces § 556.270 
RSMo and achieves the same effect. 

In any case in which the authorized imprisonment under 
a statute outside the Code is 30 days or less, subsection (2) 
requires that it be treated as a Class C Misdemeanor for 
which the maximum imprisonment is 15 days. It was felt 
better to reduce the maximum penalty for these misdemeanors 
(there are only 19 misdemeanors with a 30 day maximum 
penalty) than to add another class of misdemeanors. See com
ment after § 3.010 for further discussion of this. 

Under subsection (3) the maximum authorized penalty 
must not exceed the maximum authorized by the statute out
side the Code. This limitation may be constitutionally re
quired in order to give fail' notice. However, all offenses 
outside the Code are assigned classifications, with the excep
tions listed in subsection (1), so that, in general, the sentences 
authorized will be consistent with the Code sentencing cate
gories. 

2.040 Presentence investigation and report 
(1) Obligation to report. When a pi'obation officer is ~vail~

ble to any court, such probation officer shall, unless otherwIse dI
rected by the court, make a presentence investigation and report 
to the court before any authorized disposition under Section 2.010. 
The report shall not be submitted to the court or its contents dis
closed to anyone unless the defendant has pleaded guilty or been 
found guilty. 

(2) Procedures under rule of court. The presentence investi
gation report shall be prepared, presented and utilized as pro
vided by rule of court. 

Comment 

Subsection (1) is adapted from Supreme Court Rule 27.07 
(b). The major change is the deletion of the provision in 
Rule 27.07(b) limiting the obligation to report to courts 
"having original jurisdiction to try felony cases and to the 
St. Louis Court of Criminal Corrections." It is anomalous 
to restrict this obligation to felony cases at a time when in
creasing good use is being made of presentence investigatiOJ. 
reports in misdemeanor cases, where persons are more li~ely 
to be reformed through proper treatment than in felony cases. 
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Subsection (2) was substituted for the last part of Rule 

27.07(b) to indicate that details such as whether the report 
shall be disclosed to the defense are left to rule of court. 

2.050 Presentence commitment for study 
(1) In felony cases where the court is of the opinion that im

prisonment may be appropriate but desires more detailed in
formation as a basis for determining the appropriate sentence to 
be imposed than has been provided by the presentence report, the 
court may commit a convicted defendant to the custody of the 
Department of Corrections for a period not exceeding 90 days. 
The Department shall conduct a complete study of the defendant 
during that time, inquiring into such matters as the defendant's 
previous delinquency or criminal experience, his social back
ground, his capabilities, his mental, emotional and physical 
health, and the rehabilitative resources or programs which may 
be available to suit his needs. By the expiration of the period 
of commitment, or by the expiration of such additional time as 
the court shall grant, not exceeding a further period of 90 days, 
the defendant shall be returned to the court for sentencing and 
the court shall be provided with a written report of the results 
of the study, including whatever recommendations the Depart
ment believes will be helpful to a proper resolution of the case. 
After receiving the report and the recommendations, the court 
shall proceed to sentence the defendant in accordance with the 
authorized dispositions available under Section 2.010, unless the 
court orders a further diagnostic commitment under Subsection 
(2) . 

(2) Commitment for mental examination. In felony cases 
where the court desires more detailed information about the de
fendant's mental condition before making an authorized disposi
tion unde}.' Section 2,010, it may order the commitment of the de
fendant to the cus'tody of a facility of the division of mental dis
eases for the performance of a psychiatric evaluation. Any 
commitment shall be for a period not to exceed 90 days. Within 
that peric-d the facility shall conduct ~. complete phychiatri~ eval
uation of the defendant and shall return the defendant to CQurt 
and transmit a diagnostic report to the court which includes 
whatever recommendations the facility may wish to make. After 
receiving the report and the recommendations, if the court does 
not order a further diagnostic commitment under Subsection (1), 
it shall make an authorized disposition under Section 2.010. 

(3) In an appropriate case the court may order diagnostic 
commitments under both Subsections (1) and (2). 
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(4) Credit for commitment time. If. afte:r receiving a diag
nostic report under Subsection (1) 01' (2), the court sentences 
the defendant to imprisonment, the period of commitment under 
either or both shall be credited against the term of imprisonment. 

Comment 

Based on Michigari Revised Criminal Code § 1220 (Final 
Draft 1971). Subsection (1) is based 011 18 U.S.C.A. § 4208 
(b) and Model Penal Code § 7.08(1). 

One of the most difficult problems in the administration of 
the criminal law is sentencing. This section is designed to 
provide the court with information to enable it to make as 
rational disposition of the offender a" is possible. 

The Department of Corrections normally detel'mines many 
of the matters listed in subsection (1) after commitment, 
unless there was a thorough presentence report which provides 
all the needed data. Normally a court considering commit
ment will nave a presentence report made, but under this 
provision a special study by the Department of Corrections 
could be requested in addition to the usual presentence re
port. 

Under present Missouri law there is no express provision 
for psychiatric evaluations in connection with sentencing, al
though under § 552.020(2) RSMo the accused may be com
mitted to determine his capacity to stand trial, under § 552.030 
(4) RSMo the accused may be committed to determine his 
responsibility for criminal conduct, and under § 552.060, a 
person condemned to death can he examined (presumably with 
commitment) to determine his capacity to understand the 
nature and purpose of capital punishment. However, judges 
do commit for psychiatric evaluations before sentencing. Sub
section (2) defines the court's authority and the responsibility 
of the division of mental disease!:! to perform the examina
tion within 90 days (the Proposed Michigan Code set the 
period at 60 days). Provision could be made for local psychi
atric evaluation, but local resources ordinarily would not be 
.adequate for a thorough evaluation, and a jail is not the ideal 
setting for such evaluation, and other local places may not 
provide adequate security. Furthermore, recommendations 
concerning disposition from a state agency are more likely 
to be based on experiences and data acquired by the agency 
in similar cases. 

After the court receives the diagnostic report and recom
mendations, it may dispose of the defendant by any disposi
tion authorized under § 2.010. Probation could be con
ditioned on in-patient or out-patient tl'eatment. The goal. of 
this provision is to provide more flexibility as weI! as to pro-
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vide the court with more infol'mation relevant to the sentenc
ing dedsion. 

Subsection (3) makBs it clear that the .court may utilize 
both subsections (1) and (2) in an appropriate case. This 
should occur primarily when the report from one diagnostic 
facility suggests the desirabiHty of additional tests which 
the facility is unable to perform. 

2.060 Role of court and jury in sentencing; jury informed 
of penalties 

(1) Upon a finding of guilt upon verdict 01' plea the court and 
not the jury shall decide the extent 01' duration of sentence 01' 

other disposition to be imposed under aU the circumstances, hav
ing regard to the nature and circumstances of the offense and 
the history and character of the defendar.t, and render judgment 
accordingly. 

(2) 111 all jury trials the jury shall be informed of the range 
of authorized terms which the court might impose after a ~ury 
finding of guilt. 

Comment 

This section provides for judicial sentencing in all cases 
where there is any sentencing discretion. If the death penalty 
provision is adopted, the court will have no alternative but 
to impose the death penalty if the jury convicts of a capital 
offense. The limits within which the court must sentence, 
however, will be controlled by the degree of the offen&~ which 
is found by the jury. 

Subsection (2) requires that the jury be informed of the 
range of authorized terms of imprisonment which the court 
might impose after a jury finding of guilt. If there is a 
mandatory death penalty the jury must be informed that the 
death penalty is mandatory upon conviction. This provision 
provides a compromise between complete judicial sentencing 
and jury sentencing and takes into account the fact that 
juries do considel' the possible punishment in determining the 
question of guilt, even if they are instructed not to consider 
anything but the issue of guilt. Suc:h instructions will elim
inate jury speculation about the seriousness of the offense 
and how lesser included offenses relate to the offense charged. 

2.070 Appellate J'eview of sentences 

(1) In every felony case in which a person has been convicted 
and sentenced to confinement after a trial, such person may ap-
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peal from the sentence upon the ground that the sentence is ex
cessive. A person who has pleaded guilty in a felony case and 
been sentenced to confinement, and a person who is sentenced to 
confinement in any misdemeanor case, may, with leave granted 
by the appropriate appellate court, appeal from the. sentence 
upon the ground that the sentence is excessive. 

(2) An appellate court reviewing a sentence may reduce it on 
the ground that the sentence imposed was greater than, under 
the circumstances of the case, ought to be imposed; or the court 
may set the sentence aside for further proceedings in the sen
tencing court. 

(3) The Supreme Court may make appropriate rules of pro
cedure to implement the provisions of this section. 

Comment 

The Missouri Supreme Court has consistently held that a 
sentence not exceeding' the maximum authorized for a partic
ular crime is not reviewable for excessiveness. A general 
section authorizing appellate review of sentencing is included. 
because appellate courts generally require statutory authority 
before exercising their inherent power to review sentences. 
The provision is consistent with the American Bar Association 
Standards Relating to Appellate Review of Sentences (Ap
proved Draft 1968), which recommends appellate review to 
help eliminate the danger of sentencing disparity within any 
sentencing system. No judicial system of sentencing should 
depend upon executive clemency to deal \vith sentencing ex
cesses. 

Subsection (1) is based on the recognition that it is de
sirable, at leaf:!t for an initial period, to place a reasonable limit 
on appellate review of sentences to avoid a possible deluge 
of cases in the appellate courts. This limiting provision is 
consistent with ABA Standard 1.1 (b). Under this provision, 
only felony sentences to confinement after a trial, which would 
include confinement in a prison, jailor other institution, 
are appealable as of right. A person who pleads guilty to 
a felony, or who is convicted of a misdemeanor, may petition 
the appellate court for leave to appeal an allegedly excessive 
sentence. 

Subsection (2) limits appellate review to reduction of sen
tence or to setting aside the sentence for further sentencing 
proceedings in the lower court. The appellate court may 
not increase the sentence. See ABA Standard 3.4. While no 
standard of review is expressly provided, it is intended that 
the appellate courts will review "the excessiveness of ~he 
sentence, having regard to the nature of the offense, the 
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character of the offender, and the protection of the public 
interest" as well as "the manner in which the sentence was 
imposed, including the sufficiency and accuracy of the in
formation on which it was based." ABA Standard Relating 
to Appellate Review of Sentences 3.2 (Approved Draft 1968). 

Subsection (3) authorizes the Missouri Supreme Court to 
adopt rules and procedures for the review of sentences. The 
ABA Standards Relating to Appellate Review give general 
guidelines for procedures in reviewing sentences. 
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Chapter 3 

IMPRISONMENT 

3.010 Sentence of imprisonment: incidents 

(1) Authorized terms. The authorized maximum terms of im
prisonment, including both prison and conditional release terms 
are: 

(a) for a Class A Felony, a term of years not less than 10 
years and not to exceed 30 years, or life imprisonment. 

(b) for a Class B Felony, a term of years not less than 
5 years and not to exceed 15 years. 

(c) for a Class C Felony, a term of years not to exceed 7 
years. 

(d) for'a Class D Felony, a term of years not to exceed 
5 years. 

(e) for a Class A Misdemeanor, a term not to exceed one 
year. 

(f) for a Class B Misdemeanor, a term not to exceed six 
months. 

(g) for a Class C Misdemeanor, a term not to exceed 15 
days. 

(2) Speciai ti:l'ms for class C and D felonies. In cases of Class 
C and D Felonies, the court shall have discretion to imprison for 
a special term not to exceed one year in the county jail or other 
authorized penal institution, and the place of confinement shall 
be fixed by the court. If the court imposes a sentence of impris
onment for a term longer than one year upon a person convicted 
of a Class C or D Felony, it shall commit the person to the custo
dy of the Department of Corrections for a term of years not less 
than three years and not exceeding the maximum authorized 
terms provided in Subsections (1) (c) and (d). 

(3) Place of imprisonment. 
(a) When a regular sentence of imprisonment for a felony 

is imposed, the court shall commit the defendant to the cus
tody of the Department of Corrections for a maximum term 
of years designated by the court under Subsection (1) or 
until released under procedures established elsewhere by lu.w. 

(b) A sentence of imprisonment for a misdemeanor shall 
be for a definite term and the court shall commit the de
fendant to the county jail or other authorized pen.al insti·· 
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tution for the term of his sentence or until released under 
procedures established elsewhere by law. 

(4) Prison and conditional release elements of maximum terms 
for felonies. 

(a) A sentence of imprisonment for a term of years shall 
consist of a prison term and a conditional release term. The 
conditional release term of any maximum term of years des
ignated by the court shall be: 

(i) one-third or eighteen months, whichever is great
er, for maximum terms of nine years or less; 

(ii) three years for maximum terms between nine 
and fifteen years; 

(iii) five years for maximum terms more than fif
teen years, including life imprisonment; 

and the prison term shall be the remainder of such maximum 
term. 

(b) "Conditional release" means the conditional discharge 
of a prisoner by the Department of Corrections subjl'!ct to 
conditions of release that the State Board of Probation and 
Parole deems reasonable to assist the offender to lead a Jaw
abiding life, and subject to the supervision under the State 
Board of Probation and Parole. It shall be a condition in 
each case that the offender not commit another crime, feder
al or state, during the term of conditional release. 

Comment 

This section brings all authorized sentences of imprison
ment together, except the dangerous offender provisions of 
§ 3.020. 

Subsection (1) (a) permits the judge to fix a maximum 
term within the range of 10 to 30 years for a Class A Felony 
if he chooses not to impose a life sentence. CJ. Model Penal 
Code, Alternate § 6.06(1). No sentencing category is estab
lished for mandatory death sentences if such are included in 
the Code. 

Subsection (1) (b) covers Class B felonies and sets the maxi
mum sentence for these serious felonies. 

Subsection (1) (c) covers Class C Felonies, and corresponds 
to a present group of felonies for which imprisonment up 
to 10 years is authorized. Since the thl:ee-quarter time rule 
that is applied to almost all prison inmates will be repealed, 
a 10 year sentence under present law results in a maximum 
term of imprisonment that is close to the seven year maximum 
for Class C Felonies. 
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Subsection (1) (d) covers Class D Felonies, and was added 
to take account of the numerous felonies punishable at present 
by a term of five years or less. The upper limit is supported 
by the theory that a 3 to 4 year period is the shortest term 
during which any meaningful program of rehabilitation or 
reform in prison and oU conditional release could be expected 
to take hold. 

Subsections (1) (e), (f) and (g) basically correspond with 
present maximum sentences for misdemeanors. Maximum 
terms of one year and of six months are common. Most of 
the 19 misdemeanors with a 30 day maximum sentence should 
be made Class C Misdemeanors. Four classes of misdemean
ors are not needed and the 15 day maximum term will permit 
the reasonable classification of some minor offenses as mis
demeanors rather than infractions. 

Subsection (2) gives the judge a broader range of imprison
ment alternatives for Class C and D Felonies, including jail 
terms up to' one year. Many present felony statutes permit 
such misdemeanor type sentences. 

Subsection (3) is based on Michigan Revised Criminal Code 
§ 1401(3) and § 1425 (Final Draft 1967). In addition to 
covering the authorized place of imprisonment, the provision 
makes it clearer that the court must designate a maximum 
term of years within the ranges of authorized maximum 
terms fixed by Subsection (1). The Department of Correc
tions determines the actual place of imprisonment when a 
regular felony term of imprisonment is imposed. 

The provision in (3) (a) and in (3) (b), "or until released 
under procedures established elsewhere by law," takes account 
of felony and misdemeanor defendants released on parole and 
those discharged before their maximum term is served. 

Subsection (4) (a) fixes the prison and conditional release 
elements of felony sentences to the custody of the Department 
of Corrections. The maximum term of years of imprison
ment authorized by subsection (1) is fixed by the court, but 
the conditional release term is fixed by subsection (4). The 
"prison term" is the maximum time a person can be held in 
prison before conditional release. The "conditional release 
term" is the maximum length of time a person must satis
factOl'ily serve on parole. before he is finally discharged, re
gardless of the point in time when he is released from his 
confinement in prison. Under subsection (4) (b) conditional 
release (parole) is viewed as a transitional process necessary 
for every offender released from prison. At present most 
felony offenders are released from prison without any parole 
supervision or control, and many soon return to prison. Be
fore he is returned to prison, however, he must be prosecuted 
and convicted of a subsequent crime. In the meantime' he 
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may be committing other crimes. This prOVISIOn provides 
for supervision upon release which may be effective in keep
ing the person from returning to crime. It also provides 
a more effective deterrent against further crime or mis
conduct as the person on conditional release will realize that 
if he does not meet the conditions of his release he faces an 
immediate and substantial additional prison term under § 
3.040(5). Although the conditional release program will re
quire additional probation and parole supervision facilities, 
it should result in better chances for successful rehabilitation 
for the majority of inmates Who are now unconditionally 
released from prison, and consequently result in improved 
"crime control". 

3.020 Extended terms for dangerous offenders 
(1) Authorization. The court may sentence a person who has 

been convicted of a Class B, C or D Felony to an extended term of 
imprisonment if it finds 

(a) the defendant is being sentenced for a felony in which 
he inflicted or attempted to inflict serious physical injury; 
or 

(b) the defendant is being sentenced for a felony which 
seriously endangered the life or safety of another and the 
defendant has been previously convicted of one or more 
felonies not related to the instant crime as a single criminal 
episode; and 

(c) in addition to finding the matters defined in (a) or 
(b) the court finds that the defendant is suffering from a 
severe mental or emotional disorder indicating a propensity 
toward continuing criminal activity of a dangerous nature. 
A finding of mental disease or defect excluding responsibili
ty is not required. 

(2) Authorized terms. The total authorized maximum terms 
of imprisonment for dangerous, mentally abnormal offenders are: 

(a) for a Class B Felony, a term of years not to exceed 30 
years. 

(b) for a Class C Felony, a term of years not to exceed 
15 years. 

(c) for a Class D Felony, a term of years not to exceed 10 
years. 

Comment 

Based on the Model Sentencing Act § 6 (Revised Ed. 1970), 
this provision permits extended terms for dangerous, mentalfy 
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abnormal offenders who commit Class B, C or D Felonies 
under certain circumstances. No extended term provision is 
made for Class A Felonies since the court already has the 
power to impose a life sentence under § 3.010 (1) (a). 

Subsection (1) permits but does not require the court to 
sentence a dangerous offender to an extended term. The 
drafters of the Model Penal Code concluded that "experience 
has shown that sanctions of this kind are more effective 
when they are both flexible and moderate; highly afflictive, 
mandatory punishment provisions become nullified in practice 
. . ." Comment to § 7.03 Model Penal Code, Tent. Draft No. 
2 at 41 (1954). 

The criteria in subsections (1) (a), (b) and (c) are taken 
from the Model Sentencing Act § 6 (Revised Ed. 1970). 
The words "severe mental or emotional disorder" were sub
stituted in the 1970 MSA draft for "severe personality dis
order" in the 1963 draft on the advice of a number of psychia
trists to whom the phrase "personality disorder" was a specif
ic diagnosis rather than a general category. The criteria 
differ from those of the Model Penal Code § 7.03(3) which 
requires a finding that the mental condition is "gravely ab
normal" and that the defendant's conduct "has been character
ized by a pattern of repetitive or compulsive behavior or by 
persistent aggressive behavior with heedless indifference to 
con seq uences." 

Subsection (2) authorizes moderate increases in total au
thorized terms for dangerous offenders. See § 3.010(1) for 
ordinary terms. 

3.030 Extended term procedures 

(1) Commitment. Whenever, upon conviction or upon receiv
ing the presentence investigation report, in the opinion of the 
court there is reason to believe the defendant falls within the 
category of Section 3.020 (a) or (b), the defendant shall be re
ferred to a facility of the division of mental diseases for the per
fOl'mance of a psychiatric evaluation under Section 2.050 (2). The 
study and report of the division of mental diseases shall be de
signed to assist the court in determining whether the defendapt 
is suffering from a severe mental or emotional disorder indicat
ing a propensity toward continuing criminal activity of a dan
gerous nature. 

(2) Prerequisites to dangerousness finding. The court shall 
not make a finding of dangerousness and impose an extended 
term under Section 3.020 unless 
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(a) the indictment or information, delivered to the defend

ant more than 30 days prior to trial or guilty plea, contains 
notice that the prosecution intends to ask for an extended 
sentence under Section 3.020, and specifies whether the 
prosecution relies on Section 3.020 (1) (Il) or (b), 01' both; 
and 

(b) a sentencing hearing is held; and 

(c) all presentence and diagnostic l'eports are opened to 
inspection and copying by the prosecuting attorney and the 
defendant's attorney prior to the sentencing hearing; and 

(d) all evidence presented to sustain the finding is pre-
sented in open court at the sentencing hearing with full 
rights of confrontation and cross-examination; and 

(e) the defendant is afforded the opportunity at the sen
tencing hearing to present evidence; and 

(f) each of the findings required under Section 3.020 as 
a basis for an extended term is found to exist, and the court 
makes specific findings of fact and conclusions of law. 

Comment 

The procedural provisions of subsection (2) appeal' essential 
to insure the constitutionality of the basic extended term 
provision. A hearing on notice with the right of the defend
ant to hear and controvert the evidence against him and to 
offer evidence on his own behalf would seem to be essential. 
Cf. § 7.07(6) Model Penal Code. 

Subsection (1) requires a psychiatric evaluation in all cases 
of possible dangerous offenders, even if the prosecutor did 
not give notice in the indictment or information of his intent 
to ask for an extended term. Whether or not an extended 
term can be imposed, the court should know whether the de
fendant is a dangerous offender before passing sentence. 

Subsection (2) (a) is designed to give the defendant ade
quate notice and sufficient time to prepare a defense against 
imposition of an extended term sentence. 

Subsections (2) (b) through (f) contain various basic pro
cedural safeguards which should satisfy the requirements of 
Specht v. Patterson, 386 U.S. 605, 87 S.Ct. 1209, 18 L.Ed.2d 
326 (1967), which struck down the Colorado Sex Offenders 
Act for permitting an indeterminate life sentence without the 
"full panoply of. . protections which due process guar
antees in state criminal proceedings." The court noted that 
the Sex Offenders Act did not make the. commission of a 
specified crime the basis for sentencing, but sentence was 
tied to the establishment of a "new finding of fact" that the 
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defendant "constitutes a threat o~' bodily harm to the public 
or is an habitual offender and men1ally ill." In his situation 
due process required such basic rights as "reasonable notice" 
and "opportunity to be heard, be confronted with witness 

. have the right to cross examine, and to offer evidence 
of his own." 

Subsection (2) (f), requiring specific findings of fact and 
conclusions of law, provides a basis for appellate review of 
extended term sentencing decisions, an area where appellate 
review would be important to prevent possible procedural 
and sentencing abuses. 

3.040 Concurrent and consecutive terms of imprisonment 

(1) In general. Multiple sentences of imprisonment shall run 
concurrently unless the court spetifies that they shall run con
secutively. 

(2) Effect of probation or parole. If a person who is on proba
tion, parole or conditional release is sentenced to a term of im
prisonment for an offense committed after the granting of proba
tion or parole or after the start of his conditional release term, 
the court shall direct the manner in which the sentence or sen
tenc~s imposed by the court shall run with respect to any result
ing probation, parole or conditional release revocation term or 
terms. If the subsequent sentence to imprisonment is in another 
jurisdiction, the court shall specify how any resulting probation, 
parole or conditional release revocation term or terms shall run 
with respect to the foreign sentence of imprisonment. 

Comment 

Subsection (1) changes and clarifies the present law. In 
effect, it creates a presumption in favor of concurrency of 
sentences, putting the burden on the court to specify when 
sentences are to run consecutively. This approach is followed 
by most, if not all, of the recent criminal code revisions in 
other states. Present Missouri law can be very harsh in that 
consecutive sentences are sometimes required. § 546.480 
RSMo can be a trap for the unwary prosecutor or defense at
torney who must make sure that sentence is pronounced for 
each offense before the defendant is convicted of another 
offense in order to avoid the operation of the statute. § 222.-
020 RSMo also requires consecutive sentences for crimes com
mitted by persons while under sentence. Subsection (1) does 
not prohibit consecutive sentences but just requires that the 
court specify when they are to apply. No standards are speci
fied for the imposition of consecutive sentences but the court 
should not impose a consecutive sentence unless, having' re-
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gard to the nature and circumstances of the offense and the 
history and character of the defendant, it is of the opinion 
that such a term is required because of the exceptional fea
tures of the case. The court should obtain a presentence 
reJ;lort before imposing a consecutive term. 

subsection (2) requires the judge to specify how a sentence 
for a crime committed while the person is on probation, 
parole or serving his conditional release term shall run with 
respect to any resulting probation, parole or conditional re
lease revocation term. A judge may not learn about probation, 
parole or conditional release before sentencing, but whenever 
he finds out, this provision requires him to state how the 
sentence is to run with respect to any revocation term. Where 
the subsequent sentence to imprisonment is out of state, the 
Missouri court mut specify how any resulting revocation term 
shall run with respect to the foreign sentence. Under § 3.050 
(5) the Board of Probation and Parole decides whether the 
conditional release term of an offender should be revoked, 
just as it would normally decide whether parole should be re
voked. 

3.050 Calculation of terms of imprisonment 

(1) A sentence of imprisonment commences to run when sen
tence is imposed, if the defendant is in custody or surrenders 
himself into custody at that time. Otherwise, it commences to 
run when he comes into custody. 

(2) All time actually spent in custody until the pris0l1er is 
sentenced to imprisonment shall be credited toward the maximum 
term of imprisonment imposed under the provisions of this 
chapter. 

(3) If a sentence of imprisonment is vacated and a new sen
tence is imposed on the defendant for the same offense, the new 
sentence is calculated as if it had commenced at the time the va
cated sentence was imposed, and all time served under the va
cated sentence shall be credited against the new sentence. 

(4) If a person serving a sentence of iinprisonment escapes 
from custody, the escape interrupts the sentence. The interrup
tion continues until the person is returned to the institution in 
which the sentence was being served, or in the case of one com
mitted to the custody of the Department of Corrections, to any 
institution administered by the department. 

(5) If a person released from imprisonment on parole or serv
ing a conditional release term violates any of the conditions of his 
parole or release, he may be treated as a parole violator under the 
provisions of Section 549.265 RSMo. If the Board of Probation 
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and Parole revokes the parole or conditional release, the paroled 
person shall serve the remainder of his prison term and all the 
conditional release term, as an additional prison term, and the 
conditionally released person shall serve the remainder of the con
ditional release term as an additional prison term, unless he is 
sooner released on parole under Section 549.261 RSMo. 

(6) The sentencing court shall include the time of commence
ment of sentence under Subsection (1) and the computation of 
time credited against sentence under Subsection (2) or (3) in the 
original or amended commitment order, under procedures estab
lished by rule of court. 

Comment 

Based partly on Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 1430 
(Final Draft 1967) which was based on portions of New 
York Revised Penal Law § 70.30. 

Under subsection (1) a defendant who is free on bond pend
ing appeal does not start serving his sentence until he is ac
tually in custody. 

Subsection (2) requires that credit be given for all time 
spent in custody until the defendant is sentenced to imprison
ment. Until the adoption of what is now § 546.615 RSMo 
(1971 Supp), § 546.615(2) RSMo (1969) gave the court dis
cretion on crediting prior prison 01' jail time. § 546.615 now 
requires credit in felony cases "for all time spent in prison 
or jail both awaiting trial and pending transfer to the De
partment of Corrections." 

Subsection (3) makes it clear that all time served under a 
vacated sentence is credited on any new sentence. 

Subsection (4) provides that escape interrupts the running 
of time under a sentence; the interruption continues until the 
defendant is restored to custody. 

Subsection (5) provides that violation of any of the condi
tions of conditional release may result in revocation of the 
conditional release, and the remainder of the conditional 
release term then must be served as an additional prison term 
unless parole is granted prior to the end of the term. Thus, 
a person on conditional release is to be treated as a par~}lee, 
and the procedures of § 549.265 are applicable to him. If a 
prisoner is released on parole before his conditional release 
term is scheduled to begin, the conditional release term still 
becomes an additional prison term if the parole is revoked. 
In addition, the parolee must serve the remainder of his 
original prison term. This provides an added incentive for 
prisoners released early on parole to live up to the parole con
ditions. As in the case of revocation of conditional release, 
a second parole can be granted. 
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Subsection (6) makes clear where the duty lies to compute 

the allowances for time spent in custody. The sentencing 
court should have more convenient access to most information 
for applying the statute than does the Department of Cor
rections. Detail::- of procedure are left to rule of court. § 
546.615(3) RSMo (1971 Supp) requires the officer whose duty 
it.is to deliver the convicted person to the Department of 
Corrections to endorse the length of time spent ill jail or 
prison on the commitment papers. 
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Chapter 4 

PROBATION 

4.010 Criteria for applying chapter 
The court may place a person on probation for a specific period 

upon conviction of any offense or upon suspending imposition of 
sentence if, having regard to the nature and circumstances of the 
offense and to the history and character of the defendant, the 
court is of the opinion that 

(1) institutional confinement of the defendant is not nec
essary for the protection of the public; and 

(2) the defendant is in need of guidance, training or other 
assistance which, in his case, can be effectively administered 
through probation supervision. 

Comment 

Based on New York Penal Law § 65.00, this provision 
states the basic criteria for granting probation. No pref
erence is stated either 1'01' or against prc,,;ation; the provision 
merely contains guidelines for the use of probation. 

4.020 Terms of probation 
(1) Unless terminated as provided in Section 4.060, the terms 

during which probation shall remain conditional and be subject 
to revocation are: 

(a) A term of years not less than one year and not to ex
ceed five years for a felony. 

(b) A term not less than six months and not to exceed two 
years for a misdemeanor. 

(c) A term not less than six months and not to exceed one 
year for an infraction. 

(2) The court shall designate a specific term of probation at 
the time of sentencing or at the time of suspension of imposition 
of sentence. 

Comment 

Based on Federal Criminal Code § 3102 (Study Draft 1970) 
and present Missouri law, § 549.071 RSMo. The provi"sion 
continues the present maximum probation term of five years 
for felonies and two years for misdemeanors and the present 
minimum probation term of one yeal' for felonies. The pro
posal changes present law in denying the court the power to 
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fix a term of less than six months probation for a misde
meanor. Until the offender has been on probation for some 
time, the length of the period of probation needed may be 
difficult to determine. The apparent harshness of the pro
posed minimum terms is mitigated by the power under Code 
§ 4.060 to terminate probation early. 

4.030 Conditions of probation 
(1) The conditions of probation shall be such as the court in 

its discretion deems reasonably neceSSal'y to insure that the de
fendant will not again violate the law. When a defendant is 
placed on probation, he shall be given a certificate explicitly stat
ing the conditions on which he is being released. 

Z2) The court may modify or enlarge the conditions of pro, 
bat.ion at any time prior to the expiration or termination of the 
probation term. 

Comment 

Based on § 549.071 RSMo. Some proposed revisions have 
contained a list of standard probation conditions; e. g., Fed
eral Criminal Code § 3103 (Study Draft 1970) lists 12 stand
ard conditions. There is a danger in listing standard con
ditions that other possibilities may not be considered, and 
the court may be tempted to routinely impose most 01' all of 
the conditions without carefully considering the needs of 
the particular offender. To avoid misunderstanding and to 
provide a basis for probation revocation hearings, each proba
tioner must be given a certificate setting forth the probation 
conditions. 

Chat)ging circumstances during the term of probation may 
require the court to modify 01' enlarge the conditions of 
probation, as authorized under subsection (2). 

4.040 Detention condition of probation 
'.Vhen probation is granted the court, in addition to conditions 

imposed under Section 4.030, may require as a condition of pro
bation that the defendant submit to a period of detenti(m in an 
appropriate institution at whatever time 01' intervals within the 
period of probation, consecutive 01' nonconsecutive, the court 
shall designate, 

(1) In misdemeanor cases, the period of detention under 
this section shall not exceed the shorter of 60 days 01' the 
maximum term of imprisonment authorized for the mis
demeanor by Chapter 3. 
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(2) In felony cases, the period of detention under this sec
tion shall not exceed 180 days. 

(3) Time spent in custody under a detention condition 
of probation shall be deducted from the maximum prison 
or jail term if probation is revoked and the defendant serves 
a term of imprisonment. 

Comment 

This "split sentence" pl'ovision is derived from 18 U.S.O.A. 
§ 3651. The basic purpose of the provision is to permit the 
shock of relatively short-term imprisonment in a disposition 
which is primarily probation for a much longer period of time. 
Availability of such short term detention is particularly im
pOl'tant in cases involving young persons who should not be 
kept in prison or jail over long periods of time, but who would 
be quite likely to benefit from such "shock treatment". Also, 
the provision for intermittent detention permits great flexibil
ity. For example, a judge could permit a man to keep his 
job and still serve nights or weekends in jail. A married man 
could thus be punished with imprisonment without the risk 
that this would put his family on the welfare rolls. 

This provision does not apply to "detention" imposed for 
purposes of physical or mental treatment. If a judge believes 
the offender should receive psyr,hiatric treatment in an in
stitution as a condition of probation, there should be no short 
tiro,e limit on such detention fixed by the judge or by statute. 
In such cases, the judge retains discretion under Code § 4.060 
(3) to mitigate any later prison or jail term by all or part 
of the time the offender was on probation. 

4.050 Transfer to another court 

Jurisdiction over a probationer may be transferred from the 
court which imposed probation to a court having equal jurisdic
tion over offenders in any other part of the state, with the con
currence of both courts. Retransfers of jurisdiction may also 
occur in the same manner. The court to which jurisdiction has 
been transferred under this Subsection shall be authorized to 
exercise all powers permissible under this Chapter over the de
fendant, except that the term of probation shall not be termi
nated without the consent of the sentencing court. 

Comment 

Based on Federal Criminal Code § 3103(5) (Study Draft 
19'70), dealing with transfers between federal districts. Mo
bility of probationers within Missouri should not be inhibited 
by lack of such authority, nor should a court in one part' of 
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the state be forced to retain jurisdiction over a probationer 
who is living and working some distance away. 

4.060 Duration of probation; revocation 
(1) Commencement; Multiple Periods. A term of probation 

commepces on the day it is imposed. Multiple terms of Missouri 
probation, whether imposed at the same time or at different 
times, shall run concurrently. Terms of probation shall also 
run concurrently with any federal or other state jail, prison, 
probation or parole ter.n~ for another offense to which the de
fendant is or becomes subj ect during the period, unless other
wise spec:_~ed by the Missouri court. 

(2) Early Termination. The court may terminate a period 
of probation and discharge the defendant at any time before 
completion of the specific term fixed under Section 4.020 if 
wari'anted by the conduct of the defendant and the ends of jus
tice. Procedures for termination and discharge may be estab
lished by rule of court. 

(3) Revocation. If the defendant violates a condition of 
probation at any time prior to the expiration or termination of 
the probation term, the court may continue him on the existing 
conditions, with or without modifying or enlarging the condi
tions, or, if such continuation, modification, or enlargement is 
not appropriate, may revoke probation and order that any sen
tence previously imposed be executed. If imposition of sentence 
was suspended, the court may revoke probation and impose any 
sentence available under Section 2.010. The court may mitigate 
any sentence of imprisonment by reducing the prison or jail 
term by all or part of the time the defendant was on probation. 

(4) Revocation Procedure. 
(a) Probation shall not be revoked without glVll1g the 

probationer notice and an opportunity to be heard on the 
issues of whether he violated a condition of probation and, 
if he did, whether revocation is· warranted under all the 
circumstances. 

(b) At any time during the term of probation the court 
may issue a notice to the probationer to appear to answer 
a charge of a violation, and the court may issue a warrant 
of arrest for the violation. Such notice shall be personally 
served upon the probationer. The warrant shall authorize 
the return of the probationer to the custody of the court 
01' to any suitable detention facility designated by the court. 
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(c) Any probation officer, if he has probable cause to 
believe that the probationer has violated a condition of 
probation, may arrest the probationer without a warrant, 
or may deputize any other officer with the power of ar
rest to do so by giving him a written statement of the cir
cumstances of the alleged violation, including a statement 
that the probationer has, in the judgment of the probation of
ficer, violated the conditions of his probation. The written 
statement, delivered with the probationer to the official 
in charge of any jail or other detention facility, shall be 
sufficient authority for detaining the probationer pending 
a preliminary hearing on the alleged violation. 

(d) If the probationer is arrested under the authority 
granted in Subsections (4) (b) 01' (4) (c), he shall have the 
right to a preliminary hearing on the violation charged. 
He shall be notified immediate1y in writing of the alleged 
probation violation. If he is arrested in the jurisdiction of 
the sentencing court, and the court which placed him on 
probation is immediately available, the preliminary hear
ing shall be heard by the sentencing court. Otherwise, he 
shall be taken before a judge 01' magistrate in the county 
of the alleged violation or arrest having original jurisdic
tion to try criminal offenses, and the preliminary hearing 
shall be held as soon as possible after the arrest. Such 
preliminary hearings shall be conducted as provided by 
rule of court. If it appears that there is probable cause 
to believe that the probationer has violated a condition of 
his probation, or if the probationer waives the preliminary 
hearing, the judge or magistrate shall order the probationer 
held for further proceedings in the sentencing court. If 
probable cause is not found, this shall not bar the sentencing 
court from holding a hearing on the question of the proba
tioner's alleged violation of a condition of probation nor 
from ordering the probationer to be present at such a hear
ing. Provisions regarding release on bail of persons charged 
with offenses shall be applicable to probationers arrested 
and ordered held under this l)rovision. 

(e) Upon such arrest and detention, the probation officer 
shall immediately notify the sentencing court and shall sub
mit to the court a written report showing in what manner 
the probationer 'has violated the conditions of probation. 
Thereupon, or upon arrest by warrant, the court shall cause 
the probationer to be brought before it without unnecessary 
delay for a hearing on the violation charged. Revocation 
hearings shall be conducted as provided by rule of court. 
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(5) Delayed Adjudication. The power of the court to revoke 

probation shall extend for the duration of the term of probation 
designated by the court and for any fUrther period which is rea
sonably necessary for the adjudication of matters arising before 
its expiration, provided that some affirmative manifestation of 
an intent to conduct a revocation hearing occurs prior to the ex
piration of the period and that every reasonable effort is made to 
notify the probationer and to conduct the hearing prior to the 
expiration of the period. 

Comment 

Subsection (1) is based on Federal Criminal Code § 3104 
(Study Draft 1970). The provision for the concurrent run
ning of multiple periods of probation is based on the same 
premise as the limitation of the maximum period of proba
tion for felonies to five years-either probation will work 
within a relatively short period or it will not work at all. 

The apparent harshness of the proposed minimum probation 
terms under Code § 4.020 is mitigated by the power under 
subsection (2) to terminate probation early. A probationer 
who has lived up to the conditions of probation for a time 
rnay have good reason to apply for an early termination and 
may be entitled to it. 

Subsection (3) authorizing revocation of probation also 
authorizes continuation of probation, with or without modify
ing 01' enlarging existing probation conditi.ons. The same 
authority is now available under § 549.101 RSMo. There 
should be no revocation unless the court is going to order a 
sentence previously imposed to be eX\f:!cuted, or, if imposition 
of sentence was suspended, is going to impose a sentence 
available under Code § 2.010. § 549.101(2) RSMo now at
tempts to limit the court by providing that after probation 
has been revoked, the court may grant a second probation, 
"but no more than two probations. . sha!l be granted 
the same person under the same judgment of conviction." 
The last sentence of the subsection cOlTesponds with the last 
sentence of § 549.010(1) RSMo. Unless the court mitigates 
any sentence of imprisonment by giving partial 01' full credit 
for time served on probation, there is no mitigation.' 

Subsection (4). on revocation procedures has been added to 
guarantee that the probationer's federal due process rights 
are observed. Under the federal due process guidelines 
in Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471, 92 S.Ct. 2593, 33 L.Ed. 
2d 484 (1972), a parole revocation case made applicable to 
probation revocation proceedings in Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 
U.S. 778, 93 S.Ct. 1756, 36 L.Ed.2d 656 (1973), it is clear that 
both a preliminary hearing and a revocation hearing are part 
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of the process that 'Would be due in a probation revocation 
case. Consider the following language from the MOlTissey 
opinion by Chief Justice Burger, speaking for a unanimous 
court: 

"The first stage occurs when the parolee is arrested 
and detained, usually at the direction of his parole officel" 
The second occurs when parole is formally revoked. 
There is typically a substantial time lag between the 
arrest and the eventual determination by the parole board 
whether parole should be revoked. Additionally, it may 
be that the parolee is arrested at a place distant from the 
state institution, to which he may be returned before the 
final decision is made concerning revocation. Given these 
factors, due process would seem to require that some 
minimal inquiry be conducted at or reasonably near the 
place of the alleged parole violation or arrest and as 
promptly as convenient after arrest while information 
is fresh and sources are available Such an 
inquiry should be seen as in the nature of a 'preliminary 
hearing' to determine whether there is probable cause or 
reasonable grounds to believe that the arrested parolee 
has committed acts which would constitute a violation of 
parole conditions. In our view due process 
requires that after the arrest, the determination that 
reasonable grounds exist for revocation of parole should 
be made by someone not directly involved in the case. 

. This independent officer need not be a judicial 
officer. The granting and revocation of parole are mat
ters traditionally handled by administrative officers. 

. With respect to the preliminary hearing before 
this officer, the· parolee' should be given notice that the 
hearing will take place and that its purpose is to deter
mine whether there is probable cause to believe he has 
committed a parole violation." . [Following this is a 
summary of the required hearing procedures for both the 
preliminary hearing and the later revocation hearing]. 
92 S.Ct. at 2602-2603. 

If the sentencing court wished to hold an immediate hearing 
on the probation violation, the arrested probationer probably 
would waive his right to a preliminary hearing. However, 
he may have good reason to ask for a preliminary hearing 
at the place of arrest or in the county of the alleged violation, 
which may be far from the sentencing court, or he may wish 
to have the sentencing court determine at a preliminary hear
ing whether there is a need for a revocation hearing. If the 
judge or magistrate conducting the preliminary hearing de
cides to "bind over" the probationer, subsection (4) Cd) re
quires the court to admit the probationer to bail as with' any 
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person charged with a crime. The probationer should be 
entitled to be released on bail because he has the due process 
right to present evidence at the hearing. See 92 S.Ct. at 2603. 
Note that a finding of "no probable cause" at the preliminary 
hearing would not prevent the sentencing court, in its discre
tion, from ordering a more extensive revocation hearing to be 
held or from ordering the probationer to attend the hearing. 
However, the probationer could not be arrested and held 
before the time of the revocation hearing. 

The provisions of subsection (4) are based on § 549.101 
RSMo, § 95-2811 of the Proposed Montana Code of 1970, and 
the due process requirements outlined in Morrissey v. Brewer, 
sup1·a. Detailed procedures for the conduct of the preliminary 
hearing and the revocation hearing are not included but the~e 
are left to the rule of court. Although the opinion in M 0) .. 

rissey states that the official conducting the preliminary 
hearing in a parole revocation case need not be a judicial 
officer, it is more appropriate to use judicial officers in pro
bation revocation cases, so that all procedures can be estab
lished and coordinated by rule of court. 
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Chal)ter 5 

FINES 

5.010 Fines for felonies 
(1) A person who has been convicted of a Class C or D Felony 

may be sentenced 
(a) to pay a fine which does not exceed five t~ousand 

dollars; or 
(b) if the offender has gained money or propel:ty through 

the commission of the crime, to pay an amount, fIxed by the 
court not exceeding double the amount of the offender's 
gain from the commission of the crime. An individual of
fender may be fined not more than twenty thousand dollars 
under this provision. 

(2) Determination of amount. As used in this Section the 
term "gain" means the amount of money or the value of property 
derived from the commission of the crime. The amount of money 
or value of property returned to the victim of the crime or seized 
by or surrendered to lawful authority prior to the time sente~ce 
is imposed shall be deducted from the fine. When t~e ~ourt Im
poses a fine based on gain the court shall make a fmdmg as to 
the amount of the offender's gaLt from the crime. If the record 
does not contain sufficient evidence to support such a finding, the 
court may conduc~ a hearing upon the issue. 

(3) Exception. The provisions of this section shall not apply 
to corporations. 

Comment 

Based on New York Penal Law § 80.00 (1967). Under 
present Missouri law a fine cannot be imposed. f~r a felony 
unless authorized b:{ the particular statute defmmg the of
fense. Ordinarily the amount of the authorized fine !or a 
felony is limited to the misdeI¥eanor level-$l,OOO maXImum 
-and the fine is an alternative considered equivalent to a 
jail term and can only be imposed in place of or in .addition 
to a jail term for the felony. § 546.470 RSMo pro~ldes .that 
no fine can be imposed in addition to a sentence of Impl'lson
ment in the penitentiary. 

This section allows ,fines for Class C and D Felonies. The 
fine allowed under subsection (1) (a) goes up to $5,000. 
Under (1) (b) the amount is determined by. the amo~nt ~f 
gain the offender has obtained from the CrIme. . WhIle, m 
general, a felony is so serious an offense that a fme m,ay be 
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inappropriate, there are times when, particularly where the 
offender has profited financially, that a fine based on the 
amount of gain should be imposed. This section permits this 
in the case of C and D Felonies. The method of computing 
the fine based on gain also should encourage the offender to 
disgorge any ill-gotten gains. Very serious crimes, those 
carrying a Class A 01' B penalty, are too serious for .the mere 
imposition of a fine. This limitation is consistent with pres
ent Missouri jaw which authorizes misdemeanor type sen
tences and fines only for felonies punishable by relatively 
short prison terms. 

Any imposition of fines is also governed by the provisions 
of Code § 5.040. 

Subsection (1) (b) places an upper limit on the amount of 
the "gain" fine for an individual. See 28 U.S.C.A. § 201(e) 
which contains a similar limit in bribery cases. 

5.020 :Fines for misdemeanors and infractions 
(1) Dollar limits. Except as othenwise provided for an offense 

outside this Code, a person who has been convicted of a misde
meanor or infraction may be sentenc(~d to pay a fine which does 
not exceed: 

(a) For a Class A Misdemeanor, one thousand dollars. 

(b) For a Class B Misdemeanor, five hundred dollars. 

(c) For a Class C Misdemeanor, three hundred dollars. 

(d) For an infraction, two hundred dollars. 

(2) Alternative fine. In lieu of a fine imposed under Subsec
tion (1) I a person who has been convicted of a misdemeanor or 
infraction through which he derived "gain" as defined in Section 
5.010 (3), may be sentenced to a fine which does not exceed double 
the amount of gain from the commission of the offense. An in
dividual offender may be fined not more than twenty thousand 
dollars under this provision. 

Comment 

The dollar limits for Class A and B Misdemeanors are (!on
sistent with the usual limits fixed in misdemeanor statutes 
that remain outside the Code. When the authorized imprison
ment is one year, the maximum authorized fine is usually 
$1,000; when the maximum imprisonment is six months, the 
maximum fine is often $500. 

Subsection (2) may be useful for the misdemeanors and in
fractions for which fines are most apt to be used-the eco
nomic offenses. However, in order to have subsection (2) 
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apply, it will be necessary to r~define the of,fenses outside 
the Code in terms of Class A MIsdemeanor, Cmss B, etc. be
cause of the limitation of Code § 2.030 (3). 

5.030 Fines for corporations 
(1) In general. A sentence to pay a fine, when imposed on a 

corporation 'for an offense defined in this COd.e or for any of~en~e 
defined outside this Code for which no specIal corporate fme IS 
specified, shall be a sentence to pay an amount, fixed by the 

court, not exceeding: 
(a) Ten thousand dollars, when the conviction is of a 

felony. 
(b) Five thousand dollars, when the conviction is of a 

Class A Misdemeanor. 
(c) Two thousand dollars, when the conviction is of a 

Class B Misdemeanor. 
(d) One thousand dollars, when the conviction is of a 

Class C Misdemeanor. 
(e) Five hundred dollars, when the conviction is of an 

infraction. 
(f) Any higher amount not exceedin~ d.ouble the amount 

of the corporation's gain from the comnnSSlOn of the offense, 
as determined under Section 5.010 (3). 

(2) Exception. In the case of an offense defined outs~~e t~e 
Code if a special fine for a corporation is expressly specIfIed m 
the ~tatute that defines the o,ffense, the fine fixed by the court 

shall be: 
(a) An amount within the limits specified in the statute 

that defines the offense; or 
(b) Any higher amount not exceedin~ ~ouble the amount 

of the corporation's gain from the commISSIon of the offense, 
as determined under Section 5.010 (3). 

comment 

Adapted from New York Penal Law § 80.10 (1967). The 
most important of the few penal sanctions tha~ can ?e us~d 
against a corporation is the fine. Therefore, thls sectlOn pro~. 
vides fines for felonies as well as for lesser offens~s. Under 
present law fines for corporations are seldom hlgher than 
fines for individuals, and a corporation could conclude ~hat 
the fine is just a cost of doing business. N ote th~t the. fInes 
listed in Subsection (1) apply to all offenses defIned.In ~he 
Code and to all offenses defined outside the Code for whlch 
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no special corporate fine is stated. Subsection (2) applies to 
offenses defined outside the code for which a fine for a cor
poration is expressly stated. 

The specific dollar limitation by type of offense can be 
disregarded when the corporation derives a pecuniary gain 
from the offense. Corporations doing business on a large 
scale might not be affected to any great degree by the ordi
nal'y fine but could hardly ignore the "double the gain" fines. 

5.040 Imposition of fines 
(1) General criteria. In determining thl'! amount and the 

method of payment of a fine, the court shall, insofar as practica
ble, proportion the fine to the burden that payment will impose 
in view of the financial resources of an individual. The court 
shall not sentence an offender to pay a fine in any amount which 
will prevent him from making restitution or reparation to the vic
tim <Of the offense. 

(2) Fine alone. When any other disposition is authorized by 
statute, the court shall not sentence an individual to pay a fine 
only unless, having regard to the nature and circumstances of the 
offense and the history and character of the offender, it is of the 
opinion that the fine alone win suffice for the protection of the 
public. 

(3) Fine with other sanctions. The court shall not sentence 
an individual to pay a fine in addition to any other sentence au
thorized by Section 2.010 unless 

(a) he has derived a pe~uniary gain from the offense; or 
(b) the court is of the opinion that a fine is uniquely 

adapted to deterrence of the type of offense involved or to 
the correction of the defendant. 

(4) Installment or delayed payments. When an offender is 
sentenced to pay a fine, the court may provide fo:::' the payment 
to be made within a specified period of time or in specified install
ments. If no such provision is made a part of the sentence, the 
fine shall be payable forthwith. 

(5) Nonpayment. When an offender is sentenced to pay a 
fine, the court shall not impose at the same time an alternative 
sentence to be served in the event that the· fine is not paid. The 
response of the court to nonpayment shall be determined only 
after the fine has not been paid, as provided in Section 5.050. 

Comment 

Based on Federal Criminal Code § 3302 (Study Draft 1970). 
See also Model Penal Code § 7.02. Existing Missouri law 
does not .contain general rules for the imposition of fines. 
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Subsection (1) states the general principle that the fine 
imposed should be related to the resources of the defendant. 
A fine should not be imposed on an indigent defen~a~t. ~ee 
Model Penal Code § 7.02(3) (a). To prevent competitIon w.lth 
the victim of the ct'ime, the court is prohibited from settmg 
a fine which will se deplete a defendant's resources that he 
cannot compensate the victim. 

Because fines may not hav,: ",fnrmative reh~bilitativc: value 
and because the impact of th~ .tine is uncertam, e. g., It I?ay 

hurt the offender's dependents more than the offender, fmes 
are discouraged in subsections (2) and (3), u~less some af
firmative reason indicates that a fine is particularly appro
priate. For too long fines have been assessed alm~st au~o
matically. Even though jail sentences and probatIon ~I:h 
conditions are possible alternatives under present law, \ elY 
often an offense is regarded by prosecutors, defense attorneys, 
judges and defendants as "worth so much" and .little or no 
thought may be given to better sentencing alternatIves. 

Subsection (4) formalizes the present practice by giving 
the court express authority to fix a future date of payment 
or installment payments. 

Subsection (5) is consistent with Tate v. Short, 40.1 U.S: 
395 91 8 Ct 668 28 L.Ed.2d 130 (1971). While the MIssourI 
Co~stitutio~, Art. 1, § 11, authorizes imprisonm.ent for non
payment of fines and penalties imposed. by l~w, It also state~ 
the principle that "no person shall be ImprIsoned for dc:bt. 
Naturally, judges who no longer can imprison fO.r fa~lure 
to pay fines (see § 543.270 RSMo) may now turn to ImprIson
ment as the alternative. However, a judge who ~e~ls that he 
would ordinarily impose a'fine should impose a JaIl sen.te.nce 
only after determining that probation is . not ~ SU!~Iclent 
sentence. He should not adopt a practice of Im~OSmg .Jall se~
tences on all indigent persons who cannot pay 'fmes, smce thIS 
would violate the spirit of the decision in Tate v: Short :hat 
indigent persons should not be penalized for bemg poor by 
being sent to jail. 

5.050 Response to nonpayment 
(1) Response to default. When an offen de:' sente~ced to pay 

a fine defaults in the payment of the fine or m any mstallme~t, 
the court upon motion of the prosecuting attome~ or upon It~ 
own motion may require him to show cause why he should no 
be imprisoned for nonpayment. The court may issue a warrant 
of arrest or a summons for his appearance. 

(2) Imprisonment. Following an order to show c,~,:se. under 
Subsection (1), unless the offender shows that his .derault was 
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not attributable to an intentional refusal to obey the sentence of 
the court, or not attributable to a failure on his paL't to make a 
good faith effort to obtain the necessary funds for payment, the 
court may order the defendant imprisoned for a term not to ex
ceed 180 days if the fine was imposed for conviction of a felony 
or 30 days if the fine was imposed for conviction of a misdemean
or or infraction. The court may provide in its order that pay
ment or satisfaction of the fine at any time will entitle the of
fender to his release from such imprisonment or, after entering 
the order, may at any time reduce the sentence for good cause 
shown, including payment or satisfaction of the fine. 

(3) Modification of sentence. If it appears that the default 
in the payment of a fine is excusable under the standards set 
forth in Subsection (2), the court may enter an order allowing 
the offender additional time for payment, reducing the amount 
of the fine or of each installment, or revoking the fine or the 
unpaid portion in whole or in part. 

(4) Corporations. When a fine is imposed on a corporation 
it is the duty of the person or persons authorized to make dis
bursement of the assets of the corporation and their superiors 
to pay the fine from the assets of the COll)Oration. The failure of 
such persons to do so shall render them subject to imprisonment 
under Subsections (1) and (2). 

(5) Civil process. Upon default in the payment of a fine 01' 

any installment thereof, the fine may be collected by any means 
authorized for the enforcement of money judgments. 

Comment 

Based on Federal Criminal Code § 3304 (Study Draft 1970). 
A separate proceeding is required under subsections (1) and 
(2) to determine whether there was culpability for the non
payment of a fine. If there is, the defendant may be sen
tenced to what is to be regarded as imprisonment for contempt 
of court, not for a debt. 

Subsection (2) sets limits on confinement for contempt 
and permits flexibility in treatment of the culpable nonpayer 
by permitting the court to provide the incentive of release 
from jail if the fine is paid. 

Additional flexibility to modify the fine or method of pay
ment is provided in subsection (3) for the nonculpable defend
ant, who may not be imprisoned for dE:bt after Tate v. Short, 
401 U.S. 395, 91 8.Ct. 668, 28 L.Ed.2d 130 (1971). 

Subsection (4) poses the threat of imprisonment to cor
pOl'ate officers who refuse to pay a corporate fine. 

Subsection (5) permits civil process to be used to collect 
a fine or any installment due. 
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5 060 Revocation of a fine 
• A defendant who has been sentenced to pay a, fine may ~t an~ 

time petition the sentencing COUl:t for a l'.ev~c~~on o~,!~:c~~~~ ~~ 
any unpaid portion thereof, If It appeals 0 e sa I , 't' n 
the court that the circumstances which warranted. th~ ImP?SI ;~o 
of the fine no longer E',xis,t or that it :vou~ o;~~~;:~~le ~i:J~: the 
require payment of the fme, the comt m y d'f +1 method of 
unpaid portion in whoie or in part or may mo I Y \,le 

payment, 

comment 

Based on Federal Criminal Code § 3303 (Study Dr~.ft 1970), 
t f f' t fd- altered This permits revocation or adjustmen 0 a me 0 ., 

conditions or to correct a mistake, 
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Chapter 6 

COLLATERAL CONSEQUENCES OF CONVICTION 

6.0.10 Basis of disqualification or disability 
(1) No person shall suffer any legal disqualification or dis

ability because of a finding of guilt or conviction of a crime or 
the sentence on his conviction, unless the disqualification or dis
ability involves the de9rivation of a right or privilege which is 

(a) necessarily incident to execution of the sentence of the 
court; or 

(b) provided by the Constitution or the Code; or 
(c) provided by a statute other than the Code, when the 

conviction is of a crime defined by such statute; or 
(d) proviaed by the judgment, order or regulation of a 

court, agency or official exercising a iurisdiction conferred 
by law, or by the statute defining such jurisdiction, when the 
commission of the crime or the conviction 01' the sentence is 
reasonably related to the competency of the individual to 
exercise the right 01' privilege of which he is deprived, 

(2) Pl'Oof of a conviction as relevant evidence upcm the trial 
or determination of any issue, 01' for the purpose of impeaching 
the convicted person as a witness, is not a disqualification or dis
ability within the meaning of this Chapter. 

Comment 

Based on Model Penal Code § 306.1 and Proposed New Jersey 
Penal Code § 2C :51-1 (1971), this general section is the foun
dation of the recommended proposal to rationalize the col
lateral consequences of a criminal conviction. As indicated 
by the proliferation of statutory provisions now on the books 
there is a need for general provisions on the matter of dis
qualification or disability following conviction. 

No pen .. '1l shall suffer any legal disqualification or dis
ability because of a finding of guilty 01' a criminal convic
tion unless he falls within one or more of the four subsections, 
(1) (a) to (d), 

Subsection (1) (a) preserves disabilities necessarily incident 
to execution of the sentence, A person who is in prison 
would not be permitted to engage in acts inconsistent with 
incarceration; e. g., he obviously could not continue any out
side employment. Chapter 460 RSMo on estates of convicts 
would continue to apply and require appointment of a trustee 
in most situations in which a convict is sued or wishes to 
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sue while in prison. See § 460.100 RSMo. If the convict is a 
litigant, he would still have to obtain a writ of habeas corpus 
in order to leave prison to testify. 

Subsection (1) (b) recognizes that either the Constitution or 
the Code may require a specific legal disability. E. g., Mo. 
Con st. art. VIII § 2 provides that "No. . person . 
while confined in any publi<.: prison shall be entitll'd to vote 

" 
S~bs~ction (1) (c) permits retention of any provisions out

side of the Code, wherever they might be, which make dis
qualification or disability a penalty fOl' an offense defined 
by such statute. There should be very few of these statutes 
containing special penalties if the Code is enacted and the 
present disqualification and disability statutes are repealed 
and replaced by the Code provisions. 

Subsection (1) (d) allows a deprivation when it is provided 
in a judgment, order or regulation of a court, agency or of
ficial exercising jurisdiction conferred by law, whenever the 
commission of the crime of the conviction or the sentence "is 
reasonably related" to the competency of the offender to ex
el'cise the right 01' privilege of which he is deprived. This is 
the most important provision in this section. The present law 
sometimes contains h1anket restrictions against employment 
in certain regulated areas of persons convicted of crimes. 
Sometimes conviction is relevant to the public safety interests 
undedYlng the regulation, but often it is not. By eliminating 
irrational barriers to employment, we assist offendp-rs in re
integrating; themselves into the community. Thus, instead of 
providing that no liq~·, u' license shaH be issued to any person 
"convicted, since the ratification of the twenty-first amend
ment to the Constitution of the United States, of a violation 
of the provisions of any law applicable to the sale of intoxicat
ing liquor, or who employs in his business as such dealer, any 
person . . . who has been convicted of ",olating such 
law since the date aforesaid," § 311.060 RSMo, "he Code pro
vides a reasonable rule which would authorize a licensing 
agency to refuse to grant a license to an applicant whose crim
inal record and other circumstances indicate that he would 
endanger the particular group or industry protected by the 
agency'sllicensing power. Many Missouri statutes now leave 
the matter of licensing to the discretion of the licensing 
agency, without arbitrary restrictions. E. g., § 334.100 RSMo, 
giving the state board of registration for the h;;:aling arts 
tl;,e power to license individuals guilty of "unprofessional or 
dishonorable conduct," including "conviction of a felony." 
A prospective physician might have committed a felony follow
ed by a successful period of rehabilitation. The legislature 
has wisely given the board the power to decide wh~ther he 

should be licensed. 
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6.020 Forfeiture of public office; disqualification 
(1) A person holding any public office, elective or appointive, 

under the government of this State or any agency or political 
~ubdivision thereof, who is convicte(l of a crime shall forfeit such 
office if 

(a) he is convicted under the laws of this State of a felony 
or under the laws of another jurisdiction of a crime which, 
if committed within this State, would be a fe,lony; or 

(b) he is convicted 0:1' a crime involving misconduct in of
fice, or dishonesty; or 

(c) the Constitution or a statute other than the Code so 
provides. 

(2) Except as provided in Subsection (3), a person convicted 
under the laws of this State of a felony or under the laws of an
other jurisdiction of a crime which, if committed within this 
St~te, would be a felony, shaH be ineligible to hold any public 
offIce, elective or appointive, under the government of this State 
0:' any ~gency or political subdivision thereof, until the comple
bon of hIS sentence or period of probation. 

(3) A person convicted under the laws of this State or under 
the laws of another jurisdiction of a felony connected with the 
exercise of the right of suffrage shall be forever disqualified 
from holding any public office, elective or appointive under the 
government of this State 01' any agency or political ~ubdivision 
thereof. 

Comment 

Based primarily on Model Penal Code § 306.2 this section 
~andates forfeiture of any public office, elective or appoint
IV~, s~te or. municipal, upon a conviction of any felony, any 
~l'lme .mvolvmg malfeasance in office, or of any crime involv
mg dIshonesty. In addition, where the Constitution or a 
statute outside the Code so provides, the office is forfeited. 

At present, there are various types of provi:dons in Chap
ters 556 to 564 RSMo which generally prohibit a person 
convicted of a felony from "holding any office of honor, 
profit or trust within this state" and these apparently re
quire forfeiture of office. Under § 558.130 RSMo, conviction 
of certain felonies and misdemeanors relating to official duties 
results in such disqualification to hold office and the addi
tional punishment of forfeiture of office. Forfeiture of public 
office for commission of a felony of any type 01' degree (for 
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conduct while in office) is the almost automatic result of a 

felony conviction today. 
Public employees, as distinguished from public officers, .are 

not covered by the Model Penal Code 01' the proposed section. 

Under sUbsection (2) a person is disqualified to hold public 
office until completion of his sentence for commission of a 
felony; but if the felony involves the right of surfrage, h~ 
is permanently disqualified under subsection (3). Cf· Ill. Um
fied Corrections Code Ch. 38, § 100o-5-5(b) (1973) ;md Kan
sas Criminal Code § 21-4615 (1970). 

6.030 Disqualification from voting and jury service 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, b. person who is 

convicted: 
(1) Of any crime shall be disqualified from registering and 

voting in any election under the laws of this state while confined 
under a sentence of imprisonment. 

(2) Of a felony connected with the exercise of the right of suf
frage shall be forever disqualified from registering and voting. 

(3) Of any felony shall be forever ~isqualified from serving as 

11 juror. 

comment 

Based on Model Penal Code § 306.3, Kansas Criminal 
Code § 21-4615 (1970), Ill. Unified Corrections Code Ch. 3R. 
§ 1005-5-5 (1973), Oregon Revised Statutes § 137.240 (1961), 
and Proposed New Jersey Penal Code § 2C:51-3 (1971). Only 
+-,he New Jersey proposal creates any disqualification that ex
"ends beyond the completion of the sentence. In New Jersey 
a person convicted of a felony is disqualified from serving 
as a juror until the completion of his sentence and for a 
period of five yeal's thereafter. However, as in the other 
states, he may vote as soon as he is released from prison. 

The permanent exclusion from the right to vote, although 
supported by history, is being discarded by most states. At 
common law an offender could not vote because of the notion 
that he had forfeited his citizenship. He could not contract, 
sue, hold or inherit property, or testify in a court of law. 
Thus he was forever branded as a criminal, unless pardoned. 
One of the most difficult tasks of modern society is to success
fully reintegrate the offender into the free community upon 
his release from incarceration. Denying to convicted persons 
a place in the political processes is more appropria.te to the 
concept of "civil death", a concept repudiated by nearly every 
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state today, and is inconsistent with the rehabilitative ideal. 
Exclusion from the right to vote of otherwise qualified citi
zens because of a past conviction is contrary to society's in
terest in rehabilitating offenders. 

However, because of the direct relation of the offense to the 
electoral process, the Committee decided to continue the pres
ent law under § 111.021 RSMo and withhold the franchise 
from persons convicted of felonies "connected with the 
exercise of the right of suffrage." 

At present only persons convicted of certain felonies "or of a 
mis~emeanor involving moral turpitude" are disqualified from 
servmg as jurors. See §§ 494.020, 557.490, 559.470, 560.610 
an~ 561.340 RSMo. Some felons lose their right to hold public 
offIce or to vote without lasing their right to serve as a juror 
except while imprisoned. See §§ 558.130 and 564.710 RSMo: 
Many felons lose no civil rights at all, except while imprisoned, 
beca~se they were not convicted of one of the designated 
fel~me~. Persons convicted of only one felony usually regain 
theIr rIght to serve as a jurol' almost automatically without 
any pardon by the governor. See §§ 216.355 and 549.111 
~SMo, There is no "waiting period" when a disqualified felon 
IS released from judicial probation or parole. First offenders 
disc:hal:g:d ~rom prison under the three-fourths rule regain 
th:ll' CIVIl :'Ights automatically after two years, and they re
gam them Immediately if they were paroled and successfully 
complete pa~'ole. § 494.020 RSMo which appears to make "any 
person convICted of a felony" ineligible to serve as a juror only 
applies until "such person has been restored to his' civil 
r~ghts." Many felons sentenced to prison regain their civil 
rIghts as soon a~ the term has expired under § 222.010 RSMo, 
and many convICted felons never lose their rights. Thus, 
at present, there is no permanent or indefinite disqualification 
?f most persons convicted of felonies, and restoration of rights 
IS not dependent solely upon the pardon power of the governor. 

. ~any states permit persons with felony records to serve on 
Jl~l'les. However, the Committee decided to exclude all con
VIcted felons from jury service (unless pardoned) in order to 
help maintain the integrity of the jury system. 

Summary Comment 

The approach of the Code is based on the premise that all 
persons are "civilly alive" but may be deprived of certain 
privileges of citizenship because of conviction of crime. The 
present Missouri approach is based on the historical premise 
under the common law and § 222.010 RSMo that a sentence 
to imprisonment for a felony suspends all civil rights and in 
the. case of a life sentence, creates a "civilly dead'" person. 
ThIS requires knowledge of what all the "civil rights" are. 
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The researcher must look to the common law cases and then 
to the various statutory and case law exceptions to the sus
pension of civil rights that h~ve been ~rea~e?. Un~er t~e 
Code approach, all disqualifications a~d dIsabIlIties '\vhlCh are 
not necessarily incident to the executIOn o~ the ~e?te~ce must 
be expressly listed. By defining these dIsqualIfIcatIOns and 
disabilities and statin~ when they apply, much of t~l~ pr.ese~t 
confusion is avoided and a sounder basis for rehabilItatIOn IS 

created. 
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PART III 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Chaptel' 7 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF LIABILITY 

7.010 Voluntary act 
(1) Requirement, A person is not guilty of an offense unless 

his liability is based on conduct which includes a voluntary act. 

(2) Definition. A voluntary act is 
(a) a bodily movement performed while conscious as a 

result of effort or determination; or 
(b) an omission to perform an act of which the actor is 

physically capable. 
(3) Possession as a voluntary act. Possession is a voluntary 

act if the possessor knowingly procures or receives the thing pos
sessed, or having acquired control of it was aware of his control 
for a sufficient time to have enabled him to dispose of it or termi
nate his control. 

(4) Liability based on an omission. A person is not guilty of 
an offense based solely upon an omission to perform an act unless 
the law defining the offense expressly so provides, or a duty to 
perform the omitted act is otherwise imposed by law. 

Comment 

This section covers "actus reus" and is based on the Illinois 
Code Ch. 38, §§ 4-1, 4-2; the New York Penal Law §§ 15.00, 
15.05; and the Model Penal Code § 2.01. It requires that 
criminal liability be based on conduct which includes a volun
tary actor the omission to perform an act, and thus states the 
accepted principle that an "act" is an essential component 
of criminal liability. The requirement is not that liability 
must be based upon an act, but rather upon conduct which 
includes a voluntary act. Liability can be based on a course 
of conduct during part of which the actor may not be con
scious. For example, jf a driver loses consciousness and his 
car hits and kills a pedestrian, the driver is clearly not acting 
while he is uncl)nscious. However, if criminal liability is to be 
imposed, his f~ilure to stop as he felt illness approaching could, 
in the appropriate circumstances, be regarded as sufficiently 
negligent for the imposition of criminal liability. The liabil
ity would be based on the entire course of conduct of which 
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his failing to stop 'would be a part. See Comments, Model 
Penal Code, Tent. Draft No.4, 119-120 (1955). 

Subsection (1) states this minimal requirement of conduct. 
It does not require that the conduct be that of the defendant. 
While some conduct on his part will always be required, a 
defendant can be held responsible, in appropriate circum
stances, for the conduct of other persons. 

Subsection (2) defines voluntary act. (2) (a) requires con-
. sciousness and follows present law that criminal liability 
cannot be based on behavior while unconscious. See State 
v. Buxton, 324 Mo. 78, 22 S.W.2d 635 (1929); State v. Barr, 
366 Mo. 300, 78 S.W.2d 104 (1935); and State v. Small, 344 
S.W.2d 49 (Mo.1961), all dealing with unconsciousness result
ing from intoxication. 

Subsection (2) (b) defines "act" to include "omission". At 
first blush, this seems incongrllous. This approach is taken 
in the Illinois Code and their reasons are persuasive. 

"[A]n omission necessarily is defined by describing 
the act of commission which is omitted; and if the 
distinction is made, then the phrase 'act 01' omission' 
must be used each time reference is made to a person's 
physical behavior, unless the reference is only to a pos
itive movement, or only to the lack of required movement. 
Consequently, the use of 'act' to include 'omission' 
seems reasonable, and clearly is more convenient." 

Tent. Final Draft, Proposed Illinois Revised Code of 
1961, 144. 

Subsection (3) provides· that possession can be sufficient as 
a voluntary act. This is needed since possession is not neces
sarily a bodily movement nor an omission. The definition is 
consistent with Missouri decisions. See State v. Burns, 457 
S.W.2d 721 (Mo.1970) ruling that for illegal possession under 
§ 195.020 RSMo "there must be a conscious possession of the 
particular substance. " 

Subsection (4) states the accepted principle that omissions 
are not sufficient for cl'iminalliability unless there is a "duty 
to act". The duty can, of coursp., be based on a statute pro
viding that the failure to perform a certain act is a crime. 
For example, see § 143.330 RSMo covering failure to pay taxes, 
make returns and keep records. More difficult from an ana
lytical point of view is criminal liability by omission in crimes 
not defined in terms of failure to act. Such situations are 
rare and the most common is liability for homicide (usually 
manslaughter) based on the failure to perform some act, such 
as supplying medical assistance to a close relative. See e. g. 
State v. Beach, 329 S.W.2d 712 (Mo.1959). A con.cise sum-
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mary of the "law" is in Jones v. United States, 308 F.2d 307, 
310 (D.C.Cir. 1962): 

"The problem of establishing the duty to take action 
which would preserve the life of 'mother hilS not often 
arisen in the case law of this country. . 

"There are at least four situations in which the failure 
to act may constitute breach of a legal duty. One can be 
held criminally liable: first, where a statute imposes a 
duty to care for another; second, where one stands in a 
certain status relationship to another i third, where one 
has a!'sumed a contractual duty to care for another i and 
fourth, where one has voluntarily assumed the care of 
another and so secluded the helpless person as to prevent 
others from rendering aid." (Footnotes omitted). 

7.020 Culpable mental state 

(1! Requir~ment. Except as provided in Section 7.040, a per
son IS not gUIlty of an offense unless he acts with a culpable 
mental state, that is, unless he acts purposely 01' knowingly or 
recklessly or with criminal negligence, as the statute defining the 
offense may require with respect to the conduct, the result there
of 01' the attendant circumstances which constitute the material 
elements of the crime. 

(2) Definitions. 

(a) Purposely. A person acts purposely, or with purpose 
with respect to his conduct or to a result thereof when it i~ 
his conscious object to engage in that conduct or to cause 
that result. 

(b) I{nowingly. A person acts knowingly, 01' with kpowl
edge, 

(i) with respect to his conduct or to attendant cir
cumstances when he is aware of the nature of his con
duct or tha t those circumstances exist 01' , 

(ii) with respect to a result of his conduct when he is 
aware that his conduct is practically certain to cause 
that result. 

(c) Recklessly. A person acts recklessly or is reckless 
when he consciously disregards a SUbstantial and unjustifi
able risk that circumstances exist or that a result will fol
low, and such disregard constitutes a gross deviation from 
the standard of care which a reasonable person would exer
cise in the situation. 
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(d) Criminal negligence. A person acts with criminal 
negligence or is criminally negligent when he fails to be 
aware of a sUbstantial and unjustifiable risk that circum
stances exist or a result will follow, and such failure consti
tutes a gross deviation from the standard of care which a 
reasonable person would exercise in the situation. 

comment 

This and the next two sections deal with the mental com
ponent of crime or "mens rea" and are based on the Illinois 
Code Ch. 38, §§ 4-3 through 4-9, the New York Penal Law 
§§ 15.00 and 15.05 and the Model Penal Code § 2.02. 

Section 7.020 simplifies the number of terms used to 
describe the culpable -',£"ntal states and provides definitions 
of them. Present .;L·,ouri statutes use a variety of terms 
to describe the necebclary mental state. For example: wil
fully; willfully and corruptly; knowingly and willfully; will
ful and malicious; voluntarily; deliberately; on purpose and 
of malice aforethought; unlawfully and purposely; inten
tionally; willfully and maliciously or cruelly; willfully, mali
ciously 01' contemptuously; wrongfully and willfully; willfully 
or negligently; willfully or reckessly; knowingly and negli
gently; and there are many others. While some of these 
terms have been defined by judicial decisions with regard to 
specific crimes, others are vague at best and the meaning of a 
given term, such as "willful", may vary from crime to crime. 
As stated in the Working Papers of the National Commission 
on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws, 120 (1970) : 

"Unsurprisingly, the courts have been unable to find 
substantive correlates for all these varied descriptions of 
mental states, and, in fact, the opinions display far fewer 
mental states than the statutory language. Not only 
does the statutory language not reflect accurately or con
sistently what are the mental elements of the various 
crimr,ji' there is no discernible pattern 01' ~onsistent ra
tionale which explains why one crime is defined or under
stood to require one mental state and another crime 
another mental state or indeed no mental state at all." 

Subsection (1) states the proposition that, with exceptions, 
crime requires a culpable mental state and that the mental 
state must relate to the elements of conduct, result and attend
ant circumstances as set out in the statute defining the of-
fense. 

Subsection (2) defines the four basic culpable mental states. 
These four covel' nearly all the mental states that are needed. 
There may be a specific crime that will require its own 
peculiar mental element but these four cover nearly, all, and 
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perhaps all, of the variety of terms in the present statutes. 
The terms and their definitions are derived from the Model 
Penal Code and have been used with slight variations in most 
of the recent criminal law revisions in other jurisdictions. 

7.030 Culpable mental states, application 
(1) If the definition of an offense prescribes a culpable mental 

state but does not specify the conduct, attendant circumstances 
01' result to which it applies, the prescribed culpable mental state 
applies to each such material element. 

(2) Except as provided in Section 7.040, if the definition of an 
offense does not expressly prescribe a culpable mental state, a 
culpable mental state is nonetheless required and is established 
if a person acts purposely 01' knowingly or recklessly, but crimi
nal negligence is not sufficient. 

(3) If the definition of an offense prescribes criminal negli
gence as the culpable mental state, it is also established if a per
son acts purposely or knowingly or recklessly. When reckless
ness suffices to establish a culpable mental state, it is also estab
lished if a persorl acts purposely 01' knowingly. When acting 
knowingly suffices to establish a culpable mental state, it is also 
established if a person acts purposely. 

(4) Knowledge that conduct constitutes an offense, or knowl
edge of the existence, meaning or application of the statute de
fining an offense is not an element of an offense unless the stat
ute clearly so provides. 

" ' 

,Comment 

This section sets out the rules to be followed in interpreting 
what mental states are required in a particular statute. At 
present, in addition to having a variety of terms to' describe 
mental states, Missouri has many statutes which do not men
tion any c'ulpable mental at all. For example, § 560.115 RSMo 
declares it to be a crime with a penalty of imprisonment of 
not less than two nor more than ten years to make mend 
d 

. ' , 
eSlgn, or set up, or have in one's custody or concealed on 

one's person a variety of items popularly termed "burglar's 
tools". It took two decisions by the Missouri Supreme Court, 
Ex Parte Roberts, 166 Mo, 207, 65 S.W. 726 (1901) and State 
v. Refflin, 338 Mo. 236, 89 S.W.2d 938 (1936} before it was 
made clear that the crime required "a criminal intent upon the 
part of the possessor of alleged burglar's tools to use them 
burglariously 01' for some criminal purpose" even though no 
such intent was mentioned in the statute. More recently, 
the Missouri Supreme Court has had to decide whether the 
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crime of tampering with a motor vehicle required a cul
pable mental state, there being none mentioned in the statute. 
With one judge dissenting, the court ruled the crime required 
criminal intent. State v. McLarty, 414 S.W.2d 315 (Mo.1967). 
See also State v. Drane, 416 S.W.2d 105 (Mo.1967) and State 
v. Tate, 436 S.W.2d 716 (Mo.1969). A similar problem existed 
with regard to the Missouri drug offenses. Neither § 195.020 
(narcotic drugs) nor § 195.240 (barbiturate, stimulant, or hal
lucinogenic drugs) mentioned a culpable mental state as an 
element of the crime. In State v. Burns, 457 S.W.2d 721 (Mo. 
1970) the court concluded that a mental element, at least with 
regard to possession was required. 

These problems would not have arisen had the original 
statutes indicated whether or not a culpable mental state 
was required and, if so, what mental state was required. 
This section provides rules for determining what culpable 
mental state is required and when one is required. It does 
not prevent variation from the rules in a specific statute, but 
does require that the variation be expressly stated. See also 

Code § 7.040. 
If the statute specifies a mental state but does not indicate 

the elements to which it refers, then the mental state applies 
to all the elements, Subsection (1). If the statute does not 
mention a mental state, then, subject to the exception of Code 
§ 7.040, recklessness or a higher mental state is needed. It 
should be noted that for criminal negligence to be sufficient 
as a mental state, it must be expressly included in the statute. 
This is consistent with the idea that imposing criminal liabil
ity for negligence is the exception and most crimes, certainly 
the serious ones, require -a higher mental state, Subsection (2). 

Subsection (3) makes it clear that the culpable mental 
states are "graded", that is, each mental state is included in 
the higher mental states. This is useful in grading offenses 
(making it possible to convict for lesser included offenses) 
and also avoids the argument that something was not done 
recklessly because it was done knowingly or purposely. 

Subsection (4) makes it clear that knowledge of the exist
ence of a statute 01' its meaning is not an element of the of
fense (unless expressly provided) and therefor acting pur
posely, knowingly, recklessly or with criminal negligence as 
to the existence or the meaning of the law is not required for 
guilt. This proposition is often and inaccurately stated as 
"Ignorance of the law is no excuse." It is more accurate to 
say that knowledge of the law is not an element of the crime. 
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7.040 Culpable mental state, when not required 
A culpable mental state is not required 

§ 7.050 

. (1) if. the offense is an infraction and no culpable mental state 
~s prescrIbed by the statute defining the offense, or 

(2) if t.hestatut~ defining the offense clearly indicates a pur
pose to dIspense WIth the requirement of any culpable mental 
state as to a specific element of the oifimse. 

Comment 

This section provides for exceptions to the requirement of a 
c~l?able mental state. Subsection (1) allows for absolute lia
bIhty for infractions, the regulatory offenses in which quite 
o~ten the mental element is omitted as the purpose is regula
tion rathel: than ~unishment and th~ penalty very small. Of 
course, an InfractIOn can specifically require a mental element 
This. ~ecti.on me.rely states the rule that if no mental state i~ 
specIfIed .In an Infraction the legislative intent was that none 
was reqUIred. 

Subsection (2) permits doing away with the requirement of 
a men~al state as to an element of a "true crime". Such an 
e~ceptIOn must be. clearly indicated. It is expected that there 
WIll be very few Instances of such criminal liability without 
fault. 

7.050 Ignorance amI mistake 
(1) A person is not relieved of criminal liability for conduct 

because he engages in such conduct under a mistaken belief of 
fact or law unless such mistake negatives the existence of the 
mental state required by the offense. 

(2) A person is not relieved of criminal liability for conduct 
becau~e he. be~ieves his conduct does not constitute an offense un
less Ius belIef IS reasonable and 

. (a) the offense is defined by an administrative regula
tion or order which is not known to him and has not been 
published or otherwise made reasonably available to him and 
he could. I;ot have acquired such knowledge by the exe~'cise 
of due dIhgence pursuant to facts known to him; or 

(b) he acts in reasonable reliance upon an official state
ment of the law, afterward determined to be invalid or er
roneous, contained in 

(i) a statute; 
(ii) an opinion or order of an appellate court· , 
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(iii) an official interpretution of the statute, regula
tion or order defining the offense made by a public of
ficial or agency legally authorized to interpret such stat
ute, regulation or order. 

(3) The burden of injecting the issue of reasonable belief that 
conduct does not constitute an offense under Subsections (2) (a) 
01' 2 (b) is on the defendant. 

comment 

Based on the Illinois Code Ch. 38, § 4-8, the New York 
Penal Law § 15.20 and the Model Penal Code § 2.02. 

Subsection (1) states the obvious conclusion that if a mis
take negatives the culpable mental state which is required for 
an offense, the actor cannot be guilt~T of that offense. If the 
actor thinks he is shooting a deer but actually shoots and kills 
a man, he cannot be guilty of an offense requiring that he 
purposely or knowingly kill a human being. He may, however, 
be guilty of a lesser degree of criminal homicide for which 
he does have the necessary culpable mental state. That is, he 
could be guilty of a reckless or criminally negligent homicide. 
The mistake to be significant must negative culpability. If 
the actor thought the object was a woman when it was a man, 
that mistake would be irrlalevant :;ince the sex of the victim 
is not an element of criminal homicide. 

There are not many offenses in which a mistake of "law" 
willl'emove culpability. One is theft where a mistaken belief 
as to ownership can negative the intent to steal. Code § 7.030 
(4) makes it clear that knowledge of the existence 01' meaning 
of the offense charged is'not an element of the offense (unless 
the statute so provides) so that the actor's belief 'Ghat he 
is acting lawfully will normally be irrelevant. 

There are a few narrow situations where a good faith belief 
of legality should be a defense. Subsection (2) codifies those 
that are commonly recognized. The burden of injecting this 
defense is placed on the defendant. This is not the case with 
subsection (1) which is, strictly speaking, not a defense but 
the converse of the proposition that the state must prove the 
required culpable mental state beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Under subsection (2) the state still has the burden of per
suasion once the issue is in the case. See Code § 1.100. 

7.060 Accountability for conduct 
A person with the required culpable mental state is guilty of an 

offense if it is committed by his own conduct or by the conduct of 
another person for which he is criminally responsible, or both. 

eo 
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Comment 

This states the general proposition that liability can be 
based on the conduct of the defendant or on the conduct of 
anothel' person. 

7.070 Responsibility for the conduct of anotlllw 
A person is criminally responsible for the condud of another 

when 
(1) the statute defining the offense makes him so respons:i

bIe; or 
(2) either before or during the commission of an offense::' with 

the purpose of promoting the commission of an offense he aids 
or agl:ee~ to aid or att~mpts to aid such other person in ~lanning, 
coml1uttmg or attemptmg to commit the offense. 

However, a person is not so responsible if: 
(a) He is the victim of the offense committed or attempt

ed. 
(b) The offense is so defined that his conduct was neces

sarily incident to the commission or attempt to commit the 
offense. If his conduct constitutes a relat,ad but separate 
offense, he is criminally responsible for that offense but not 
for the conduct or offense committed or attempted by the 
other person. 

(c) Before the commission of the offense he abandons his 
purpose and gives timely warning to law enforcement au
thorities or otherwise makes proper effort to prevent the 
commission of the offense. The defense provided by Sub
section (2) (c) is an affirmative defense. 

Comment 

This section deals with accessorial liability and attempts to 
s:ate the rules by which the defendant can be held criminally 
hable for the conduct of another person. It is based on severnl 
other codes but differs in wording and organization from all 
of them. 

Subsect.ion (1) is the same as Illinois Code Ch. 38, § 5-2Ch) 
and permlts a statute to create graater liability for the con
duct of another than would be true under the rest of this sec
tion. For example, Code § 10.020(1) (d) deals with liability 
for felony murder committed by another person during the 
commission of a felony. 

Subsection (2) is similar to Illinois Code Ch. 38, § 5-2(c) 
but unlike that section is designed to cover two diffel'ent bases 
Mo.Prop.Crlm.Code Pamph.-b 81 
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for liability for conduct of another. These two bases, causing 
an innocent or irresponsible person to commit the conduct and 
accessorial liability by aiding and ~betting, are in separ!l.~J 
sections in the other codes. For example, the proposed Texas 

Code provides: 
"A person is criminally responsible for an offense com-

mitteu by the conduct of another if: 
"(1) acting with the kind of culpability required 

for the offense, he causes or aids an innocent or ir
responsible person to engage in conduct prohibited 
by the definition of the offense i or 

"(2) acting with [purpose] to promote or assist 
the commission· of the offen.se, he solicits, directs, 
aids, or attempts to aid the other person to commit 

the offense i . 
Both these theories are here combined in a single section, 
which must Le read in connection with Code § 7.080(1) which 
precludes certain matters, including the other person's lack 
of criminal capacity, unawareness of defendant's criminal pur
pose or immunity from prosecution, from being a defense to 
liability based on the conduct of another. 

The section requires a "purpose to promote the commission 
of an offense". Some codes provide for liability for "know
ingly providing substantial assistance" to one who commits 
an offense. This is usually a lesser degree of crime than 
the offense assisted. This Code does not contain such a pro
VlSlOn. ''''bile such would be useful in some situations it 
was felt that it carried criminal liability too far. 

Subsection (2) (a) excrudes the victim as being an accessory 
even though the victim in certain crimes does provide assist
ance, as for example, the victim who pays the extortionist, 01' 

the girl who is under the age of consent and solicits the act of 
"statutory rape". Subsection (2)(b) extends the same pro
tection to persons who do not fall neatly into the category of 
victims. For example, if a statute simply makes the giving of 
a bribe a crime should the recipient be guilty of a violation of 
that statute on the basis of aiding and abetting. If he should 
be this should be covered in the statute on bribery. This 
subsection does not prevent his being criminally liable, it 
merely requires the statute defining the offense to so specify. 
The subsection does make it clear that it does not bar con
viction for a related offense based on his own conduct, as, 
for example, if there were another statute making it a crime to 

receive a bribe. 
• Subsection (2) (c) provides an es-cape route for those who 
have provided assistance, etc. but the crime has not yet oc
cUl'red. It is desirable to provide an inducement. to disclose 
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crimes before they occur and to take steps to prevent the 
comission.of crimes. Questions under sUbsections (2) (a) and 
(b) involve interpretations of statutes and would be decided 
by the court. The issues involved in subsection (2) (c) could, 
in an appropriate case, be submitted to the jury. A claim 
under (2) (c) is an affirmative defense which places the 
burden of persuasion on the defendant. A similar but not 
identical, defense is found in the conspiracy sedio~s where 
renunciation of criminal purpose can be: a defense to con
spiracy. See Code § 9.020(5) and comments. That defense 
is not an affirmative defense (t.hough the defendant has the 
burden of injecting the issue). The reason for the difference 
is that a successful claim of renunciation und § 9.020(5) can 
be made only when the offense which is the o')ject of the con
spiracy has not occurred-it must be thwarted-while under 
§ 7.070(2) (c) the off-ense will have been committed by some
one else and the defendant will be trying to absolve himself 
of liability by establishing that he made proI::ar efforts to pre
vent it. 

7.080 Defense precluded 
It is no defense to any prosecution for an offense in which the 

criminal respons.ibility of the defendant is based upon the con
duct of another that 

t1). such other person has been acquitted or has not been 
convicted or has been convicted of some other offense or de
gree of offense or lacked criminal capacity or was llnaware 
of the defendant's criminal purpose or is immune from prose
cution or is not amenable to justice; or 

(2) the defendant does not belong to that class of persons 
who are legally capable of committing the offense in an i11-

dividual capacity. 

Comment 

Similar statutes are found in most codes. This section is 
broader than the present Missouri statute, § 556.190 RSMo, 
which merely provides: 

"An acceSSOl'Y, I:>efore or after the fact, may be indicted, 
tried and punished notwithstanding the principal felon 
may not have been arrested, hied and convicted." 

Subsection (2) is designed to covel' the situation where the 
individual could not be guilty of the crime on the basis solely 
of hi.s own cQnduct but can be an accessory. For example, a 
husband cannot by his own conduct be guIlty of raping his 
wife. Howe\-er, if he assists another in doing the act he can 
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be guilty as an accessory, state v. Drope, 462 S:W.~d 677 
(Mo.1971). Subsection (2) must be read, however, III bght of 
Code § 7.070(2) (a) and (b). 

7.090 Conviction of different degrees of offenses 

Except as otherwise provided,. J.en tw.o or. mo:.'~ pers.ons are 
criminally responsible for an ofIense whIch IS dIVIded. mto ?e
grees, each person is guilty of such degree as is compatI~l~ wIth 
nis own culpable mental state and with his own accountabIlIty for 
an aggravating or mitigating fact or circumstance. 

comment 

Based on New York Penal Law § 20.15. At common law 
there was a question whether an "aider and abettor" could be 
guilty of a higher (or lower) degree of the of~ense assisted. 
This section clearly permits the degree of pumshment to be 
apportioned according to the culpability of each person. 

7.100 Liability of corporations and unincorporated associa-

tions 
(1) A corporation is guilty of an offense if 

(a) the conduct constituting the offense co~sists of an 
omission to discharge a specific duty of affirmatIve perform
ance imposed on corporations by law; or 

(b) the conduct constituting the offense is engaged in by 
an agent of the corporation while acting within .the scope of 
his employment and in behalf of the corporatIOn, and t~e 
offense is a misdemeanor or an infraction, or the off.ense. IS 
one defined by a statute that clearly indicates a legI~latIve 
intent to impose such criminal liability on a corporatIon; or 

(c) the conduct constituting the offense is engage.d in, 
authorized, solicited, requested, commanded or knowm~lY 
tolerated by the board of directors or by a high mana~el'lal 
agent acting within the scope of his employment and m be-

half of the corporation. 
(2) An unincorporated association is guilty of an offense if 

(a) the conduct constituting the offense consists of an 
omission to discharge a specific duty of affirmative perform
ance imposed on the association by law; or 

(b) the conduct constituting the offense is engaged in by 
an agent of the association while acting with~n ~he scope of 
his employment and in behalf of the assoCIatIon and the 
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offense is one defined by a statute that clearly indicates a 
legislative intent to impose such criminal liability on the 
association. 

(3) As used in this section: 
(a) "Agent" means any director, officer 01' employee of 

a c?rporation or unincorporated association or any other 
person who is authorized to act in behalf of the corporation 
or unincorporated association. 

(b) "High managerial agent" means an officer of a cor
poration or any other agent in a position of comparable au
thority with respect to the formulation of corporate policy 
01' the supervision in a managerial capacity of subordinate 
employees. 

Comment 

Based on New York Penal Law § 20.20; Michigan Revised 
Criminal Code § 430 (Final Draft 1967); Mode1 Penal Code 
§ 2.07; Illinois Revised Criminal Code Ch. 38, § 5-4; Pro
posed California Crimina1 Code § 430. 

The subject of holding corporations criminally liable has 
not been considered very often by Missouri Appellate courts. 
In State ex reI. McKittrick v. American Insurance Co., 346 
Mo. 269, 140 S.W.2d 36 (1940) there is language indicating 
that there can be criminal liability on the part of corpora
tions; and in St. Louis v. Consolidated Products Co., 185 S.W. 
2d 344 (St.L.App.1945), a corporation was held liable for vio
lation of a city ordinance. See also State v. White, 96 Mo. 
App, 34, 69 S.W. 684 (1902) where the court stated that a 
corporation could be guilty of willfully and knowingly ob
structing a public road. 

This section attempts to set the standards for determining 
when a corporation may be held criminally Hable. Subsection 
(1) (a) covers the obvious situation of corporate liability for 
the failure to perform a duty specifically imposed by statute 
on corporations. Subsection (1) (b) provides for corporate 
criminal liability for misdemeanors and infractions where 
such are committed by an agent acting within the scope of his 
employment and in behalf of the corporation; and for liability 
where a statute specifically provides for corporate liability. 
Subsection (1) (c) covers the situation where the crime is in 
effect directed by the management of the corporation. Again, 
the persons involved must be within the scope of their employ
ment and acting in behalf of the corporation. Thus, a cor
poration cannot be guilty of a felony unless the statute so 
provides Ol~ unless the board of directors or a high managerial 
agent in effect directed the commission of the felor.y. See 
Code § 5.030 which provides for fines for corporations. 
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Subsection (2) deals with criminal liability for unincorpor
ated associations. Theil' liability traditionally is far more 
limited simply because of the difficulty of defining the entity 
involved and the great variety of such organizations. This 
subsection basically does not provide for any criminal liability 
for unincorporated associations but merely allows for statutes 
to impose specific duties on such organizations and provide 
a penalty for failure to comply, subsection (2) (a); and in 
subsection (2) (b) allows for the possibility that the legisla
ture may wish to specifically provide for criminal liability for 
unincorporated associations in the definition of a particular 
offense. 

7.110 Liability of individual for conduct of corporation or un
incorporated association 

A person is criminally liable for conduct constituting an offense 
which he performs or causes to be performed in the name of or 
in behalf of a corporation or unincorporated association to the 
same extent as if such conduct were performed in his own name 
or behalf. 

Comment 

Based on New York Penal Law § 20.25; Michigan Revised 
Criminal Code § 435 (Final Draft 1967); Model Penal Code 
§ 2.07(6); Illinois Revised Criminal Code Ch. 38, § 5-5. 
This section states what should be obvious; that an individual 
who engages in conduct constituting an offense cannot avoid 
liability because he does so while acting for a corporation 01' 

other organization. It is specifically included to avoid the 
type of problem that arose in People v. Strong, 363 Ill. 602, 
2 N.E.2d 942 (1936). 

7.120 Entrapment 
(1) The commission of acts which would otherwise constitute 

an offense is not criminal if the actor engaged in the proscribed 
conduct because he was entrapped by a law enforcement officer 
or a person acting in cooperation with such an officer. 

(2) An entrapment is perpetrated if a law enforcement offi
cer or a person acting in cooperation with such an officer, for the 
purpose of obtaining evidence of the commission of an offense, 
solicits, encourages or otherwise induces another person to en-, 
gage in conduct when he was not ready and willing to engage in 
such conduct. 

(3) The relief afforded by Subsection (1) is not. available as 
to any crime which involves causing physical injury to or placing 
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in dan.ger of physical injury a person other than the person per
petratmg the entrapment. 

(4) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the issue 
of .entrapment. 

Comment 

Based on Model Penal Code § 2.10 Tent. Draft No.9 (1959) ; 
New York Revised Penal Law § 40.05 [formerly numbered § 
35.40J; Kentucky Penal Code 4330.3-010. 

The doctrine of entrapment in Missouri goes back to State 
v. Ebel, 188 S.W. 1132 (Mo.App.1916) where the St. Louis 
Oourt. of Appeals. held that a defense based on police over
~'eachl~g wa.s avallable. See Comment, Entrapment: A Crit
lcal DlscusslOn, :\7 Mo.L.Rev. 633 (1972). By the late 1920's 
entrapment in M ssoul'i had roughly assumed its present form. 
In. Stat~ v. Mur:,)hy, 320 Mo. 219, 6 S.W.2d 877 (1928), the 
Mlssoul'l Supreme Court, relying on Ritter v. United States, 
293 F.2d 187 (9th Oil'. 1923), stated (at 227 and 880) 

. '?he distinctions seem to be well defined. If a person 
lS mduc~d by anyo~e ~o commit a crime for the purpose 
of s~curmg a convlCtlOn, the conviction wiII not stand. 
But If the purpose to commit the crime is in the mind of 
the defendant at the time, or suggested by him, the de
fense of entrapment will not avail." 

~issouri today follows a subjective test for entrapment, sim
lIar to that adopted by a majority of the United States Su
preme Court in SOl'reIls v. United States, 287 U.S. 435, 53 
S.Ct. 210, 77 L.Ed.2d 413 (1932) and in Sherman v. United 
States, 356 U.S. 369, 78 S.ct. 819, 2 L.Ed.2d 848 ("1958) and 
most recently in United Stutes v. RusseIl, 411 U.S. 4~3, 93 S.Ot. 
1637, 36 L.Ed.2d 366 (1973). See State v. Decker, 321 Mo. 
1163, 14 S.W.2d 617 (1928), State v. Hammond, 447 S.W.2d 
i~;3)(.Mo.1968), and State v. Boxley, 497 S.W.2ci 129 (Mo. 

This section reflects the present Missouri law. An induce
ment est~blisnes the defense of entrapment only if· th.~ de
fendant lS not predisposed to commit the crime involved 
The aim is to disco~rage the use of overzealous methods b; 
law e~fo~'cement offlcers to trap the unwary innocent into the 
commlSSlon of an offense. However, the defense is not avail
~ble as to crimes involving causing or threatening bodily in
Jury to another person. An individual who can be persuaded 
to c~use such injury presents a dange!' that cannot safely 
be dlsregarded. 
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7.130 Duress 
(1) It is an affirmative defense that the defendant engaged 

in the conduct charged to constitute an offense because he was 
coerced to do so, by the use of, or threatened imminent use of un
lawful physical force upon him or a third person, which force or 
threatened force a person of reasonable firmness in his situation 

would have been unable to resist. 
(2) The defense of duress as defined in Subsection (1) is not 

available: 
(a) As to the crime of murder. 
(b) As to any offense when the defendant recklessly 

places himself in a situation in which it is probable that he 
will be subjected to the force or threatened force described 

in Subsection (1). 

comment 

Based on Model Penal Code § 2.09; New York Revised Penal 
Law § 35.35; Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 635 (Final 

Draft 1967). 
The section attempts to codify the common law defense of 

duress, which has also been called coercion or compulsion. 
Present Missouri law is based on state v. St. Clair, 262 S.W. 
2d 25 (Mo.1953), Anno. 40 A.L.R.2d 903 (1953). There, 
the defendant claimed coercion as a defense to a charge of 
robbery. The trial court rejected the defense and the Missouri 
Supreme Court reversed. The court stated after discussing 
authorities from other jurisdictions: 

"From these cases and others cited below it is established 
by the great weight of authority that although coercion 
does not excuse taking the life of an innocent person, yet 
it does excuse all lesser crimes." 262 S.W.2d at 27. 

The court then enumerated the elements of the defense: 
"But, to constitute a defense to a e,riminal charge, the 
coercion must be present, imminent and impending and of 
such a nature as to induce a well grounded apprehension 
of death or serious bodily injury if the act is not done. 
Threat of future injury is not enough. Nor can one who 
has a reasonable opportunity to avoid doing the act with
out undue exposure to death or serious bodily injury in-
voke the doctrine as an excuse." 

The only other important Missouri decision on duress is State 
v. Green, 470 S.W.2d 565 (Mo.1971), noted 37 Mo.L.Rev. 550 
(1972), where, over a vigorous dissent, the court rule-d that the 
defense was not available on the facts of the case. 
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This section allows the defense where the individual is 
c~e~'c:d by ~he ,~se of force or the threatened imminent use 
o. Olce WhICh a person of reasonable firmness in his situa
bO~ ~OUld. have been unable to resist." This standard allow"
suc anglble factors as the individual's size age health
strength etc to b t k . t . . " , , . e a en III 0 conSIderatIOn but not h·s t 
i:ra,~ent. It also takes account of the individual's I"Si:~~ 
Ion . The threat of force must be "imminent" ThI·S t . 

n t d f' db.' . erm IS 
b 0 • e_I~e.' ~t It clearly mdicates that the threat should not 
t e :~mtet m tll?e. However, neither is it necessarily limited 
o e as pOSSIble second. The questioT' ~ "'hether the indi-
d~~~ h~d ha reasonable opportunity to avoid the coercive force 
WI ou arm to himself or the other threatened person . 

. t ~he use of the defense is limited in subsection (2) in that 
1 oes not apply to murder nor to an offense committed after 
~~~ defendant recklessly places himself in the situation where 
1 IS probable he will be subjected to force Th 
\~ho vtoluntarily go.es along with others to ~ommr:'a ar~~~:~'~ 
canno. ~efend agamst a charge of assault based on strikin 
the vICt~m by claiming a threat to kill him by a cohort I~ 
~UCh ka slt~ation the jury could properly find that' he reckl~sslY 
~rb bnlowmgly) placed himself in a situation where it was 

PIO a e such force would be threatened. 

th;~ds~oU~d b: noted that duress is an affirmative defense and 
e en an. n~t only has the burden of raising the issue but 

also of estabhshmg that it is more probably true than not. 

7.140 Intoxicated or drugged condition 

(1) A person who is in an intoxicated l' d' .. whetl~er from alcohol, drugs 01' other subst~nce l~;~:i~~~~l~lt~~en 
sponslhle for conduct unless such condition' y -

(a) negatives the existence of the mental stat f . 
riDse ;;- knowledge when such mental states are el:~n~nt~l~i 

le 0 ense charged or of an included offense' 01' 

(.b) is bvoluntarily produced and depriv:s hi f tl 
paclty to .know 01' appreciate the nature, quality :. ~ro~;f~~ 
ness of Ius conduct or to conform his conduct t tl . . . 
ments of law. . 0 le lequlle-

~2) rr:he defendant shall have the burden of injectin tl .. 
of intoXicated or drugged condition. ,g 1e Issue 

Comment 

La!a~ed on ~ode~ P:nal Code. § 2.08;. New York Revised Penal 
~ 15.25, MIchIgan ReVIsed. CrIminal Code S 715 (F· I 

D:,aft 196?);. Illinois Revised Criminal Code C~. 38 s ·d~~· 
Kansas Crlmmal Code § 21-209. ' II , 
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This section deals with both "voluntary" and "involuntary" 
intoxication. It first states the unanimously accepted doc
trine that intoxication, no matter what the cause-whether it 
be alcohol, drugs or something else-does not in and of itself 
affect criminal liability; or, in other words, drunkenness is 

no excuse for crime. 
Paragraphs (a) and (b) to subsection (1) set forth the two 

situations where intoxication can affect criminal liability: 
where the intoxication is of such a degree that it negatives an 
essential mental state required for guilt of the particular of
fense and where the intoxication is "involuntary" and is of 
such a degree as to render the individual irresponsible. 

Subsection (1) (a) adopts the view of the vast majority of 
jurisdictions that where the crime requires that to be guilty 
the defendant must have had a specific mental state, evidence 
of his being intoxicated is admissible as bearing on whether 
he did in fact have that mental state~ Missouri (along with 
possibly two other states) does not follow this approach, but 
instead excludes evidence of the defendant's intoxication on 
the issue of whether he had the required "specific intent." 
The Missouri law on this point is criticized by Hunvald, Crim
inal Law in Missouri-The Need for Revision, 28 Mo.L.Rev. 
521, 527-532 who states at 530: 

"The phrase that drunkenness cannot be an excuse for 
crime makes excellent sense if it means that a person who 
is intoxicated is still subject to the same standards as a 
sober man. Most people who are intoxicated still re
tain the power to reason, and they still know what they 
are doing, even though their power to think may be some
what impaired and'their inhibitions somewhat overcome. 
They can reason and they have arrived at their state of 
intoxication by a choice. It would certainly not seem 
fail' to say that a person whose judgment has been im
paired by drink is entitled to special consideration while 
a person whose judgment is impaired because he is highly 
emotional (without the assistance of alcohol) and who 
had no choice in his emotional makeup is denied such 

consideration. 
"But this does not lead to the result that if a crime re

quires a certain mental state, a person can be convicted 
of that crime even though he does not have the required 
mental state. If one of the elements of a crime is that 
the defendant have as his purpose the achievement of a 
certain result, or that he have knowledge of certain facts, 
then he should have a 'defense' if he does not in fact have 
the necessary purpose or knowledge, no matter what the 
cause of his lack of purpose or knowledge may tJe whether 
from mental disease, ignorance, mistake or intoxication." 
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The code section brings Missouri law on this point into 
lin: with that of nearly every other state and reaches a more 
logICal result. The change will not be of any great benefit 
to drun~s as. it will be very difficult to establish that a person 
:vas. so mtoxICated as to not know something when his actions 
mdlcate that he did know. Even if the defendant was so in
toxicated ~B to not have the purpose or knowledge required 
by a particular crime, the result in most instances will not 
be an acquittal but simply a finding of guilt of a lesser de
gree of the crime-a degree which does not require the men
tal elements of purpose or knowledge. The section is limited 
to negativing the mental states of purpose and knowledge. It 
does not apply to any crime that can be committed with reck
lessness or criminal negligence. 

. Subsection (1) (b) states the commonly accepted view as to 
"1 It'" t . t' r' nVOlun ~ry. ~n oXI~a lOn, that it is a complete defense pro-
\ Ided the mdlvldualls rendered irresponsible as judged by the 
same sta~dards applicable to lack of responsibility because of 
mental dIsease 01' defect. See Perkins, Criminal Law 894 
(2nd ed. 1969) and LaFave & Scott, Criminal Law 341 (1972). 

7.150 Infancy 

(~) No ~)erson shall be convicted of any offense unless he had 
attam~d Ius fourteenth birthday at the time the offense was 
commItted. 

(2) :rhe defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue of mfancy. 

Comment 

This section is included primarily for completeness. The 
age of fourteen is consistent with the present Missouri law 
on juveniles. See § 211.071 RSMo. 

7.160 Lack of responsibility beilause of mental disease or de
fect 

. (1) A person is not responsible for criminal conduct if at the 
h.me of such conduct as a result of mental disease or defect he 
dId I~ot know or appreciate the nature, quality or wrongfulness 
of Ius c?nduct or was incapable of confOi.'ming his conduct to 
the reqmrements of law. 

(2) The pl'ocedUl':s for the defense of lack of responsibility 
b~cause of mental dIsease or defect are governed by the provi
SI011S of Chapter 552 RSMo. 
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comment 
. the Missouri law on lack of 

The Code, makes no change t 17 disease or defect. That law 
responsibility becau~e of men ua dated in 1963. This section 
was thoroughly rev1sed a~d 55~ 030(1) as the standard for 
uses the langua~~ .fror:d then in subsection (2) provides the 
criminal respons1b111ty a, 'h t. 552 
necessary cross reference to C ap er . 
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Chapter 8 

DEFENSE OF JUSTIFICATION 

8.010 Chapter definitions 

(1) "Deadly force" means physical force which the actor uses 
with the purpose of causing or which he knows to create a sub
stantial risk of causing death or serious physical injury. 

(2) "Dwelling" means any building or inhabitable structure, 
though movable or temporary, or a portion thereof, which is for 
the time being the actor's home 01' place of lodging. 

(3) "Premises" includes any building, inhabitable structure 
and any rl'~.l property. 

(4) "Private person" means any person other than a law en
forcement officer. 

Comment 

The definition of "deadly force" is derived from the Model 
Penal Code § 3.11 (2) and Kentucky Penal Code § 433C.1-
010(1). It does not include the threat to cause death or seri
ous physical injury, provided the actor does not intend to 
carry liut the threat. 

The definition of "dwelling" is the same as Model Penal 
Code § 3.11(3) and is broad enough to include a tent, caravan 
or hotel room. The rationale or the rule giving special pro
tection to the "dwelling-house" is that a man "is under no 
duty to take to the fields and the highways, a fugitive from 
his own home." Cardozo, J., in People v. Tomlins, 213 N.Y. 
240, 107 N.E. 496 (1914). This suggests that all places 
should be included which can be said to be in any sense a per
son's home, even though temporarily. 

The definition of "premises" is derived from New York Re
vised Penal Law § 140.00 and the proposed Michigan Crim
inal Code § 2601(a), (d). 

"Private person" is defined to include all other persons than 
law enforcement officers. 

8.020 Civil remedies unaffected 
The fact that conduct is just~fied under this Chapter does not 

abolish or impair any remedy for such conduct which is available 
in any civil actions. 
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Comment 

Based on Model Penal Code § 3.01(2) and Kansas Criminal 
Code § 21-3103 (1969). This section makes clear that the 
principles of justification fot' conduct in the criminal lawuo 
not contl'(.: any applicable civil remedies. 

8.030 Execution of public duty 
(1) Unless inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter 

defining the justifiable use of physical force, 01' with some other 
provision of law, conduct which would otherwise constitute an 
offense is justifiable and not crimi.nal when such conduct is l'e~ 
quil'ed or authorized by a statutory provision 01' by a judicial de
cree. Among the kinds of such provisions and decrees are: 

(a) Laws defining duties and functions of public servants. 
(b) Laws defining duties of private persons to assist 

public servants in the performance of their functions. 
(c) Laws governing the execution of legal process. 
(d) Laws governing the military services and the conduct 

of war. 
(e) JUdgments and orders of courts. 

(2) The defense of justification afforded by Subsection (1) 
of this Section applies: 

(a) When a person reasonably belieyes his conduct to be 
required or authorized by the judgment or directions of a 
competent court or trihunal 01' in the legal execution of legal 
process, notwithstanding lack of jurisdiction of the court 
or defect in the legal process. 

(b) When a person reasonably believes his conduct to be 
required 01' authorized to assist a public servant in the l)er
formance of his duties, notwithstanding that the public 
servant exceeded his legal authority. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue of justification under this Section. 

Comment 

Based on Model Penal Code § 3.03; Michigan Proposed 
Criminal Code § 601 (Final Draft 1969); New York Revised 
Penal Law § 35.05(1); Kentucky Penal Code 433C-1-040. 

Subsection (1) restates a common-sense requirement that 
statutes be interpreted in relation to each other and that ju
dicial decisions which create a duty 01' privilege to act may be 
fql10wed without incurr" ,;:: criminal liability. 
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DEFENSE OF JUSTIFICATION § 8.040 
Subsection (2) extends the det"ense of justification to cases 

where the defendant acts in a reasonable belief that his con
duct 1<1 required by a judgment or in'the lawful execution of 
legal process or to assist a public officer in the performance 
of hi:::; duties. Pursuant to the general principles of criminal 
culpability, a reasonable error on these scores does not for
feit tp.e defense. 

8'.040 'Justification generally 
(1) Unless inconsistent with other provisions of this Chapter 

defining justifiable use of physical force, or with some other 
provisiQn of law, conduct whkn would otherwise constitute any 
crime other than a Class A Felony is justifiable and not crim
inal when it is necessary as an emergency measure to avoid an 
imminent public' or private injury which is about to occur by 
reason of a situation occaSIoned or developed through no fault 
of the actor, and which is of such gravity that, according to 
ordinary standards of .intelligence and morality, the desirability 
of avoiding the injury outweighs the desirability of avoiding the 
injury sought to be prevented by the statute defining the crime 
charged. 

(2) 'The necessity and justifiability of conduct under Subsec
tion (1) may not rest upon considerations pertaining only to the 
morality and advisability of the statute, .aither in its general 
applicati.on or with respect to its application to a particular class 
of cases arising thereunder. Whenever evidence relating to the 
defense of justification under this Section is offered, the court 
shall rule as a matter of law whether the claimed facts and cir
cumstances would, if established, constitute a justification. 

(3) The defense of justification under this Section is an af
firmative defense. 

Comment 

Based on Model Penal Code § 3.02; New York Revised 
Penal Law § 35.05(2); Michigan Proposed Criminal Code 
§ 605. 

This section accepts the view that a principle of necessity 
properly conceived affords a general defense of justification 
for conduct that otherwise would constituta a crime; and 
that such a qualification is essential to the rationality and 
justice of all penal prohibitions. 

Subsection (1) restricts the defense or justification under 
this section to crimes other than Class A Felonies. In addi
tion, competing values which have been foreclosed by deliber
ate legislative choice are excluded from the general defense of 
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justification, as when the law has dealt explicitly with the 
specific situations that present a choice of evils. 

The section is designed to covel' unusual situations in 
which some compelling circumstances or "emergency" war
rant deviation from the general rule that transgression of the 
criminal law will not be tolerated. It would "justify", for ex
ample, blasting buildings to prevent the spread of a major 
conflagration i breaking into an unoccupied rural house for 
the purpose of making a telephone call vital to a person's life; 
or forcibly restl:aining a person infected with a virulent con
tagious disease in order to prevent him from going out and 

starting an epidemic. 

The phraseology of the section, tightened by the use of 
such terms as "emergency measure," is designed closely to 
limit its application and to preclude extension beyond the 
narrow scope intended. However, it must be remembered 
that what constitutes "emergency measure" and "imminent" 
does not depend solely on the interval of time before the in
jury sought to be prevented will occul'. Additional circum
stances of the particular fact situation must also be evaluated. 
Thus, if under the circumstances, the mere passage of time is 
such that a reasonable man wo'uld perceive no viable alterna
tives to his present course of conduct the fact that the in
jury sought to be prevented will not take place for some time 
hence, e. g. six hours, will not prevent the use of the defense 
of justification under this section, provided it' is otherwise 

available. 
Subsection (2) is intended to insure that the balancing can

not go to the desirability of the statute itself under which 
the prosecution .is maintained. This renders the provision 
unavailable to the mercy killer, or the crusader who con
siders a penal statute unsalutory because it tends to obstruct 
his cause, or to anyone who bases his violation on the "im
morality" of the statute he is charged with violating. 

Subsection (3) provides that the defense of justification 
under this section is an affirmative defense. Thus the state 
need not prove the absence of this defense and the defendant 
has the burden of establishing that h~ J claim is more prob-

ably true than not. 

8.050 Use of force in defense of persons 
(1) A person may, subject to the provisions of Subsection 

(2), use physical force upon another person when and to the 
extent he reasonably believes such to be necessary to defend 
himself or a third person from what he reasonably believes to 
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DEFENSE OF JUSTIFICATION § 8.050 

be the use or imminent 1,lse of unlawful force by such other per
son, unless: 

(a) The .actor was the initial aggressor; except that in 
such case hIS use of force is nevertheless justifiable provided 

(i) he has withdrawn from the encounter and ef
fectively communicated such withdrawal to such other 

. person but the latter persists in continuing the inci
dent by the use or threatened use of unlawful force , 
or 

(ii) he is a law enforcement officer and as such 
is an aggressor pursuant to Section 8.080 (1), or 

(iii) the aggression is justified under some other 
provision of this Chapter or other provision of law. 

(b) Under the circumsb.nces as the actor reasonably 
believes them to be, the person whom he seeks to protect 
would not be justified in using such protective force. 

(2) A pel:son may not use deadly force upon another person 
under the CIrcumstances specified in Subsection (1) unless he 
reason~bly believes that such den,dly force is necessary to pro
tect hImself or another against death, serious physical injury 
rape, sodomy or kidnapping.. ' 

(3) The justification afforded by this Section extends to 
the use of confinement as' protective force provided that the 
actor takes all reasonable measures to terminate the confine
ment as soon as it is reasonable to do so. 

. (4) :rhe. ~efe~dant shall have the burden of injecting the is-
sue of JustIfICatIon under this Section. . 

Comment 

. Based on Model Penal Code §§ 3.04, 3.05; New York Re
vIsed Penal Law § 35.15. This section combines the right of 
self-defense with the right to defend others as is done' in the 
Ne\~ York Co?e. The Model Penal Code has these in separate 
sect.lOns. It IS felt that the combination is appropriate and 
aVOIds the frequent use of cross-references as in the Model 
Penal Code sections. 

The section distinguishes the occasions in which a person is 
justified in using physical force from the occasions in which 
deadly force is justified. In the former, the actor must rea
sonably believe that another is about to employ unlawful 
force against him or against one whom he seeks to protect and 
that the. use of physical force is necessary to prevent the use 
of such unlawful force; This is basically consistent with 
present Missouri law. See State v. Enyard, 108 S.W.2d 337 
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(Mo.J.937), where the Missouri Supreme Court held that one 
has the right to use in self-defense such force as appears to 
him to be reasonably necessary under the attending circum-

stances. 
However, if the defendant was the initial aggressor, he 

must under this section and present Missouri law, in good 
faith' withdraw from the encounter and effectively communi
cate such withdrawal before he is justified in using physical 
force to defend himself. See State v. Spencer, 307 S.W.2d 440 
(Mo.1958). Presently, where the defendant is the aggressor 
and enters the encoUi'iter without "felonious intent" but is 
obliged during the encounter to kill to save his own life, he 
may, according to state v. Mayberry, 360 Mo. 35, 226 S.W. 
2d 725 (1950), defend on the basis of "imperfect self-defense" 
which does not justify the homicide but reduces the grade of 
the offense. Under the Code the probiem is handled in the 
sections which define the degrees of the offense. 

If the defendant is a law enforcement officer and is an ag
gressor of necessity he is under no obligation to withdraW (or 
retreat). Code § 8.080 (1) provides that a "law enforcement 
officer need not retreat or desist to effect the arrest, or from 
efforts to prevent escape from custody of a person he reason
ably believes to have committed an offense . . .". If a 
law enforcement officer, in the performance of his duty, IS re
quired to take the role of the aggressor in def:.. !}se of himself 
or other persons, the defense of justification under this sec
tion is available to him. Subsection (1) ea) (iii) provides for 
a similar result whenever the initial aggression is itself justi-

fiable. 
If the defendant goes to the defense of another, he is jus

tified in using physical force to defend such person provided 
that under the circumstances as the actor reasonably be
lieved them to be, the person whom he seeks to protect would 
be justified in using such force. 

Subsection (2) limits the justifiable use of deadly force to 
situations where the actor reasonably believes such force is 
necessary to protect himself or another against death, serious 
physical injury, rape, sodomy or kidnapping. This limitation 
rests on the common law principle that the amount of force 
used must bear a reasonable relation to the magnitude of the 

harm sought to be avoided. 
Under present Missouri law, one can justifiably use deadly 

force to protect oneself from death or serious physical injury. 
State v. Farrell, 320 Mo. 319, 6 S.W.2d 857 (1928). How
ever, the use of deadly force in defense of others has been 
restricted to the defense of persons standing in certain rela
tionships to the actor. In State v. Kennedy, 207 Mo. 528, 102 
S.W. 57 (1907), the Missouri Supreme Court held that the 
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fact that a man and a woman live together in a relation of 
~oncubinage does not, of itself, justify the man in taking life 
111 defense of the woman. This restriction is codified in § 
5.59:040 RSMo. Under the Code, the defense of others is not 
hm~ted. It is felt that the relationship of a person in need of 
assIstance should not conclusively determine one's right to go 
to his aid. 

Missouri, unlike the majority of jurisdictions, imposes no 
duty ~o retreat on the actor before 'he can resort to deadly 
for~e m s~lf-de~ense. A person who is assailed in a place in 
whIch he IS entItled to be is not bound to retreat before exer
cising his right to self-defense, State v. Barlett, 170 Mo. 658, 
71 S.W. 148 (1902). Thus, the law of self defense has been 
held to imply a right of attack when it appears reasonably 
necessary for protection against an impending assault, State 
v. McGee, 361 Mo. 309, 234 S.W.2d 587 (1950); followed in 
State v. Hicks, 438 S.W.2d 215 (Mo.1969). The Code retains 
the "no retreat" rule. Of course, if a defendant stands his 
ground and uses force on another when he could have avoid
ed inju.ry or risk of injury by merely retreating, a jury would 
be entitled to take these circumstances into consideration 
when determining whether the defendant's belief in the ne
cessity of using physical force was reasonable. 

Subsection (3) makes clear that the use of confinement 
~a~ b: justified. Its use, of course, is subject to the other 
h.ml~atlOns o~ ~he section. Since confinement may be a con
t111umg condItIOn unless something is done to terminate it 
the section requires that the actor take reasonable measurp~ 
to terminate it as soon as it is reasonable to do so. Whe;e 
the person confined has been arrested, the "reasonable" 
measures to terminate the confinement will be the use of nor
mal legal processes. 

8.060 Use of physical force in defense of premises 

(1) A person.in possession 01' control of premises or a per
son who .i~ licensed or privileged to be thereon, may, subject to 
the prOVISIOns of Subsection (2), use physical force upon an
~ther ~)erson when and to the extent that he reasonably be
he~es It necessary to prevent or terminate what he reasonably 
be~Ieves to be the commission or attempted commission of the 
Cl'lme of trespass by the other person. 

(2) A person may use deadly force under circumstances de
scribed in Subsection (1) only 

(a) when such use of deadly force is authorized under 
other sections of this Chapter; or 
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§ 8.060 PROPOSED CRIMINAL CODE 

(b) when he reasonably believes it necessary to ~re;en~ 
what he reasonably believes to be an atte~Ptdb~liin~ res 
l)aSser to commit arson or burglary upon l~S. W. '. 

(3) The defendant shall ~lave t~e burden of InJectmg the IS

sue of justification under thIS SectIOn. 

comment 

Based on New York Revised Penal Law § 35.20; Michigan 
Pro osed Criminal Code § 620 (Final Draft (1967)). 

P . ' I . on may lawfully use that 
Under present MI~sou.rI aw a p:rs del' the circumstances 

amount of force whIch. IS necessary, ~nhe will be guilty of an 
for the protection of hIS property, bu f fter the ne-

. . f' e or any orce a 
assault if he uses exceSSIve orc, tate v'. Shilling, 212 
cessity therefor has passed. ~ee~. g., ~ t the forcible eject
S.W.2d 96 (l\'Io.App.1948). yYlth res?ec 0 rt of A peals in 
ment of trespassers, the Ka~~~s {l~y S ~u 805 (19~2), held 
State v. :Vebb, 16~ M°ti;~d ma~ eject int~'uders without be
that one m possesSIOn 0 • d d he does not use 
ing guilty of a breach of the peace provI e 
unneceSsary force. . 

. ' rovides that the use of force agamst a 
ThIS sectIOn P . .' t'f'ed in certain circum-

person to Ir~o~~c~~t~:;s~it: t~~S u~: of force against prop-
stances. 0 th " property to pro
erty i. e. the privilege to damage ano eIds

b 
C d § 8 040 

" ,.t which is covere Y 0 e . . 
i~c:h~~~ds a~~~nb:l::t:rd ~hat this section is not primaIt'i~~~~ 

. f h ical force by an occupan 
cerned wIth the use 0 P ys . . t the person 
property to repel ph'ysica~ forc~ 0\ c~I:e o;g;~~:ical force is 
by a trespasser 01' mtl'u er. uc f . de.fense of per-

C d 1; 8 050 on use of orce m 
covered ~y 0 e.8· er 01' not there is a trespass to 
sons, WhICh ~pphes. wheth f force in defense of premises 
property. ThIS sectIOn on use 0 h' )erson in 
controls only the narrow cate~ory of, c~~~ :t::l: ;e~'son law
possession or control of premIses, o,r ~rsonal injury from an 
fully present thereon, does notthfe~r tyPpe of criminal conduct, 
. t, del' but may fear some 0 er 
m IU . I wI'sh to l)revent 01' terminate the trespass. 
or may SImp y . ' .' f r 'th reventIon and termmatron 0 

Subsection (1) ~ea I~g WI. P r ble to cases of trespass 
criminal trespass, IS pl'lmal'lly app I~a . , Absent 

t ting to burglary and not mvolvmg arson. 
no amoun t f remises or a person 
those felonies, an owner or occupan 0 IP -is authorized to 

"1 d t be thereon-but no one e se 

~:~v~~~e Ph~:ical force other th,an t~epa~~~e~~r~:: ~~~~h~:e r::~ . 
sonably belIeves to be necessar Y ,. 

intrusion., I . 
Subsection (2) sets forth that deadly force can tie .used ~ '! 

if such is authorized elsewhere in this chapter, ,or 1f sue IS 
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DEFENSE OF JUSTIFICATION § 8.080 
reasonably necessary to prevent what the person reasonably 
beHeves to be an attempt by the intruder to commit arson or 
burglary upon his dwelling, The rationale of the rule giving 
special protection to the dwelling is that a man should be 
under no obligation to submit his home or place of lodging to 
arson or burglary. These two crimes are specifically cov
ered because they are the only serious felonies affecting or 
jeopardizing life which may not he afforded adequate pro
tection against by Code § 8.050. 

8.070 Use of physical force iu defense of property 

(1) A person may, subject to the limitations of Subsection 
(2), use physical force upon another person when and to the 
extent that he reasonably believes it necessary to prevent what 
he reasonably believes to be the commission or attempted com
mission by such person of stealing, property damage or tamper
ing in any degree. 

(2) A person may use deadly force under circumstances 
described in Subsection (1) only when such use of deadly force 
is authorized under other sections of this Chapter. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue of justification under this Section. 

Comment 

Based on New York Revised Penal Law § 35.25; Michigan 
Proposed Criminal Code § 625 (Final Draft 1967). 

Much of the comment on Code § 8.060 applies to this section 
also. The scope of this s'ection is limited to the use of physi
cal force by a person to prevent stealing, property damage or 
tampering. Under subsection (1) he may use such force (but 
not deadly force) as he reasonably believes necessary to pre
vent a person from stealing his bicycle, 01' from damaging his 
automobile with an axe. Subsection (2) reiterates the com
mon law principle that the amount of force used must bear a 
reasonable relation to the magnitude of the harm sought to 
be avoided. Thus, deadly force cannot justifiably be used 
merely to protect property. Of course, if while protecting 
one's pP.'operty the circumstances are such that deadly force is 
justified under some other provision, then one can use deadly 
force. 

8.080 Law enforcement officer's use of force in making an 
arrest 

(1) A law enforcement officer need not retreat or desist from 
efforts to effect the arrest, or from efforts to prevent the escape 
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from custody, of a person he reasonably believes to have com
mitted an offense because of resistance or threatened resistance 
of the arrestee. In addition to the use of physical force au
thorized under other Sections of this Ohapter, he is, subject to 
the provisions of Subsections (2) and (3), justified in the use 
of such physical force as he reasonably believes iI'J immediately 
necessary to effect the arrest or to prevent the escape from cus-

tody. 
(2) The use of any physical -force in making an arrest is not 

justified under this Section un1ess the arrest is lawful or the 
law enforcement officer reasonably beli/aves the arrest is lawful. 

(3) A law enforcement officer in effecting an arrest or in 
preventing an escape from custody is justified in using deadly 

force only 
(a) when such is authorized under other sections of this 

Ohapter; or 
(b) when he reasonably believes that such use of d.eadly 

force is immediately necessary to effect the arrest and also 
reasonably believes that the person to be arrested 

(i) has committed or attempted to comI~lit a felony 
involving the use or threatened use of physical force 

against a person; or 
(ii) is attempting to escape by use of a deadly weap-

on; or 
(iii) may- otherwise endanger life 01' inflict serious 

physical injury unless arrested without delay. 
(4) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is

sue of justification under this Section. 

comment 

Based on Model Penal Code § 3.07; New York Revised 
Penal Law § 35.30; Illinois Criminal Code, Ch. 38 § 7-5 

(a)(5). 
In state v. Ford, 344 Mo. 1219, 130 S.W.2d 635 (1939), the 

Missouri Supreme Court approvingly described a law enforce
ment officer as the "aggressor" in effecting an arrest of a 
person who flees or resists. The standard for the use of 
force: that which the officer "reasonably 'believes necessary" 
was enunciated in State v. Nolan, 354 Mo. 980, 192 S.W.2d 
1016 (1946). The use of deadly force was, seemingly justified 
in all arrest situations under the dictum. in State v. Havens, 
177 S.W.2d 625 (Mo.1944), where the Court stated that all 
force necessary to effect a law enforcement officer's purpose 
was justified. Nevertheless, in Manson v. Wabash Ry., 338 
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DEFENSE OF JUSTIFICA'rION § 8.080 
S.W.2d 54 (Mo 1960) th C . Ford excluded 'd' dl' f e ourt, wIthout overruling State v. 

, ea y orce for the a . h' . 
meanants. The case ma .. ,Ppre ens IOn of mlsde-
that the de dl f Y be dlstmgUlShable on the grounds 

a y orce was used by a .' t I man and the ca" pllva e y employed watch-
However, dicta i~e o;~:' ~Ii~I;'11 ,~ctIon rather than criminal. 
supra., tends to support th OUll ~ases, e. d., State v. Nolan, 
is restricted to the a . e cO~clusIOn that use of deadly force 
040(3) RSMo. pprehensIOn o~ felons. ct. also § 559.-

The language "need t t 
particularly ap~ropriat;~n \~ ~ett t~1esist ~rom efforts", is 
State v. Ford, su 1'0, g 0 ISSOU~'I case law, e. (j., 

linois Criminal ~od~ C~he3~a~e language IS .employed in Il
South Carolina Penal C~de § ~2745(a) ~n~ m th~ proposed 
law enforcement officer t 1 " It ~s ImperatlVe that a 
to press forward to ach~o onhr sta~d hIS gro~md but be able 
force. leve IS obJect, meetmg force with 

rr:he sta~dard for the use of force: "reasonabl b . 
be ImmedIately necessary" is b . II- . . y. eheves to 
soud law. See St t T N I aSlca y a codIfICatIOn of Mis-· 
word "immediatelY~' e "'k 0 .~n, I supra. The addition of the 
limited to situations ::eI:s ~h c efr that the use of force is 
prehension reasonabl e 0 er ess extreme methods of ap-

y appeal' useless 
Subsection (1) e' . force to arrest and ~po~vels ta law enforce~ent officer to use 

t t preven escape Settmg out th I 
s a ement of powers and th l'f . e genera 
them avoids the misap I' te~ qua I ~1l1g 01' further defining 

. pIca IOn of eJusde1n generis. 
SubsectIon (2) limit . tT . _ uations where the arre~t~S ; !CatIon under this section to sit-

ment officer reasonably b \ awfui or where the law enforce
takes of fact such as that ~~eves he arrest is lawful. Mis
son named .' . e person arrested is not the per-

m a warram 01' that the .. t 
the geographical area j''; h' h alIes occurs outside 
del' thi . T . • _I :v IC - a warrant runs, would not un
f. s prO\1SlOn, gIve rIse to criminal liability- for th ' f 
prce unless, of course; the ofIicer's belief th t th e use 0 

was valid was unreasonable. a e warrant 

Subs.ection (3) changes the liter I " soud law by limiting th . tT a wordmg of present Mis-
fewer situations The pe JUStl ItUbtle use of deadly force to 

. resen s a ute § 559040(3) RSM 
seems to pf:l)'mit the use of deadly force' whe . 0, 
fect an arrest for am felon T n necessary to ef-
goes back at least to Y1845 tCh T4~e §lallgUage of the statute 
clearly overbroad and does not' 'd 4 RSMo 1845). It is 
lice officers as to when th provl e much guidance to po-

The. comm~ll law distinctio:~e7\~~e~r~~I~~fesu=~ddea~l% force. 
?rs IS malllfestly inadequate for modern I mls eme~n
mvolve danger to life a d th . ~w. Not all felollles n e commISSIOn of so . d 
meanors may involve risk to h I'f . me mlS e-uman I e. ThIS section at-
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tempts to state more precisely when an officer may use deadly 
force to effect an arrest. It should be noted that this section 
wiII apply primarily in situations where the other person is at
tempting to avoid arrest by fleeing. Where the other person 
is resisting arrest by fighting with the officer, the officer is 
privileged. to use force to protect himself under Code § 8.050 
and in determining how much force is necessary to protect the 
officer, the alternative of avoiding the use of force by de
sisting is not to be considered as the officer is under an obli
gation to press forward. If the officer's life is endangered, 
he may use deadly force as provided in Code § 8.050. This 
section, Code § 8.080, provides an additional justification for 
the use of force to effect the arrest. Subsection (3) sets out 
those situations where the use of deadly force is justified for 
the purpose of making an arrest. The situations are where 
the person being arrested has committed a felony involving 
danger to the person, wherein the person being arrested is 
using a deadly weapon, or where such person's remaining at 
large poses a threat to life. 

One method of defining when deadly force may be used to 
effect an arrest is to list specific offenses and limit deadly 
force to arrest for those specified crimes. For example, see 
South Carolina Proposed Code. Such an approach Wi1S felt 
to be cumbersome and impractical. It may be difficult for 
the officer to determine the precise nature of the offense com
mitted (01' suspected) to ascertain if it falls within the enu
merated list. The officer's judgment would often depend upon 
whether an element which distinguishes between different 
grades of a crime was present. The approach of the Code is 
to focus attention to those factors, primarily danger to life, 
which justify the use of deadly force; and to allow the of
ficer's reasonable judgment as to the dangerollsness of the 
situation to govern, rather than simply whether 01' not a spe
cific offense has been committed. 

The third provision is important as it permits the use of 
deadly force when there is a substantial risk that the person 
sought to be arrested will enganger human life or cause seri
ous physical injury unless arrested without delay. This par
ticular provision is based on Model Penal Code § 3.07 (2) (b) 
(iv). Similar provisions can be found in the Illinois Code Ch. 
38, § 7-5; and the Michigan Proposed Criminal Code § 630 
(2) (b). This clause gives the necessary leeway to the judg
ment of law enforcement officers as to the type of person with 
whom they have to deal. 

8.090 Private person's use of force in making an arrest 
(1) A private person who has been directed by a person he 

reasQnably believes to be a law enforcement officer to assist such 
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DEFENSE OF JUSTIFICATION § 8.090 
officer to effect an arrel't or t 
subject to the limitatio~s of ~p~eve~.t escape from custody may, 
when and to the extent th t I u sec IOn (3), use· physical force 
necessary to carry out such ~ffi~:l~;eas?nab~y believes such to be 
believes that the arrest or I) t.s dIrectIon unless he knows or 
thorized. rospec lVe arrest is not or was not au-

(2) A . private person act' h' 
to the limitations of SUb"ec~~g on IS own account may, subject 
arl'est 01' prevent e ." 1 IOn (3), use physical force to effec·t 

, scape on y When and to th t t -
mediately necessary to effect th ' , : ex en such is im-
from custody, of a person Who e :1,1 est, 01 to Pl:event escape 
committed an offense and h ~ h~f· I ea~onably be~Ieves to have 
fense. w 0 m act nas commItted such of-

(3) A private person in effect' ' . . 
escape from custody is just'f' d .mg ~n allest or In preventing 

() h I Ie m usmg deadly force only 
Cha~te~ :~ such is authorized under other Sections of this 

de~~heWI~:n he 1t'easonably believes such to be authorized un
Cll cums ances and he i d' t 

law enforcement off' t s u'ec ed 01' authorized by a 
ICeI' 0 use deadly fOl'ce' 01' 

. .(c) wl:en he reasonably believes such u~e f 
IS ImmedIately necessary to eff t th ' , 0 deadly force 
at that time and in his presence ec e auest of a person Who 

on;~) ol~ommitted 01' attempted to commit a Class A Fel

(ii) is attempting to escape by use of a deadly on. . weap-

(4) The defendant shall have th b d ". 
of justification under this Sect. e ur en of mJectmg the issue IOn. 

Comment 

Based on Model Pe I C d § . 
Ch 38· § 7 5' N yna 0 e 3.07; Ilhnois Criminal Code 

. , -, ew ark Revised Penal Law § 35.30 ' 
In State v. Parker 378 S W 2d 274 2 . 

souri Supreme Court stated: . ,82 (lVIo.1964), the Mis-

~T~e pr~vate citizen is limited in the power of arrest· but 
t e ~~s t afv~ the ri.ght, .without warrant or other pro~ess 
o all es 01 certaIn cl'lmes, such as the comm" ' 

felony Or the commission of petit larceny in th~ssl.on of a 
But he should be sure of the crime and th . plesence. 
All th 't' e pel Son 

. au 01'1 les seem to agree that a private person has'th' 
~'lgh~ (where not abrogated by statute) to arrest in orde: 
o PI event a breach of peace or an affray W k 

no statute which abrogate.s this right of the' ,'t' e ~ow ~f 
state." CI lzen In thIS 
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Authorities cited included Pandjiris v. Hartman, H)6 Mo. 539, 
94 S.W. 270 (1906) and Wehmeyer v. Melvihill, 150 Mo.App. 

197,130 S.W. 681 (1910). 
This section deals with the private person acting on his 

own, or with other private persons, in making arrests, sub
section (2); and when he is summoned or directed to assist 
a law enforoment officer, subsection (1). The section dis
tinguishes the occasions when deadly force can be used. 

Subsection (1) prescribes the amount of non-deadly physi
cal force that a private ptn'son can use if summoned by a law 
enforcement officer. As with other s.ections of this Chapter, 
the section allows a person to act on appearances provided he 
does so reasonably. To be justified under subsection (1), the 
private person must, first, be summoned by one he reasonably 
believes to be a law enforcement officer; second, use only that 
amount of force which he reasonably believes necessary to 
carry out the orders of the of.ficer; and lastly, believe the ar-

rest lawful. 
Subsection (2) prescrihes the amount of non-deadly physi-

cal force a private person may use when acting on his own 
account, which impliedly includes acting in conjunction with 
other private persons. The applicability of Subsection (2) is 
contingent on the private person having a reasonable belief 
that the person to be arrested has committed an offense and 
t11at such person in fact has committed such offense. Again 
the defense is dependent on using physical force only as a 
final means of effecting an arrest. 

The section makes a slight modification in Missouri law. 
The section authorizes the use of physica.l force even when the 
offense was committed'out of the presence of the private per
son. However, the in presence requirement announced in 
State v. Parker, supra, has not been strictly adhered to by 
Missouri courts. For example, in State v. Keeney, 431 S.W.2d 
95 (Mo.1968), the Missouri Supreme Court held that where a 
private person had been advised by the victim of a crime 
as to the description of the robber's automobile and 16 min
utes later such person observed the automobile fitting the de
scription in another state, he had the authority to arrest the 
occupants of the automobile and seal'ch the same. The safe
guards that a private person must reasonably believe the per
son sought to be arrested committed the offense and that such 
person did in fact commit the offense removes the need for 
the "in presence" requirement as to the use of non-deadly 

physical force. 
Under subsection (3) the use of deadly force by a private 

person effecting an arrest is authorized only if it is allowed 
under another section of this Chapter, as for example in self
defense under Code § 8.050; or when he is direqted by a law 
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enforcement officer to use deadl f . 
Heves such to be auth " d' ,! Ol~e ~nd he reasonably be-
rest of a person wh ,onze , o~ ,vhen It IS necessary in the ar-
attempting to escap~ ~yasU~~nmgmltdteddal Class A Felony or who is a ea yweapon 

Subsection (3) (b) th' . 

. ~~e :~~v:!::e:~~~::~n~~e~~:~z:; i~: d~~~I~ ~~~::~/t~:~f~~:~ 
however, reasonably bel' 0 a~~ls.. The prIvate person must, 
thol'ized under the circu~eve e use .of deadly force to be au
applicability of the justif~:a~ces. MIstakes wi,ll not vitiate the 
reasonable. a Ion unless such mIstakes were un-

Subsection (3) (c)' . '1 
in the preceding sec;~o:l§l ;~~~~~) (c;)rre~Onding paragraph 
two significant differe;ces '. . owev?r, there are 
the situations ivin " . FIrst, as to the prIvate person, 
"at that t' g d . g tl.se to the use of deadly force must occur 

lme an m hIS presence" Th th . 
must personally detect tl ,'. . . us, .e prIvate person 
attempt to effect the ".Ie ClIme and lmme?lately thereafter 
the private pel'son is ~~s~~~i ::cond~y, the sItuations in which 
limited than those' h' I e m usmg deadly force are more 
deadly force. For l~h: p~?i~~ law :nfor~ement ~fficer may use 
A Felony or attempted e bPelson, It must mvolve a Class 

escape y use of a deadly weapon. 

8.100 Use of force to prevent escape from confinement 
(1) Except as provided in Section 216445 RSM 

other law enforcement officer . . 0, a guard or 
Subsection (2) use pl . I f may, subJect to the provisions of 

, 1YSIca orce when I' bl . 
such to be immediately necessar t ' 1e I easona y beheves 
ment or in transit thereto or thel~fl?O:.event escape from confine-

(2) A guard or other law enforcement officer 
force under circumstances described in SUbsectio:('i) u~~I;eadlY 

(a) When such use of deadly force l'S author' ddt er t. f' Ize un e1' 0 h-
sec IOns 0 tlns Chapter; 01' 

th~~)thWhell he rea~onablY believes there is a substantial risk 
e escapee WIll endanger human life or c . 

physical injury unless the escape is prevent~d ause sel'lOUS 

f 
~3) .T~e ~efendant shall have the burden of inj'ecting th . 

o JustIfICatIOn under this Section. e Issue 

Comment 

rBased on Model Penal Code § 3.07(3). The use of force to 
p e~ent escape from custody is covered by Code § 8 080 Th' 
;~ctlOn de~ls exclusively with the use of forc~ to pre~ent'llsca~: 
t~~: co:,fm~ment. Specifically exempted from limitation' by 

sec Ion IS § 216.445 RSMo which deals with prohibitions 
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on striking prisoners and also allows for the use of force in 
maintaining discipline l etc. The authorization under § 216.-
445 for the use of physical force l including deadly force, are in 
noway qualified 01' restricted by t,his section. 

Subsection (1) permits the use of physical force, short of 
deadly lorcel when immediately necessary to prevent escape 
from confinement. Subsection (2) states the circumstances 
under which deadly force can be used. While there is a public 
interest in the prevention of escape this alone is not sufficient 
to justify the use of deadly force. Thus, a guard is justified in 
using deadly force only when such is authorized elsewhere in 
this chapter (as, for example, in self-defense) or when the 
guard reasonably believes there is a substantial risk that the 
escapee will endanger human life or cause serious physical in
jury unless his escape is prevented by the use of deadly force. 
Of course, if deadly force is authorized under § ~16.445 RSMo, 
applicable to state penal institutions, that section governs. 

8.110 Use of force by persons with responsibility for care, 
discipline or safety of others 

(1) The use of physical force by an actor upon another person 
is justifiable when the actor is a parent, gual'dian or other person 
entrusted with the care and supervision of aminor or an incompe
tent person or when the actor is a teacher 01' other person en
trusted with the care and supervision of a minor for a special 
purpose, and ' 

(a) the actor reasonably believes that the force' use is 
necessary to promote- the welfare of a minor or incompetent 
perSOll, or, if the actor's responsibility for the minor is for 
special purposes, to further that special purpose or to main
tain reasonable discipline in a school, class oi' other group; 
and 
__ (b) the forcE'; used is not designed to cause 01' believed to 
create a substantial risk of causing death, serious physical 
injury, disfigurement, extreme pain or extreme emotional 
distress. 

(2) A warden 01' other authoi'ized official of a jail, prison 01' 

correctional -institution may, in order to maintain order and dis- . 
cipline, use whatever physical force including deadly force, that 
is authorized by law. 

(3) The use of physical force by an actor upon another11ersoll 
is justifiable when the actor is a person responsible for the 
operation ~f 01' the maintenance of order in a vehicle 01' other car
rier of passengers and the actoT reasonably believes that stich 
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DEFENSE OF JUSTIFICATION § 8.110 

t
fOrce ~s tn?cessadry to prevent interference with its operation 01' 
o mam am 01' er in th h' I 

deadly fOl'ce m e ve lC e or other carrier, except that 
't ',t ay be used only When the actor reasonably believes 
1 .necessalY 0 pI'event death 01' serious physical injury. 

(4) The use of physical for b t 
is justified When th " ce y ~n. ac 01' upon another person 
his direction, and e actOl IS a phYSICIan or a person assisting at 

(~) the force is used for the ~urpose of administerin a 
medICally acceptable form of treatment Whl'ch th t g 
s bI b r . e ac or rea-
l1~:tal~le:l~ehvoefs tthoebe t~daPt ted to proraoting the physical or 

pa len; and 

i-b) tthe ~reatment is administered with the consent of the 
p~t~e~h or, If the patient is a minor or an incompetent person 
WI e consent of the parent, guardian, or other perso~ 
~egadllY .c~mpetent to consent on his behalf or the treatment 
IS a mImstered in a ' 
believes th t n emergency When the actor reasonably 

d a no one competent to consent can be consulted 
;n, thfattha re~sonable person, wishing to safeguard the wel-
ale 0 e patient, would consent . 

(5) The use of physical for b t 
is justifi bl ce y an ac or upon another person 

a e when the actor acts under the reasonable belief that 
f1' \a) s.uch other person is about to commit suicide or to in

lC serlOUS physical injury upon himself; and 

(b) the force use is necessa'l;Y to thwart such result 
~6) .~he defendant shall have the burden of injecting tl :. 

of JUstifIcation under this Section. le Issue 

Comment 

43:~~q~ on. Mo:el Penal ?o~e § 3.0~; Kentucky Penal Code 
1 110, Ploposed l\:flchlgan Cl'lminal Code § 610 (F' I 

Draft 1967). ma 

,Subsection. (~) deals with the parent .01' guardian of amino' 
07 ~ person ~Imllarly responsibl~ for his general care or super~ 
VI~lO~. ~o long as the person exercising parental authority 
ac s or. he pu.rposeof safeguarding or promoting the child's 
:vel.fal~~f.mclUdm? care or supervision for a special purpose he 
IS JUS I Ie~ pr~vlded he acts reasonably and does not cr~ate 
a substantIal l'lsk of the excessive injuries specifl'ed . . 
graph (b). In pala-

Ex~sting law, § 559.050 RSMo, allows a privilege for the 
exerCIse of domestic authority without defining it I 
State v. Black,.360 Mo. 261, 227 S.W.2d 1006 (1950~ s~~~~our~ 
held that a p~rent has the l'i.ght to administer prope~ and rea
sonable chastIsement of a chIld without being guilty of assault 
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and battery or mistreatment of children as codified in § 559.-
340 RSMo. The section is consistent with this holding; it re
quires a tnle parental purpose, while not justifying extreme 
force however well intentioned. 

In addition the section varies the standard in the case of 
teachers or other persons entrusted with the care or super
vision of a minor for a special purpose. Here the additional 
criterion is the defendant's reasonable belief that physical 
force is necessary to further the special purpose of his trust; 
including but not limited to the maintenance of reasonable 
discipline in a school, class or group. The variation is designed 
to make clear the distinction between the position of a person 
charged with the general care of a minor and that of one per
forming a more limited protective function. 

Subsection (2) makes no specific exclusion for § 216.445 
RSMo, as is done in Code § 8.100, because the language "is au
thorized by law" includes any statutory authorization of the 
use of physical force 01' deadly force. The means of maintain
ing discipline in correctional institutions is more appropriate
ly handled by statutes providing the guidelines for the rules 
and regulations which are to govern therein rather than in a 
general section on justification. 

There is undoubtedly a need to recognize a special authority 
in tl,lOse responsible for a vessel 01' aircraft to employ that 
force which reasonably appears necessary to prevent the inter
ference with its operation. Subsection (3) is intended to 
covel' this. The justification expressed in this subsect.ion must 
extend in extreme cases even to the use of deadly foxce, as 
where the actor reas(JIlably believes such force necessary to 
prevent death or serious physical injury. 

Subsection (4) articulates existing law that doctors ad
ministering a recognized form of treatment are justified in 
using physical force provided such is used for the promotion 
of the physical or mental health of the patient and the patient 
consents. Ct. Code § 10.080. Paragraph (b) grants authority 
for surgical operations and other treatment in emergencies. 
Even in an emergency the privilege under this section is con
ditioned on the reasonableness of the doctor's belief that a per
son wishing to safeguard the welfare of the patient would c;on
sent. 

Subsection (5), which has no counterpart in Missouri law, 
is designed to support the general policy of the law to dis
courage or prevent suicides. 

It should be remembered that the justifications ir. this chap
ter apply to criminal liability. They do not, of themselves, af
fect civil liability. See Code § 8.020. 
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Chaptel' 9 

INCHOATE OFFENSES 

Attempt 

.t~) t: person is guilty of attempt to commit an offense when 
WI . . e purpose of committing the offense, he does an ' 

f
Whlch IS a sUbstantial step towards the commission of thYe aocft 
ense. -

th (2)f/t is no defense to a prosecution under this Section that 
teo en;e tttemPted was, under the actual attendant circum

s f;nces, a~dualIY or legally impossible of commission if such 
o ense cou have peen committed had the attendant circum
stances been as the actor believed them t b o e. 

(3
f
)f Pen~Ity, Unless otherwise provided, an attempt to commit 

an 0 ense IS a: 

'- .. 

F
" lea) Class B Felony if the offense attempted is a Class A 
eony. ' 

F l
(b) Class C Felony if the offense attempted is a Class B 

eony. 

F I
(C) Class D Felony if the offense attempted is a Class C 

e ony. 

Cl 
(d)DClass A Misdemeanor if the offense attempted is a 

ass Felony. . 

. (e) Class C Misdemeanor if the offense attempted is a 
n:lsdemeanol' of any degree. 

Comment 

This section defines the elements of attempt an" d k 
chang . th " rna es some ' 
§§ 556

e115nO ed eXlstmg la:w. Attempt is presently covered by 
. an 556.160 RSMo. , 

tfubsection (1) does. away with failure a.s an element of 
a. empt offense!], Present law permits a defendant ch . d 
Wlt~ attempt to argue that he is innocent because he acf~~~y 
wen through with the crime. By eliminating failure as an 
elem~n~ of attempt; the section avoids the problem of losin a 
conVIctIOn on a charge of. attempt when the evidence Sho~s 
that the, offense was :ompleted. Since failure is not an ele
ment, attempt clearly I.S a lesser included offense. See Code § 
1.09~(~)(c) . .There WIll be situations where, as now, attem t 
cO~vlctlOn.s WIll not be possible because the attempt can l~
qfulre a hIgher culpable mental state than does the completed 
o fense. " . 
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Subsection (1) limits attempt offenses to purposive conduct. 
However, while; so doing, it expands the area of conduct th~t 
can constitute an attempt. The present attem?t st;tute I.S 
couched in terms of preparation and perpetratIOn. T~e d:
viding line is between mere preparation an;l conduct WhICh IS 
sufficient to constitute an attempt. Though these terms are 
not precise and cannot be defined with any greatel: degree of 
clarity they have usually been interpreted to reqUIre the de
fenda~t to come very close to the actual commission of t?e 
offense before he can be guilty of an attempt. State v. DavIs, 
319 Mo. 1222, 6 S.W.2d 609 (1927); State v. Thomas, 438 S.~. 
2d 441 (Mo.1969). Subsection (1) expands the ~;ea .of ~on
duct sufficient for attempt by requiring an act WhICh IS a 
substantial step towards the commission of the offense:" 

The principal difficulty here lies in explaining what IS 
meant by a "substantial step." The Final RepOl:t ~f the Na
tional Commission on Reform of Federal Crlmmal Laws 
states: 

"A person is guilty of criminal attempt if, acting :vi~h the 
kind of culpability otherwise req.uired for con:mls~Ion of 
a crime, he intentionally engages m conduct WhICh, I~ f~ct, 
constitutes a substantial step towards the commlssI.on 
of the crime. A substantia~ step is any conduct wh~c!~ 
is st1'ong~y corroborative of the firmness of the actor s 
intent to comp~ete the commission of the C1'ime " 
(emphasis added). 

This language "strongly corroborative of the firmness of the 
actor's intent'. . ." is the gist of the "substantial step." 
The conduct must be indicative of the actor's purpose to 
complete the offense. 

What act wm constitute a substantial step wm depend on 
the facts of the particular case. If the other requir~m~nts .of 
attempt liability are met, the following, if stl'ongl~ mdI~a~Ive 
of the actor's criminal purpose, should not be 'held msufflclent 
as a matter of 13iw : 

.' 

(a) lying in wait, searching for or following the con
templated victim of the offense. 

(b) enticing or seeking to entice the contemplated 
victim of the offense to go to the place contemplated for 
its commission. 

(c) reconnoitering the place contemplated for the com
mission of the offense. 

(d) unlawful entry of a structure, vehicle or enclosure 
in which it is contemplated that the offense will be com-
mitted. 

(e) possession of materials to be employed in. the com
mission of the offense, which are specially peslgned for 
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INCHOATE OFFENSES § 9.010 
such unlawful use or which can serve no lawful purpose 
of the actor under the circumstances. 

(f) possession, collection or fabrication of materials 
to be employed in the commission of the offense, at 01' 
near the place contemplated for its commission, where 
such possession, c01lection 01' fabrication serves no lawful 
purpose of the actor under the circumstances. 

(g) soliciting an agent, whethe'r innocent or not, to en
gage in conduct constituting an element of the offense or 
an attempt to commit such offense or which would es
tablish the agent's complicity in its commission 01' at
tempted commission. 

Similar provisions are in the Model Penal Code and the 
Proposed New Jersey Penal Code. These criteria are a matter 
of degree, but the basis for the indicative nature of the "sub
stantial step" shifts the emphasis from what has yet to be 
done to what has already been done. The fact that further 
major steps must be taken by the actor to complete the offense 
attempted does not render an act insubstantial. However, 
the "substantial step" is merely part of the evidence required 
to go to the jury on the question of purposive conduct. The 
substantial step is not required in itself to be enough evidence 
to go to the jury on the issue of purposive conduct. If, for 
example, there is a confession, so that there is clear evidence 
of purpose, the substantial step would be merely an addi
tional indication of the actor's purpose. The examples listed 
as (a) through (g) above should not be held insufficient as a 
matter of law on the issue of a substantial step if the other re
quirements of attempt Liability (we met. 

The emphasis of subsection (1) is that an act need not be 
the "last proximate ace' for a finding of attempt. Under 
the ;'last proximate act" doctrine, when an actor has done all 
he believes necessary to cause a particular result, it is suf
ficient to constitute an attempt. This is, of course, true 
under subsection (1) but under the subsection it is not neces
sary for a finding of attempt 'for the actor to have performed 
the last proximate act, if the act performed is strongly indi
cative·of a criminal purpose to accomplish the criminal result. 
The policy reason underlying the shift in emphasis from what 
has yet to be done to what has been done, as stated in the 
Model Penal Code, is that the law is not interested merely in 
punishing dangerous acts, but also in neutralizing dangerous 
individuals. Thus subsection (1) represents a shift in the 
emphasis of Missouri law to the extent that conduct may 
suffice for an attempt though not coming as close to the 
actual commission of the offense as present Missouri law 
often requires. 
Mo,Prop,Crlm.Code Pamph.-8 113 
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. - ( ) in the list of situations which are not 
Note that Item g I t nstitute a sub-

to be. hel~ in~uffic~ent a~ a c~::;e~llo!a~: o~ ~;iminal solicita
stantlal step IS desI~e.d o. . . osed New Jersey Code. 
t · A similar provlsIOn IS m the PIOP t ff e 
IOn. - . th Cds a separa e 0 ens. 

Solicitation is not included l~ e 0 e
l
:

W 
and is possibly the 

It was only a misde~eanOtl:l~ i:~~~~; in Missouri though not 
only common law ClIme ~ 1 h ever a very minor offense at 
covered by statute.. It IS! 0'7 stl>~d of being a separate of
present. Under thIS se~tlOn, '; o~~ attempt liability are met, 
fense if the other l'eqUlremen sr. " 
acts ~f solicitation can constitute a "substantIal step . 

. d the New York Penal Law § 110.-
Subsecti.on (2) IS base II o~ "1 gal impossibility" defense to 

10. It r~Je~t~ the so-c:a:Ure :f that defense and arguments 
attempt h~bl1~ty. ~he II t ted in the commentary to the 
for its reJectIOn are wteD~~tN 10 (1960) at 30-31: Model Penal Code, Ten. Ia o. 

. ., ] t.;. mpt convictions have been "[In several jUrISdICtIOns a Le II' ssible for 
'd th ground that it was lega y Impo 

set aSI e on e .tt d the crime contemplated. the actor to have comm1 e t. ds 
.. h Id' (1) that a person accep mg goo These deCISIOns e . . I b t which were 

which he believed to have bee~ st~l:n, of u
an 

attempt to 
not then 'stolen' goods, was no gUl Yt who offered a 

. t 1 ods' (2) that an ac or 
receIve s 0 en go ! . '01' but who was not 
bribe to a person beheve~ to be av~u~tt~mpted to bribe a 
a juror, could not be saId to ha 133 S.W.2d 336 
juror [State v. Taylor, 3ff4~. MI 0~;:5~ontracted a debt 
(1939)]' (3) that an 0 lCla b 

' . d d a nullity but which he e
which was una~thorlze an be convict~d of an attempt to 
lieved to be valId, COUI~. ~o~ bt. (4) that a hunter who 
illegally contract a va 1. . e ! I' h d not at-
shot a stuffed deer behevm~e~s;~ ~:~t~v;. G~ffey, 262 
tempted to ta~e ~ deer9~~\]f The basic l'ationale of these 
S.W.2d 152 ( o. ~P'. the actor's conduct in light of 
decisions is that, Judgm

g
. t ddt do did not amount 

the actual facts, what he ~n ~~w:ve: is unsound in that 
to a crime. This approac , I frame 'Of reference, but to 
it seeks to evaluate a mer:ta 'th the actor's beliefs. 
a situation wholly at var1an,c~ ~~fendants in situations 
In so doing the courts exonela e 'd 
where atte~Pt liability :mO?t ~ertain~y ShO~!~ ~:e~mJ~:I; 
In all of these cases (1) crimmal purpose far as he could 

t t d (2) the actor has gone as 
demons ra e , d (3) as a result the in implementing that purpose, an , ..' , 
actor's dangerousness is plainly mamfested, , 

. , . of the jurisdictions Itl 
It should be noted ~h~t Ml~S~~l~::n 0:e~ aside on the ground of 
which attempt con,vlCtlOns a elling policy arguments ad
impossibility. ASIde from tlh eCc~mp Missouri courts have also 
vanced by the Model Pena 0 e, 
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INCHOATE OFFENSES § 9.020 
held the other way as to the impOSSibility defense. One can 
be guilty of an attempt to steal even if there is nothing to be 
stolen, State v. Scarlett, 291 S.W.2d 138 (Mo.1956) ; one can 
attempt murder even though the intended victim is not where 
the defendant thought him to be, State v. Mitchell, 170 Mo. 
633, 71 S.W. 175 (1902). It has been said that a crime need be 
only -apparently possible and that impOSSibility is no bar so 
long as it is not obvious, State v. BI,?ck, 333 Mo. 127, 131, 63 
S.W.2d 428, 430 (1933). The elimination of the impossibility 
defense is approved here because greater dangerousness is 
demonstrated by the actor's conduct than there is likelihood 
of his abandonment of his criminal purpose. 

In eliminating impOSSibility as a defense, the Code follows 
the lead of all of the new code revisions and proposed code re
visions. It is still necessary that the result desired or intended 
be an offense. The actor will not be guilty of an attempt, even 

. though he firmly believes that his goal is criminal, unless it 
adually is criminal. 

Subsection (3) grades attempts at one level below that for 
the offenses attempted. The "unless otherwise provided" 
phrase allows for attempts defined in specific statutes to be 
punished at the same level as the completed offense. See e. g. 
Code § 10.060, Assault in the First Degree, where attempted 
murder under crrtain circumstances can be punished at the 
same level as murder. For the most part present Missouri law 
and the new codes punish attempts with a lesser penalty than 
the completed offense. This reflects the fact that the act of 
attempt, although potentially as dangerous as an action cul
minating in the completed offense, generally results in less 
harm. 

9.020 Conspiracy 

(1) A person is guilty of conspiracy with another person or 
persons to .commit an offense if, with the purpose of promoting 
or facilitating its commission he agrees with such other person 
or pe:rsons that they or one or more of them will engage in con~ 
duct which constitutes such offense. 

(2) Scope of conspiratorial relationship. If a person guilty 
of conspiracy knows that a person with whom he conspires to 
conunit an offense has conspired with another person or persons 
to commit the same offense, he is guilty of conspiring with such 
other person or persons to commit sllch offense, Whether or 
not he Imows their identity. 

(3) Conspimcy with multiple criminal objectives. If a per
son conspires to commit a number of offenses, he is guilty of 
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only one conspiracy so long as such mu.ltiple offenses are the 
object of the same agreement. 

(4) Overt act. Except in the cases of Class A Felonies or of
fenses against the person, no person may be convicted of con
spiracy to commit an offense unless an overt act in pursuance 
of .such conspiracy is alleged and proved to have been done by 
him or by a person with whom he conspired. 

(5) Renunciation of criminal purpose. 
(a) No one shall be convicted of conspiracy if, after 

conspiring to commit the offense, he prevented the accom
plishment of the objectives of the conspiracy under circum
stances manifesting a renunciation of his criminal purpose. 

(b) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the 
issue of renunciation of .criminal purpose under Subsection 

(5) (a). 
(6) Duration of Conspiracy. For the purpose of time limita-

tions on prosecutions: 
(a) Conspiracy is a continuing course of conduct which 

terminates when the offense or offenses which are its ob
ject are committed or the agreement that they be commit
ted is abandoned by the defendant and by those with whom 

he conspired. 
(b) If an individual abandons the agreement, the con-

spiracy is terminated as to him only if he advises those 
with whom he has 'conspired of his abandonment or he in
forms the law enforcement authOl'ities of the existence of 
the conspiracy and of his participation in it. 

(7) Multiple convictions. A person may not be convicted and 
sentenced on the basis of the same course of conduct of both 
the actual commission of an offense and a conspiracy to commit 

that offense. 
(8) Penalty. Unless otherwise provided, a conspiracy to com-

mit an offense is a 
(a) Class B Felony if the object of the conspiracy is a 

Class A Felony. 
(b) Class C Felony if the object of the conspiracy is a 

Class B Felony. 
(c) Class D Felony if the object of the conspiracy is a 

Class C Felony. 
(d) Class A Misdemeanor if the object of the conspiracy 

is a Class D Felony. 
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. (e) .c~ass C Misdemeanor if the object of the conspiracy 
IS a mlS emeanor of any degree or an infraction. 

Comment 

. This s~ction constitutes a major reformation of th ff 
of conspIracy in M' . eo ense 556130 d Issourl presently covered by §§ 556.120 
Model 'P::al ~:d~2~s ~MO. It relies heavily on § 5.03 of th~ 
South Carolina C d 0 the proposed Alaska, New Jersey and 

o es. 
The most apparent change is that under the C d I 

:gi::ement to commit a specific offense is sufficiZn~ ;; ~o~~ 
:or~c:~d ~~~~n~ ~ha~~e has been adopted in Illinois and New 
approach is USu~;nyedelfn adnudmber of proposed codes. The old 

en e on the ground of tl· d 
danger of group over i d' . d I .. . Ie mcrease 
ed conspiracy crime ~ IVI ua ~c~lvlty reqUIres an open-,end-
d . . ,owever, It IS clear that such open end 
~o~~O~I:I~~:q~r~ either unnecessary because civil rem.edie~ 
ficiently definit: :~~d:~'dv~~~~ ~s . to fail to provide a suf
souri for ex I't . . e In a penal code. In Mis-

, t' . a~p e, I IS a mIsdemeanor to conspire "to commit 
any ac InJurIOUS to the public health or ubI' " 
~r:nP::~~:s:~~s0l' obstru~~ion of justice, 0; theI~:eO:~in~~t~~~ 

" § 556.120 RSMo. 

co~~::~c~~:/l~:~i;~~~:ws the approach of the Model Penal 
tradition I . a~d pr~posals by departing from the 
tilateral ;r:~~~thatdc~nsrr~cy IS an entirely bilateral or mul-

~:~~~:;ha~h~~O~~:~t ~ntf\f~: i~~~~i~~a~~:::!:~~~~~~~~I~:~i~~ 
con uc 0 a group Under this f· I t' 

one consp.il'ator cannot escape liabiiity because theO~~ty a ;~n: 
one was Irresponsible or has i 't' 0 er 
secretly does not intend to go :~':;hY ~~~~:ro~ecution or 
been found innocent of conspiracy. e p an, or ha.s 

An~ther problem in the past has been defining the crime of 
conspIracy. Mr. Justice Jackson said that "the d . 

~;F:::ha~: ~~i:~d v~f:':s~h::6 ih~~~:~, d:!:~:~e~~~:i~~; 
con~!!:~E:~/~~t~~939)f' thThUS, tl:aditional formuiation~ of 

mg 0 e reqUIred state of mind ,t 
what may be inferred from the concept of a reem excep 
htavedbeen forced to struggle with the pro:lem =:~ w~~:rts 
s an ards to guide them d' . ' no b'I't . . ,some eCISIOnS have blurred the cul-
pa 1 1 Y reqUIrement. The problem is a r :~e courts co~fuse the type of evidence f;!ma~~~:h ~~~a:l:~ 

I 
nts of conspIracy may be inferred and the elements th 

se ves. em-

For example, a person may su I' , of illic't h' k I . ~p y mgredlents to producers 
I w IS ey. f there IS eVIdence that the supplier knew 
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of the illegal use to which his supplies were being put, such 
evidence may be used to infer an agreement. Such know~edge, 
however, should not be equated with a purpose or desIre to 
have the offense committed. 

Under the Code, the state would have to prove in ~very case 
that the actor acted "with the purpose of promotmg 01' fa
cilitating" the commission of the offense. T?ere must be a 
firm purpose to commit a specifi.c offens~. ThIS purpose must 
be something more than a paSSIve role m kno,:vmg ab~ut the 
offense and the conspiracy. There must be an mter~st I~ pro
moting or facilitating its commission. Not only IS thIS es
sentially what conspiracy is aimed at, it also corresponds to de
cisions of the United States Supreme Court. !n. the Com
munist cases the court held that mere membershIp IS not suf
ficient to c~nstitu1:e conspiracy. Dennis v. United States, 
341 U.S. 494, 499-500, 71 S.Ct. 857, 95 L.Ed. 1137 (1951). Of 
course membership may be some evidence of purpose to ac
complish the commission of an offense-it c~n b~ interpr~t~d 
as an agreement to the objectives of the orgamzatIon-but It IS 
not independently sufficient to establish liability. It sh.o~ld 
be clear that conspiracy may not be predicated merely on Jom
ing 01' adhering to a criminal organization. 

Perhaps the most litigated aspect of conspiracy invo.lve~ the 
scope of the offense both as to participants and obJectives. 
The scope of conspiracy is vital for several l:easons. It may 
determine what evidence is admissible, WhICh persons are 
guilty of what substantive offenses, which persons may be 
tried jointly, how many separate senten~es may be handed out 
for separate conspiracies, etc. SubsectIOns (1), (2) and (3) 
deal with the scope prpblem. By requiring a firm purpose to 
promote 01' facilitate the commission of a specific offense, the 
scope of the conspiratorial agreement and the scope of the 
individual conspiratol"s liability are limited to those offenses 
which it (the conspiracy) and he (the conspirator) actually 
intended to commit 01' facilitate. 

Central to this approach is the focus on the individual'~ cul
pability and his purpose to promote 01' facilitate a ~pecifIc of
fense 01' offenses. Perhaps this is best explained m the con
text in which it can arise. United States v. Bruno, 105 F.2d 
921 (2nd Cir. 1939) is an example and: the Model Penal Code 
comments analyze the case very well: (Tent. Draft No. 10, 120 
et seq. (1960). 

"In that case, 88 defendants were indicted for a con
spiracy to import, sell and possess narcotics. The .proof 
showed a vast operation extending over a long perIod .of 
time, which included smugglers who brought narcotlCs 
into New York City, middlemen who p::.id the smug~lers 
and distributed to retailers, and two groups of retaIlers 
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INCHOATE OFFENSES ~ 9.020 
selling to addicts-one in New York and the other in 
Texas and Louisiana. There was no evidence of co
operation 01' communication between the smugglers and 
either group of retailers or between the two widely sepa
rated groups of retailers. The relationship between the 
smugglers, the middlemen and each group of retailers 
consequently was a typical chain, with communication as 
well as narcotics passing from smuggler to middleman 
to retailer. The two groups of retailers, on the other 
hand, may be considered separate spokes of a wheel whose 
hub was the middlemen, since they communicated and co
operated only with the middlemen and not with each other. 

"The appellants argued that the evidence may have es
tablished several separate conspiracies but not the single 
one alleged. The court held that the jury could have 
found a single large conspiracy 'whose object was to 
smuggle narcotics into the Port of New York and dis
tribute them to addicts both in [New York] and in Texas 
and Louisiana.' This required, the court reasoned, the 
cooperation of all the various groups-smugglers, middle
men and the two groups of retailers. 

"'[T]he smugglers knew that the middlemen must 
sell to retailers, and the retailers knew that the mid
dlemen must buy of importers of one sort or another. 
Thus the conspirators at one end of the chain knew 
that the unlawful business would not, and could not, 
stop with their buyers; and those at the other end 
knew that it had not begun with their sellers. That 
being true, a jury might have found that all the ac
cused were embarked upon a venture, in all parts of 
which each was a participant, and an abettor in the 
sense that the success of that part with which he was 
immediately concerned, was dependent upon the suc
cess of the whole.' 

"'fhe only possible basis mentioned in the opinion for 
a finding of separate conspiracies was the fact that there 
was apparently 'no privity' between the two separate 
groups of retailers. 'I'o the argument that there were con
sequently two conspiracies-one including the smugglers, 
the middlemen and the New York retailers, and the other 
the smugglers, the middlemen and the Texas and Louisi
ana retailers-the court replied: 

"'Clearly, quoad the smugglers, there was but one 
conspiracy, for it was of no moment to them wheth
er the middlemen sold to one or more groups of re
tailers, provided they had a market somewhere. So 
too of any retailer; he knew that he was a necessary 
link in a scheme of distribution, and the others, 
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whom he knew to be convenient to its execution, w~l'e 
as much parts of a single undertaking or enterprIse 
as two salesmen in the same shop.' " 

The Draft would require a diffel'e~t approa~h to a case 
such as Bruno and might produce dIfferent lesults. 

"Since the overall operation involved sep~rate crimes 
of importing by the smugglers and posseSSIon a~d sale 
by each group-smugglers, distributors and l'etallers
the question as to each defendant would be whethel: and 
with whom he conspired to commit eac~~ of these cnmes, 
under the criteria set forth in SubsectIOns (1) an~ (~). 
The conspiratorial objective for the purpose of thIS I~
quiry could not be characterized in the manner of t ~ 
Bruno court, as Ito smuggle narcotics. into the. Port 0 

New York and distribute them to addIct~ b~t~ m [New 
York] and in Texas and Louisiana.' ThIS IS mdeed the 
overall objective of the ent~re operation. It may ~~s~ ~e 
true of some of the particIpants. that they c~ns~ue ~ 
commit all of the crimes involved m the ope~·~tJon, undel 
S b t' (3) of the Draft as under prevallIng law ~hey 
w~u~~c b:~uilty of only one conspiracy if all t~es~ crImes 

. th object of the same agreement or contInuIng con
:~~~:tol~al relationship, and the objective o~ that con
spiracy or relationship could fairly be phrased m tel:m~ o~ 
the overall operation. But this multiplici~y of CrImIna 
objectives affords a poor referent for testmg. the culp~
bility of each individual who is in any manner mvolved In 

the operation. 

"W'th the conspiratorial objectives characterized as ~h.e 
partic~lar offenses and the culpability.of each. par~lCI
pant tested separately, it would be possIble to fmd In a 
case such as Bruno-considering for the moment only 
each separate chain of distribution-that the sz:tugglers 

. d to commit the illegal sales of the retaIlers but 
conspIre 't th 'mport that the retailers did not conspire to commi e.I. -
ing of the smugglers. Factual situations warrantmg ~uch 
a finding may easily be conceived; the smugglers mIg!tt 
depend upon and seek to foster their retail mark:ts ~lllie 
the retailers might have many suppliers and be md~J.fer
ent to the Huccess of any single SOUl'ce. T~e :OUl't s ,a?
Droach in :gruno does not admit of such a fmdl~g, fOI .~n 
treating the conspiratorial objective and th~ entlre sel'l~s 
of offenses involved in smuggl~ng, distributmg ~~d ret~ll
ing it requires either a findmg of no .conspllaC! 01 a 
single conspiracy in which all three links m the cham con-
spired to commit all of each other's offenses. " 

"It would also be possible to find, with the mqu.lry 
focused upon each individual's culpability ~s to each crlm-
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inal objective, that some of the parties in a chain con
spired to commit the entire series of offenses while others 
conspired only to commit some of these offenses. Thus 
the smugglers and the middlemen in B1'uno may have 
conspired to commit, promote 01' facilitate the importing 
and possession and sales of all the parties down to the 
final retail sale; the retailers might have conspired with 
them as to their own possession and sales but might be 
indifferent to all the steps prior' to their receipt of the 
narcotics. In this situation, a smuggler 01' a middleman 
might have conspired with all three groups to commit the 
entire series of offenses, while a retailer might have con
spired with the same parties but to commit few criminal 
objectives. Such results are conceptually difficult to 
reach under existing doctrine not only because of the 
frequent failure to focus separately upon the different 
criminal objectives, but because of the traditional view 
of the agreement as a bilateral relationship between each 
of the parties, congruent in scope both as to its party ancI 
its objective dimensions." (footnotes omitted). 

Conspiracy being a preparatory offense, the particular result 
of an agreement must be intended. 

Subsection (3) states the normal rules where there is more 
than one criminal objective. If there is only one agreement 
there is only one conspiracy. If val'ious offenses are the prod
uct of a continuous relationship they should be considered part 
of one conspiracy. Otherwise mUltiplication of sentences 
might become almost fortuitolls and, considel'ing the extreme
ly inchoate nature of conspiracy, oppressive and unjust. 

Subsection (4) requires an overt act in pursuance of the con
spiracy, committed by one of the co-conspirators, before iia
bility attaches. It is well settled that such an act need not be 
a SUbstantial step in the commission of the target offense. 
The overt act serves as some indication, beyond the bare 
agreement, that the actors are serious in their plans. An overt 
act is not required "in the cases of Class A Felonies or of
fenses against the perSOll ." This is basically con
sistent with present Missouri law, § 556.130 RSMo, which does 
not require an overt act if the target offense is a felony upon 
the person, arson 01' burglary. 

Subsection (5) varies from prevailing law by providing a 
bar to conviction for conspiracy based on the actor's renuncia- .\ 
tion of criminal purpose and prevention of the aims of the 
conspiracy, This should be distinguished from abandonment 
01' withdrawal from the conspiracy which may serve (a) as a 
means of commencing the running of the statute of limitations 
with respect to the actor, or (b) as a means of limiting the ad
missibility against the actor of subsequent acts and declara-
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'. t ' 01' (C) as a defense to substan
tions of the other conspuaolS, .tt d by the other conspira-
tive offenses subSeqaentr· e~~~;~d;awal does not affect the 
tors, Such abandonmen 01, 'd committed by the 
liability for the ,c~nsPil:aC~t~~l:n~U:~~~~ctronsfreqUently fail 
agreement. DecislOn~ I? f ' 111 of these and have created 
to distinguish renunc~at1on rO~m: terminology and the same 
uncertainty by applymg ~e :. I'mitation problem is dealt 
tests interchangeably, T e Ime C1 d S 1 070) The admis-

. , b t' (6) (See also 0 e ~., , wIth m su sec Ion . d It with under conspll'-
sibility of evidence problem IS not ea,. the admissibility 

t d the laws and rules govelnmg 
acy, bu un er, ., '~b ently committed offenses is 
of evidence, Llablhty for .:;\1 sequ , 
dealt with under Code § 7,070. Under S 7.070, 

, ' 'bl for the conduct of 
"A persoll is crimmally responsl e, d' the 

(2) either before 01' urmg 
another when , ., 'd or a rees to aid or at
commission of an offense, he al ~ 1 g ning committing 

!:~~~:~~t~~~ ~~c.~o~;~~ f:~'s:f~e~~[) a~7::~:~~ ~:~~~: 
is not so responsIble If . . . h' purpose and gives 
sion of the offense he abandons 'c:~wnt autho?'ities 01' 
tinte~1f ,warning to the, laf?f'o r:nfo01prevent th: c01nm,ission 
othe1'WtSe makes prope1 e 0 

of the offense." (Emphasis added), , ' 
. ff se as an accomphce can-

Thus, liabili.ty for a substantive 0 e~f having been a party to 
not be predIcated solel~ on the fact b t must be measured 
a conspiracy to commIt that offense, u 
by the tests for liability under Code § 7.070, . 

, , nciation and conspIracy 
The traditional rule concernIng re~u . omplete with the 

,is strict and inflexible; since the of ense IS c t the conspira-
bent action can exonel'a e ' 

agreement, no su sequ . .t; can be defended only if the 
tor of that offens~, ThI,S pOSl .:~n. d ufficiently undesirable 
act of agreement Itself IS consldere S 'rant enal 
and indicative of the actor's dantge.rousnnCel'SaStl·to~ :~~ acti~n to 

. 't f subsequen renu . , sanctions m Spi eo. This is not generally 
defeat the PlU'POS~S of ~he .cons~I:a:lr~wing an analagous ex
supportable, especIally m ;;.ht. dgment is based. on two con
ception in Code § 7.070. ~St~Un tends to nt>gative the firm-

'd ' t' ns' that the renuncIa 10 - d SI era 10 , . '. d' 'd al dangerousness; an 
ness of purpose that eVI~dences I:a~~Io: encouraging persons to 
that the law should provi e a ~ . 
desist from carrying out crimmal deSIgns.. . 

. t' (5) are conSIstent WIth the 
The restrictions in subsec lOn. . t mani-

. F'rst the CIrcumstances muS 
purposes of .c~~SPll'~CYthe ~cto~"s criminal purpose. Second,· 
fest renuncla Ion 0 ., ,t onsummation of the 
he must take aC,tion s~ffiClent tOi:::v~~v~lves preparation for 
criminal objective. Smce c.onsp the ~bjective.wi11generallY be 
crime by more than one. p~r son, . 'tor and the sec
pursued despite rr.nunClatlOn by one consplIa , 
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tion accordingly requires for renunciation that the actor 
thwart the success of the conspiracy. This is an added reason 
for allowing renunciation, for the evil thwarted is potentially 
greater because of the plurality of actors. The means re
quired to thwart the success of the conspiracy will vary from 
case to case and a specific rule would be unworkable. Timely 
notification of law enforcement authorities wiII normally suf
fice, and this is in accord with Code § 7.070. Notification of 
the authorities which fails' to thwart the success of the con
spiracy because not timely or because of failure on their part 
will not be sufficient under subsection (5) but will commence 
the running of the period of limitations under subsection (6) 
(b). In tiie case of the criminal mastermind wbo formulated 
all the plans of the conspiracy and then proclaimed' his renun
ciation, the naked renullciation would be inzufficient under 
subsection (5) to avoid liability. To successfully renounce, he 
must thwart the success of the conspiracy. 

The issue of renunciation il;' not in the case unless some evi
dence that the defendant did renounce his criminal purpose 
and took preventive action is admitted. The state then would 
have the burden of proving that the defendant did not effec
tively renounce his criminal purpose. 

Subsection (6) defines the duration of a conspiracy for the 
purpose of determining the application of the period of limita
tions. (6) (a) covers termination as to all parties. The lead
ing case recognizing conspiracy as a continuing offense is 
United States v. Kissel, 218 U.S, 601, 31 RCt. 124, 54. L.Ed. 
1168 (1910) which held that "conspiracy continues up to aban
donment 01' success." Missouri cases are in agreement. State 
v, Chernick, 280 S.W.2d 56 (Mo.1955) (abandonment and 
frustration); State v. Mangiaracina', 350 S.W.2d 796 (Mo. 
1961). Abandonment by all the parties is usually presumed 
if neither the defendant nor anyone with whom he conspired 
does any overt act in pursuance of the conspiracy during the 
applicable period of limitations, measured from the date of the 
agreement. For the purpose of the period of limitations, 
the conspiracy may also terminate by success-the commissio;, 
of the offense or offenses which were its objectives. 

Subsection (6) (b) governs abandonment of the agreement 
by an individual conspirator, which commences the running of 
the period of limitations as to him. This is recognized in Mis
souri, see State v. Bailey, 383 S.W.2d 781 (Mo.1964), I;l.nd in 
virtually all American jurisdictions, see Hyde v, United States, 
225 U.S. 347, 32 S.Ct. 793, 56 L.Ed. 1114 (1912). 

Subsection ('7) is based on Michigan Revised Code § 1020(2) 
(Final Draft 1967). It basically provides for the merger of 
the conspiracy into the conviction for the substantive offense 
that was the target of the conspiracy. Nothing in this sub-
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. ' . hibit the state from chargmg bot.h 
section IS deSIgned to pro. ffense and proving both. It IS 
conspiracy and a substantIve, 0 b . g convicted and sentenced 

d t ent a person s em d f . intende 0 prey onvicted and sentence or 
for conspiracy when he has, ~een c the target of the conspir
the substantive offense WhlC was 

acy. '01' change in Missouri law. Un-
Subsection (8) makes a m,a~ . a misdemeanor only, pun-

del' existing statutes, cons?uac! IS d a $1000 fine 01' both. 
t year m prIson an , 

ishable by up 0 one h lty for conspiracy in the same 
This !Section grades t ~ ~en:t pt offenses. The comments 
manrii~r as was done WIt a d.e~ are generally applicable here 
appHeable to the attem~t gra m il'acies with mOl'e than one 
with one addition re~atmg to co;:,~.p the purpose of sentencing, 
objective. In such mstances,. d 'ed is that of the highest de
the target offense to. b;. c.o;s~l':\arget offenses are limited to 
gree, O~ cOt~l'se, afnt~~ ::~s~iracy as it applies to him. 
those obJec wes 0 
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PART IV 

SPECIFIC OFFENSES 

Chapter 10 

OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON 

10.010 Criminal homicide 

(1) A person commits criminal homicide if he purposely, 
knowingly, recklessly or with criminal negligence causes the 
death of another person. 

(2) Criminal homicide is murder, manslaughter or criminally 
negligent homicide. 

Comment 

This section indicates that a homicide with a culpable mental 
state is criminal and conversely that a homicide without one 
of the culpable mental states is not a crime. Under present 
Missouri law, homicides can be either criminal or non-crimin
al. The non-criminal homicides are those that are justifiable 
or excusable. In the Code justification for homicides as well 
as other conduct is in a separate chapter, Chapter 8. Under 
present Missouri law excusable homicides are often termed 
"accidental." This section attempts to do away with that am
biguous and confusing term by indicating clearly that a homi
cide without a culpable mental state is not a crime. Cf. Model 
Penal Code § 2.01 and Proposed Texas Code § .19.01. 

10.020 Murder 

(1) A person commits the crime of murder if 

(a) he knowingly causes the death of another person; 
or 

(b) he recklessly causes the death of another person un
der circumstances manifesting extreme indifference to the 
value of human life; or 

(c) he commits' 01' attempts to commit any of the fol
lowing felonies: arson, rape, sodomy, robbery, burglary 
in the first degree, lddnapping or escape fl'om custody or 

. confinement; and in the course of and in the furtherance 
of such felony, or in immediate flight from the commission 
or. attel)lpt, he reckJ~ssly causes the death of an.othel' per
son; or 
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§ • 'bIe 1111der Section 7.070 (2) 

(d) he is criminally respons: "1ml·tting or attempting 
t f ther who IS con d 

for the conduc 0 ano fl' s listed in Subsection (c); an 
to commit any of the e 0:rlle murder as defined in Subsec
such other person com~~s was reasonably forseeable as a 
tion (c) and such horr;~~~n: or attempting to commit the 
consequence of comm 
felony. 

(2) Murder is a Class A Felony. 

comment 
. 'des which are murder. Sub

This section lists those hom1c.
h
1 . 'des which al'e usuallY 

( ) rs those om1C1 t 
section (1) a cove h k1'111'ngs under circums ances 

,. t t' nal" Suc t' are termed 'In en 10· f 't'gation or extenua Ion 
where there are no factors 0 d

ml 
IdeI' current criminal code 

murder under present. law an "und t'on" to a lower degree 
t tes The re uc 1 

revisions in other sa· t' f mitigation or extenua-
h .' de when fac ors 0 

of criminal om1~1 . d in Code § 10.030(1) (b). 
tion are present IS ~ovele d"d urder into degrees with 

Present Missoul'l statute~ 1vdI e.m l'f the elements of pre-
. l' b 'ng fIrst egree 'f intentional kll mgs el . t and second degree 1 

meditation and de1iberatio~ are dPretshen. 'efforts to distinguish 
. . b t ThIS an 0 e1 . " ld deliberatlOn IS a sen . . h thought out and III co 

t · 1 killings whlc are h 
between inten lQna . . im ulsive or "spur of t e mo-
blood" from those whIch are :essfu1. The purpose of such 
ment" killings have no~ been suc hi her penalty for the :n?l'e 
classification was t~ I:upose a tru! that the deliberate klllmg 
heinous killing, and It IS of~en 1 ive killing However, some 
is more heinous than the ~m:~.s s displa; more cruelty and 
wanton spur of the momen 1 mg l'fe than some deliberate 

th alue of human 1 l' t' n disregard for e v " remeditation and de Ibera 10 
killings. By not adoptmg the p alt is available and the pun-
formula, a greater range of P~~rcu~stances of the particular 
ishment can be based on the t' es arbitrary factors of pre
killing rather than on the some 1m ditation and deliberation 

, d d rberation preme . d meditation an e 1 . t t the penalty to be Impose 
(or "cold blood':) f~re :'eleva:ett~ng of the penalty; but they 
and can be consIdered :n the ld not be elements to be 
would not be controllmg, and wou 

proved. . f most revisions in doing 
The section follows tha~ p~tt~:e ~odel Penal CQcle § 210.2; 

away with degrees of m.uld1e~01' Illinois Code Ch. 38, § 9-1; 
Proposed Federal C.ode § 'P d Texas Code § 19.02. 

C d § 125 25 and ropose 
New York 0 e . . t f killing that has 

. (1) (b) deals wIth a ype 0 . ' 
SubsectlOn d . h been held to reqUIre an m-

d 'ff' It where mur er as . d ·'bes caused 1 lCU Y .' ta dard this subsectlon eSCII 
tent to kill. By a s~~Jectlv~s w:ver consciouslY taking a sub-
an unintentional kIllIng. 0, • 
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OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON § 1.0.020 
stantial and unjustifiable risk of killing (see Code § 7.020(2) 
(c) for the definition of recklessly) with extreme indifference 
to whether that result occurs or not is very dangerous and the 
actor is almost as blameworthy (and in some instances more 
blameworthy) as the actor who intends to kill. Examples are 

'deliberately inflicting serious bodily harm upon a person with
out intending to kill him but with almost complete indifference 
as to whether death results; or firing a gun into a house 
where the actor knows people are present but without any in
tent to kill 01' even harm,but with almost complete indiffer
ence to whether death results. Homicides resulting from such 
conduct were murder at common law. There is language in 
some Missouri cases that an "intent to kill is an essential ele
ment of murder in the second degree," State v. Chamineak, 343 
S.W.2d 153 (Mo.1961). However, the court has found the in
tentional infliction of serious bodily harm a sufficient mental 
state for murder. See State v. Washington, 368 S.W.2d 439 
(Mo.1963). However, in that case, the court never stated that 
such was the rule but merely recounted the facts of a very 
brutal beating and concluded the evidence was sufficient to 
support a finding of second degree murder. By specifkaHy 
recognizing that a reckless killing committed with extreme in~ 
difference to the value of human life is murder, the proposal 
avoids some of the present confusion and clearly recognizes 
that some "unintentional" killings (other than felony murder) 
can be murder. Such an approach is better than treating such 
killings as always being a lesser offense or manufacturing a 
fictitious intent to kill. 

Subsections (1) (c) and (d) deal with felony murder. (1) 
(c) covers the basic concept and (1) (d) deals with felony mur
der as a means of finding accessorial liability. The present 
l\~issoul'i law, § 559.010 RSMo, lists the felonies of "arson, 
rape, robbery, burglary or mayhem" in the first degree mur
der statute. The Code alters the list slightly. Mayhem is 
taken out as there will no longer be a separately denominated 
crime of mayhem. The list retains arson (see Code §§ 14.040 
and 14,050), rape (see Code § 11.030), robbery (see Code §§ 
14.020 and 14.030) and burglary in the first degree (see Code 
§ 14.160). Sodomy (see Code § 11.060) under the Code in
volves the same elements as rape except that it involves deviate 
sexual intercourse and has been added to the list. Kidnapping 
(see Code § 10.110) is a felony which involves a high degree 
of danger to human life and has been added. Escape from 
custody (see Code § 20.200) and escape from confinement (see 
Code § 20.210) also involve. such risks and have been added. 
Escape from custody or confinement can in some situations 
be a misdemeanor. (1) (c.) is so worded to make it clear that it 
applies only in the felony situations. 
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Subsection (1) (c) basically provides that felony murder is 

a form of unintentional homicide and allows for the increased 
penalty of murder where the homicide is committed recklessly 
during the commission of one of the named felonies. It classi
fies as murder those killings, whether intentional 01' not, 
which occur as a result of the defendant taking an unjusti
fied chance of killing someone by doing acts dangerouS to 
human life while committing a serious crime. l'he section 
makes it clear that felony murder is a form of unintentional 
killing and makes it clear that the jury in appropriate circum
stances can return a verdict of guilty of a lesser degree of 
criminal homicide. l'hus, if the jury found a reckless killing 
but also .found that no other felony was being committed 01' 

that the killing was not in the commission of a felony, they 
could still return a verdict of guilty of manslaughter, 

l'he felony murder rule, in addition to being a means of 
assessing a highel' penalty for a killing in the commission of 
a felony, has become a means of imposing liability for the acts 
of another person, l'hat is, the felony murder rule makes all 
co-felons guilty for a killing committed by one of them during 
the commission of a felony on a basis broader than the usual 
rules for accessorial liability. If this approach is to be re
tained, it should be specifically provided for. Subsection (1) 
Cd) does this but with a limitation to allow an individual de
fendant to avoid the murder liability if the killing was not 

reasonably foreseeable. 
subsection (2) classifies murder as a Class A Felony. 

, 

10.030 Manslaughter 
(1) A person commits the crime of manslaughter if 

, ' (a) he recklessly causes the death of another person; or 

(b) he causes the death of another person under such 
circumstances that would constitute murder under Section 

10.020 (1) (a) or (b) but 
(i) acts under the influence of extreme emotional 

disturbance for which there is a reasonable explana
tion or excuse. The reasonableness of the explana
tion or eXCuse shall be determined from the viewpoint 
of an ordinary person in the actor's situation under the 
circumstances as the actor believes them to be; or 

(ii) at the time of the killing, he believes the cir
cumstances to be such that, if they existed, would jus
tify the killing under the provisions of Chapter 8 of 
this Code, but his belief is unreasonal;>le. 
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(2) The defendant shall have the' ,,' 

sues of extreme emotional d' , bUlden of mJectmg the is-
or belief in circumstances IstUl~ance ~nder Subsection (b) 0) 
section (b) (ii). amountlng' to Justification under Sub-

(3) Manslaughter is a Class C Felony. 

Comment 

The present Missouri stat t ' d . . . 
§ 559.070 RSMo is' HE Uk~ljj~ efl~lltlOn of manslaUghter 

t 
' ' vel,), 1 mg of a hu . b' ' 

ac , procurement or cuI abl' man emg by the 
declared to be murder !, 'u:~efhgence ~f .another, not herein 
manslaughter" This' J. 'j f able homIcIde, shall be deemed 
. . IS SImI ar to the c m j , 
m that manslaughter i .' 0 mon aw defmition 
homicides which are not Small dlesIduadl category covering those 
. I r er an those wh' h ma. However such a d f' 't' IC are non-crim-
of k~ll~ngs fall into this r:s~~~~f~ ~oes ~ot i~dicate ~hat types 
?l .kllhng can be manslaughter r a egOly nOl how an mtention
It IS not much of a def' 't' ather than murder. In short 

ml lOn of the offense. ' 

Subsection (1) (a) defines r kl .. 
This is basically consistent ~t~ ess kIlhng~ as manslaughter. 
pable negligence" under pr::en/fese~t MISSOUri law. "CuI
negligence and is very close t th ~': IS more taan ordinary 
See State v. Feger 340 S W02d e lecklessness" of the Code. 
Minter, 429 S.W.2d 762 Mo' 716 (Mo.1960) and State y, 
indicating that culpable ( /968), and cases cited therein 
duct of such reckless ch neg

t 
1gence requires "negligent con~ 

arac er as t . d' 
e.nce for human life'." 340 S W 0 m Icate 'utter indiffer-
hgence is more than Ol'din .' .. 2~. at 725, or that culpable neg
as to indicate a reckless ~~.y u~~g .I~~n~e and "must be so great 
429 S.W.2d at 764 Th C d er ~sregard for human life." 
of the risk The M' e .0 e reqUIres a conscious disregard 

bl 
' Issourl cases are not 1 h 

pa e negligence" requires t~' . c. ear wether I'cul-
er just extreme negligence' IS con~c~ous dIsregard or wheth
some killings which would be

lS 
I Suf.~~Ient. It is possible that 

presellt l~w will be cr' ." l~ assJ.(l:d as manslaughter under 
Code. lmJda y neglIgent homicide under the 

. S,ubsection (1) (b) covers the situatio h' . kIlhn~ vhich is not ju t'£' bi . ns were an mtentional 
than murder "I) (b) ('s) 1 U~ e WIll b8 manslaughter rather 
passion" k'll:·~ . 1. covers what is often termeri "heat f 

1 mgs or kIlimgs based "d 0 Until State v W'll' on a equate provocation" 
. 1 lams, 442 S W 2d 61 (M . 

recognized this as a form f . i 0.1968); Missouri 
limited rules as to what co~ldmans aughter but applied a set of 
I~ WiUiams the court conClu:e~o~ntt to. adequate provocation. 
slO~". ~ituation was not expressly ~nc~~~:e t~e "heat of pas
defImtlOD of manslaughte .t d III the statutory Th Cdr, 1 was not an element f th . 

. e· 0 e expressly provides for allo . . 0 e crIme. 
the effect of extreme emotion I twfm

g th~ Jury to consider a upse or WhICh the' " 
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sonable explanation or excuse on the degree of criminal homi
cide .. It allows for reduction in the grade of the crime (but not 
exculpation) if the jury finds th~t the situation was such that 
a reasonable man in the defendant's situation would have been 
extremely upset and consequently that the killing which the de
fendant committed was attributable in part to the situation and 
not entir~ly to the defendant's evil disposition. In general the 
man who kills while reasonably upset is not as blameworthy as 
the man who kills calmly or who is unreasonably upset and 
kills. This is the same sort of value judgment the jury could 
make under the common law category of "heat of passion". 
The Code does not retain the common law language and does 
not limit the situations that can amount to "adequate provoca
tion" as was done prior to the WiUiams case. 

Subsection (1) (b) eii) provides that an intentional killing 
can be manslaughter if the actor honestly but unreasonably 
believed he was justified, as, for example, where he honestly 
thought he was acting in self-defense, but was unl'easonab~e 
in his belief of being in imminent danger of death or serious 
bodily harm. Of course, if his belief were reasonable, al
though mistaken, he would be justified and would be guilty of 
no crime. Prior to State v. Williams, Missouri treated the 
claim of justification as an all or nothing proposition. That is, 
if the justification claim were valid the killing was not crimin
al and the defendant was acquitted. If, however, the justifi
cation claim was not valid, then the killing was murder, unless 
the defendant fell within one of the categories for manslaugh
ter from "heat of passion". Williams changed this by in ~ffect 
allowing the jury to consider the circumstances of the claimed 
justification as removing "malice". Such a view is more 
logical than the prior law. A man who intends to kill believing 
honestly but mistakenly that he is acting in self-defense is not 
as blameworthy as a man who intends to kill knowing he has no 
justification. This it true even if the mistake is unreasonable. 
This subsection recognizes this but states it more clearly than 
using the terms, 'Iabsence of malice", would. 

Subsection (2) places the burden of producing evidence as 
to the presence of the mitigating factors on the defendant. It 
leaves the burden of persuasion on the state. This means that 
if the only evidence in the case indicates an intentional killing, 
and there is nothing in the case to indicate the presence of fac
tors of mitigation 01' extenuation, the state is entitled to a 
mm'del,' instruction and the court is not obligated to instruct on 
manslaughter (see Code § 1.090(2). This is different from 
the implication of State v, Ayers, 470 S.W.2d 534 (MQ.1971), 
which seemingly did away with the so-called presumption of 
malice from an intentional killing. The implication of Ayers 
and WilLiams is that an intentional killing which is not justifi
able (or excusable) is manslaughter and that for it to be mur-
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OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON § 10.050 
de~~ t?e

l 
state must prove the additional element of malice It is 

~~;~~:. t~~e that,. under present law, murder requires ~alice. 
• 1, e ambIgUOUS nature of the word causes problems 

~:hce covers a variety of mental states which are sufficient 
. 01 .mm'~er. One such sufficient mental state is the intent ;? kI~1 :"lthout fa~tors of mitigation, extenuation 01' just.ifica-

Ion emg present., To rElquire the state to prove this in order 
to, have a mm'.del' Instruction given would require the state to 
?lO~e ,a n.egatl,ve (the absence of mitigation, extenuation and 
f~:t~;~CeatIo~) ~n every case even though there was nothing in 
r to IndJC~te that any of these were present. It is clear-
~o::d mOl·e.loglCa1 to define the intentional killing (without 

.) as bemg murder and then define manslaughtel' as in 
vOtlvmg t.he additional elements that amount to mitigation and . 
ex enuatlOn. 

h
Unlddel' Subsection (3) manslaughter is a Class C Felony It 

s ou be noted that a I'eckl k'll' . 'f . ess 1 Ing under circumstances 
~aDl estmg extreme indifference to the value of human life 
IS murder undel' § 10.020 Cl)(b) and a Class A Felony. 

10.040 Criminally negligent hOmicide 

. (1~ A per~on C~l11~its the crime of criminally negligent homi
~~~:o~. he wIth crImmal negligence causes the death of another 

(2) Criminally negligent homicide is a Class D Fel ony, 

Comment 

I This section provides for a gradEl of criminal homicide be
ow m~nslaughter. For most serious crimes, criminal negli

gen.ce IS not a sufficient mental state fOl' liability M st 
serIOUS crimes require at least recklessness A . . 0 
t' " t . . . common excep
i l~n dIS I.n he homIcIde area where negligent killings are pun-
~ e ,eIther as manslaughter or under a special cl'imiti I _ 
h~ence stat'lte .. Such a crime arises most often from ~lI::s . 
flO~ th~ o~erabon of motor vehicles. It should be noted that 
wh~le crImma~ negligence does not require a conscious disl'e
gar~ of the rIs~ ~as recklessness does), it requites a higher 
l~e~~~~ of C~lp~~Ihty than ordinary negligence as used for tort 
Ia I I y, See vode § 7.020(2) Cd). Missouri presently has no 

Such statute but would classify some negligent killings a 
slaughter. s man-

10.050 Assanlt in the first degree 

if (1) A person commits the crime of assault in the first degree 

(a) he knowingly causes serious physical injury to an
other person; or 
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PROPOSED CRIMINAL CODE § 10.050 
(b) he attempts to kill or to cause serious physical in

jury to another person; or 
(c) under circumstances manifesting extreme indiffer

ence to the value of human life he recklessly engages in 
conduct which creates a grave risk of death to another per
son and thereby causes seriom; physical injury to another 

person. 
(2) Assault in the first degree is a Class B Felony unless 

committed by means of a deadly weapon or dangerous instru-

ment in which case it is a Class A Felony. 

Comment 

The Code divides assaults into three degrees. This is simi
lar to present Missouri law which in general divides assaults 
into felonious assaults with malice, § 559.180 RSMo; felonious 
;!ssault without malice, § 559.190 i and common assault, § 559.-

220. 
This section covers the most serious types of assaults. It 

covers not only the infliction of serious physical injury but also 
the attempt to inflict serious physical injury and grades both 
at the same level, This is an exception to the general approach 
for attempts where the attempted offense is the next lower 
classification of crime. The present felonious assault stat
utes do not distinguish between causing injUl'Y and attempting 
to cause injury and the Code maintains that approach. The 
assault crimes are graded, as are the homicide offenses, pri
marily according to the mental state of the actor. In addition, 
the assault crimes ar.e graded according to the degree of in
jury and whether or not a deadly weapon or dangerous instru
ment was used. The Code does not specifically provide for 
such crimes as assault with intent to rape, assault with intent 
to rob, etc. Such crimes are adequately covered by attempted 
rape, attempted robbery, etc. With the broadening of the con
cept of attempt (See Code § 9.010 and comments) there is no 
need for separate duplicative assault crimes. 

Subsection (1) (c) deals with situations of reckless conduct 
that would be murder if death resulted (see Code § 10.020(1) 
(b) ). Where death does not result, it should still be a serious 
crime and is made so here where serious physical injury re-

sults. Subsection (2) makes assault in the first degree a Class B 
Felony. However, where a deadly weapon or dangerous in
strument is used, it is a Class A Felony, making such assaults 

of equal gravity as murder. 
Note: the definitions of physical injury, serious physical in

jury, deadly weapon, and dangerous instrument are found in 
the general definitions section of Chapter 1. 
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10.060 Assault in the second degree 
(1) A pel'son commits the c " . gl'ee if llme of assault In the second de-

(a) he knowingly causes or tt t 
inj ury to another person b a emp s to cause physical 
dangerous instrument; or y means of a deadly weapon or 

(b) he recklessly c . other person; or auses sel'lOUS physical injury to an-

(c) he attempts to kill 01' .1.0 caus . . ~ e sel'lOUS ph . l' 
Jury or causes serious ph . l' . YSlCa lll-
that would constitut yslC~ Injury under circumstances 
tion 10.050, but e assault III the first degree under Sec-

(i) acts under th ' 'I 
d

. e mf uence of extreme emotional 
Isturbance for which ther . tion or excuse Th e IS a reasonable explana-

or excuse shail be e
d 
rteaSo~abdleness of the explanation 

< e ermIne from the v' . t f 
an ordinary person in th t" . . Iewpom 0 
circumstances as the fl.,.e ,acbol~ s SItuatIOn under the 

.. ." ~ 01 e Ieves them to be; or 

(ll) at the time of tne t 1 b' 
stances to be such that .tch' Ie .el1eves the circum-
killing or inflicting sel'io~s t ~y ~xlst:d.' would justify 
provisions of Chapter 8 of thi y~C~1 Inb

J 
ury . unde~' the 

unreasonable. s 0 e, ut hIS belIef is 

(2) The defendant shall have the b . ... 
sues of extreme emotional d' t b Ulden of InjectIng the is-
or b~lief in (;~_'Gumstances I:~r a~ce un

t
del: Su.b~ection (c) (1) 

(c) (ii). oun mg 0 JustIfIcation under 

(3) Assault in the second degree is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

This section covers th I I' . sault. It is graded uSin~ ~~ver c aS~flcations of felonious as-
sault, and treats the causin; ~;~~y ~ct~r~ ~s first degree as
ing to cause physical inJ'ul'Y as th

slCa 
InJury and attempt-

Pl
' t M' .' e same grade of . 
esen. lssourl law, § 557 215 RSMo . . crime. 

of felonious assault where the . t'.L : plovl~es for.a category 
a In'ovision is not neede ~IC 1m IS a polIce offIcer. Such 
singles out one group od

f 
av~dt.IS somedwhat illogical in that it 

Ie Ims an for them k 
would be a misdemeanor into a felon . ma es what 
that assaults on police officer . y. .T~ls does not mean 
noted that under the Code a ~:l~ not Cl'lmmal. It should be 
weapDn or dangerous instl'~;en~c is u:7elanyone ,;ith a deadly 
tion of serious physical . . any, as IS the inflic-

. lllJ Ul'Y upon anyone Th C 
prOVides for criminal liability for' t .f.' . . e ode also In el eIlng With arrests and 
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interfering with arrest can, under certain circumstances, he a 
felony. See Code § 21.160. 

S b t · n (1) (c) provides for a reduction in the gl'~de of 
usee 10 • d 't' t'ng Cll'CUm

assault where there are extenuatmg an ~l ~~a J~ 10030(1) 
tances. The approach is the same as provl ems . , 
(b) in the homicide of~enses. . 

Subsection (3) provides that assault in the second deg~·e~ l~ 
a Class D Felony'. This corresponds to the present penal y or 
felonious assault without malice, § 559.190 RSMo. 

10.070 Assault in the third degree . . 

A mmits the crime oi assault III the thll'd de-
(1) person co 

gree if causes physical 
(a) he attempts to cause or recklessly 

injury to another person; 01' • ., 'v 
(b) with crim.iIlal 11egligence he causes physlCal InJ,Ul. 

to another person by means of a deadly weapon or dangerous 

instrument; or 
th r on in apprehension (c) he purposely places ano er pe s 

of immediate physical injury; or 
(d) he recklessly engages in con~uct. ,,:,h~ch cr:~~~~le~ 

grave risk of death or serious physIcal IllJury to 
person; or . , 

(e) he knowingly causes physical .contact, wIth ano~le~ 
person knowing the ot!ler person WIn l'egard the con ac 
as offensive or provocatIve. 

(2) Assault in the third degree is a Cla~s A ~iSdemea~~r .un~ 
less committed under Subsection (1) (e) 111 whIch case 1 IS 
Class C Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section deal;~~ith assaults that are misdemeanors. It 
. . d' ~ d in first und second degree assaults. 

contInues the gla mg use tt t to in 
Subsection (a) covers the infliction. of a~d th~ a em~ kless= 
flict physical injury. A crime defmed m terms of rec . 

. . 't't d 'f the actor acts purposely or knowmg-ness IS also comml e 1 • • 
I ( C de § 7030(3) so this subsectlOn also covers purp?se-I; as;:~ k~owingiy inflicting physical injury. It also r~o~ld~S 
for the same pena.lty for the attempt as for the comp e e 0-

fense. 
Subsection (b) is the only section providing ?unishment for 

assault based on criminal n~gligence an~ a~phes only when a 
deadly weapon 01' dangerous lDstrument 1S W:ied. . . 

Subsection (c) makes it deal' that delibera~ely fl'lght~n~~g 
. .'me There is a split of autbOl'lty among JUIlS-a person lS a. cn . 
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dictions as to whether such conduct is a crime Ot' only a tort. 
Nearly all (perhaps all) of the new codes include such a provi
sion. Some define this as a separate offense called "men
acing". 

Subsection (d) also has its equivaient in nea.rly all (perhaps 
all) of the new codes. In some it is a separate offense called 
"reckless endangerment", If a person engages in reckless con
duct and death results, he will be guilty of either murder or 
manslaughter depending on the presence of "extreme indif
ference to the value of human lifeH

• If the person engages in 
the same conduct but no one is killed, but someone is injured, 
he will be guilty of some degree of assault. This subse(!tion 
simply covers the situation where he acts with the same degree 
of recklessness as regards human life but through no fault of 
his, no one is injured. In most crimes defined in terms of caus
ing a result such as death 01' physical injury if the actor fails 
to achieve the result he will be guilty of a lesser degree of 
crime by virtue of the attempted crimes. However, crimes de
fined in tel'ms of recklessly causing a result cannot be "at
tempted" and so a special section is needed to fill this gap. 

With the exception of subsection (e) the assault crimes do 
not covel' a simple offensive touching but require pfiysical in
jury (01' the attempt to cause physical injury). Subsection (e) 
makes offensive tOllching a minor crime. While it is open to 
question whether the criminal law should deal with these, such 
a section has advantages. It allows for officia.l intervention in
to a situation which could expa.nd into one of physical danger, 
and gives the offender1 nerson the opportunity to call for of
ficial protection. -: .• ,.Ie offensive touchings are covered by 
Code § 11.120 in the sex offenses chapter but not all touchings 
of a sexual nature .are covered by that section. 

10.080 Consent as a defense 
(1) When conduct is charged to constitute an offense because 

it causes or threatens physical injury, consent to that conduct 
or to the infliction of the inj ury is a defense only if 

(a) the physical injury consented to or threatened by 
the conduct is not serious physical injury; or 

(b) the conduct and the harm are reasonably foreseeable 
hazards of 

(i) the victim's occupation or profession; or 
(ii) joint participation in a lawful athletic contest 

or competitive sport; or 
(c) the consent establishes a justification for the con

duct under Chapter 8 of this Code. 
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(2) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is

sue of consent. comment 

Because some physical injuries are t;ot criminal i~ con
sented to, a section dealing with consent IS n~ede?. Thl~ sec
tion allows consent as a defense if the physIcal mJury IS not 
serious. Where serious physical injury is involved consen~ as 
a defense is limited to the situations covere~ b~ ~ub~ect1ons 
(1) (b) and (c), The major area under the Justlfl~atlO.n .sec
tions' will be medical treatment where serious physIcal mJul'Y 

can lawfUlly be consented to. 

10.090 Harassment 
(1) A person commits the cl'ime of h,arassment if for the 

purpose of frightening or disturbing another person, he 
(a) communicates in writing or by telephone a threat to 

commit any felony; or 
(b) makes a telephone call 0,1' communicates in writing 

and uses offensively coarse language; or 
(c) makes a telephone call anonymously; or 

(d) makes repeated telephone cans. 

(2) Harassment is a Class A Misdemeanor. 
comment 

This is basically the san1e us § 1619 of the Proposed Federal 
Code and covers substantiall¥ the conduct inclu~ed ut;der § 
563.910 RSMo. It is,broader than the present M~s~ourl sta~
ute in that it also covers communication by wrltmg. It IS 
difficult to find a more precise 01' better definition than "of
fensively coarse ,language" used in subsection (1) (b) and 
while these terms are of a general nature, it is felt they ,are 
adequate and when considered ,,,,ith the mental statfl requIred 
for the crime give sufficient warning of the type of conduct 

prohibited. 

Lack of consent in l{idnapping and crh~es involving 
10.100 

restraint 
(1) It is an element of the offenses described in .Sections 

10.110 through 10.130 of this Chapter that the confmement, 
movement or restraint be committed without the consent of 

the victim. 
(2) Lack of consent results from 

(a) forcible compulsion, or 
(b) incapacity to consent. 
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(3) A person is deemed incapable of consent if he is 

(a) less than 14 years old, or 

(b) incapacitated. 

Comment 

"Forcible compulsion" and "Incapacitated" are defined in 
the general definitions section of Chapter 1. The section adds 
the age factor as to consen~ in crimes involving confinement, 
movement and restraint. . 

10.110 Kidnapping 
(1) A person commits the crime of kidnapping if he unlaw

fully removes another without his consent from the place where 
he is found or unlawfully confines another without his consent 
for a substantial period, for the purpose of 

(a) holding that person for ransom or reward, or for 
any other act to be performed or not performed for the re
turn or release of that person; or 

(b) using the person as a shield or as a hostage; or 
(c) interfering with the performance of any govern

mental or political function; or 
(d) facilitating the commission of any Llony or flight 

thereafter; or 
(e) inflicting physical injury on or terrorizing the vic-

tim or another. 
(2) Kidnapping is a Class A Felony unless comrr.ltted under 

Subsections (1) (d.) or (1) (e) in which case it is a Class B Felony. 

Comment 

This section is based on the Model Penal Code § 212.1 which 
also is tl~e basis for the kidnapping sections in nearly all the 
current revisions. The section lists those factors which make 
the movement or confinement of a person a serious crime. 

Kidnapping is designed to cover those situations where the 
confinement or Il),ovement of a person without his consent in
volves a high risk of injury or death, or where it creates a 
harm (including the terror of the victim) that is not adequate
ly covere~ by another offe- . Subsections (l)(a), (b) and 
(c) clearly involve these types of situations and the confine
ment or movement for these purposes will not necessarily in
volve the commission of another offense. Kidnapping is not 
meant to cover the confinement or movement which is merely 
incidental to the commission of another offense. For example, 
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many robberies will {nvolve temporary confinement or move
ment for a short distance (as when the victim is made to move 
to another part of a room). To take such incidental confine
ment or movement and punish it as kidnapping would be mak
ing two crimes out of what is basically one offense. In these 
situations the movement or confinement does not add any 
additional danger to what is already present from the crime of 
robbery, and there is no purpose served by punishing this 
movement or confinement as the very serious offense of kid
napping. If, however, the robber forces the victim to accom
pany him as an aid in his escape, this movement creates a harm 
substantially different from that involved in the robbery and it 
is the type of harm normally associated with the crime of kid
napping and therefore is a proper basis for the separate of
fense of kidnapping. How much movement or confinement is 
needed as a proper basis for kidnapping cannot be defined 
precisely as it will vary according to the circumstances. If the 
defendant has as his purpose the using of the victim as a 
shield, or holding him for ransom, then almost any movement 
or confinement should suffice. Removing the victim from his 
place of residence or business should suffice for any of the list
ed purposes. Beyond this, all that can be clear is that the con
finement or movement should be considerably more than that 
which is merely incidental to the commission of another of
fense. A confinement or movement which is incidental to the 
other offense is not kidnapping. However, if such confine
ment or movement, of itself, exposes the victim to a risk of 
serious physical injury, it would fall under the offense of 
felonious restraint in Code § 10.120. 

. For present law, see '§ 559.230 RSMo, Kidnapping for ran
som; and § 559.240 RSMo, Kidnapping. The Code sections on 
kidnapping and related offenses cover the same matters 
covered in present Missouri law but avoid the use of old lan
guage, "seize, confine, inveigle, decoy or kidnap", and set out 
the purposes of the confinement with more precision. 

Subsection (2) states that kidnapping under the provisions 
of subsections (l)(a), (b) or (c) is a Class A Felony, and un
der (l)(d) and (e), it is a Class B Felony. Kidnapping under 
subsections (1) (d) and (e) will nearly always involve the com
mission of an additional offense. 

10.120 Felonious restraint 
(1) A person commits the crime of felonious restraint if lIe 

knowingly restrains another unlawfully and without consent 
so as to interfere substantially with his liberty and exposes 
him to a substantial risk of serious physical injury. 

(2) Felonious restraint is a Class C Felony. 
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Comment 

This section provides for a felony conviction for substantial 
interference with liberty that creates a substantial risk of 
.serious injury but which does not fall within kidnapping under 
Code § 10.110. It should be noted that the actor will not be 
guilty under this section (or under false imprisonment under 
Code § 10.130) if the victim consents or if the actor believed 
he was ~uthorized by la,w to restrain .the victim. However, 
these WIll not necessarIly prevent prosecution under some 
?t~er provision of the Code. For example, if serious physical 
InJury results, neither consent nor an unreasonable belief of 
authority will prevent I1n assault conviction. Kidnapping and 
the related offenses are one area where mistake as to law 
(legal authority to confine or seize) can negative the mental 
element n~eded for the crimes. This is no change in present 
law. If ~Istake of law could not negative the guilt, then every 
arrest WIthout legal authority by a police officer would be kid
napping or a related crime. 

10.130 False imprisonment 

(1) A person commits the crime of false imprisonment if he 
knowingly restrains another unlawfully and without consent 
so as to interfere substantially with his liberty. 

(2) False imprisonment is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is new and provides for misdemeanor punishn:ent for substantial interferences with liberty. The next sec
tIon attempts to limit its application in the "child custody" sit
uation. 

10.140 Defenses to false imprisonment 

(1) A person. does not commit false imprisonment under 
Sec~ion 10.130 if the person restrained is a child under the age 
of elghteen and 

(a) a parent, guardian or other person responsible for 
the general supervision of the child's welfare has consented 
to the restraint; 01' 

(b) the actor is a relative of the child, and 

(i) the actor's sole purpose is to assume control of 
the child; and 

(ii) the child is not taken out of the State of Mis
souri. 
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(2) For the purpose, of this Section, "relative" means a par
ent or stepparent, ancestor, sibling, uncle or aunt, including an 
adoptive relative of the same degree through marriage or 
adoption. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue of a defense under this Section. 

Comment 

This section allows for restraint of children under the age 
of 18 in certain situations. False imprisonment under Code § 
10.130 requires that the restraint be unlawful and thus that 
section does not apply when the restraint is authorized by law. 
Subsection (1) (a) makes it clear that false imprisonment also 
does not apply when a person who is responsible for the child's 
welfare consents to the restraint. Where such person does 
consent there is no need for a crime. This section does not 
limit who may lawfully restrain a child but simply indicates 
that in some situations the consent for restraint can be given 
by a parent or other person responsible for the child's welfare, 
and such person's consent is effective even if the child does 
not consent, or is too young to be able to consent. This section 
obviously does not apply to any situation that would be kid
napping under Code § 10.110, nor does it apply if the person 
restrained is exposed to a substantial risk of serious physical 
injury which would be felonious restraint under Code § 10.120. 

Subsection (1) (b) deals with a different problem. Its pur
pose is to keep so far as possible the child custody disputes 
out of the criminal courts. This subsection simply provides 
that restraint of a child under 18 is not false imprisonment if 
it is by a relative who is only assuming control of the child and 
who does not take the child out of the state. A relative, which. 
in some ways is a broader category than person responsible 
for the child's welfare, who takes a child under those circum
stances ought not be punished simply for that. As long as the 
child is not taken out of the state, the proper court should be 
able to resolve the custody matter. It should be noted that this 
subsection also will not provide any defense if the child is ex
posed to a substantial risk of serious harm. Code § 10.150 
covers taking a child in violation of a court order. 

10.150 Interference with custody 
(1) A person commits the crime of interfel'ence with custody 

if, knowing that he has no legal right to do so, he takes or en
tices from lawful custody any person entrusted by order of a • court to the custody of another person or institution. 

(2) Interference with custody is a Class A,. Misdemeanor. 
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Comment 

This covers pel'sons who are in custody of another by virtue 
. of a court or~er .. I~ is not limited to children, but would, of 

course, make It crlmmal to take or entice a child from the -law
ful custody of another where that custody is the result of a 
court order. 
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SEXUAL OFFENSES 

Chapter definitions 
(1) "Sexual intercourse" means any penetration, however 

slight, of the female .sex organ b'y the male sex organ, whether 
or not an emission results. 

(2) "Deviate sexual intercourse" means any sexual act in
volving the genitals of one person and the mouth, tongue or 
anus of another person. 

(3) "Sexual contact" means any touching of the genitals or 
anus of any person, or the breast of any female person, or any 
such touching through the clothing, for the p~rpose of arousing 
or gratifying sexual desire of any person. 

(4) A man and woman living together as man and wife are 
"married" to each other for the purposes of this Chapter, re
gardless of the legal status of their relationship. Spouses liv
ing apart pursuant to a judgment of nullity or legal separation 
are not married to each other for the purposes of this Chapter. 

comment 

Much of this section is based on New York Penal Law § 
130.00; Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 2301 (Final Draft 
1967); the proposed Texas Penal Code § 21.01 et ·seq. (1970) 
and the proposed California Criminal Code § 900 (Staff Draft 
1972), all of which have general definitions for sexual of-

fenses. 
Subsection (1) gives the ordinary common law meaning to 

the term "sexual intercourse." Penetration, however slight 
(entry into the labia), is sufficient. Penetration may be 
shown by circumstantial evidence, slight proof of actual pene
tration is sufficient, and emission is not required. State v. 
Ivey, 303 S.W.2d 585 (Mo.1957). 

Subsection (2) defines "deviate sexual intercourse", aban
doning the ambiguous and outmoded language of § 563.230 
RSMo, the "detestable and abominable crime against nature, 
committed with mankind or with beast, with the sexual organs 
or with the mouth." Actual penetration into the body need not 
be proved as now required by § 546.330 RSMo which fixed the 
standard for both rape and sodomy. 

Subsection (3) is based on Model Penal Code § 213.4 and 
Proposed California Code § 900(c). Inadvel.'tent touching is 
not "sexual contact", nor are unusual fetishes not involving 
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the sexual areas lis~ed in the definition. See however Code § 
10.070(,;) (e) .coverlllg offensive physical contact. "Sexual 
c?nta~t . may lllvolve fondling through garments. The defini
t~on I~ llltended to cover and is broad enough to cover the 
sItu~~lOn of an actor causing another person to touch him, in 
a?d~tI~n to the usual situation of the actor touching the 
vIctIm s sexual areas. 

Subsection (4) is based on Model Penal Code § 213.6(2) and 
proposed. California Criminal Code §' 900(f). If a man and 
woman lIve. together as man and wife, even in a state that does 
not recogmze common law marriage for other purposes, the 
woma~ should not be heard to complain that she was raped 
or subJected t~ sexual abuse on a particular occasion. The last 
sentence restrIcts the marital exclusion to spouses living to
gether or, tho~gh living separately, who are not doing so pur
suant to any Judgment of nullity or legal separation. 

The terms "Incapacitated" and "Forcible compulsion" which 
are ~sed in this chapter are defined in the general definitions 
sectIon of Chapter 1. 

"Incapacitated" means that physical or mental condition 
te:nporary or permanent, in which a person is uncon~ 
SCIOUS, unable to appraise the nature of his conduct, or un
able to communicate unwiHingness to an act. A person is 
n?t "~ncapacitated" with respect to an act committed upon 
hIm If he became unconscious, unable to appraise the 
~ature of his conduct, or unable to communicate unwill
lllglleSS to an act, after consenting to the act. 

Incapacitation deals with the ability to consent and could be 
~overed by. separa~e definitions of being "mentally defective", 
mentally IncapacItated" or "physically helpless". However 

separate. terms are not needed so long as one term is sufficient 
for use In grading offenses. One who is "mentally defective" 
or "mentally incapacitated" is unable to appraise or appreciate 
the nature of his conduct and thus is unable to consent or re
fuse to consent. The unconscious or "physically helpless" per
son also is unable to consent or refuse to consent. The second 
sentence was added to cover the situation where the victim 
"p t" A -asses ou. person who thus becomes "incapacitated" af-
ter consenti~g to a .sexual act should not be heard to complain 
that he was IncapacItated at the time of the act. 

"Forcible compulsion" means either (a) physical force 
that oVel:com?s reasonable resistance, or (b) a threat, ex
press or ImplIed, that places a person in reasonable fear of 
death, serious physical injury or kidnapping of himself 
or another person. 

§ 5?9.~60 RSMo presently defines rape in terms of "forcibly 
ravlsh.Ing any woman" without defining "forcible". Actual 
force IS not necessary for the crime of rape in Missouri nor in 
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most states, since threats of violence should be recognh':ed in 
Heu of force and resistance to show that there was a sexual as
sault on the victim. See State v. Cunningham, 100 Mo. 382, 12 
S.W.376 (1889); State v. Adams, 380 S.W.2~ 362 (Mo.196~). 
"Reasonable resistance" is such resistance as IS reasonable ~n
del' all the circumstances; e. g., it would be foolish: to "resl~t 
to the utmost" in the face of a threat of death or serlO~s phYSI
cal injury. A person who is physically unable to.reslst would 
be protected by this definition, since under the cIrcumstances 
he could not reasonably be expMted to put up m~re than ~ok:n 
resistance. The definition includes threats putt~n~ the vlCt~m 
in reasonable fear of death, serious physical mJur~ or kId
napping of another person, e. g., an escort or a relative. 

11.020 Mistake as to incapacity or age 

(1) Mistake as to incapacity. 
(a) Whenever in this Cha?ter .the cri~inality of ~?ndu~t 

depends upon a victim's bemg mcapaCltate~, ~o cnme IS 
committed if the actor believed that the vIctIm was not 
incapacitated and believed that the victim consented to 

the act. 
(b) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting 

the issue of belief as to capacity and consent under Sub-

section (1) (a). 
(2) Mistake as to age. . 

(a) Whenever in this Chapter the criminality of ~o~duct 
depends upon a child's being under the age of 14, It IS no 
defense that the defendant believed the child to be 14 years 

old or older. 
(b) Whenever in this Chapter the criminality of ~o~duct 

depends upon a child's being 14 or 15 years of age, It ~s an 
affirmative defense that the defendant reasonably belIeved 
that the child was 16 years old or older. 

comment 

This section sets out the special rules for mistake as to in
capacity and age in the sexual offenses and, as to these ele
ments the general provision of Code § 7.050(1) would not ap
ply. The effect of this sect.ion is to change the mental state 

required for these elements. 
Subsection (1) in effect requires knowle~ge of. incapac~ty 

for guilt. This is consistent with present MISS.OU~·l law ,,:hlCh 
requires the state to prove not only that the vlc~lm was m~a
pacitated, because of mental disease, of consentmg to or dIS
senting from the act, but also that the defendant kneW of such 
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incapacity or that he intended to have carnal knowledge by 
force, if necessary, regardless of consent. The leading case is 
State v. Warren, 232 Mo. 185, 134 S.W. 522 (1911), and the 
law is summarized in State v. Robinson, 345 Mo. 897, 136 S.W. 

. 2d 1008 (1940). 

Subsection (2) provides for absolute liability as to the ele
ment of age when the age is less than 14. That is, if the child 
is under the age of 14, the defendant's belief (whether reason
able or unreasonable) as to the age is irrelevant. However, 
where the age element is 14 or 15 years, a reasonable mistake 
can be a defense. The subsection is based on Model Penal 
Code § 213.6(1) and Federal Criminal Code § 1648(1) (Study 
Draft) and is ~ form of compromise betweon the strict liability 
majority view that reaBonable belief that the victim was older 
than a particular age is no defense and the minority view that 
reasonable mistake of fact as t.o age is a defense in statutory 
rape cases. Missouri currently follows the majority view, 
State v. Houx, 109 Mo. 654, 19 S.W. 35 (1892). The leading 
case on the minority view is Peo,ple v. Hernandez, 39 Cal. Rptr. 
361, 393 P.2d 673 (1964). Since Missouri cases require the 
state to prove the defendant knew of mental incapacity of the 
victim (codified in subsection (1)), it seems inconsistent not 
to permit at least an affirmative defense as to mistake of age 
where the age in question is 14 and above. The Model Penal 
Code and the Federal Criminal Code provisions recommend 10 
as the critical age below which this defense would not be 
available. The Code here adopts the age of 14 or above as it 
is here that a person could reasonably believe' someone' to be 
16 or older. European law has long held that mistake of fact 
as to age is a defense to statutory rape. See, e. g .. Danish 
Criminal Code of 1958 §§ 222-23; German Penal Cod~ of 1871 
§ 182; French Penal Code of 1957, § 65; Norwegi~n P~nal 
Code § 196 (1961); Swedish Penal Code Ch. 18, §§ 7-8. 
England recognizes the defense when the actor has inter
course with a female 13-16 years of age if the actor is un
der 24, has not previously been eharged with a like offense, 
and reasonably believes the female to be 16 or over. 

11.030 Rape 
(1) A person commits the crime of rape if 

(a) he has sexual intercourse with another person to 
wh;)m he is not married: without that person's consent by 
the use of forcible compulsion; or 

(b) he has sexual intercourse with another person who 
is less than 12 years old. 

(2) Rape is a Class B Felony unless in the course thereof 
the actor inflicts serious physical injury on any person or dis-
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plays a deadly weapon in a threatening mannei" in which cases 

rape is a Class A Felony. 

comment 

. Based on New York Revised Penal Law § 130.35 (which 
makes all rape in the first degree a class B felon!) and M~del 
Penal Code § 213.1 which recommends .aggr:\V~tIOn to a firs: 
degree felony if the actor inflicts serlOUS mJury upon any 
one. A major defect of the present Missouri statute, § 559.~60. 
RSM 's that it lumps forcible and statutory rape toget el 

0, 1 t de th under 
and prescribes punishment of from two years 0 ~ t' . h 
any -circumstances. Since the statute d?es not dIS mgUls. 
more serious from less serious sexual mlscond~ct,. the CO~l~ 
and jury now have no legislative guidance to mdlCat: '!'. a 
penalty a particular type of conduct d~serve~. S;e crltIClsn: 
of this in Hunvald, Criminal Law in MISSOurl-Tne Need fOl 
.Revision, 29 Mo.L.Rev. 521, 536-537 (1963). 

Subsection (1) (a) continues the common la,,:, concept of 
forcible rape-intercourse by "forcible compulSIOn". If ~e 
compulsion is not physical force that ovel:comes reasona ~ 
resistancl3, or a threat t~at ~la~es a pers?n m r~asonable a~~~~' 
of death, serious physIcal mJul'Y~ or kl.dnappI~g, the 
should not be held guilty of the serlOUS crIme of rape, although 
he may be found guilty of a lesser offense, e. g., an assault 
under Code § 10.060 or § 10.070. 

Subsection (1) (b) creates an aggravated form of sexual as
sault which is included in the rape statute becaus~ of the 
very young age of the victim. At common law ra?e mclu~ed 
unlawful carnal knowledge of a female under 10, wIth or 'Ylt~
out her consent. While present Missouri law has o~IY a s.mg e 

't' 1 age 16 most states further limit sentencmg dlscre-
crl lca , ' d' t the age 
tion by fixing the degree of the offense accor mg 0 

group in which the victim falls. ., . 
In accord with the rationale for adopting a classIfIcatIon 

system (see comment, Model Penal Code Tent.Dr~ft 4 at 242 
(1955)) subsection f 2) reserves the severe pumshment au
thorized for Class A lrelonies for situations which are the most 
brutal 01' shocking, indicating the .most d~ngerous aberra: 
tion of character and threat to pubhc se~Ul·lty. If the acto~ 
inflicts serious physical injury or brandIshes a deadly weap 
on, he evinces such danger and threat. 

It should be noted that a woman can be guilty ofTap~ ~nd~r 
. . . d that the sex of the defendant or VIctIm IS thIS prOVIsIon an 

immaterial throughout the Chapter. 
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11.040 Sexual assault in the first degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of sexual assault in the first 

degree if he has sexual intercourse with another person to whom 
he is not married, who is incapacitated 01' who is 12 or 13 years 
old. 

(2) Sexual assault in the first degree is a Class C Felony 
unless in the course thereof the actor. inflicts seriolls physical 
injury on any person or displays a deadly weapon in a threaten
ing manner, in which cases the crime is a Class B Felony. 

Comment 

The label "rapist" is a damaging one and should not ordin
arily be used in the statutory non-consent cases, e. g. where 
a fully consenting, and often fully developed and promiscuous 
social companion is involved. Therefore, the Code differs 
the approach taken in some other codes, i. e. adopting various 
degrees of rape, while continuing to label the defendant as a 
"rapist". The Code reserves that term for the most heinous 
sexual offender. 

In any prosecution for sexual assault in the first degree, it 
is no defense that the defendant did not know the person was 
under 14 years of age, see Code § 11.020(2) (a). However, as 
to incapacitated victims, the burden remains on the state to 
show knowledge of the facts or conditions showing incapacita
tion once the issue has been raised, see Code § 11.020(1). 

Again the ,Penalty is escalated if aggravating circumstances 
are present. If the defendant's display of a deadly weapon 
in a threatening manner is found to constItute "forcible com
pulsion," he could be guilty of the Class A Felony of rape under 
Code § 11.030 instead of the Class B Felony under this section. 

11.050 Se::\:ual assault in the second degree 
(1) A 1 erson commits the crime of sexual assault in the sec

ond degree if, being 17 years old or more, he has sexual inter
course with another person to whom he is not married who is 
14 or 15 years old. 

(2) Sexual assault in the second degree is a Class D Felony 
unless in the COllrse thereof the actor inflicts serious physical 
injury on any person or displays a deadly weapon in a threat
ening manner, in which cases the crime is a Class C Felony. 

Comment 

This section is applicable to the older defendant, 17 years 
old or more, who has intercourse with person less than 16 
years old, "the age of consent", and who is 14 or 15 years 
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old. If tJ~e victim is under 12, such conduct is rape, and if the 
victim is 12 or 13, such conduct is sexual assault in the first 
degree. If the defendant is under 17, sexual intercourse with 
a person 14 or 15 years old is sexual misconduct under Code 
§ 11.090, a Class A Misdemeanor. When the age differen
tial is substantial, indicating that an older person is taking 
advantagEl of a young person, such conduct is made a felony. 

Again the aggravating circumstances of serious harm or 
displaying a deadly weapon in a thl'eatening manner escalate 
the authorized penalties. If the prosecutor chooses to focus 
only on the non-sexual aspects of a sexual assault case, he 
may charge the defendant under the assault statutes, see 
Code §§ j,0.050 through 10.070. § 10.050 provides Class A 
and B Felony penalties for knowingly causing serious phys
ical injur:,. However, under § 10.060 assault in the second 
degree re(:klessly causing serious physical injury is a Class 
D Felony. Thuf;, the young age of the victim and the sexual 
nature of the assault enhance the punishment when serious 
physical injury is recklessly produced. The penalty is also 
enhanced by the ,~:splay of a deadly weapon in a threatening 
manner. Compare this with Code § 10.070(c). 

11.060 Sodomy 

(1) A person commits the crime of sodomy if 
(a) he! has deviate sexual intercourse with another per

son to whom he is not married, without that person's con
sent by the use of forcible compulsion; or 

(b) hEI has deviate sexual intercourse with another per
son who 1:s less than 12 years old. 

(2) Sodomy is a Class B Felony unless in the course thereof 
the actor inflicts serious physical inj ury on any person or dis
plays a deadly weapon, in which cases sodomy is a Class A Felony. 

Comment 

The provisions of this section correspond with the rape pro
visions of Coue § 11.030. Present Missouri "sodomy" law 
under § 5133.230 RSMo prescribes a penalty of two years to 
life for any person convicted of the "d(testable and abomin
able crime against nature, committed w;;"h mankind or with 
beast;" Under this statute the "detestable" act is the crime, 
and force, duress, or other lack of consent are immaterial. A 
modern criminal code should distinguish between deviate sex
ual con dud which is consensual and deviate sexual conduct 
which inv()lves aggravating circumstances. The goals of the 
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SEXUAL OFFENSES § 11.090 
Code prof~sals on sodomy and deviate sexual assault are the 
same as • e goals .of the rape and sexual assault provisions: 

(1) ProtectIOn of the individual from forcible acts. 
(2) Protection of the young and im t . 

sexual advances. rna ure agamst 

(3) Protection of the "incapacitated." 

1 L070 Deviate sexual assault in the first degree 

(1? A person. commits the crime of deviate sexual assault in 
th: fIrs; degree If h~ has deviate sexual intercourse with another 

1
P2erson13 0 whom he IS not married, who is incapacitated 01' who is 

or years old. 

(2) Deviat~ sexual assault in the first degree is a Class C 
~e~o~~ unless In the course thereof the actor inflicts serious phys 
lC~ Injury on a.ny pe~son or displays a deadly weapon in a threat= 
emng manner, In whICh cases the crime is a Class B Felony. 

Comment 

d See cothmment on Code § 11.040, sexual assault in the first 
egree, e parallel provision. 

11.080 Deviate sexual assault in the second degree 

th~~ec~ person co;nmit.s the crime of deviate sexual assault in 
. d degree If, bemg 17 years old 01' more he has d . t 

s~xual In.tercourse with another person to Whom' h' t eVla .e 
ned who IS 14 or 15 years old. e IS no mal-

(2) Deviate ~exual assault in the second degree is a Class D 
~eIO~y I u~l~ss In the course thereof the actor inflicts serious 
p l:,slCa .InJury on any person or displays a deadly weapon in a 
tllleatenmg mann~r, in which cases the crime is a Class C Felony. 

Comment 

d 
See cotmment on Code § 11.050, sexual assault in the second 

egree, he parallel provision. 

11.090 Sexual misconduct 

(1) A person commits the crime of sexual misconduct if 

. (a) being less than 17 years old he has sexual intercourse 

1
Wlth another person to whom he is not n:arl'ied who is 14 or 
5 years old i 01' 

(b) he engages in deviate sexual intercourse with another 
person to whom he is not married. 

(2) Sexual misconduct is a Class A Misdemeanor. 
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Comment 

This section covers certain fact situations not covered in the 
preceding definitions of felony sexual offenses. 

The purpose of subsection (1) (a) is to penalize intercourse 
between minors where the defendant is too young to be pun
ished for sexual assault in the second degree under CO.de § 
11.080. Unlike sUbsection (1) (b), it is limited to that .slt~a
tion as there is no general provision in the law p~mshmg 
fornication-sexual intercourse between two unmarl'led per
sons, 

Subsection (1) (b) authorizes punishment for deviate sex
ual intercourse committed by unmarried persons, w~e~her 
committed with oZ" without consent. Since felony prOVISIOns 
punishing sodomy and deviate sexual as~ault parallel the 
rape and sexual assault provisions, the pl'lmary purpose of 
-the subsection is to cover all other deviate sexutlJ intcrcClu'se, 
including deviate sexual interc{)urse by a perso.n under 17 
with a person to whom he is not married who IS. 14 or 15. 
The Committee was closely divided on whether dE\VIate sexual 
intercourse between consenting adults in private should be a 
crime. It remains a crime under this section, unless the 
courts ultimately hold the provision unconstitution~1 as. un
justified governmental interference with the deve~opmg rl.ght 
to sexual privacy. Since Code § 11.010(2) defmes devIate 
sexual intercourse as any sexual act involving the genitals 
of one person and the mouth, 'tongue or anus o~ another per
son, subsection (l)(b) also covers male-female mtercourse of 
this nature. 

No provision on "bestiality" as sexual misconduct is in
cluded in the Code. The commentary to § 11-2 of the Illinois 
Code expresses the Committee's position. 

"The Committee felt . . . that it is no longer nec
essary or desirable to proscribe criminally unnatural acts 
between humans and ,animals unless such acts are cov
ered by disorderly conduct or similar statutes. (Kin
sey's studies indicate that when such acts occur, they are 
usually brief, youthful 'experiments' rather than part of 
a pattern of conduct that either contribut.es ~o; 01' c~n
stitutesa significant degeneration of the mdlVld~al l~
volved. Kinsey, Pomeroy, Martin, Sexual BehavlOr. m 
the Human Male, (1st ed. 1948) at 667-678.) Focusmg 
pubfic attention on the person who happens to qe found 
in such· an act serves no useful social purpose and may 
seriously impair the development of the accused to a nor
mal life." 
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SEXUAL OFFENSES § 11.110 
11.100 Sexual abuse in the first degree 

(1) A perSOll commits the crime of sexual abuse in the first 
degree if 

. (a) he subjects another person to Whom he is not married 
to sexual contact without that person's consent by the use 
of forcible compUlsion. 

(b) he subjects another person Who is less than 12 years 
old to sexual contact. 

. (2) Sexual abuse in the first degree is a Class D Felony unless 
m the course thereof the actor inflicts serious physical harm on 

. any person or displays a deadly weapon in r -I;hreatening manner 
in which cases the crime is a Class C Felony. ' 

Comment 

. Based on New York Revised Penal Law § 130.65, this sec
tion corresponds to rape, Code § 11.030, and sodomy, Code 
§ 11.060. Subsection (1) (a) is new, except to the extent 
tha~ such conduct could be punished as common assault. 
WhIle common assault may result from offensive conduct, or 
the offer thereof, of the kind likely to cause pain of mind, a 
sense of shame or other disagreeable emotion resulting from 
undue familiarity toward the victim, State v. Higgins, 252 
S.W:2d 641 (Mo.App.1952) such assault will usually be only 
a mIsdemeanor. Thus sexual abuse in the first degree is a 
type of ~ggravated assault, including protection for very 
young chIldren against sexual contact. Further aggravation 
results if the actor inflicts serious physical injury or dis
plays. a deadly weapon in a threatening manner. 

11.110 Sexual abuse in the second degree 

(1) A person commits the crime of sexual abuse in the second 
degree if he subjects another person to whom he is not married 
to sexual contact, when the other person is incapacitated or 12 
or 13 years old. 

(2) Sexual abuse in the second degl'ee is a Class A Misde-
111eanor unless in the course thereof the actor inflicts serious 
physical injury on any person 01' displays a deadly weapon in a 
threatening manner, in which cases the c~ime is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

This section corresponds to sexual assault in the first de
gree and deviate sexual assault in the first degl'ee, see Code 
§§ 11.040 and 11.070 and the comments to those sections. If 
the actor has sexual contact with another person, not married 
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to him, who is incapacitated or 12 or 13 years old, he should 
be punished if the purpose is to arouse or gratify the sexual 
desire. 

Subsection (1) and Code § 11.100(1) (b) l'eplace § 563.160 
RSMo, "molesting minor with immoral intent" punishable as 
a felony or as if it were a misdemeanol'. "Sexual contact" 
under Code § 11.010(3) is similar to the "indecent 01' im
proper liberties" coverage of § 563.160 RSMo, although the 
latter terminology seems broader in scope. Code § 11.130, in
decent exposure, covers exposing "the person" in the pl'esence 
of a minor and punishes such exposure as a misdemeanor 
rather than as a felony. See also § 559.360 RSMo, con
tributing to the delinquency of a child by commit.ting any act 
"which would, be injurious to the child's morals or health," 
punishable by a misdemeanor penalty, and Code § 1$.050, en
dangering the welfare of a child. 

11.120 Sexual 8,buse in the third degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of sexual abuse in the third 

degree if he subjects another person to whom he is not married 
to sexual contact without that person's consent. 

(2) Sexual abuse in the third degree is a Class B Misdemeanor 
unless in the course thereof the actor displays a deadly weapon 
in a threatening manner, in which case the crime is a Class A 
Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Based on New York Revised Penal Law § 130.55, this sec
tion fixes the dividing line between criminal and non-criminal 
sexual contact proscribing only non-consensual touching of a 
person's sexual parts, either directly or through clothing, if 
done for the purpose of gratifying sexual desire, see Code § 
11.010(3). 

11.130 Indecedent exposure 
(1) A person commits the crime of indecent exposure if he 

knowingly exposes his genitals under circumstances in which he 
knows that his conduct is likely to cause affront or alarm. 

(2) Indecent exposure is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comme!'lt 

Based on ~lodel Penal Code § 213.5 which treats all inde
cent exposure as a misdemeanor. T.be Model Penal Cod,e limi
tation, "for the purpose of arousing 01' gratifying sexual de
sire of himself or of any ,person other ihan his spouse" was 
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eliminated, thus making this t· 
more "open lewdness" see M d s~~ IOn I broad enough to cover 
Missouri law authori~es pun~s~:~a C?de § 251.1. Present 
genitals to a minor by a fiv me,I> of. mdecent exposure of 
§ 563 160 RSM S . e yeal maXImum term in prison 
.. o. ectlOn 563 150 RSlVI' ' 
gross leWdness or lascivious beh' . 0 PUnishes "open, 

d aVlOr or an notorious act of public' d ' '.. any open 
misdemeanor Alth . h m ecency, grossly scandalous" as a 

. oug some states make . d t 
a minor misdemeanor the Cod k . m ecen exposure 
MisdemeanOl' to ive'· e ~a. es' the offense a Class A 
to deal with repe~t Of~~~~::' SUi~lclent sentencing flexibility 
retain the felony penalty t s'. sdhoUld not be necessary to 
dren. 0 gIVe a equate protection to chiI-
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Chaptel' 12 

PROSTITUTION 

12.010 Chapter definitions , 
, ' "A 'son "promotes prostltu-

(1) "Promoting prostitution. per f t' 
tion" if, acting other than as a prostitute or a patron 0 a pros 1-

tute, he knowingly " rosti
(a) causes or aids a person to commIt or engage m p 

tution; or , ' 
(b) procures or solicits patrons for prosb;:utl~n; , or 

(c) provides persons or premises for prostltutlon pur-

poses' or 
(d)' operates or assists in the ?peration of a house of pros-

titution or a prostitution enterpnse; or , 

(e) accepts or receives or agrees to accept or redcelVte SOdml'neg-
t ' ment or un ers an 

th,itn
h
g a~yVp~~~~:~~~:~~y ~ea;a:!~~;ates or is to participate 

\Vl t' 't in proceeds of prostitution ac IVI y; or 
(f) engages in any conduct desig~ed, to institute, aid or 

facilitate an act or enterprise of prostltutlOn, 
, " t't fon" if he en-

(2) Pl'ostitutio:n." A person comn:1ts pros 1 u ~uct with an-

~~~:: ;:r~!~e~~ ~:t~;~e:~r t~o:e;~T~:~fs~:~:~ ~~nbe received by 

the person or by a third person. 
, t' " A person "patronizes prosti(3) "Patronizing prostItu IOn. 

tution" if , th'n 
(a) pursuant to a prior understanding, he gIves some 1 g 

of value to another person as con;pensation fO~' t~~ir~r~~~ 
or a third person having engaged m sexual con uc 
or with another; or 

th' f value to an-
(b) he gives or agrees to give some l,n

g 
0 th for' 

t d' th t m return ere other person on an unders an mg a, 1 d t , '11 Igage m sexua con uc that person or a thIrd person WI eI 
with him 01' with another; or , 

(c) he solicits or requests ,mother person to engag: In 
sexual conduct with him or with another" or t~:~~u:t~ 
third person to engage in sexual conduct WIth h 
another, in return for something of value, 
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(4) '''Sexual conduct" occurs when there is 
(a) "sexual intercourse" which means any penetration, 

however slight, of the female sex organ by the male sex 01'

.gan, whether or not an emission results; or 
(b) "deviate sexual intercourse" which means any sexual 

act involving the genitals of one person and the mouth, 
tongue or anus of another person; o~ 

(c) "sexual contact" which means any touching, manual 
or otherwise, of the anus or genitals of one person by an
other, done for the purpose of arousing or gratifying sexual 
desire of either party, 

(5) "Something of value" means any money or property, or 
any token, object or article exchangeable for money or property, 

Comment 

As in the gambling chapter (see Chapter 17), the defini
tions at the beginning bf this chapter lay the foundation for 
simplifying the statutory provisions. Like the gambling laws, 
the present prostitution statutes are prolix and overspecific. 
In one basic section, § 563.010 RSMo, there are nine dif
ferent kinds of conduct specifically labelled "pandering" fol' 
which the panderer may be fined or sentenced to not less than 
two nor more than five years in prison, No distinction is 
made in § 563.010 between aggravated pandering involving 
force or intimidation and ordinary pandedng involving per
suasion 01' encouragement to become an inmate of a house of 
prostitution, One must examine §§ 563.020 to 563.070 to 
find those factors which cause the penalty for pandering to be 
enhanced to maximums of 10 and 20 years, 

Subsection (1) defines "promoting prostitution" and cre
ates a new terminology which includes but is much broader 
than "pandering". The definition is based on New York Penal 
Law § 230.15(1) and (2) combined .. New York separately 
defines "advancing prostitution" and "profiting from prosti
tution". Subsection (1) (e) is based on the New York "profit
ing from prostitution" definition, A person who "profits 
from prostitution" by accepting or receiving or agreeing to 
accept or receive something of value pursuant to an agreement 
or understanding under which he participates or is to partici
pate in the proceeds of prostitution activity, is a person who 
ordinarily could be shown to be engaging "in , , . con
duct designed to institute, aid or facilitate an act or enter
prise of prostitution," subsection (1) (f). However, even if 
proof of the latter is lacking in a particular case, the defend
ant should not escape punishment as a prostitution promoter, 
New York recognizes this and authorizes the same punish-
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ment for persons who "advance prostitution" and who "profit 
from prostitution." 

The one term, "promoting prostitution," eliminates the 
need for separate statutes on procuring, pimping, transport
ing for purposes of prostitution, keeping a house of prostitu
tion or leasing premises for such activity, profiting from 
prostitution, and includes any other "conduct designed to in
stitute, aid, 01' facilitate an act or enterprise of prostitution" 
as well as "profiting from prostitution." As in the case of 
the historical distinctions drawn between larceny, stealing by 
deceit, embezzlement and false pretenses, which no longer 
have criminological significance in Missouri, the statutory 
distinction between "advancing" and "profiting" from prosti
tution has no significance. 

Note that subsection (1) excludes prostitutes and patrons 
because their conduct is specifically covered in Code §§ 12.020 
and 12.030. 

Subsection (1) (e) is consistent with § 563.040 RSMo, 
knowingly accepting 'Iany money or other valuable thing, with
out consideration, from the proceeds of the earnings of any 
woman engaged in prostitution." Under present Missouri 
law a person who participates in proceeds of prostitution ac
tivity by virtue of an agreement or understanding that he 
will do so acts "without consideration," State v. Harris, 396 
S.W.2d 585 (Mo.1965). Thus a storekeeper or physician who 
sells goods or renders services to a prostitute is I.ot guilty 
even though he knows the source of earnings, hut any person 
who furnishes goods or services in return for all or a per
centage of the woman's earnings under an agreement which 
continues her in prostitution activity, and in which the 
amount to be received has no relation to the value of the 
goods or services, would be guilty under § 563.040 and would 
be "promoting prostitution." 

Subsection (2) defines "prostitution" to mean engaging or 
agreeing or offering to engage in sexual conduct with 
another person in return for something of value. The defi
nition covers commercial sexual conduct. As with most re
vised codes it does so without regard to the sex of the par
ticipants. Under present Missouri law only females can en
gage in prostitution. The Code covers both heterosexual and 
homosexual activity. Note that the definition covers solicita
tion and that under it an act of sexual conduct (defined in 
subsection (4») need not be completed in order to find prosti
tution. However, the offer or agreement to engage in sexual 
conduct must be in return for "something of value" (defined 
in subsection (5». . 

Subsection (3) defines "patronizing p:t'ostitution" which is 
made an offense under Code § 12.030. See comments follow-
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ing that section for th 
criminal. e reasons why such conduct is made 

Subsection (4) defines IIsexu I d " 
intercourse" lid . t . a con uct to include IIsexual 
tact." Thes~ ter:~~; sexual ~ntel'~ourse" and IIsexual con
the definition of IIsexu:~lso defI~e~ In Code § 11.010 but there 
the ris~ of venereal illfe~~~~aci~ IS sli.gh:ly different. Since 
course or deviate sexl;al interc .not hmIte~ ~o. sexual inter
conduct", essential to the d f' o~t~se, th~ defl~ItI?n of IIsexual 
limited. e lUI Ion of prostitutIOn, is not so 

Subsection (5) defines "so tho 
money or pro ert . . me I~g of value" to m.ean 
able for mone~ 0 y, 01 any token, ObJl3ct 01' article exchange-
dealing with gaml~~~~per~. d ~f.§ d;finition in Code § 18.010 
guilty if he knowin I '. ~ el.. 63.040 RSMo a person is 
thing" from a wo g y leceIves .any money 01' other valuable 
sideration "Som::tha~ engfaged lU prostitution, without con-

. Ing 0 value" is used' d£" 
moting prostitut' In'' (sub t. ( In e InIng "pro-
section (2» and" . ~ec IOn 1»), "prostitution" (sub-
While oth f patronIzIng prostitution" (subsection (3» 

er orms of consid t' . . de£' 't' . era Ion mIght be included in th 
lUI lOn, e. g., a promIse to marl" h e 

intercourse, such inclusion ld / In exc ange for sexual 
tion beyond commercial se:::~ coe~ end the scope of prostitu
a woman by means of romis n uct. A ~an who seduces 
prostitution if this we;e pal'teStoul~ be gUIlty of promoting 
prostitution. 0 a sc erne to procure her for 

12.020 ProstitUtion 

(1) A person commits the crime f t·t. ' 
an act of prostitution. 0 pros I utlOn if he performs 

(2) Prostitution is a Class B Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

.Ba~ed on New York Revised Penal Law § 
MIchIgan Revised Criminal Code § 6201 (F' ~3~00 (1967), 
and Kentucky Penal Code § 3105 (F' I D lUa raft 1967) 

. lUa raft 1971). 
Present MIssouri law . . t't . 

563.010 to 563.140 RSM on PIOS I utlOn, fo~nd mainly in §§ 
ma t· 0, sets extremely hIgh penalties fo' 
not~eaf~~~e~~l con1uct ~onr.lect~d \~ith prostitution but doe~ 
563080 . Y w th PlostitutIon Itself as a crime Se t' 

. ,entItled IICamping 01' tl'avelin in c.t .' c. IOn 

t
way f~r purposes of prostitution," may te us:l 01 .ne~r hIg~
lites In some circumstances but agams prostI

strange Scope and title of th~ st t ~he hfelony' penalty and the 
cutors from making greater u a u.e ave dIscouraged prose
statute, §563 340 RSMo lth se o~ It. The present vagrancy 
in this respect covers a~ya ~Ug Phrob~blY unconstitutional 

, Pel son w 0 shall be engaged in 
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any unlawful calling whatever," and any person "found loiter
ing around houses of iII fame. . without visible means 
of support." This would seem to include prostitutes as va
grants, although there are no cases so holding. There are 
Missouri cases defining "prostitution", e. g., St. Louis v. 
Wyatt, 189 S.W.2d 129 (St.L.App.1945) but the prosecutions 
were usually brought under municipal ordinances. 

Although there are some arguments for legaliz-ing proRtitu
tion, there is also medical evidence available indicating this 
would promote widespread venereal infection. Infected pros
titutes show no signs of infection during the incubation pe
riod of syphilis (10 to 90 days) or gonorrhea (3 to 5 days) 
and could infect hundreds of people before the disease was de
tected by regular medical examinations. Model Penal Code 
comment, Tent.Draft No.9 at 173 (1959). Primarily because 
of the medical data, the Model Penal Code follows the tradi
tional policy of repressing commercial sexual activity" 

12.030 Patronizing prostitution 
(1) A person commits the crime of patronizing prostitution 

if he patronizes prostitution. 
(2) Patronizing prostitution is a Class C Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Based on New York Revised Penal Law § 230.05 (1967) 
and Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 6205 (Final Draft 
1967). This provision would be new to Missouri law. The 
Model Penal Code and the revised Illinois and Wisconsin codes 
also include the patronizing offense. 

There are good reasons for having this offense. Most im
portant is the argument that dual proscription should aid in 
curtailing prostitution and in reducing venereal disease. 
Police who conduct a raid on a house of prostitution should 
not be required to distinguish between the patron and the 
prostitute; both should be subject to arrest and prosecution. 
It is also arguable that it is unjust to punish the prostitute 
alone. The Michigan drafters provided that the patron should 
be subject to the same punishment as the prostitute. How
ever, it is doubtful if juries, judges and prosecutors (or the 
public) would wish to impose as severe a penalty on the 
patron. Having an available charge for the patron may fa
cilitate his cooperation with the prosecuting authorities. 

12.040 Prostitution and patronizing prostitution: no defense 
In any prosecution for prostitution or patronizing a prostitute, 

the sex of the two parties or prospective parties to the sexual 
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conduct engaged in contem ltd . 
it is no defense that' p a e or solIcited is immaterial, and 

(1) both persons were of the same sex' or 
. (2) the person Who rec' d ' 
something of value elVe , agreed to receive or solicited 

was a male and the p , h 
agreed or offered to give tho elson w 0 gave 01' 

some mg of value was a female. 

Comment 

This section is identical t N y 
230.10 (1967) T' d't' 0 ew ork Revised Penal Law § 
only a female' Co~a 1 lOnally the term "prostitute" included 
should b . t' . e § 12.020(1) uses the term, "person" and 

e In erpleted to cover b th h ' 
sexual activl·ty H 0 omosexual and hetel'o-. owever this PI' " . clear that the basi . .'. OVISlon makes It crystal 
which a male is hil'~l~oSb~utlO~ statutes cover situations in 
by a female as well asYaaf ema

l 
e
b
, a male by a male, a female 

, ema e y a male. 

12.050 Promoting prostitution in the first degree 
(1) A person commits th " f . 

the first degree if he knowin;l;nme 0 promotmg prostitution in 

int~a~ prom~tes prosti~ut~on by compelling a person to enter 
, ngage m, or l'emam m prostitution; 01' 

(b) Ul'omotes prostitution of a person less than sl'xteen 
years old. 

(2) "Compe1ling" includes 

(a) the use of forcible compUlsion. 

(b) the us~ of a drug or intoxicating SUbstance to re _ 

adteJ:n a ?tersotn mcapable of controlling his conduct or apprec7-
g 1 S na ure, 

, (c) withholdin~ or threatening to withhold dan ero s 
dl ugs ora ~arcotlC from a drug dependent person g u 

(3) A "d- d . 
lUg ependent person" is a person Who is usi d 

gero~s drugs or a narcotic and who is in a stat . ng. an-
~:yslCal depen~en~e or both arising fI'om the u:e O!f P:~~~l~U~~ 

ance on a contmumg basis. 

(4) Promoting prostitution' th 
Felony. . m . e first degree is a Class B 

Comment 

M:Sa?ed on N:w Yol'~ R:evised Penal Law § 230.30 (1967) and 
"FlChI~ban ReVIsed CrImmal Code § 6221 (Final Draft 1967) 

orCI Ie compulsio ". d f' d . n IS e me in the general definitions 
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section of Chapter 1. The definition of "drug ~ependent 
person" is the same as § 195.500(2) RSMo 1971 Supp. 

There are many Missouri statutes I'eplaced by this and the 
next two sections, the other two degrees of this crime. Cur
rently Missouri has a conglomerate of overlapping and repeti
tive statutes covering various types of "promoting prostitu
tion" activity which authorize severe felony punishments in 
most instances. Most of these provisions are found in §§ 
563.010 to 563.140 RSMo. However, there are some incon
sistent and overlapping misdemeanor provisions found in §§ 
563.630 and 563.640 which should be compared with §§ 563.-
010, 563.040, 563.080, 563.100, 563.110 and 563.120, all of 
which provide felony penalties for the proscribed conduct. 

This section covers the threat and force aspects of § 563.010 
RSMo and includes age as an aggravating factor, see § 563.-
020 RSMo. Merely procuring women for a house of prosti
tution by inducement, persuasion, or promises, unless under 
the age of consent, is not the type of aggravated conduct 
calling for Class B Felony punishment. Such conduct is cov
ered by Code § 12.060, promoting prostitution in the second 
degree. 

The proposed penalty under this section is greater than the 
five year maximum for such conduct under § 563.010 but 
less than the twenty year maximum for forcing a wife into a 
house of prostitution. The Class B Felony penalty makes the 
punishment for forcible prostitution consistent with the basic 
punishment for rape in the first degree under Code § 11.030. 

Subsection (1) (a) includes "entering in" and I/remaining in" 
prostitution as well ali "engaging in". "Enter into" covers 
th..l case in which a person has been compelled to enter a house 
of prostitution or prostitution enterprise, but in which no 
prostitution has been engaged in by that person. "Remain 
in" covers the case of a prostitute who would like to leave 
prostitution, but who is . compelled to remain a prostitute. 

The age of 16 was chosen as the dividing line in subsection 
(l)(b) because that is the "age of consent" in the Sexual 
Offenses Chapter. See Code § 11.050. 

Subsection (2) was added to define the types of compul
sion that are sufficient for this offense. The common prac
tice of using drugs to secure or keep a prostitute is treated 
the same as use of forcible compUlsion. The definition of 
drug dependent person does not include alcoholics; there is 
not the same degree of compulsion produced by a threat to 
withhold alcohol which is legally available. 
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12.060 Promotin ". 

(1) A .g prostItution In the second degree 
person commits the crime f . 

the second degree if he kno . 1 0 promotmg prostitution in 
a~i~g, supervising, contr011i:m~/ pro~10te~ prostitution by man
ClatIon with others a h g ownmg, eIther alone or in asso
business oJ; enterprise in~~~~ of l:ros~itu~ion 01' a prostitution 
more prostitutes. mg PlOstItutlOn activity by two or 

(2) Pl'omoting prostitutio . . 
Felony. n m the second degree is a Class C 

Comment 
Based on New York R . 

Michigan Revised Crimi~~~e~ ~enal Law § 230.25 (1967) and 
which also provide Cl C Foe § 6222 (Final Draft 1967) 
th ' ass elony pun' h e prostItution of person I th 1S ment for promoting 
spectively. ess an 19 and 20 years old, re-

.There are many other Misso .' 
mIght be covered in th1'S t. Ull felony provisions that 
. sec Ion that WeI' 'tt leasons. E. u. § 56306'0 t.. e om1 ed for various 
h t . I ., en ICmg a pel'S f . 

c arac er mto prostitut· d on 0 prevlOUS chaste 
under 18 to enter or re~o~, a? h§ 563.020, pel'mitting females 
forms of promotion will a~n 1~1 ouses of prostitution. These 
12.070, the residual section e O:~s D F:lonies under Code § 
§ 563.090, providing a 10' ear er S:ctlOns not included are 
bawdy house within 100 ~d ~axlmum for setting up a 
theater, city haJJ 01' court:

al 
sOd a church, school, library, 

years maximum merely fo~u:l~~n~n ~ .563.070, providing a 20 
place to anqther in the t t f POI tmg a woman from one 
S· '1 s a e or the pu . Iml ar conduct not l' l' IPose of prostitution 
f · nvo vmg trans t t' . lve year maximum u d § POl' a Ion carries only a 
f . n er 563.010. S· 1 • " 
~om .the earnIngs of a prostitut . Imp y leCeIvmg money 

tIon, IS now an aggravating f ,t e, WIthout lawful considera-
an t· ' ac 01' under § 563041> h' ex leme 20 years max' . v, w lch has 
Code comments, Tent.Dr~riu~. :cctording to the Model Penal 

" o. a 181-182 (1959)' 
If the actor received mone f' '" . 

mum under present law' y 01 Bohcltmg, the maxi-
20 years (Michigan IYIi~~~es .. ve~ sharply to as much as 
maximum being in the nei u~~ 'hew York), the aV£1'age 
those Who solicit for prosfitu~l ood of 9 years. Since 
money, the mUch h' h . es generally do so for 
h 19 e1 penalty £01' r 't' 

as little justification It . t. . s~ I~l mg for gain 
enables prosecutors to' Ch:l:~a:oIcal s~gnIflCance is that it 
fenses or to .pccept pIe t gl me pImps with lesser of-

... as 0 esser offen ft more serious ones." ses a el' charging 

New York has I'educed, its pen It f, '" 
tutes from 20 t 7 . a Y 01 SOhcItmg for prosti-

o years, WhICh still iv th 
Mo,Prop,Crlm,Code Pamph,-ll 161 g es e prosecutor a 
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good bargaining position. Under the Code, receiving money 
and participating in the earningf:l of a prostitute may be pun
ished by up to 5 years illl prison. See Code § 12.070, and § 

12.010(1) (e). 

12.070 Promoting prm,titution in the third d,egree 
(1) A person commits the crime of promoting prostitlltion in 

the thil'd degree if he knowingly pl'omotes prostitution. 
(2) Promoting prostitution in the third degree is a Class D 

Felony. 
Comment 

Based on New York Revised Penal Law § 230.20 (1967) and 
Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 6223 (Final Draft 1967) 
under which this is a Class1 A Misdemeanor. The definition in 
Code § 12.010(1) creates terminology that permits this section 
to covel' the entire spectrum of prohibited promotional activity. 
Note that this section cannot be violated by a person who is 
solely a prostitute or a patron unless the person also promotes 
the IJrostitution of another, Coele § 12.010(1). In this respect 
prostitutes and patrons are like the "players" in Chapter 18 
on gambling, who are not guilty of promoting gambling in the 
first 01' second degree, unless they have an additional part in 

a commercial gambling venture. 

12.080 Prostitution houses deemed public nuisances 
(1) Any room, building or other structure regularly used for 

any unlawful prostitution activity prohibited by this Chapter is a 

public nuisance. 
(2) The attorney general, circuit attorney or prosecuting at-

torney may, in addition to all c.riminal sanctions, prosecute a suit 
in equity to enjoin the nuisance. If the court finds that the own
er of the room, building or structure knew or had reason to be
lieve that the premises were being used regularly for unlawful 
prostitution activity, the court m2.Y order that the premises shall 
not be occupied or used for such period as the court may deter-

mine, not to exceed one year. 
(3) All persons, including owners, less(~es, officers, agents, in-

mates or employees, aiding or facilitating such a nuisance may bP,c 
made defendants in any suit to enjoin the nuisance, and they may 
be enjoined from engaging in any unlawful prostitution act~vity 
anywhere within the jurisdiction of the court. 

(4) Appeals shall be allowed from the judgment of the court 

as in other civil actions. 
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Comment 

This is a simplified version of § It also includes the penalt .§.563.130 and 563.140 RSMo 
'vent landlords from all ~ prOtVI~lOn of § 563.365(3) to pre~ 

. . ' owmg hell' pre' t prostItutIon activities S mises 0 be used for 
offense entitled "per~.tt' orne revisions include a separate 
person who knowingly Ip:~g .rros.titution" to deal with the 
prostitution purposes and Ifm.l

l 
s hIS premises to be used for 

abate that use. E. aI S to make reasonable efforts to 
Draft 1971) (Class :"M~e~tuCkY Penal Code § 312G (Final 
follows the same appro~:~ :~ean~r). The section geI1P.rally 
gambling nuisances. a cen In Code § 18.090 on public 

"Structure" in subsection (1) to include structures such b' should be broadly construed 
. as mo 11e homes. 

SubsectIon (3) is based th 
with the added provision th:~' ~,l~~t sentence of § 563,140(1) 
~mgaging in unlawful ros' m ,IVI ual~ ~~y be enjoined from 
m the jurisdiction of Pth titutlOn actIVItIes anywhere with-

b 
'1 ' ' e court Thu ,f UI dmg declared an' ' SIan owner of one 

another building cOlltr~:lse~n~e ~ere hto permit ~rostitution in 
court under such an' . y ~'. e would be In contempt of 

m personam Injunction, 

The procedural steps which h 
of Civil Procedure are not inclu~e~~~r~,e cov~red by the Rules 

The prosecutor does not have to . knew his premises were b . establIsh that the possessor 
prostitution activities t d el~g uS:d regularly for unlawful 
. 0 eprive hIm of the f' 
IS,es, If the owner should h k - use 0 hIS prem-
hIS premises for prostitut' a~e nown of the regular use of 
ises for up to one year f~~,nf ,~, may lose the use of the prem
prosecutor could provide a bas~~ ~n~ to a~ate the nuisance, A 
the landlord should ha k or showmg knowledge or that 
written notice to the ~end~~,~n of ~he prostitution by giving 
get most landlords to abat th T~IS should be sufficient to 
sible penalty if it is not<aba:ed. e nUIsance in view of the pos-

The l' . equll'ement that premises b " 
lawful prostitution is based on th e l:e~u~arly" used for un-
excluding p1'emises that a t f e defmItIon of bawdyhouse 

b 
- re no reque t d ' ' 

er of times for prostitut' n e , t, e., used a num-
titution activity" includes I~n Plurposes. "Any unlawful pros
son fo)' prostitution and legu ar ,use of premises by one per
sexual prostitution, use for eIther heterosexual 01' homo-

12.090 T . Preemption and standardization 
he legIslature by enacting this Ch . 

any other regulation of th apter mtends to preempt 
12,050 through 12.070 t . , e art'ea cover~d by felony Sections 

, 0 promo e state-wIde control of pt· t't 163 os 1 u-

, i 
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tion, and to standardize laws that governmental subdivisions may 
adopt in other areas covered by this Chapter. No governmental 
subdivision may enact or enforce a law that makes any conduct in 
the area covered by Sections 12.050 through 12.070 subject to a 
criminal or civil penalty or ,sanction of any kind. Cities and 
towns may enact and enforce laws prohibiting and penalizing con
duct subject to criminal or civil penalties or sanctions und(l' oth
er provisions of this Chapter, but the provisions of such laws 
shall be the same and the authorized penalties 01' sanctions under 
such laws shall not be greater than those of this Chapter. Cities 
and towns may also enact and enforce laws prohibiting and penal
izing public solicitation of sexual conduct, whether or not the 
offer to e:';igage in sexual conduct is in return for something of 
value, and h€:alth laws to prevent the spread of venereal diseases. 

comment 

Once the state adopts a comprehensive set of statutes cover
ing the prostitution field in order to promote state-wide con
trol of prostitution, total preemption of the field would be fea
sible. Of. the preemption provision in the Chapter on gam
bling. H{)wever, the Committee felt that total pl'eemptio

n 

would be undesirable in the area of prostitution. 
Under this section cities and tov,rns are not permitted to 

enact and enforce laws in the area covered by the felony pro
visions of this chapter. However, they may enact and en
force laws prohibiting and penalizing any other CO~<1.uct sub
ject to crimimll 01' civil sanctions under other Phi\': .!lions of 
this chapter. E. g.,:-' city may feel that state enforcement of 
the laws against prostitution is inadequate to provide suffi
cient local control of the problem, As a result, the city may 
enact an ordinance proscribing prostitution and patronizing 
prostitution, with authorized penalties not greater than the 
Class Band C Misdemeanor penalties provided in Cod{l §§ 12.-
020 and 12.030. The city could not take an inconsistent ap
proach, e.g., deciding to punish prostitution but not patron
izing prostitution, or deciding to define or punish the of
fep-ses more severely. A city might choose to adopt Code § 12.-
080, giving the city attorney authOlrity to sue to enjoin pros-

titution houses. 
The Committee pelieves that cities and towns should be 

given additional authority to ~rohibit and penalize public sol
icitation of sexual conduct and to enact health ordinances to 
prevent the spread of ve.nel'eal diseases. Since the prostitute 
or pimp who solicits in public seldom mentions money at the 
time of the solicitation, a city might decide to eliminate the 
usual "in return for something of value" prostitution element, 
replacing it with a 'prohibition of public solicitation in order to 
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more effectively prevent ubli .. . does not believe that stat PIc sohCItatIons. The Committee 
citation of sexual conducte b aw shoul~ p~'oscribe all public soli
jor problem in most parts 'of ~~:US~:;:'IS IS not considered a ma-

. The following sections of th . repealed 01' amended to conf .e Revls~d Stat.utes should be 
(18), ,(5.110(19), 77.750 79 4;~~ to thIS sectIon: §§ 73.100 
these provisions give cities th () and 80.090 (2). In general 
houses of prostitution d tehPo:,,~:: to "prohibit and suppress 
Ices. The provisions of th' . . ouses and prac-t' " an 0 er (llsol'derly h 

s~mi1ar authority, subject tol~~ectI~n g1V~ all cities and towns 
tIon limitations. e preemptIOn and standardiza-

12.100 R esponsibilities of prosecutin tto ney general g a rneys and attor-

In addition to the responsibilit ., cu~i~g attorneys in their res ec~:: ~lr~U1~ a~torneys and prose-
crlmmal provisions of tho C~ JunsdlctlOns to enforce the 
enforce the provisions o/~ t~pte;', they shall have the duty to 
eral shall have a concurre~~c dlO: 2.080; and the attorney gen
of Section 12.080. u y to enforce the civil provisions 

Comment 

Based on § 563.610 RSMo th i ' • p~'osecuting attorneys hav ' d"~ sectIOn makes It clear that 
vIsions of Code § 12.080 i~ ~dd~/ to enfo~'ce the civil pro
enforce any state criminal 1 1 IOn to then'. normal duty to 
County involving the area ~ws. d The .experIence in Pulaski 
tl'ates the need to retain t~ro~~t Fort Leonard Wood illus
duty and authority to b " .e. ~ or?e

y 
general's concurrent 

nuisan~es. No attempt r~~;u~~v~le s~ts to enj.oin prostitution 
general special authority t ' ade to g~ve the attorney o prosecute prostItution offenses. 
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Chapter 13 

OFFENSES AGAINST THE FAMILY 

13.010 A married person commits the crime of 
(1) Married person. 

Bigamy 

bigamy if he . . . 
(a) purports to contract another marl'lage , or . . 
(b) cohabits in this state after a bigamouS marrmge III 

another jurisdiction. "'f t the time 
. d es not comm1t bIgamy 1 , a 

(2) A marl'1ed pf~rso~ 0 he reasonably believes that 
of the subsequent marI"1age ceremony, 

he ~:~e~~: :~~~~~::~ :::~~~:~e the burden of injecting the issue 

of reasonable belief of eligibility to remarry. . d l)erson . 'age An unmarne 
(4) Other party to ~lgamo~S marrl . 

commits the crime of bIgamy 1f he. . that the other 
(a) purports to contract marnage knoWIllg 

person is married; or . . 
(b) cohabits in this State after a bigamous marrIage 1n 

another jurisdiction. 
(5) Bigamy is _ a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 
'. . . I d' Kentucky Penal Code 

Based on several revISIOnS~?~ ~ mgRevised Criminal Code 
§ 3305 (Final Draft 1971), ' lC Igan I Code § 230.l. 
§ 7001 (Final Draft 1967) ane. Model Pena . d or 

f "erson havmg a husban 
§ 563.170 RSMo speaks 0 a t~ :" The Code changes this 

wife living, .whO shall ~ar~ a'~;Ul.:~~ts to contract" a subse
to a "mar1'led perso~ w 0 b . d under Missouri law). 
quent marriage (w~lch would. e vo~o underwent a previous 
This is intended to. mclu~e peIso:~. ~rt to contract a marriage 
void marriage. It IS P?sslble ~~: a~d then to purport to con
which in legal effec~ IS a n~ : ~rcu!lIlstances where the actor 
tract a second marrIage u~ eI c n erous disposition to plural 
demonstrates by his behavlOr':h~a t~e reasonable belief excep
marriage, unles~ he come~:~t:~ v. Wilson, 312 Mo. 84, 27~ 
tion of subsectlOn (2). . t' n l'n a "trigamy' 

) d f dant escape cl}nVIC 10 
S.W.679 (1925 , a e en h that the alleged prior marriage, 
situation. He was able to s ow. "9.S itself bigamous and 
relied upon to support the'l~h~~:~'riage exist.ing at the time, 
void because of an even e.aI leI U del' § 451.030 RSMo, all 
but later dissolved by dIVorce. n 
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bigamous marriages are void unless the former marriage 
has been previously dissolved. This fact has apparently been 
used several times to defeat bigamy prosecutions in Missouri. 
See e. g., State v. Hare, 331 Mo. 707, 56 S.W.2d 141 (1932). 

Since subsection (1) does not expressly prescribe a culpable 
mental state for bigamy, it is sufficient if the person acts 
purposely, knowingly or recklessly. See Code § 7.030(2). A 
few states require that the defendant act "knowingly" and 
a bigamy statute taking this approach can be simpler in form. 
However, Missouri has never recognized that just a good faith 
belief in legal eligibility to remarry (which would negative 
such a knowledge requirement) as a defense. State v. Trainer, 
232 Mo. 240, 134 S.W. 528 (1911). The Traine1' decision sug
gests that a defense of reasonable mistake might be recog
nized even though § 563.180 contains no express "reasonable 
belief" exception. Unfortunately, few Missouri decisions 
have interpreted the pr€.':Jent bigamy statutes. 

Subsection (2) adopts the view of a growing number of 
states that one who has reasonable basis for believing himself 
legally eligible to marry does not become a criminal upon .his 
purported remarriage. The Model Penal Code § 230.1(1) goes 
even further and does not require that thE' belief be reasonable 
when it is a belief that the spouse is dead. This is clearly 
a minority position. The compromise approach of subsection 
(2) is based on Model Penal Code § 230.1(I)(d), applying it 
to all cases, including cases in which there is a belief the spouse 
is o.ead. Also included are cases in whicn there is doubt as to 
the validity of a divorce or annulment. Since the validity of 
foreign divorces is often open to question, the layman who 
makes a good faith mistake for which he has reasonable ground 
(such as having obtained a legal opinion) should not be pun
ished. 

Although the fl'Iodel Penal Code drafters rejected the crime 
of cohabiting within the state after a bigamous marriage with
out the state, the Code retains this provision which is found 
in § 563.190 RSMo. 

Subsection (4) deals with the unmarried person who know
ingly marries a married person, Most states require tl"at the 
unmarried person know that the other party is married, since 
it is difficult to find· out the other party's status. It is neces
sary to specify this liability as under Code § 7.070(2) (c) the 
unmarried person would not fall within normal accessoriallia
bility. 

The penalty tor bigamy was reduced to the Class A Mis
demeanor level, as recommended by Model Penal Code § 230.1. 

The "prolonged absence" defense available upder § 563.180 
(1) and (2) RSMo was omitted. Under § 563.180(2) where 
the absent spouse continually remains outside the United 
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States for seven years, remarriage is not bigamous even if the 
missing spouse is known to be alive. Whether the spouse 
is beyond the seas or missing seven years and not known to 
be alive, § 563.180 now in effect authorizes what could be call
ed an "informal divorce". As the Model Penal Code comment, 
Tent. Draft No. 4 at 224, puts it, "To treat absence as a 
justification for ignoring the marriage is probably an an
achronism appropriate for a time when it was impossible to 
obtain a divorce by judicial decree, 01' on a basis other than 
adultery. This is not the situation today." If the divorce law 
is not broad enough to permit divorce in situations where 
a spouse has been absent for seven years without letting his 
spouse know that he is alive, it would be better to amend the 
divorce statute than to promote "informal divorce" by retain
ing such provisions in the bigamy statute. These arguments 
also apply to § 503.180(6) dealing with sentences to life 'im-

prisonment. 

13.020 Incest 
(1) A person commits the crime of incest if he marries or 

purports to marry or engages in sexual intercourse or deviate 
sexual intercourse with a person he knows to be, with regard to 

legitimacy, 
(a) his ancestor or descendant by blood or adoption; or 

(b) his stepchild, while the marriage creating that rela

tionship exists; or 
(c) his brother or,sister of the whole or half-blood; or 

(d) his uncle, aunt, nephew or niece of the whole blood. 

(2) For purposes of this section: 
(a) "sexual intercourse" means any penetration, however, 

slight, of the female sex organ by the male sex organ. 

(b) "deviate sexual intercoUl'se" means any act of sexual 
gratification between persons not lawfully married to one 
another, involving the genitals of one person and. the mouth 

or anus of another. 

(3) Incest is a Class DFelony. 

comment 

Based on present Missouri law § 563.220 RSMo, Texas 
Penal Code § 25.02 (Final Draft 1970), Model Penal Code § 
230.2, and New York Penal Law § 225.25 (1967), this section 
emphasizes the following rationale for the incest offense: pro
tection of family solidarity by preventing harmful interfer
ence with I'elations between family members .• Section 563.-
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220 RSMo presently prohibits marriage, adultery, fornication 
an? "lewd~y and. lasciviously" cohabiting between "parents and 
chIldren, mcludmg grandparents and grandchildren of every 
degree, brothers and sisters of the half as well as of the whole 
b.lood, uncle.s and nieces, aunts and nephews." The Code sec
tion proscl'lbes all the relationships cover<!d by the present 
statute and adds some protection for adopted persons against 
abuses of parental or other familial influence. "Ancestor or 
descen.dant" . in subsection (1) (a) repiaces "parents and chil
dren, mcludmg grandparents and grandchildren of every de
gree" in § 563.220 RSMo and is intended to cover the same re
~~tio~ships, with. the addition of such adoptive relationships. 

DeVIate sexual mtercourse" is added to the types of conduct 
prohibited. 
. Se~tion 563.220 RSMo makes incest a felony punishable by 
ImprIsonment for up to seven years. Classifying this as a 
C~ass D Felony, pu~ishable by a maximum of five years, pro
VIdes an almost eqUIvalent penalty, considering the elimination 
of the three-fourths rule that applies to the sentences of most 
p~ison inmates today. In cases where there are aggravating 
CIrcumstances; such as a father's act upon his young daughter 
or where accompanied by force, the crime would be rape 0; 
sodomy and punishable as a Class B Felony. 

.Se~tion 451.020 RSMo makes all marriages between people 
Withm the degrees of consanguinity I~overed by § 563.220 RS 
Mo "absolutely void." In addition, it makes marriages be
tween first cousins "absolutely void" even though first cousins 
cannot be prosecuted for incest. 

Subsection (1) (c) omits adoptive brothers and sisters in 
t?e list of persons subject to the incest law. If young adop
tive br?thers a~d sisters engage in sexual intercourse, they 
may still be guIlty of sexual misconduct under Code § 11.090, 
and possibly other offenses in the Sexual Offenses Chapter. 

. Uncles and nieces of the half blood were held not to be with
m the degrees of relationship prohibited by § 563.220: State 
v. Bartley, 304 Mo. 58, 263 S.W. 95 (1928). Subsection (l)(d) 
makes this clear. 
. Where only one of the parties to an act of sexual intercourse 
IS aware that a relati<:>nship' exists between the parties which 
renders the act incestuous, only that party is guilty of incest. 
State v. Ellis, 74 Mo. 385 (1882). Thus, the Code requires that· 
the actor know that he is marrying, cohabiting, or having in
tercourse with one of the listed relatives in order to be 
guilty of incest. ' 

The Code includes those sexual relationships which pI'esent 
the clearest p~~l()gical risks but also focuses on those where 
there is lij,{elihQod of abuse of parental 01' other familial in
fluence witp.· resulting harm to the family and its members. 
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Sexual relationships between parents and their adopted chil
dren and between a stepparent and a stepchild, while the rela
tionship exists, would be as disruptive t~ the fa~ilY unit .as 
would natural parent and child relationshIps. WhIle adoptlVe 
children and stepchildren should be protected from such l'ela
tionships because of the psychological and social consequences, 
there is some doubt whether or not the same need would ex
tend to cases involving adoptive uncles and nieces 01' to cases 
involving uncles and nieces of the half blood. 

A single act of intercourse is prohibited behavior .. Marriage 
within the prohibited degrees is also inces~ without dir.ect 
proof of intercourse. Nothing would be gamed by allOWI~g 
those married to escape punishment by testifying that they dId 
not engage in intercourse; such marriages should be deterred 
in any event. See comment to Model Penal Code § 207.3, Tent. 
Draft No.4 (1955). 

13.030 Abandonment of child 
(1) A person commits the crime of abandonment of a~hild if, 

as a parent, guardian or other person legally charged wlth the 
care or custody of a child less than eight yaars old, he leaves the 
child in any place with purpose wholly to abandon it, under cir
cumstances which may result in serious physical injury, illness or 
death. 

(2) Abandonment of a child is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

Section 559.330 makes it a felony punishable by imprison
ment up to five years or not less than six months for any fath
er or mother of a child less than six years old, or any person 
to whom the child has been confided, to "expose such child in 
a street, field, or other place, with intent to wholly abandon. it 
. . ." Apparently this statute is designed to cover the s:t
uation where a person responsible for the well-being of a chIld 
that is too young to fend for itself abandons the child l? a situ
ation where it is probable that life or health of the chlld could 
be endangered. The word "expose" has been held to m~a~ to 
turn or cast out, to pJace or leave in a probably fatal posltl~n; 
and the rule of ejusdem gene1'is does not apply in construmg 
§ 559.330. Thus "other places" is not limited in its meaning 
to such places as a "street" or "field". State v. Eckhardt, 232 
Mo. 49, 133 S.W. 321 (1910). 

The section is partially based on Michigan Revised Crim
inal Code § 7030 (Final Draft 1967). Abandonment is to be 
distinguished from nonsupport of a child under 16, presently 
covered by §§ 559.353 and 559.356 RSMo. The gravamen of 
nonsupport is failure to provide food, clothing, lodging, or 
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medi:al atte~tion; the gravamen of abandonment is risking 
the hfe or health of the very young. The age of eight was 
sele~ted rather than six (see § 559.330) becaUlle most children 
of eIght are able to call attention to their plight and identify 
themselves .. Any ef~ort to set a standard based on the ability 
of the particular ChIld to care for himself would render the 
statute. very difficult to enforce because of difficulties of 
proof. 

13.040 Criminal nonsupport 

.(1) A per~on co~mits the crime of nonsupport if he knowingly 
~aJls to prov~de, wlthout good cause, adequate support which he 
IS legally oblIgated to provide to his spouse or to his minor child. 

(2) For purposes of this section: 

(a) "Support" means food, clothing, lodging and medical 
or surgical attention. ' 

(b) "Child" means an:,' natural or adoptive legitimate or 
illegitimate child. ' 

(c) "Good cause" includes any substantial reason why the 
defendant is unable to provide adequate support. Good cause 
does not exist if the defendant purposely maintains his in
ability to support. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the issue 
of good cause for nonsupport. 

(4) Criminal nonsupport is a Class A Misdemeanor, unless the 
actor leave the State for the purpose of avoiding his obligation 
to support in which case it is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

This section would replace §§ 559.353, 559.356 and part of 
the vagrancy statute, § 563.340 RSMo. It is based on Texas 
Penal Code § 25.07 (Final Draft 1970) and §§ 559.353 and 
559.356 RSMo. 

Ideally, problems of nonsupport should not be in a criminal 
code at all. The matter of enforcement of alimony and child 
support awards should, in the abstract, be left to contempt of 
court a~d the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act. 
The. obJect of legislation in this area should be to compel 1'e
calcltrant persons to fulfill their obligations of cal'~ and sup
port. See New York Penal Law § 260.05 Commentar". (1965). 
Such a goal is difficult to achieve by imprisoning such persons. 
ImpOSition of punishment, particularly a fine or imprisonment, 
can o~ly frustrate tho object of the support statutes by guar~ 
~nteemg that the defendant will be unable to meet his op~ 
hgations. In spite of these arguments against the use of pena.r 
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sanct,ions, practical experience has demonstrated that such 
sanctions serve a needed function as a deterrent and in Mis~ 
souri may be the only effective means of dealing with cer~ 
tain situations. 

Although there are effective civil remedies available under 
Chapter 452 RSMo in divorce and separate maintenance pl'O~ 
ceedings,. Missouri is the only state that now holds support 
orders to be for the mere payment of money and within the 
constitutional prohibition against imprisonment for debt. In 
most jurisdictions the most effective means of enforcing sup~ 
port orders is through contempt proceedings, However, since 
1866 and the case of Coughlin v, Ehlert, 39 Mo. 285 (1866), 
contempt and imprisonment for failure to comply with an or~ 
del' to pay alimony have been unavailable in Misso\'r: In the 
Coughlin case the court held that an order to pay likr~'.,my was 
an order for the payment of money only and wen'\; un to say: 
"This was imprisonment for debt only and the commitment 
was without authority of law." This ruling has been extend
ed to orders to pay child support. Partney v. Partney, 442 S. 
W.2d 117 (St.L.App.1969). Other states uniformly hold that 
the duty to support a wife and child is a duty imposed by the 
marital relation and from which divorce does not exonerate the 
husband and father. These courts recognize that the purpose 
of the decree is maintenance and that sound public policy re
quires that families not be left destitute by irresponsible 
spouses and parents. Schoenlaub, Use of Contempt Powers in 
the Enforcement of Alimony and Support Decrees, 23 J.Mo.Bar 
396 (1967). In Missouri alimony and child support payments 
are not regarded as a ..continuation of the husband's duty of 
support, but rather as. damages to compensate the wife and 
children for the loss of support. No question concerning the 
restl'iction of the use of contempt powm's in this area has been 
squarely presented to the Missouri Supreme Court since 
Coughlin, supra. However, all thre(~ courts of appeal have 
followed the Coughlin decision. Ex p:J,rt.e Kingsolving, 135 Mo. 
App. 631, 116 S.W. 1068 (St.L.App.1909) i Harrington v. Har
rington, 233 Mo.App. 390, 121 S.W.2d 291 (K.C.App.19S8); 
Davis v. Broughton, 382 S.W.2d 219 (Spr.App.1964). 

Given the inadequacy of the present civil enforcement pro
cedures, the importance of the criminal statute becomes ap
parent. In State v. Davis, 469 S.W.2d 1 (Mo.1971) the court 
held that a prosecution under a criminal nonsupport statute 
was not a proceeding to enforce the terms of a divorce de
cree and was not a proceeding seeking imprisonment for debt. 
The court noted that the criminal nonsupport statute is pred
icated on the theory that parents have a legal obligation to 
provide for their children, and that a failure to do so without 
good cause is an offense against the state. 
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Almo~t all states ~ake it an offense for a father to will

fully fall to Support hIS child under the age of sixteen Som 
~~~es USt the age of eighteen and some the age of m~joritye 

IS sec Ion ~se~ th.e word "minor" in SUbsection (1). If 
.the

t 
age of majOrIty IS later changed by law this section will 

no need to be amended. ' 

~he .Code. provides flexible sentencing alternatives for the 
pels.on conVICted of nonsupport. Under Code § 2010(2) ( ) 
~h; JUddge

t 
may suspen~ the imposition of sentence and place t~e 

e en :n f on probatIOn on condition that he pay a certain 
am~un ~ support. Or he may place the defendant on pro
batIon k"':Ith the condition that he be detained in jail during 
nonwor Ing hours under Code § 4.040. 

It should be noted that the section covers nonsupport of a 
spouse. The present statute § 559 353 RSM I 
support of a 'f b h ,. 0, on y covers non
t· t d f WI e. y er husband. There is little justifica-
IO~ fa ay 0:1: PUll!shing a husband for failing to provide sup

POI' or a WIfe bUI!i not punishing a wife who fails to provide 
~upport for her needy husband. Also, § 559.356 RSMo makes 
~~Sac~!l~ny for a.man to leave the state and then fail to support 
f 1. ren, whIle a woman who does this would only be guilty 

o a mIsdemeanol' under § 559 353 RSMo This di t· t· . 
eliminated' th Cd' . s InC Ion IS 
chan I~. e 0 e: However, no attempt is made to 
f thge the clVlI law WhICh makes a woman secondarily liable 
or e support of the children. 

Th;, ~re~ent ]a~~uage of § 559.353 RSMo, "without good 
cause., ?~ Included In the section. Subsection (2) (c) provides 
fn det~ll1~lOn and sUbsection (3) places the burden of inject-

g t e ISsue on the defendant. Under present law the state 
mus show not only the husband's failure to provide sup 
port, but also his ability to do so. State v. Akers 287 S W-
2d 370 (St.~.~J>p.1956) (interpreting § 559.350, ;epealed' i~ 
~9;5). InabIhty to provide support which is willful is not a 
t e ens~. State ,v. Arnett, 370 S.W.2d 169 (Spr.App.1956) (in
. erp~~tmg § 5119.350, repealed in 1965). Under the sectien 
mablhty to s?pport purposely maintained is not a defense. A 
pe;s~n who IS. able to' work but refuses to do so would be 
crImInally liabke for nonsupport, as under present law. 

The pr~~ent statute, § 559.353 RSMo, covers any man or wo
:.an who abandons 01' deserts" his child under sixteen Since 
Coe gravamen of t~e offense is really nonsupport add since 
. de ~ 13.030 prOVIdes abandonment coverage this Ian 
IS not Included here. ' guage 

Subsection (2) (a) defines "support" to include every thin 
now covered by § 559.353 RSMo. g 

Subsection (:~) (b) defines "child" as including an iIiegit·-
mate or an adopted child. I 
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The Model Penal Code, § 230.5 and the Michigan Revised 
Criminal Code § 7035 (Final Draft 1967) limit criminal lia
bility for nonsupport to cases of persistent nonsupport. This 
is intended to reserve the criminal process until civil remedies 
have been tried. Since contempt is unavailable in Missouri 
for nonsupport, this limitation is not included in the section. 

Subsection (5) makes nonsupport a Class D Felony if the 
offender leaves the state in order to avoid his support obliga
tion. This facilitates extradition and continues the present 
law, § 559.356 RSMo, and, in additioT,l, expands it to cover the 
out-of-state nonsupport of a spouse. It is not absolutely neces
sary,that out-of-state nonsuppol'tbe made a felony in order 
to extradite. There is a provision in the Uniform Reciprocal 
Enforcement of Support Law, § 454.050 RSMo, which can be 
used even if nonsupport is a misdemeaD()r. However, at pres
ent Missouri does not have funds for extradition of nonsup
porting fathers, and funds may sooner be made available if 
the crime is a felony. 

13.050 Endangering the welfare of a child 
(1) A person commits the crime of endangering the welfare of 

a child if 
(a) he knowingly acts in a manner that creates a substan

tial risk to the life, body or health of a child less than seven
teen years old; or 

(b) he knowingly encourages, aids or causes a child less 
than seventeen years old to engage in any conduct which 
causes or tends to cause the child to come within the provi
sions of subsections (1) (c) or (1) (d) or (2) of Section 211.-
031 RSMo; or 

(c) being a parent, guardian or other person legally 
charged with the care or custody of a child less than seven
teen years old, he recklessly fails or refuses to exercise l'ea
sonable diligence in the care or control of such child to pre
vent him from coming within the provisions of subsections 
(1} (c) or (1) (d) or (2) of Section 211.031 RSMo. 

(2) Endangering a child is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

comment 

Subsection (1) ea) partially takes the place of § 559.340 RS 
Mo, mistreatment of children. The present section covers 
some conduct which should not be classified as a felony. 
PUrposely assaulting, beating, wounding 01' injuring a child 
whereby "life shall be endangered or . . . person or health 
shall have been injured" may call for the felony 
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penalty. H~wever, if a person acts knowingly in a manner that 
endangers hfe, .b~dy 01' health of a child, a misd~meanor pen-
alt~ se~m.s suffICIent. Code § 13.060 covers the higher crime 
of mflIctmg cruel and inhuman punishment Th . 

. overla~ betwee.n this SUbsection and the assault stat~~:s I~u~Ot~: 
~ommlt~ee beheved it was important to have a special prohibi
tion a~amst endangering the welfare of a child. 

Subsection (1) (b) is based on § 559360 RSM t 'b t' t d I' . 0, con 1'1 u mg 
o e mquency, and partially replaces that section. 

Subsection (1) (c) is new and is based on New York Penal 
Law § 260.10(2), It. makes clear that a parent guardian 
01'. other person legally charged with the care 01' c~stody of a 
chlId under 17 must exercise reailonable diligence in the care 
and control ~f the child to prevent it from becoming a neg
le~ted 01' delInquent child w.ithin the meaning of § 211.031(1) 
or (2~ ~S!'f0'. llecklessness in failing to carry out these re
s~~nSlblI~,tIes IS .sufficient for criminal liability. "Reasonable 
dIlIgence reqUIreS conformity to community standards of 
conduct under the circumstlances. . 

r' Tak~n tog~th:l', subsections (1) ea) through (c) would pro
'Ide ~Issourl wIth a broader general statute for the protection 
of chIldren than is provided by the present statutes §§ 559 340 
and 559.360 RSMo. ' . 

13.060 Abuse of a chillI 

. (1). A ~erson commits the crime of abuse of a child if he know
mgly mflIcts cruel and inhuman punishment upon a child less 
than seventeen years old. 

(2) Abuse of a child is a Class D Felony, 

Comment 

. Based ~~ K~nsas Stat.Ann. § 21-3609 (1970) with substan
tIal modIfIcatIon, and § 559.340 RSMo. Lumping all mis
treatment of child~'en situations together and treating all 
?ersons Who mistreat, ~hildren as felons (Cf. § 559.340 RSMo) 
IS not. the best 'h-:;!:7 to use the criminal process in the protection 
of chll~ren. Code § 18.050 covers the lesser offense of "en
d.~ngerl?g w.elfare" and this section is reserved for the ex
tlez.ne SItUatIons calling for greater punishment and for sit
uatIon~ n.ot. adequately covered by other Code provisions. 
Some. mflIctlons of cruel and inhuman punishment will also be 
felomes under the assault provisions. However there are 
som: situati~n~ which could come under this section and not 
?Ieally be wlthm the assault provisions. E. g., locking a child 
In a closet, or starving a child. Under this section, it would 
not be necessary for the state to prove that the child suffered. 
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13.070 Unlawful transactions with a child 
(1) A person commits the crime of unlawful transactions 

with a child if 
(a) being a pawnbroker, junk dealer, dealer in second

hand goods, 01' any employee of such person, he with crim
inal negligence buys 01' receives any personal property other 
than agricultural products from an unemancipated minor, 
unless the child's custodial parent or guardian has consent
ed in writing to the transaction; 01' 

(b) he knowingly permits a minor child to enter or re
main in a place where illegal activity in controlled sub
stances, as defined in Chapter 195 RSMo, is maintained or 
conducted; or 

(c) he with criminal negligence sells blasting caps, bulk 
gunpowder, or explosives to a child under the age of sev
enteen, or fireworks as defined in Section 320.110 RSMo 
to a child under the age of fourteen, unless the child's cus
todial parent or guardian has consented in writing to the 
transaction. Criminal negligence as to the age of the child 
is not an element of this crime. 

(2) Unlawful transactions with a child is a Class B Misde
meanor. 

Comment 

Subsection (1) (a) follows the prohibition of § 563.780 
RSMo which is apparently designed to prevent children from 
selling or pawning goods of their parents or of disposing un
wisely of their own goods. 

Subsection (l)(b) is new and is based on Michigan Re
vised Criminal Code § 7045(1)(b) and New YOl'k Penal Law 
§ 260.20(2). 

Subsection (1) (c) is new and is based on Michigan Revised 
Criminal Code § 7045(1)(f). No child under 17, the age 
when one normally graduates from high school and enters the 
labor force, should be permitted to buy explosives withc;~;lt 

parental consent. However, a child 14 or older should oe 
permittecJ, to buy fireworks, or at least a sale to such a child 
without parental consent should not be a crime. The term 
"explosives" is not intended to covel' ammunition for fire
arms. 

A related prohibition is found in Code § 16.060(1) (b) 
which follows § 564.610 RSMo in prohibiting the sale or de
livery of deadly weapons to a person under 21 without the 
written consent of the child's custodial parent or guardian. 
This could have been included here, but was' placed in the 
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weapons chapter for easy ·-f· b 

h f . hI!! e1 ence y gun dealers and others w 0 urms weapons. 

Cl!~ ;nMI~wdfUI transactions with a child are classified as 
• IS emeanol·S. 

The Code omits child labor crimes. d' . 
thorizing a child t . ", e. g., lrectmg or au-
'. 0 engage m an occupaUon involving b 

T
sthantIal 'l'ls.k of danger to his health or life § 260 010 :S~ -

e CommIttee felt that sale -f r t' .' o. 
offenses should be left· ~h v /quor. 0 mmors and related 
311.310 and 312 400 I~" e Iquor control law. See §§ 
against selling ;1' su R~1.~o. ~he Code omits prohibitions 
. tt ppJymg cIgarettes, cigarette paper or 

~~~·e. e w~'appers t~ ~ child under 18, based on § 563.880 
0, agamst permIttmg a minor to play pool based 

~18:090 RS.Mo; agains~ selling or delivering ar~enic a °:ar~ 
~osl~e sUbhmate, prUSSIC acid or any other poison to ~ child 

a~:e5"'1~~r! e~:f~·l:!~.RSMO. These provisions of present la~ 
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Chapter 14 

ROBBERY,ARSON,BURGLARY AND 
RELATED OFFENSES 

14.010 Cbapter definitions 
(1) "Forcibly steals." A person "forcibly ~tea~s", and th.ere

by commits l"obbery, when, in the course of stealIng, as defmed 
in Section 15.030, he uses or threatens the immediate use of 
physical force upon another person for the purpose of 

(a) preventing or overcomin~ l"esistance. to th.e taking 
of the property or to the retentIon thereof ImmedIately af-

ter the taking; or 
(b) compelling the owner of such P70perty ~r . another 

person to deliver up the property or to engage III other 
conduct which aids in the commission of the theft. 

(2) "Inhabitable structura" includes a ship, trailer, sleeping 

car, airplane, or other vehicle or structure 
(a) where any person lives 0:\' carries on busines~ or other 

calling; 01' 
(b) where people assemble for purposes of busines~, 

government, education) religion, entertainment or pubhc 

transportation; or 
(c) which is usp.d, for overnight accommodation of per-

sons. . 
Any such vehicle or structul"e is "inhabitable;' regardless of 

whether a person is actually present. 
(3) "Of another." Property is that "of another" if any nat

ural person; corporation, partnership, assoc~ation, governmental 
subdivision or instrumentality, other than the actor, has a pos-
sessory or proprietary interest thel'ein. 

(4) If a builcling .01' structur~ is. d\vided into .separ~~elY ~c
cupied units, any umt not occupled oy' the actor IS an mhabIt-

able structure of another". 
(5) . "Vital public facllityH includes a facility maintained f?r 

use as a bridge (whether Clver land or water), dam, reservoIr, 
tunnel, communication installation 01' power station. 

(6) "Utility" means an enterprise which provid~s ~as, elec
tric, steam, water, sewerage disposal or commumc~tlOn ser~
ice~ and any common carrier. It may be either pubhcly or prI-

vately owned or operated. 
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(1') "To tamper" means to interfere with something improp

erly, to meddle with it, displace it, make unwarranted alterations 
in its exL;ting condition, or to deprive, tempol'arilY, the owner 
or possessor of that thing. 

(8) "Enter unlawfully or remain unlawfully." A person 
"enters unlawfully or remains unlawfully" in or upon premises 
when he is not licensed or privileged to do so. A person who, 
regal'dless of his purpose, enters or remains in or upon premises 
which are at the time open to the public does so with license and 
privilege unless he defies a lawful order not to enter or remain, 
personally cc,mmunicated to him by the owner of such premises 
or by other authorized person. A license or privilege to enter 
or remain in a building which is only partly open to the public 
is not a license or privilege to enter or rHmain in that part of 
the building which is not open to the public. 

14.020 Robbery in the first degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of robbery in the first de

gree when he forcibly steals property and in the course thereof 
he, or another participant in the crime 

(a) causes serious physical injury to any person; or 

(0) is armed with a deadly weapon; or 
(c) uses or threatens the immediate use of a danger

ous instrument against any person; or 
(d) displays or threatens the use of what appears to 

be a dearlly weapon or dangerous instrument. 
(2) Robbery in the first degree is a Class A Felony. 

comment 

The definition of "forcibly steals" in Code § 14.010 (1) is 
based on New York Penal Code § 160.00. The idea combines 
the concept of stealing with the element of forcp. or threat of 
force used tv accomplish the stealing. It was felt that the term 
"physical force" could not be further defined in such a way as 
to further a juryis understanding and hence no definition is 
included. Such physical force must be used to accomplish the 
theft in one' of the ways specified. Noie that § 14.010(1) (b) 
is broad enough to cover the situation where force is applied 
to one person and, property is obtained from another as a re-
sult. See comment to Code § 14.030. 

The definitions of dcauly weapon and dangerous instru
ment are in the general definitions section of Chapter 1. 

This section, robbery in the first degree, is similar to New 
York Penal Code § 160.15. The purpose is to single. out those 
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situations where the victim is placed in unusually great dan

ger 01' fear of bodily injury. 

14.030 Robbery in the second degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of robbery in the secon" 

degree when he forcibly steals property. 
(2) Robbery in the second degree is a Class B Felony. 

comment 

Robbery in the second, degree merely proscribes all other 
forcible thefts which do not amount to first degree robbery. 
This section is essentially the same as § 160.05 of the ~ew 
York Penal Code, robbery in the third degree. Both . e~ 
York and Michigan have three degrees of robbery b~t It 1S 
felt there are not enough aggravating factors of varY1ng de-
grees to wal'l'ant a third degree robbery. 

Extortion and blackmail, §§ 560.125 and 560.130 RSMo, are 
included in the chapter on theft offenses. 

Present law requires the state to prove st7al~ng "from the 
person 01' presence of another." The Code ehmmates that .rei 
quirement. Use or threatened immediate use ?f phY'llC~ 
force is still required to accomplish the steahng, but 1t 
clearly would be robbery for the actor to place .a re.vol

ver 
.to 

his victim's head and order him to telephone h1s wife to m
struct her to place valuable property in a designated spot from 
which the actor later retrieves it. The essence of robbery 
is the use or threatened immediate use of force to steal prop
erty' the fact that the actual transfer of the property take~ 
plac; out of the presence of the person injured or threatene 

is immaterial. 
Stealing is a lesser included offense of robbery and .in mos! 

cases stealing from the person will also be a lesser mclude 

offense. 

14.040 Arson in the first degree . 
(1) A person commits the ctime of arson in the fIrst degree 

when he knowingly damages a building or inhabitab~e ~tructure 
and when any person is then present or in ~ear proxlm~ty there~ 
to by starting a fire or causing an exploi:uon and thereb~ re.ck 1 
le~slY places such person in danger of death or serious p YSlca 

injury. 
(2) Arson in the first degree is a Class B Felony. 

comm!lnt 

See comment after Code § 14.050. 
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14.050 Arson in the second degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of arson in the second de

gree when he knowingly damages a building 01" inhabitable 
structure by starting a fire or causing an explosion. 

(2) A person does no'; commit a crime under this section if 
(a) rio person other than himself has a possessory, 

propl'ietary or security interest in the damaged building, 
or if other persons have those interests, all of them con-
sented to his conduct; and 

(b) his sole purpose was to destroy or damage the build
ing for a lawful and proper purpose. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting' the is
sue under Subsection (2). 

(4) Arson in the second degree is a Class C Felony. 

comment 

Arson is presently proscribed by §§ 560.010 tllrough 560.-
035 RSMo. Section 560.010 RSMo, entitled "Arson" defines 
the most serious type of arson in Missouri. A careful reading 
of that section reveals that it follows the t:i'aditional, and still 
valid, philosophy underlying the original common law offense 
which reflect deep concern for the danger to life presented by 
the burning of the homestead or one of the adjoining build
ings. The Code follows this philosophy. The Code sections 
are based primarily on the New York Penal Code §§ 150.00 
to 150.15 and the Model Penal Code §§ 220.1 to 220.2. 

Of course, human life is likely to be endangered by bUi.'ning 
structures other than a homestead. This is recognized in § 
560.015 RSMo, "Dwelling house defined," and in the Code def
inition of "inhabitable structures," Code § 14.010(2). See 
also Proposed Fed6ral Criminal Code § 1709. 

But the Code limits coverage to buiidings and structures in 
which people are likely to be found. Under § 560.025 RSMo 
burning virtually any type of property may constitute arson 
without regard to 'whether any people are likely to be endan
gered. Absent that dangel', burning is merely a form of prop
erty destruction and has been treated as such' in the Code 
sections entitled "Property Damage". 

Even in cases where conduct might endanger persons, cur
rent law grades these offenses on the basis of factors which 
have no criminological significance. For example, a man 
could receive a 99 year sentence for setting fire to a jail 'un
der § 560.010 RSMo whether anyone was endangered or not. 
But a man who put the torch to a church on Sunday morning 
when he knew many persons would be worshipping could be 
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sentenced to no more than ten years because a church is not 
a "dwelling house" under § 560.015 RSMo. 

The Code provides for only two grades of arson. The more 
severe penalties in Code § 14.040 First Degree Arson are re
served for case~ in which the actor recklessly places one 01' 

more persons in danger of death 01' serious bodily injury. 
This means the state must convince the jury beyond a rea
sonable doubt that the actor was aware of a substantial and 
unjustifiable risk to one' 01' more persons. Such advertent 
risk creation indicates a callous indifference to human life of 
a sufficiently greater magnitude than that of the ordinary 
arsonist to warrant the possibility of a greater penalty. Thf! 
person ~o endangered must, however, have been present or in 
neal' proximity at the time the initial damage was incurred. 
Without such a limitation, nearly all larson would become ag
gravated arson because a fire will draw firemen and others 
who may be endangered as the actor is undoubtedly aware. 
Ordinary arson, Code § 14.050, takes that endangerment into 
account. It is the added factor of the actor's willingness to 
endanger innocent occupants or others nearby, who may be 
caught unaware, P0i'haps while sleeping or attending a concert. 
or a play which justifies the added penalty for aggravated 
arson. 

A homicide in the commission of either de'gree of arson can 
be murder under Code § 10.020(1)(c). 

It should be noted that burning one's own property may be 
arson under § 560.010 and § 560.020 RSMo. Section 560.010 
RSMo, however, restricts coverage to property "of another" if 
there is no intent to injure other property 01' to defraud some
one. The present classifications are somewhat arbitrary. 
For example, it is arson to burn manufacturing machinery 
even if the actor owns the machinery, but it is not arson to 
burn a railroad cal' 01' an automobile if the actor is the own
er (and does not intend to injure other property 01' to defraud). 

Under the Code there are two situations in which an actor 
may be convicted of arson even though the property involved 
is his own. If the actor recklessly places another in danger of 
death 01' serious physical injury, he may be convicted of ag
gravated arson (Code § 14.040) without regard to who owns 
the property. 

Secondly, an actor may be convicted of arson even though 
he owns the property or has permission to damage or destroy 
the property from all those who have ownership 01' security 
interests thel.'ein, if his purpose in acting is unlawful (Code 
§ 14.050), For example, it is arson to burn one's own building 
in order to collect the fire insurance because it is unlawful 
to defraud an insurance company. 
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Present Missouri law prohibits burning one's own property 

if done "with the intent to injure or destroy any other prop
erty, or~ith the intent to injure or defraud any person, co
partnershIp 01' corporation, government state county city . . , , " 
school dIstrIct or municipality . . ." § 560.025 RSMo. Be-
cause burning buildings and inhabitable structures is often 
dangerous, and because a person will seldom burn his own val
uabl.e prope~ty unless he has some unlawful purpose, the Code 
sectIOns defme the offense without regard to the ownership of 
the property, but allow the defendant a defense if his actions 
were lawful and proper. Under Code § 14.050(2) and (3) 
the state need not prove ownership or fraudulent intent unless 
there is some evidence before the court that defendant: 1. 
either owned the property outright or had secured the per
mission of all owners and security interest holders to destroy 
the property; and 2. was acting solely for a lawful and proper 
purpose. If such evidence is before the court, whether intro
duced by the state or by the defendant, the state must then 
prove beyond a reasonable doubt the negatives of 1 or 2 above 
in order to secure a conviction for arson. 

The alternative of requiring the state in every case to prove 
either that someone other than the actor had an interest b 
the property and had not consented to the actor's conduct, or 
that the actor's purpose in damaging or destroying his own 
property was unlawful was considered and rejected. In the 
first place, there should be no such justification when the 
actor recklessly endanger." one or more persons. Hence Code 
§ 14.040 Aggravated Arson does not provide for such a de
fense. 

Secondly, thel.'e is no need to require the state to prove own
ership routinely any more than the state should be required to 
prove that every defendant was sane at the time of the crime. 
Arson is dil'ected at conduct which poses a serious threat to 
life. The. ownership of the property is a secondary matter 
which is important only infrequently. 

FinaiIy, the actor's purpose only becomes an issue when it 
appears that the actor'is attempting to defraud an insurance 
company or accomplish some other unlawful epd. In other 
cases where the actor burns his own property without reck
lessly endangering anyone there would be no reason to prose
cute. 

14.060 Reckless burning or exploding 

(1) A person commits the crime of reckle'ss burning or ex
ploding when he knowingly starts a fire or causes an explosion 
and thereby l'ecklessly damages or destroys a building or an in
habitable structure of another. 

(2) Reckless burning or exploding is, a Class A Misdemeanor. 
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comment 

This is a new offense designed to cover situations in which 
the actor's purpose is not to damage or destroY but that re
sult nevertheless occurs, and the actor was aware of a sub
stantial and unjustifiable risk that it would occur. See Model 
Penal Code § 220.1(2); New York Penal Code § 150.05; and 
Proposed Federal Criminal Code § 1702. For example, start
ing a brush fire near another person's barn when there is a 
strong wind blowing toward the barn would be covered by this 

section. 

14.070 Cansing catastrophe 
(1) A person commits the crime of causing catastrophe if 

he knowingly causes a catastrophe by explosion, fire, flood, col
lapse of a building, release of poison, radio active material, bac
teria, virus or other dangerous and difficult-to-confine force 

or substance. 
(2) "Catastrophe" means death or serious physical injury to 

ten or more people or substantial damage to five or more build
ings or inhabitable structures or substantial, damage to a vital 
public fa:

cility 
which seriously impairs its usefulness or opera-

tion. 
(3) Causing catastrophe is a Class A Felony. 

comment 

This section is also new. See Model Penal Code § 220.2; 
and Proposed Federal Criminal Code § 1704. It is aimed at 
conduct which causes great personal injury (though not nec
essarily death) or great property damage by means which are 

difficult to confine. 

14.080 Tampering in the first degree" 
(1) A pel'son commits the crime of tampering in the first 

degree if, for the purpose of causing a substantial interruption 
or impairment of a service rendered to the public by a utility 
or by an institution providing health or safety protection, he 
d~mages or tampers with property or facilities of such a utility 
or institution, and thereby causes substantial interruption or 

impairment of service. 
(2) Tampering in the first degree is a Class D Felony. 

comment 

The comments to this and the next five sections is after 

Code § 14.130. 
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Tampering in the second degree 
(1) p: person commits the crime of tampering in th d 

degree If he e secon 

14.090 

, (a) t~mpers with property of another for the pur ose 
of causmg substantial inconvenience to that per p t 
another; or son or 0 

(b) u~lawf~llY operates or rides, in or upon another's 
a

t

utomoblle, aIrplane, motorcycle, motorboat or other mo 
or-propelled vehicle; or ' -

utiWiy.tampers or makes connection with property of a 

IS emeanor. (2) Tampering in the second degree is a Class AM' d 

14.100 Property, damage in the first degree 

fir~~) d!r~:r~fon commits the crime of property damage in the 

(a) he knowingly damages ' ,t 
extent exceeding five thousand d~~:'~; ~r of another to an 

(b) he damages pron t t 
thousand dollars for th~ e~~.po~e a~ ~xeftreanutd~xceedi~g five ( ) mg an msurer 

2 Property damage in the first degree is a Class D FelOny: 

14.110 Prope:rty damage in the second degree ' 

(1) A person commits the crim f second degree if e 0 property damage in the 

te~:~x~:e~~nOgWi?glYh dad mages property of another to an ex
lVe un red dollars; 01' 

, ~b) he damages property to an ex'tent exceed in $500 
fOl the purpose of defrauding an insurer. g 

d 
(2) Property damage in the second degree is a Class A M' 

emeanor. IS-

Property damage in the third degree 

thi~~ d~g;e~'~~n commits the crime of property damage in the 

(a) he knowingly damages property of another' or 
(~}), he damages proper'ty for the purpose of defraudl'n 

an msurer. . g 

de~~a!~~perty damage in the third degree is a Class B Mis-

14.120 
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14.130 Claim of right 
(1) A person does not commit an offense by damaging, tam-

pering with, operating, riding in or upon, or making. connec~ion 
with property of another if he does so under a clalm of rlght 
and has reasonable grounds to believe he has such a right. 

(2) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the 

issue of claim of right. 

comment 

Code §§ 14.080 through 14.130 represent a complete reform
ulation of various property offenbes presently scattered 
through more than 50 sections of the Revised Statutes of Mis
souri. There is no reaso:"' to have so many sepal ate sections. 
Basically, there are only two types of conduct which need to 
be dealt with. Tampering is defined in Code § 14.010 (7). It 
refers to conduct which interferes with property or with the 
use of it. The other type of conduct is tha,t which damages 
property. The approach used here is based on the Proposed 
Michigan Criminal Code §§ 2711 and 2712. 

A felony penalty is provided for tampering in the first de
gree, Code § 14.080, because the conduct proscribed presents 
a serious danger to the community. The actor's purpose must 
be to disrupt an important community service, and he must 

have been successful. 
Tampering in the second degree, Code § 14.090, covers a 

much wider range of less serious conduct. Tampering, as 
defined, is a fairly broad concept meant to covel' unlawful 
interference with property. Under Code § 14.090(1) (a) such 
tampering must be combined with a purpose to cause substan
tial inconvenience. Thus, borrowing a neighbor's lawn mower 
for an hour with no purpose to cause inconvenience would not 
be an offense under this section, but hiding the same mower 
for several days might support an inference of a purpose to 
cause substantial inconvenience. ;'substantial" has not been 
defined, nor could it be in any me,nner that would be useful. 

Code § 14.090(1) (b) is a replacement for present §§ 560.1:5 
and 560.180, tampering with motor vehicles. Felony penaltIes, 

are no longer provided for joy riding. 
Code § 14.090(1) (c) is self-explanatory. Tapping into tel

ephone or power lines is prohibited. Such offenses could be 
quite serious, but this provision is directed toward t~e less 
serious conduct typified by the mischievous youth. Wll'etap
ping and theft penalties, among others, are available for more 

serious conduct. . • 
Code §§ 14.100 through 14.120 prohibit the knowing dam

age or destruction of property of another or 'of one's own 
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property if there is also a purpose to defraud an insurer. 
Penalties are graded on the basis of the amount of damage 
done, not on the basis of the value of the property. 

Code § 14.130 applies to tampering, damaging, etc. p'roperty 
of' another under Code §§ 14.080 through 14.120, a~d pro
vides that no crime is committed if the defendant acted un
der a claim of right for which there is a reasonable basis. 
This section does not apply to destroying one's own property 
for the purpose of defrauding an insurel'. 

14.140 Trespass in the first degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of trespass in the first de

gree if he knowingly enters unlawfully or knowingly remains 
unlawfully in a building or inhabitable structure or upon real 

property. 
(2) A person does not commit the crime of trespass in the 

first degree by entering or remaining upon real property un
less the real property is fenced or otherwise enclosed in a man
ner designed to exclude intruders or as to which notice against 

trespass is given by 
(a) actual communication to the actor; or 
(b) posting in a manner reasonably likely to come to 

the attention of intruders. 
(3) Trespass in the first degree is a Class B Misdemeanor. 

comment 

See comments after Code § 14.150. 

14.150 Trespass in the second degree . 
(1) A person commits the offense of trespass in the second 

degree if he enters unlawfully upon real property of another. 
This is an offellf"~ of absolute liability. 

(2) Trespass in the second degree is an infraction. 

comment 

Trespass is presently covered by §§ 560.445 through 560.-
465 RSMo. If a person enters or remains on the real property 
of another without license or privilege he is guilty of trespass 
in the second degree under Code § 14.150. The state need not 
show that the defendant was aware or should have been aware 
that the real property was of another or that the defendant 
was aware of such facts as would constitute lack of license or 
privilege to be there. In other words the state need not' prove. 
the defendant was culpable. This is an offense of absolute 
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liability. It is not a crime, but is an infraction and the only 
penalty is a fine. Although absolute liability is not in gen
eral sanctioned in the Code, it is included here because the 
Committee felt that a person travels at his own risk when en
tering i'eal property. It is directed at persons who do not 
bother to determine whether they are hunting, fishing, mush
room gathering, etc. on the property of another. The Com
mittee felt that no prosecutor would charge totally innocuous 

intrusions. 
Trespass in the first degree, Code § 14.140, is a more seri

ous offense and requires the state to prove that the defendant 
acted knowingly. The defendant must know he is entering 
unlawfully or remaining unlawfully. This does not mean that 
he must be aware the offense of trespass exists but that the 
state must prove he was aware of the facts that make his 
entry or remaining unlawful. For example, if the defendant 
honestly believed he was still on property where he w~s ~u
thorized to be, but in fact was not; 01' that he had permlsslon 
of the owner to enter, but in fact he did not, he would not be 
guilty of trespass in the first degree. 

Under subsection (2) if the property is something other 
than a building or inhabitable structure, the state must also 
prove that the property was fenced in a manner design~d to 
exclude intruders 01' that notice against trespass was glVen; 
or that the defendant was given notice against trespass either 
personally or constructivr..,1y via posting in a reasonable man
ner. For this, the state would not have to prove that the de
fendant knew the property was posted, but only that he should 
have known. Ct. New.York Penal Code §§ 1~0.05 to 140.15 
and Modern Penal Code § 221.2. 

14.160 Burglary in the first degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of burglary i~ the first ?e

gree if he knowingly entel's unlawfully or knowmgly remams 
unlawfully in a building 01' inhabitable structure for the pur
pose of committing a crime therein, and when in ef~ec~ing e~try 
or while in the building 01' inhabitable structure 01' m lmmedIate 
flight therefrom, he or another participant in the crime 

(a) is armed with explosives 01' a deadly weapon; 01' 

(b) causes 01' threatens immediate physical injury to 
any person who is not a participant in the crime. 

(2) Burglary in the first degree is a Class B Felony. 

Comment 

See comments after Code § 14.170. 
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14.170 Burglary in the second degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of burglary in the second 

de&:ree when he k.nowingly enters unlawfully or knowingly re
mams' unlawfully 111 a building or inhabitable structure for the 
purpose of committing a crime therein. 

(2) Burglary in the second degree is a Class C Felony. 

Comment 

Burglary is presently covered in §§ 560.040 through 560.110 
RSMo. :'he .Code sections on burglary (and trespass) are 
based pl'lmarIly on the New York Penal Code and the Model 
Penal Code. 
. Th~ esse~ce of burglary has traditionally been an unauthor
Ized IntrUSIOn plus a purpose to commit some type of crime. 
A perusal of the present Missouri burglary statutes reveals 
that they are d:signed to protect persons as well as property 
and that there IS a marked inchoate offense element because 
the crime intended need not have been completed. 

Each section of the present law defining some degree of 
?urglary is dependent upon some act of "breaking and enter
Ing" or at least "breaking". What constitutes a "breaking" 
has ~ndergone considerable change over the years. Merely 
?pe~Ing a closed window or door can be a sufficient "break
Ing. See State v. O'Brien, 249 S.W.2d 433 (Mo.1952) and 
State v. Sullivan, 452 S.W.2d 802 (Ml..1970). In O'Brien 
the court. found ~ersuasive evidence of a "breaking" in that 
the door In questIon had a spring closing mechanism. With
out that the conviction might have been overturned because 
the door might have been partially open when the derendant 
entered. 

In view of the foregoing and of the fact that "breaking" 
may be "out" as well as "in", the Committee decided to re
pla~e. the concept of "breaking" with that of "entering or re
~aInIng unlawfully". Code § 14.010(8) defines this concept 
I~ terms of "license 01' privilege". Ordinarily a person is not 
hcensed or privileged to be on 01' in property he does not own 
or possess unless the property is open to the public. Even if 
t?e premises are partially open to the public, a person is not 
l~censed o~' privileged to be in any portion not open to the pub
hc 01' to remain in any portion after it has been closed to the 
pUblic. Ct. New York Penal Code § 140.00(5). 

. Burglary in the second degree employs the same concepts 
dls.cussed above in relation to trespass, but in addition re
qUIres the state to prove that the intruder acted with the pur
pose of committing a crime. Cf. New York Penal Code § 
140.20. A crime is a felony or a misdemeanor. This is a 
change from present burglary law which generally requires 
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the intent to commit a felony or to steal. The intent to com
mit a misdemeanor other than stealing is 'not presently suffi
cient unless explosives are involved. The Committee felt 
there was no reason to single out stealing from other misde
meanors and therefore eliminated the distinction. 

Burglary in the first degree is burglal'y plus one of two ag
gl'av!1,ting factors: 1) being armed with explosives 01' a 
deadly weapon; or 2) causing 01' threatening immediate 
physical injury to someone not a l)al'ticipnnt in the crime, Cf 
New York Penal Code § 140.25. Being a~'med does not re
quire that the explosives or deadly weapon be displayed or 
used, but merely that the actor have one of them on or about 
his person. "Deadly weapon" is defined in the general defini
tions section of Chapter 1. 

The conduct specified in Code § 14.160(1) ea) or (b) :must 
occur while effecting entl'Y, while inside, or during immediate 
flight in order to be sufficient for burglary in the first de
gree. The section makes it deal' that immediate flighL is 
part of the crime for these purposes. 

14.180 Possession of burglar's tools 
(1) A person commits the crime of possession of burglal"s 

tools if he possesses any tool, instrument or other article adapted, 
designed or commonly used for committing or facilitating of
fenses involving forcible entry into premises, with a purpose 
to use or knowledge that some person has the purpose of using 
the same in the commission of an offense of such character. 

(2) Possession of burglar~s tools is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Possession of burglar's tools has been reduced to a Class A 
Misdemeanor. The section replacE:s § 560.115 RSMo and is 
based, on New York Penal Code § 140.35. The section makes 
clear that purpose to use the tools for an unlawful entry or 
knowledge that someone else will so use them is required for 
guilt. This shou.ld require considerably more than simply evi
dence of prior arrests 01' reputation. 
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Chaptel' 15 

STEALING AND RELATED OFFENSES 

15.010 Chapt.er definitions 

(1) "Adulterated" and "Mislabeled" 

'(a) "Adulterated" means varying from the standard of 
composition or quality prescribed by statute or lawfully 
promulgated administrative regulations of this State law
fully filed, or if none, a.s set by commercial usage. 

(b) "Mislabeled" means varying from the standard, of 
truth or disclosure in labeling prescribed by statute or law
fully 'Promulgated administrative regulations of this State 
lawfully filed, or if none, as set by commercial usage; or 
represented as being another person's product, though other
wise accurately labeled as to quality and quantity. 

(2) "Al)propriate" means to take, obtain, use, transfer, conceal 
. or retain possession of. 

(3) "Coercion" 

(a) "Coercion" means a threat, however communicated 
(i) to commit any crime; or 
(ii) to inflict physical injury in the future on the 

person threatened or another; or 
(iii) to accuse any person of any crime; 01' 

(iv) to expose any person to hatred, contempt 01' 

ridiculE!; 01' 

(v) to harm the credit or business repute of any pet'
son; 01' 

(vi) to take or withhold action as a public servant, 
or to cause a public servant to take or withhold action; 
01' 

(vii) to inflict any other harm which would not bene
fit the actor. 

(b) A threat of accusation, lawsuit or other invocation of 
official action is not coercion if the property sought to be 
obtained by virtue of such threat was honestly claimed as 
restitution or indemnification for harm done in the circum
stances to which the accusation, exposure, lawsuit or other 
official action relates, or as compensation for property or 
lawful service. 
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(c) The defendant shall have the burden of inject~ng the 
issue of justification as to any threat under SubsectIon (3) 
(b) . 

(4) "Credit device" means a writing, number or other device 
purporting to evidence an undertaking to pay for pr?perty .01' 

services delivered or rendered to or upon the order 01 a desIg-
nated person or bearer. 

(5) "Dealer" means a person in the business of buying and 
selling goods. 

(6) "Deceit" means purposely making a representation which 
is false and which the actor does not believe to be true and upon 
which the victim relies, as to a matter of fact, law, value, inten
tion or other state of mind. The term "deceit" does not, however, 
include falsity as to matters having no pecuniary significa~ce, or 
puffing by statements unlikely to deceive ordina~y per~ons III the 
group addressed. Deception as to the actor's IntentlOn to per
form a promise shall not be inferred from the fact alone that he 
did not subsequently perform the promise. 

(7) "Deprive" means 
(a) to withhold property from the owner permanently; or 
(b) to restore property only upon payment of reward or 

other compensation; 01' 

(c) to use or dispose of property in a manner that makes 
l'ecovery of the property by the owner unlikely. 

(8) "Of another". Property 01' services i~ that "~f ~nother" 
if any'natural person, corporation, partnershIp, assoCIatIon, gov
ernmental subdivision or instrumentality, other than the actor, 
has a possessory or proprietary interest therein, except that 
property shall not be deemed property of another who has ~nly 
a security interest therein, even if legal title is in the credItor 
pursuant to a conditional sales contract or other security arrange-

ment. 
(9) "Property" means anything of v.alue w~lethe~' real or per

sonal, tangible or intangible, in possesslOn or III actlOn, and shall 
include but not be limited to the evidence of a debt actually exe
cuted but not deli:' ..Jred or issued as a valid instrument. 

(10) "Receiving" means acquiring possession, control or title 
or lending on the security of the property. . 

(11) "Services" include tra~sportation, tele~ho~e, electricity, 
gas, water 01' other public serVIce, accommodatlOn III hotels, res
taurants 01' elsewhere, admission to exhibitions and use of ve-
hicles. 
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(12) "Writing" includes printing, any other method of record
ing information, money, coins, negotiable instruments, tokens, 
stamps, seals, credit cards, badges, trademarks and any other 
symbo)s of value, right, privilege or identification. 

Comment 

(1) "Adulterated". By including this definition, which is 
similalr to Model Penal Code § 224.7 and Proposed Montana 
Code 1~ 94-6-309(2), a general criminal provision can be used 
to pr(1lhibit selling products which are not up to the necessary 
standard of composition. Such standard may be provided by 
statute or regulation of this state, and such regulations must 
be lawfully filed. Note that federal law is not incorporated 
by reference by this definition. Sometimes federal regulations 
are inconsistent with state regulations, and incorporation of 
federal regulations by reference might limit the power of Mis
souri administrative agencies. However, the state adminis
trative agencies could incorporate federal regulations by ref
erence if they choose, and this is not prohibited by this def
inition. 

"Mislabeled" is similar to Model Penal Code § 224.7 and 
Proposed Montana Code § 94-6-309 (3). Mislabeling is a 
problem closely related to adulterating. Statute, regulation 
and commercial usage control the standards, in that order 
of precedence. It also covers changing brand names., The 
comments to "adulterated" are generally applicable here. 

(2) "Appropriate". The definition is new but it is based 
on the definition of exercising dominion in § 560.156 RSMo. 
No purpose is served by using both '''appropriate'' and "exer
cise dominion". . 

(3) "Coercion". This definition is new and is' based on the 
Proposed Texas Pen'al Code § 31.01(1) and the Model Penal 
Code § 223.4 (Theft by Extortion). The definition is meant 
to codify and clarify related concepts used in defining black
m~til-extortion type offenses. The gravamen of the conceut 
is a communicated threat of harm. The definition lists the 
common types o~ threats which constitute coercion. In addi
tion, a generaiized principle is stated in (a) (vii) to cover the 
less common but inevitable cases. Some examples of situations 
which might occur and not be covered in the other subsections 
are: (a) the foreman of a plant requires the workers to pay 
him a percentage of their wages on pain of dismissal or other 
employment discrimination; (b) a professor obtains property 
from a student by threatening to give him a failing grade. 

The defense of justification provided in (b) is meant to pro
tect those who threaten to invoke legal action in order to ob
tain what they honestly believe to be due them. 
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(4) "Credit device". Missouri statutes do not now de
fine this term as such. § 561.415 RSMo refers to credit de
vice frauds but it is a verbose and difficult to understand pro
vision. By adopting essentially the Model Penal Code § 224.6 
definition a much simpler approach is possible. It should be 
clear from this definition that any device evidencing an under
taking to pay for property or services is a credit device. Ob
viously, this includes such things as a Master Charge or Amer
ican Express card. It would also include a letter of credit 
from a bank 01' an electronic key used to obtain cash from a 
machine installed to provide such service. 

(5) "Dealer". This definition is new and is taken from 
Model Penal Code § 223.6(2). The definition is neces
sary because a felony penalty is provided for a dealer who is 
convicted of receiving stolen property. The definition is 
aimed at the professional "fence" as well as merchants. Both 
of these types of dealers may have a ready market for stolen 
goods and therefore constitute a greater incentive for the thief 
than the ordinary citizen. 

(6) "Deceit". Currently, Missouri statutes do not define 
deceit. Most of the new codes do define it, but often the 
definition is verbose and complicated. The Code definition is 
more straightforward. It makes it clear that the actor must 
pUTposely make a representation which is false, Which he does 
not believe is true and upon which the victim relies. Such a 
representation mry relate to a matter of fact, law, value, in
tention 01' other state of mind. This is an ext"ension of cur
rent law which still clings' to the, hazy distinction between 
present fact and future intention. Intention is a present fact, 
as Justice Holmes realized when he compared a man's state 
of mind to the state of his digestion. Moreover, the common 
law traditionally recognized a misrepresentation of intention 
as sufficient for a conviction for larceny by trick. It was 
only when the label was "obtaining property by false pre
tenses" that a misrepresentation of intention would not sup
port a conviction. The Code eliminates the distinction. What 
little reason existed for it has been covered by the limitation 
that deception as to the actor's intention is not to be inferred 
from the fact alone that he did not subsequently perform 
the promise. If this were not so, persons borrowing money 
and thereafter suffering financial reve.rses and failing to meet 
their obligations to repay might possibly be convicted without 
more; the fact of nonperformance being used to infer an in
tention not to perform at the time the loan was obtained. Ob
viously, such a result would be unjust. If, however, there were 
evidence that the borrower had sold out his business and 
made flight reservations to Brazil contemporaneously with 
obtaining the loan, a jury might find the requisite deceit as 
to his intent to repay. It ShOl~ld be noted that tleceit requires 
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purpose. Recklessness is not enough Th b . 
knows there is b t . . . us, a Ol'roWer who 
he will not be a~I:Ut s ~ntJal .rlsk, 01' ?ven a high likelihood 

. 0 lepay IS not gUIlty by that alone It 

;~~! ~oe b:l~e~~~P:l~::~~et~~~:~gor::: t~i: p:o~ise in orde; for 
plomlse. 

A second limitation relates to puffin M· I 
aggerate the IT g. any sa esmen ex-
c Id b· qua 1 les of their product and make claims which 
a~~ made ~onstrued as misrepresentations. So long as these 
they ar: ~:;e~~~ that ordinary persons \vou.ld not be deceived, 
understood as par~ of the commerCIal world and are 
that the cri~i;:l ~:~e~O:I~hr:r!:'ain of salt. It is doubtful 
important the crimin I I m such salesmen, and more 
seemingly'set on be' a ~w ?annot protect someone who is 
ceptable and In1 mlslea. The distinction between ac
of what is lik~~n-:c~ep ~ble co~duct has been drawn in terms 
dressed Th Yth 0 

• ecel~e ordmary persons in the group ad-
. us, e Jury IS asked to dl'aw on ·t d 

perience to decide whether the misr' 1. s e."ery ay ex
ceeds acceptable limits. eplesentatlOn Involved ex-

P .(7) "dDeTPrive". This definition is new and is based on the 
Iopose exas Penal Code § 3101(3) It· 

ant definition .. .. 18 a most import-
to steal" h . has It IS the concept which replaces the "intent 

h· h h w IC was an element of larceny at common law and 
w IC as been found to be an I t 
560.156 RSM . S e emen of stealing under § 
1970). o. ee State v. Commenos, ,461 S.W.2d 9 (Mo. 

Wh~~heshe~cd th~ definition is a codification of ' the caSe law 
to steal asTh: ve .ot~do~el' the. years relating to the intent 

. PIO em IS draWIng a line between that intent 
or purpose which should st. 
that wh· h· I uppor a conVICtion of stealing and 
vert an;~he;~ es~ cu~pab~e. I~ is clear that a purpose to con-
. . . s ploperty ,to one s own use permanentl is suf-

!~~to~t·iS ~;: :~:t~ll~ cltearcthat a pu.rp~se to borrow fo~ a brief 
IClen. ase law mdICates that 

retain pro~ert~ on the condition of payment of rew~::~~~~~!O 
~~~:ens~tIOn IS. sufficient, as is a purpose to use or dispos; 
.. k efPlloperty In a ~~nner that will expose it to a substantial 

rIS a oss or destructIOn. 

(8) "Of another". The definition is new. Ct. Code § 14-
010(3) and Model Penal Code § 2230(7) Th th t . . .. . . . e rus of the 
p~.v~IOn IS to treat as property of another any property in 
w IC som~one other than the actor has a proprietary or 
possessory ~nterest, but to exclude mere security interests fr 
~uch proprIetary. 01' possessory interests. Since this concZ::: 
~s used to determIne what property is capable of being stolen .t 
1S apparent that one who appropriates property which· h ~ 
own except for the security interest of another cannot be ;~iI;s 
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of stealing. Such conduct is dealt with under Defrauding 
Secured Creditors. 

(9) "Property". This definition remains essentially as it 
appears in § 560.156 RSMo except that reference to §§ 556.080, 
556.070 and 556.090 has been deleted. It is felt that these 
definitions add nothing to the definition as it presently exists 
and that thl'J Code section is worded broadly 'enough to en
compass thc,se types of property named in the mentioned sec
tions. 

(10) "Receiving". This definition is new Ilnd is taken from 
Model Plenal Gode § 223.6(1). It includes not only acquiring 
possession, title or control, but also lending on the security of 
the property as in the case of a pawnbroker, 

(ll) "Services". There is no similar provision in the pres
ent law. The Model Penal Code § 223,7 (Theft of Services) 
and the Proposed Texas Penal Go de § 81.01(8) are the basis 
for the formulation, but labor and professional services have 
been intentionally omitted because it was felt that including 
them might result in the local prosecutor becoming a collection 
agent. 

Prior to the 1955 revision of Mi::.souri theft offenses, such 
things as misappropriating electri.city or gas were included 
by specific provisions. See §§ 560.290 and 560.295 RSMo 
1949. By combining current statute law with case law, simi
lar results could probably be attained since the 1955 revision 
has been interpreted not ,as changing, but as consolidating 
previous law. State v. Zammar, 305 S.W.2d 441 (Mo.1957). 
By including a definition of services the Code comes closer 
to the ideal of defining crimes clearly and concisely. 

(12) "Writing". This section was taken from § 224.1 of 
the Model Penal Gode and will replace the general characteris
tics of a writing outlined-in § 561.011(1) and (2) RSMo. This 
definition does not work fa change in the theory of the present 
Missouri law. It merely makes more specific and clear those 
items to be considered writings. 

15.020 Determination of value 
For the purposes of this Chapter, the value of property shall 

be ascertained as follows: 
(1) JBJxcept as otherwise specified in this Section, value means 

the market value of the property at the time and place of the 
crime, or if such cannot be satisfactorily ascertained, the cost of 
replacement of the property within a reasonable time after the 
crime. 

(2) Whether or not they have been issued or delivered, certain 
written instruments, not including those having a readily as-
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certainable market value such as some public and corporate bonds 
and secUl:ities, shall be evaluated as follows: 

(a) The value of an instrument constituting evidence of 
debt, such as a check, draft or promissory note, shall be 
deemed the amount due or collectable thereon or thereby, 
such figure ordinarily being the face amount of the indebt
edness less any portion thereof which has been satisfied. 

(b) The value of any other instrument which creates, re
leases, discharges or otherwise affects any valuable legal 
l'ight) privilege or obligation sh&l1 be deemed the greatest 
ame/unt of economic loss which the owner of the instrument 
might reasonably suffer by virtue of the loss of the instru
ment. 

(3) When the value of property cannot be satisfactorily ascer
tained pursuant to the standards set forth in Subsections (1) and 
(2) of this Section, its value shall be deemed to be an amount 
less than one hundred fifty dollars. 

comment 

This section is based on New York Penal Law § 155.20. 
Current Missouri law has no comparable provision. Prob
lems of valuation in the area of theft offenses are continuing 
and vexing. This section sets out reasonably clear standards 
for ascertaining value. Generally, fail' market value at the 
time and place of the crime is the standard. If fail' market 
value cannot be satisfactorily determined, replacement cost 
within a reasonable period after the offense is to be used. 

Special rules are set out for valuing written instruments 
which do not have a readily ascertainable market value. If 
the instrument evidences a debt, its value is deBmed to be the 
amount due or collectable on it. The value d instruments 
which are not readily marketable and whjt;)h 00 not evidence 
debt is determined by the amount or economic loss the owner 
might reasonably suffer by virtue of the loss of the instrument. 

If value cannot be satisfactorily ascertained by the use of 
any of the enumerated standards, the value is deemed to be 
less than $150.00 which is the amount used to distinguish be
tween the two degrees of stealing. 

15.030 
(1) A person commits the crime of stealing if he appropriates 

property or services of another with the purpose to deprive him 
thereof, either without his consent or by means of deceit or coer
cion. 
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(2) Stealing is a Class C Felony if 
(a) the value of the property or services appropriated is 

one hundred fifty dollars or more; or 
(b) the actor physically takes the property appropriated 

from the person of the victim; or 
(c) the property appropria'bdd consists of 

(i) any motor vehicle, water craft or aircraft; or 
(ii) any will or unrecorded deed affecting real prop-

erty; or 
(iii) any credit card 01' lettflr of credit; or 

(iv) any firearm; or 
(v) any original copy of an act, bill or resolution, in

troduced or acted upon by the legislature of the State of 
Missouri; or 

(vi) any pleading, notice, judgment or any other rec
ord or entry of any court of this State, any other state 
or of the United States; 01' 

(vii) any book of registration or list of voters re
quired by Chapter 116 RSMo; or 

(viii) any narcotic drugs as defined by Section 195.-
010 RSMo; 

otherwise, stealing is a Class A Misdeme?-nor. 

Comm!lnt 

In 1955, the legislature extensively revised theft law in Mis
souri, with the enactment of §§ 560.156 and 560.161. While 
this did much to improve the law of theft (if nothing else, it 
eliminated a multk Je of overlapping statutes), the case law 
interpreting these new sections indicates there is still a good 
deal of confusion. , 

The first case to interpret the 1955 revision was State v. 
Zammar, 305 S.W.2d 441 (Mo.1957). The court stated that the 
purpose of the revision was to eliminate the technical dis
tinctions among:~he offenses of larceny, embezzlement and ob
taining property' under false pretenses. This was, of course, 
one of the l)Urposes of the revision but it was not necessarily 
the only one. In any event, State v. Zammar has become the 
leading case on the issue of what the legislature intended to 
accomplish by the revision. The subsequent cases indicate 
there is still a good deal of confusion as to the law of theft. 
These cases fall uneasily into two categories: (1) what must 
be alleged inan information or indictment and (2) what proof 
is required for conviction. . 
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After State v. Zammar, one would think there would no 

longer be ~much difficulty in drafting an information or in
dictment because of the elimination of the common law "tech
nical distint:tions." Such was not the case. Although not en
ti1:ely clear, the language of State v. Mace, 357 S.W.2d 923 (Mo. 
1962), State v. Fennel', 358 S.W.2d 867 (Mo.1962) and State v. 
Miles, 412 S,W.2d 473 (Mo.1967) comes close to requiring that 
a common law label, such as "larceny" or "embezzlement", be 
included in the information or indictment.' 

Of course, a defendant is entitled to know with what offense 
he is charged. Under the Code provision, a defendant may 
be charged with stealing without consent or stealing by de
ceit or stealing by coercion. No other labels are necessary or 
desirable. IThe common law theft offenses no longer exi~t in. 
Missouri. The Code re-defines the theft offenses. These 
offenses may encompass conduct covel'ed by the old common 
law offenses, but the elements of the Code offenses are the 
only relevant elements. 

This is not to say that if an information or indictment spec
ifies one of the forms of stealing under the Code, the defend
ant is entitled to no more. He is entitled (either in the in
formation or indictment 01,' in a bill of particulars) to such 
specificity in terms of alleged facts as to emble him to pre
pare his defense and to avail himself of his conviction or ac
quittal for protection against a further prosecution for the 
same cause. In addition, sufficient facts must be alleged so 
that the court may decide whether they are sufficient in law 
to support a conviction. State v. Mace, 357 S.W.2d 923 (Mo. 
1962). But the allegations need only be sufficient to allege 
a form of stealing under the Code provision, and need not 
relate to a common law form of stealing. 

As to the proof required for conviction, it, is hornbook law 
that the State must prove each element of the offense beyond 
a reasonable doubt. The problem, of course, is' determining 
what those elements are. The old theft offenses each had spe
cific elements. When these were eliminated in the 1955 revi
sion, one might have thought that the elementll of the theft 
offenses would be found exclusively in the new statute. How
ever, the court, in State v. Zammar, viewed the revision as 
basically only an effort to avoid the problems arising from the 
tech.nical distinctions among the old theft offenses, and the 
court seems to have taken the view that the elements of the 
theft offenses are determined, at least in palt, by reference to 
the former theft offenses. See State v. Miles, 412 S.W.2d 472 
(Mo.~967) indicating that the State must prove a taking and 
carr,yi1}g away even though the statute refers only to taking, 
and State v. Commenos, 461 S.W.2d 9 (Mo.1970), indicating 
that the "intent to steal" as in the offense of larceny was still 
required. 
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Because of these problems, the Code provides for a new 
stealing statute, which more clearly lists the elements of the 
offense. 

Under the Code, the following are the essential elements: 

1. There must be an appropriation 

2. of pl'Ope1·ty 01' sm'vices 

3. of anothe1' 

4. with the PW'POS8 to deprive the other thereof 

5. accomplished 

a. without the owner's consent, 01' 

b. by 'means of deceit, or 

c. by means of com·cion. 

These are the only essential elements under the proposed stat
ute, and are defined by statute. See definitions in Code § 
15.010. 

Under the Code, stealing without consent includes, but is 
not necessarily limited to, conduct which would have con
stituted larceny, larceny by bailee and embezzlement under 
prior law. Stealing by deceit includes, but is not necessarily 
limited to conduct which would have constituted larceny by 
trick and false pretenses. Stealing by coercion include3, but 
is not necessarily limited to, conduct which would have con
stituted extortion and blackmail. The important thing is 
that the elements of the crime of stealing are to be determined 
by 1'E:~erence to the statute, not to the former definitions of the 
various theft offenses. 

The penalty provision is similar to that presently in force, 
with some changes. The first change is that the value dis
tinction between felony and misdemeanor stealing is raised 
from $50.00 to $150.00. Under present day conditions this is 
a more appropriate figure. The other new codes have made 
similar upward revisions. 

Section 560.161(2) RSMo lists a number of types of prop
erty the stealing of which is a felony without regard to the 
monetary value of the property. Subsection (2) (c) retains 
most of that listing. 

Subsection (2)(b) is based on § 560.161(2)(1) RSMo Which 
made it a felony to steal if the property stolen was "taken from 
a dwelling house 01' a person." With the enlargement of the 
crime of burglary, see Code § 14.170 and comments, there is 
no need for a special offense of stealing by taking from a 
dwelling. The taking from the person, however, is retained, as 
this will not, in all cases, be robbery. Stealing, and this form 
of stealing, can be lesser included offenses of robbery. 
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15.040 Stealing, fourth offense 

(1) Every person who has been previously convicted of steal
ing three times, and who is subsequently convicted of stealing is 
guilty of a Class C Felony and shall be punished accordingly. 

(2) Evidence of prior convictions shall be heard by the court, 
out of the hearing of the jury, prior to the submission of the case 
to the jury, and the court shan determin~' the existence of the 
prior convictions. 

Comment 

This corresponds to §560.161(3). It provides for a felony 
penalty for the fourth offense of stealing, whether or not that 
offense would othel'wise be a felony. 

15.050 Aggregation of amounts involved illl stealing 
Amounts stolen pursuant to one scheme or course of con

duct, whether from the same or several owners and whether 
at the same or different times, constitute a single criminal epi
sode and may be aggregated in determining the grade of the 
offense. 

Comment 

The grading of theft offenses is primarily based on the 
value of the property stolen. If more than one item is stolen 
as part of a single scheme or course of conduct, it should be 
possible to impose felony penalties if the total value is $150.00 
or more. But by the same token penalties should not be com
bined by artificially breaking up a single course of conduct 
into separate offenses. 

15.060 Lost prOllerty 

(1) A person who appropriates lost property shall not be 
deemed to have stolen said propedy within the meaning of 
Section 15.030 unless such property is found under circumstanc
es which gave the finder knowledge of or means of inquiry as 
to the true owner. 

(2) The defendant 'shall have the burden of injecting the 
issue of lost property. 

Comment 

This section corresponds to § 560.156(4) RSMo, Since 
it l'eflects the common law rule on the subject as well as good 
policy, it was retained. 
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15.070 Ck\im of right 
(1) A person does not commit an offense under Section 15.030 

if, at the time of the appropriation, he 
(a) acted in the honest belief that he had the right to 

do so; or 
(b) acted in the honest belief that the owner, if present, 

would have consented to the appropriation. 
(2) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the 

issue of claim of right. 

comment 

This section is based on § 31.10 of Proposed Texas Penal 
Code and § 206.10, Model Penal Code. The object of the 
theft offense is to deter those who would acquire something 
of value knowing they have no right to it. "Persons who 
take only what they believe themselves entitled to constituh>. 
no significant threat to our property system and manifest 
no character trait ,vorse than ignorance." Model Penal Code 
comment, Tent.Draft No.2 at 98 (1954). 

15.080 Receiving stolen property 
(1) A person commits the crime of receiving stolen property 

if for the purpose of depriving the owner of a lawful interest 
therein, he receives, retains or disposes of property of another 
knowing that it has been stolen, or believing that it has probably 
been stolen. 

(2) Evidence of the following is admissible in any criminal 
prosecution under this SectioJl to prove the requisite knowledge 
or belief of the alleged receiver: 

(a) That he was found in possession or control of prop
erty stolen on separate occasions from two 01' more per
sons. 

(b) That he received stolen property in another trans
action within the year preceding the transaction charged. 

(c) That he acquired the stolen property for a consid
eration which he knew was far below its reasonable value. 

(3) Receiving stolen property is a Class A Misdemeanor un
less the property involved has a value of one hundred fifty dol
lars or more, 01' the person receiving the property is a dealer 
in goods of the type in question, in which cases receiving stolen 
property is a Class C Felony .. 
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Comment 

This section replaces § 560.270 RSMo. Controlling the 
"fe!1cing" of stolen property is a serious and difficult prob
lem. Many believe that reducing the market for stolen goods 
is an effective deterrent to theft. Convictions for receiving 
stolen goods are difficult to obtain under present law which 
requires the state to prove both that the defendant had the 
intent to defraud and the knowledge that the property was 
stolen. The Code changes thelle requirements slightly. The 
intent to defraud is replaced by a phrase which is the defi
nition of the intent to defraud: the purpose to deprive the 
owner of a lawful interest in his property. See State v. 
Ciarelli, 366 S.W.2d 63 (KC.App.1963). 

The state can make its case by proving that the defendant 
knew the property had been stolen or believed it probably had 
-been stolen. The second is a lesser burden, but is justified 
because it corresponds more closely to reality. The fence 
"knows" the property was stolen in the sense that he has 
good reason to believe it was stolen. By putting the stand
ard in terms of belief as well as knowledge, the secholl 
avoids the problem of a juror putting too restrictive a mean
ing to "know". 

Prosecutors have faced major problems in proving the 
offense, no matter what the standard is. As an aid, some 
jurisdictions and the Model Penal Code, § ~l23.6 (2) have re
sorted to presumptions. Such, however, raise serious con
stitutional problems, and the Committee, in general, is not 
in favor of using' statutory presumptions in criminal cases. 
Nevertheless, it seems appropriate to set out rules of evidence 
relating to proving the mental state in thiis crime. Hence, 
subsection (2) makes it clear that evidence that the person 
charged has been found in possession of stolen property 
(stolen from more than one person and on separate occa
sions); that he received stolen property in another transac
tion during the preceding year; or that he received the 
stolen property in question fOl' a considerat.ion which he knew 
was far below its reasonabk -;alue, is admissible on the issue 
of his knowledge 01' belief. 

The grading of the offense is similar to that of stealing 
except that the dealer in goods of the type involved, may be 
sentenced as for a Class C Felony without regard to the value 
of the goods. This special penalty is provided because dealers 
present a special problem by virtue of the fact they pre
sumably have a regular clientele and perhaps a legitimate 
business to facilitate their illegal trade. 
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15.090 Forgery 
(1) A person commits the crime of forgery if, with the pur

pose to defraud, he 
(a) makes, completes, alte:rs or authenticates any writ

ing so that it purports to have been made by another or 
at another time or place or in a numbered sequence other 
than was in fact the case or with different term~ or by au
thority of one who did not give such authority; or 

(b) erases, obliterates or destroys any writings; or 

(c) makes or alters anything other than a writing, so 
that it purports to have a genuineness, antiquity, rarity, 
ownership or authorship which it does not possess; or 

(d) uses as genuine, or possesses for the purpose of ~s
ing as genuine, or transfers with the ~~owledge or be~lef 
that it will be used as genuine, any wrltmg or other thmg 
which the actor knows has been made or altered in the 
manner described in Subsections (1) (a), (b) or (c). 

(2) Forgery is a Class C Felony. 

Comment 

This section is essentially similar to § 561.011(1), (2), (3) 
a~d (4) RSMo with some changes in form. The present sec
tion was adopted in 1955 and covers forgery of documents 
having legal or commercial significance. Included within 
this definition would be the forging -of false coins and slugs. 
It also covers a thing other than a writing when it is made 
or altered so as to appeal' to have some valuable attribute 
which it does not in fact have. 

The Committee felt that the coverage of the present statute 
did not require much alteration. '£he language,although per
haps not as simple as it could be, has the advantage of being 
familial' and therefore was not substantially changed .. 

15.100 Possession of a forging instrumentality 
(1) A persop commits the crime of possession of a forging 

instrumentality if, with the purpose of committing forg~~'Y, he 
makes causes to be made or possesses any plate, mold, mstru
ment ~r device for m~,king or altering any writing or anything 
other than a writing. 

(2) Possession of a forging instrumentality is a Class' C 
Felony. 
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Comment 

This section is based on § 561.011(4), (5) and (6) RSMo, 
and prohibits making or possessing instrumentalities that 
can' be used for forgery, if there is an accompanying pur
pose to use them to commit forgery. It is felt that the lan
guage Hwith the purpose of committing forgery" is more 
appropriate than "with the purpose to defraud" in the pres-
ent law. -

15.110 Issuing a false instrument or certificate 
(1) A person commits the crime of issuing a false instru

ment or certificate when, being authorized by law to take proof 
or acknowledgment of any instrumellt which by law may be re
corded, or being authorized by law to make or issue official cer
tificates or other official written instruments, he issues such an 
instrument or certificate, or makes the same with the purpose 
that it be issued, knowing 

(a) that it contains a false statement or false informa
tion; or 

(b) that it is wholly or partly blank. 
(2) Issuing a false instrument or certificate is a Class A 

Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is based on New York Revised Penal Code 
§ 175.40 and §§ 561.060 (False Acknowledgment of a Deed) 
and 561.220 (Affixing False Jurat). It covers any instru
ment which, under law, is recordable.. It also covers the issu
ing of any official certificates or other written instruments, 
e. g. jurats, affidavits, statements. The section covers at
testing to false statements 01' false information, as well as 
the issuing of instruments which are wholly or partly blank. 

The section is intended to covet' all of the conduct currently 
proscribed under §§ 561.060 and 561.220. It has the' ad
vantage of being much shorter and easier to understand. The 
mental state required is "knowingly" and the crime has been 
'mt-tie a Class A Misdemeanor. 

15.120 P9.ssillg ~ad checks 

(1) A person commits the crime of passing a bad check when, 
with purpose to defraud, he issues or passes a check or other 
similar sight order fol' the payment of money, knowing that it 
will not be paid by the drawee, or that there is no such drawee. 
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(2) If the issuer had no account with the drawee or if there 
was no such drawee at the time the check or order was issued, 
this fact shall be prima facie evidence of his purpose to defraud 
and of his knowledge that the check or order would not be paid. 

(3) If the issuer has an account with the drawee, failure to 
pay the check or order within ten days after notice in writing 
that it has not been honored because of insufficient funds or 
credit with the drawee is prima facie evidence of his purpose 
to defraud and of his knowledge that the check 01' order would 
not be paid. 

(4) Notice in writing means notice deposited as first class 
mail in the United States Mail and addressed to the issuer at 
his address as it appears on the dishonored check or to his last 
known address. 

(5) The face amounts of any bad checks passed pursuant to 
one course of conduct within any ten day period, may be aggre
gated in determining the grade of the offense. 

(6) Passing bad checks is a Class A Misdemeanor, unless the 
face amount of the check or sight order or the aggregated 
amounts is one hundred fifty dollars or more, in which case 
passing bad checks is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

This section is based on §§ 561.450, 561.460 and 561.470 
R3Mo. They have been revised to facilitate the prosecuting 
attorney's job. -

Subsection (1) replaces § 561.460, and requires a person to 
act "with purpose to defraud" and "knowing" that the check 
"will not be paid by the drawee". The terms "check" and 
"pass" have not been defined because they are sufficiently 
familiar concepts. The section is intended to cover checks 
written with no funds, insufficient funds, no account and 
no bank. 

Subsections (2) and (3) make it clear that the state ful~ 
fills its initial burden of proving purpose to defraud and 
knowledge that the check will not be honored, if it shows 
either that the issuer had no account with the drawee, or 
there was no drawee or that the check was not paid within 
ten days after notice of dishonor. If a person has no account 
at a given bank, the inference is strong that he knew that 
a check drawn on such bank by him would be dishonored and 
that he had a purpose to defraud by drawing such check. 
If a person is shown not to have had sufficient funds on de
posit at the time a check is written, there is an in~erence 
that he knew that fact simply because it was his account. 
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~ndel' subsection (3), the state need not wait to prosecute 
untIl aftel' the ten day period has elapsed. What subsection 
(3) means i~ simply that the prima facie evidence provisions 
are not avaIlable in the case of a defendant who has an ac~ 
co~nt with the, drawee until this time period has gone by. 
ThIS approach IS followed by the Michigan Revised Criminal 
Code § 4040 (Final Draft 1967). 

Subsect~on (4) is intended to clarify the notice provision. 
All that IS m~ant by this subsection is that certain steps 
must be taken In order to notify the issuer of the dishonor of 
his check, and this includes notice in writing as defined. 

Subsection (5) is intended to cover the "check writing 
spree" cases. Bad check artists may write a series of small 
checks over a short period of time and then leave town. If 
the. checks ~re kept under $150 each, there would be only a 
se~'les of mls~emean~rs without this subsection. This per~ 
mlts aggregatIon of the amounts of checks within a ten day 
period. 

Subsection (6) provides the penalties for passing bad 
checks. Its provisions are substantially ~imi1ar to existing 
Missouri law. 

15.130 Fraudulent use of a credit device 

(1) A person-commits the crime of fraudulent use of a cred
it device if he uses a credit device for the purpose of obtaining 
services or property, knowing that 

(a) the deviae is stolen, fictitious or forged; or 
(b) the device has been revoked 01' cancelled' or , 
(c) for any other l'eason his use of the device is unau

thorized. 

(2) Fraudulent use of a credit device is a Class A Misdemean
or unless the value of the pl'Operty or services obtained or sought 
to be obtained within any thirty day period is one hundred fifty 
dollars 01' more, in which case fraudulent use of a credit device 
is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

This section replaces § 561.415 RSMo and is based on 
Model Penal Code § 224.6, proposed New Jersey Code § 
2C :21-6 and proposed Montana Code § 94-6-508. The defi" 
nition of "credit device" is in Code § 15.010(4) and covers 
not only the standard charge cards, but also' electronic ~eys 
that can be used at a bank for money, or anything used to 
evidence an undertaking to pay for property or sel'viceg rle~ 
livered or rendered. 
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The present Missouri statute is cumbersome at best. The 
first sentence of § 561.415 is over twenty lines long. The 
Code section prohibits use of a credit device for the pur
pose of obtaining property or services when the actor knows 
he has no right to do so. The government need not prove a 
purpose to defraud, but must prove the defendant knew one 
of the three things list'!d in subsection (1). The fact that 
success in the venture is not a prerequisite to conviction rep
resents no change fl"'om present law. 

Subsection (2) is intended to put a time limit on aggre
gating instances of use of credit devices. The thirty day 
period is appropriate and conforms to standard billing pro
cedures. 

The penalties are comparable to present law. 

15.140 Deceptive business practice 
(1) A person commits the crime of deceptive business prac

ticeif in the course of engaging in a business, occupation or 
profession, he recklessly 

(a) uses or possesses for use a false weight or measure, 
or any other device for falsely dr';ermining or recording 
any quality or quantity; or 

(b) sells, offers or exposes for sale, or delivers less than 
the represented quantity of any commodity or service; or 

(c) takes or attempts to take more than the represented 
quantity of any commodity or service when as buyer he 
furnishes the weight or measure; or 

(d) sells, offers or exposes for sale adulterated, or mis
labeled commodities; or 

(e) makes a false or misleading written statement for 
the purpose of obtaining property or credit. 

(2) Deceptive business practice is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is based on Model Penal Code § 224.7, proposed 
South Carolina Code § 19.1, proposed Montana Code § 94-6-
309 and proposed New Jersey Code § 2C:21-7,. and will re
place § 561.400 RSMo. 

Subsections (1) (a); (b) and (c) cover situations where ei
ther the consumer or a merchant may be defrauded by the 
use of inaccurate weights, measuring devices, or packages 
labeled with false quantities. In simple terms, this covers 
the butcher with his thumb on the scale. 
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No specific intent to cheat or defraud is required by this 
section. All that is required is a knowledge that a false 
weight is being used, or recklessness in regard to its use. 
Neither must there be any actual damage incurred for a con
viction under this section. The penalty provided is relatively' 
small and it is sufficient for conviction that these devices 
or weights are recklessly used. If actual loss occurs the pos
sibility of prosecution for theft by deceit is present, except 
in the case where the practice occurs through recklessness 
and there is no purpose to misrepresent which is required 
for deceit. 

Subsection (1) (d) is intended to proscribe the sale of or 
offering for sale items which are not what they seem to be. 
Either the quality of the goods does not meet the standards 
prescribed by law or they are mislabeled. This section is de
signed to complement those sections of the Food and Drug 
chapter which prescribe the quality of certain items of food 
and drugs. Examples would include the amount of butterfat 
required in goods labeled as butter, or the amount of beef 
present in items marked "all beef" hamburger. 

It is felt that subsection (1) (e) covers adequately the con
duct presently prohibited by § 561.400 (False Statements to 
Obtain Property or Credit, or Discount, Prohibited). 

15.150 Altering mileage registering devices 
(1) A person commits the crime of altering a mileage regis

tering device if, with the purpose of misrepresenting to a pros
pective or eventual purchaser the number of miles traveled by 
a motor vehi,cle, he disconnects, changes or causes to be discon
nected or changed, any mileage registering device on a motor 
vehicle so as to thereby indicate a different mileage than such 
motor vehicle has actually traveled. 

(2) For purposes of this section "motor vehicle" means any 
self-propelled vehicle not operated exclusively upon tracks. 

(3) Altering a mileage registering device is a Class A Mis
demeanor. 

Comment 

This section is based on New York General Business Law 
§ 392-e and Massachusetts General Laws, c. 266, § 141. The 
definition of motor vehicle is based on a similar definition 
in § 301.010(17) RSMo. There are no Missouri statutes pres
ently dealing with this topic. However, it is felt there is a . 
need for criminal sanctions in this area. The conduct pro
scribed include& altering the existing mileage, installing a de-
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vice which causes the odomet~r to register erroneously, and 
causing the mileage registering device to cease registering at 
all. 

15.160 False advertising 
(1) A person commits the crime of false advertising if, in 

connection with the promotion of the sale of, or to increase the 
consumption of, property or services, he recklessly makes or 
causes to be made a false or misleading statement in any ad
vertisement addressed to the public or to a substantial number 
of persons. 

(2) False advertising is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is based on §§ 561.660 and 561.663 RSMo. 
False advertising and misleading advertising is prohibited 
if it is done recklessly (01' purposely 01' knowingly). A repre
sentation is not prohibited unless addressed to a substantial 
number of persons. It is felt this section covers the mis
representation that goods are "blind-made" within the mean
ing of § 561.663 RSMo and therefore no special mention of 
this is made. 

15.170 Bait advertising 
(1) A person commits the crime of bait a,qvertising if he 

advertises in any manner the sale of property or services with 
the purpose not to sell or provide the property or services 

(a) at the price which he offered them; or 
(b) in a quantity sufficient to meet the reasonably ex

pected public demand, unless the quantity is specifically 
stated in the advertisement; or 

(c) at all. 
(2) Bait advertising is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

The form of this section is based on the proposed S'outh 
Carolina Code § 19.3, but the substance is very close to § 
561.665 RSMo. This crime could have been put under Code 
§ 15.160 but because it is a somewhat specialized form of 
false advertising and is currently dealt with in a separate 
section, it was retained in a separate section. Note that bait 
advertising can be committed by communicating with one 
person, unlike false advertising which requires addressing a 
sUbstantial number of persons. 
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15.180 Defrauding secured creditors 
(1) A person commits the crime of defrauding secured cred

itors if he destroys, removes, conceals, encumbers, transfers or 
otherwise deals with property subj ect to a security interest with 
purpose to defraud the holder of the security interest. 

(2) Defrauding secured creditors is a Class A Misdemeanor 
unless the amount remaining to be paid· on the secured debt, 
including interest, is five hundred dollars 01' more, in which 
case defrauding secured creditors is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

The section is based on l\lIodel Penal Code § 2.24.10. Simi
lar provisions are found in several codes. The 8ection re
places § 561.570 (Disposing of Chattels Subject to Security 
Agreement). Note that the purpose to defraud need not ex
ist at the time the property is acquired. It is sufficient if it 
exists at the time of the disposition of the property. 

Under subsection (2) the:l'e is no felony penalty unless a 
substantial security interest, $500.00 or more, is involved. 
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Chapter 16 

WEAPONS 

Chapter definitions 

(1) "Blackjack" means any instrument that is designed or 
adapted for the purpose of stunning or inflicting physical jnjury 
by striking a person, and which is l'eadily capable of lethal use. 

(2) "Deface" means to alter or destroy the manufacturer's 
or importer's serial number or any other distinguishing number 
or identification marIe 

(3) "Explosive weapon" means any explosive, incendiary, or 
poison gas bomb or similar device designed or adapted for the 
purpose of inflicting death, serious physical injury, or sub
stantial property damage; or any device designed or adapted 
for delivering or shooting such a weapon. 

(4) "Firearm" means any weapon that is designed or adapted 
to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive. 

(5) "Firearm silencer" means any instrument, attachment, 
or appliance that is designed or adapted to muffle the noise 
made by the firing of any firearm. 

(6) "Gas gun" means any gas ejective device, weapon, cart
ridge, container or contrivance other than a gas bomb, that is 
designed or adapted for the purpose of ejecting any poison gas 
that will cause death 01' serious physical injury, but not any de
vice that ejects mace or other such repellant or temporary in
capacitating substance. 

(7) "Intoxicated" means substantially impaired mental or 
phYSical capacity resulting from introduction of any substance 
into the body. 

(8) "Knife" means any dagger, dirk, stiletto, or bladed hand 
instrument that is readily capable of inflicting serious physical 
injury or death by cutting or stabbing a person. For purposes 
of this Chapter, "knife" does not include an ordinary pocket 
knife with no blade more than four inches in length. 

(9) "Knuckles" means any instrument that consists of finger 
rings or guards made of a hard substance that is designed or 
adapted for the purpose of inflicting serious physical injury or 
death by striking a person with a fist enclosed in the knuckles. 
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(10) "Machine gun" means any firearm that is capable of 
firing more than two shots automatically, without manual re
loading, by a single function of the trigger. 

(11). "Projectile weapon" means any bow, crossbow, pellet 
gun, slingshot 01' other weapon that is not a firearm, which is 
capable of expelling a projectile that could inflict serious physical 
injury or death by striking or piercing a person. 

(12) "Rifle" means any firearm desig~ed or adapted to be 
fired from the shoulder and to use the energy of the explosive 
in a fixed metallic cartridge to fire a prOjectile through a rifled 
bore by a single function of the trigger. 

(13) "Shotgun" means any firearm designed or adapted to 
be fired from the shoulder and to use the energy of the explo
sive in a fixed shotgun shell to fire a number of shot or a single 
projectile through a smooth-bore barrel by a single function 
of the trigger. 

(14) "Short banel" means a barrel length of less than 16 
inches for a rifle and 18 inches for a shotgun, or an ovel'all rifle 
or shotgun length of less than 26 inches. 

(15) "Spring gun" means any fused, timed 01' nonmanually 
controlled trap or device designed or adapted to set off an ex
plosion for the purpose of inflicting serious phYSical injul'y or 
death. 

(16) "Switchblade knife" means any knife which has a blade 
that folds 01' closes into the handle or sheath, and . 

(a) that opens automatically by pressure applied to a 
button or other device located on the handle; or 

(b) that opens 01' releases from the handle 01' sheath by 
the force of gravity or by the application of centrifugal 
fOl'ce. 

Comment 

Lack of statutory definitions constitutes one of the major 
problems with present Missouri weapons laws. For example~ 
§ 564.610 RSMo refers to "any kind of firearms, bowie knife, 
springback knife, razor, metal knucks, billy, sword cane, dirk, 
dagger, a sIungshot or other simiIal' deadly weapons" in 
defining those weapons which may not be carried 11n certain 
public places. The same section refers to "dangel'ous or 
deadly weapon of any kind or description" in defining those 
weapons which may not be concealed. 

The Code definitions are based on definitions found in other 
revised codes, with heavy reliance on the Proposed Texas 
Penal Code § 46.01 (Final Draft 1970), the Michigan Criminal 
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Code § 5701 (Final Draft 1967), and the proposed Montana 
Criminal Code § 94-8-202 (1970 Draft). 

Some of the defined terms, including "explosive weapon" •. 
"machine gun", "firearm silencer", "switchblade knife" and 
"knuckles", were defined to make clear what weapons are 
ordinarily prohibited. Some terms are defined. Although a 
comprehensive listing of "deadly weapons" might be ~t.tempt
ed, it would be insufficient to covel' the category and is not 
needed in this chapter. See general definitions section. of 
Chapter 1 for definition of "deaclly weapon" for purposes of 
burglary and robbery. 

16.020 Prohibited weapons 
(1) A person commits a crime if he knowingly possesses, man-

ufactures, transports, repairs, or sells: 
(a) An explosive weapon. 
(b) A machine gun. 
(c) A gas gun. 
(d) A short barreled rifle or shotgun. 
(e) A firearm silencer. 
(f) A switchblade knife. 
(g) Knuckles. 

. '. , 
'\..' 

(2) A person does not commit a crime under this Section if 
his conduct 

(a) was incident to the performance of official duty by 
the armed forces, national guard, a governmental law en
forcement agency, or a penal institution; or 

(b) was incident to engaging in a lawful commercial or 
business transaction with an organization enumerated in 
Subsection (2) (a); or 

(c) was incident to using an explosive weapon in a man
ner reasonably related to a lawful industrial or commercial 
enterprise; or 

(d) was incident to displaying the weapon in a public 
museum or exhibition; or 

(e) was incident to dealing with the weapon. solely as a 
curio, ornament, or keepsake, or to using it in a manner rea
sonably related to a lawful dramatic performance; but if the 
weapon is a type described in Subsection (1) (a), (c), (d) or 
(e) it must be in such a non-functioning condition that it can
not l'eadily be made operable. No machine gun may be pos
sessed, manufactured, transported, repaired or sold as a 
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WEAPuNS § 16.020 
cnrio, ornament, or keepsake even if it is inoperable and 
cannot readily be made operable. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the issue 
of an exemption under Subsection (2). 

(4) A crime under Subsection (1) (a), (b), (c), (d) or (e) is 
a Class C Felony; a crime under Subsection (1) (f) or (g) is a 
Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Based on Proposed Texas Penal Code § 46.03 (Final Draft 
1970), this section concerns weapons that have little or no 
lawful use. 

Explosive weapons, defined in Code § 16.010(3) ordinarily 
serve no lawful purpose. See § 564.580 RSMo prohibiting the 
possession or control of a "bomb or bombshell". At present 
there are only two exceptions to the broad prohibition against 
bombs and bombshells. It does not apply to "peace officers 
01' members of military forces in the regular discharge of 
their duties as such." Code § 16.020(2) recognizes other 
legitimatrJ excuses for controlling or possessing explosive 
weapOll!l.. The Code covers "bombing" now covered by §§ 
564.560 and 564.1)70 in the arson sections. Scattered through
out the present statutes are provisions on explosives. See 
§§ 73.110(50), 75.110(59), 77.570,79.450(2),252.220,292.080, 
320.110 to 320.190 (fireworks regulations), 414.130, 560.100, 
560.400, 562.285, 562.290, 562.300, 564.a80, 564.390 and 
564.410 RSMo. Since explosive weapons ar€~ outlawed, devices 
principally designed or adapted for deliv(!ring or shooting 
an explosive weapon are also prohibited. See definition 
of "explosive weapon", Code § 16.010(3). 

Machine guns are presently prohibited by § 564.590 RSMo. 
The definition of machine gun in § 564.600 RSMo is rather 
ambiguous and is replaced by Code § 16.010(10). Any fire
arm which fires more than two shots automatically with a 
single pull of the trigger (thus excluding double barrel shot
guns) should be considered a machine gun, whether or not 
the ammunition is' fed to the firearm "by means of clips, 
disks, drums, belts or other separable mechanical device." 
Under Subsection (2) (e) even inoperable machine guns are 
outlawed as curios, ornaments or keepsakes because of their 
dangerous potential. Most inoperable machine guns can be 
made operable. 

Subsection (1) (c) is new. Gas guns are being sold in 
Missouri and should be prohibited at least where their use 
could cause death or serious physical injury. This provision 
is needed, since the definition of "explosive weapon" only 
includes poison gas bombs or projectiles and the like. Section 
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562.300 RSMo on "possession, manufacture 01' sale of stink 
bombs" was not designed to cover these modern gas devices, 
although the language might covel' such things as gas pistols 
or pens. The definition in Code § 16.010(6) covers those gas 
devices which the average citizen should be prohibited from 
using to defend himself. 

Subsection (1) (d) prohibits "sawed·off" rifles and shot· 
guns. When the barrel length is less than 16 inches for a 
rifle or 18 inches for a shotgun, 01' the overall length is less 
than 26 inches, the rifle or shotgun is not designed for 
accuracy, can be more easily concealed, and does not have 
enough lawful utility to justify its existence. The definition 
in Code § 16.010(14) is based on the proposed Texas qode 
and several other codes. See also 18 U.S.C.A. § 921(a) (6) 
and (8). Section 564.620 RSMo presently covers some of 
these weapons if they are of "a size which may be concealed 
upon the person." 

Subsection (1) (e) is new. Most states with weapons pro· 
hibitions outlaw silencers for firearms, which serve little 01' 

no legitimate purpose. . 

SUbsections (1) (f) and (g) are new, although § 564.610 
RSMo in effect outlaws switchblade knives and metal knuckles 
by prohibiting a person from going any "place where people 
are assembled for educational, political, literary 01' social 
purposes," etc. with such items "or other similar deadly 
weapons," whether "concealed 01' exposed." Note that the 
definition of "knuckles" in Code § 16.010(9) is not limited 
to metal knuckles, and that th,e definition of "switchblade 
knife" in Code § 16.010(16) also covers gravity knives. 

Subsection (2) continues the present Missouri "defenses" 
for the military and law enforcement agencies and states 
other exemptions. 

16.030 Unlawful use of weapons 
(1) A person commits the crime of unlawful use of weapons if 

he knovlingly 
(a) carries concealed on 01' about his person a knife, a 

firearm, a blackjack 01' any other weapon readily capable of 
lethal use; or 

(b) sets a spring gun; 01' 

(c) discharges or shoots a firearm into a dwelling house, 
a railroad train, boat, aircraft, 01' motor vehicle as defined 
in Section 302.010 RSMo, or any building or structure used 
for the assembling of people; 01' 
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(d) aims a firearm or projectile weapon at another person 

in an angry 01' threatening manner, 01' possesses a knife, 
firearm, blackjack 01' any other weapon readily capable of 
lethal use with purpose to unlawfully use such weapon 
against another person; 01' 

(e) possesses or discharges a firearm or projectile weapon 
while intoxicated; or 

(f) di:;.;charges a firearm within one hundred yards of any 
occupied school house, courthouse, or church building; 01' 

(g) discharges or shoots a firearm at a mark, at any ob· 
ject, or at random, on, along or across a public highway or 
discharges or shoots a fireur'm into any out·building; 01' 

(h) carries a knife, firearm, blackjack or any other weap· 
on readily capable of lethal use into any church Ol' place 
where people have assembled for worship, or into any school, 
or into any election preciHct on any election day, or into any 
building owned 01' occupied by any agency of the federal 
government, state government, or political subdivision there
of, 01' into any public assemblage of persons met for any 
lawful purpose. 

(2) Exemptions. 
(a) Subsections (l)(a), (c), (d), (f), (g), and (h) of this 

Section shall not apply to 01' affect any of the following: 
(i) Peace officers, 01' any person summoned by such 

officers to assist in making anests or preserving the 
peace while actually engaged in assisting such officer. 

(ii) Wardens, superintendents and keepers of pris· 
ons, penitentiaries, jails and other institutions for the 
detention of persons accused 01' convicted of crime. 

(iii) Members of the armed forces or national guard 
whIle performing their official duty. 

(b) Subsection (1) (a) does not apply when the actor is 
transporting such weapons in a non-functioning state or 
when not readily accessible. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the issue 
of an exemption under Subsection (2). 

(4) Unlawful use of weapons is a Class D Felony unless com
mitted under Subsection (1) (e), (f), (g) 01' (h) in which cases 
it is a Class B Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section brings together most 0f the "unlawful use of 
weapons" offenses recognized under present law flud some 
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new provisions are added. The format is based on Illinois 
Revised Criminal Code Ch. 38, § 24=1 (1961). 

The present M~ssouri law, § 564.610 RSMo, on concealed 
weapons, is not clear as to whether there must be an actual 
"intent to conceal". Under one line of cases consciously 
concealing the weapon must be shown. The Code requires 
that the actor "knowingly" carry a concealed weapon. The 
requirement that the weapon be "on or about his person" 
has also been defined by Missouri case law as either on the 
person 01' within easy reach and convenient control. See 
state v. Conley, 280 Mo. 21, 217 S.W. 29 (luI9). Note that 
under Subsection (2) (b), Subsection (1) (a) does not apply 
when the weapon is being transported h a non-functioning 
state or when not immediately accessible, The danger of 
carrying concealed weapons does not exist. if the weapon 
is non-functional or not readily accessible. "Non-function" 
means b':oken down or incapable of being;fired if loaded. 
It remains a felony to carry a concealed but unloaded, func
tional firearm. The concealed weapon sectian is consistent 
with present law-. 

Subsection (1) (b) is new and covers more than the typical 
"spring gun" situation. See Code § 16.010(15). If a person 
rigs a fused, timed or nonmanually controlled device so that a 
bomb explodes, there is as much reason to prohibit such 
conduct as to prohibit the rigging of a spring shotgun. 

Subsection (l)(c) is based on § 562.070 RSMo, "Shooting 
into dwelling, building or vehicle," but is broadened to include 
shooting into any building 01' structure used for the assem
bling of people. "Projectile weapons's which comprehend 
pellet guns, bows and arrows, -etc. areu<lt included because 
of the lesser danger. Although not specifically expressed, 
§ 562.070 RSMo is limited to shooting with a firearm. See 
State v. Woolsey; 33 S.W.2d 955 (1\1:0.1930), where the com;t 
indicated that the particular type of firearm used is not 
material. 

Subsection (1) (d) is based on Proposed Michigan Revised 
Cr1minal Ceue § 5740(1) (a) and § 564.610 RSMo and includes 
both' fireaiiils and projectile weapons. While the aiming' 
might also be an assault it seems appropriate to prohibit 
such conduct in the weapons chapter when the aiming is in 
an angry or threatening manner. Of course, if there is 
justification for the conduct (such ~s self-defense) no crime 
would be committed. The last part of this subsection was 
added to cover situations in which the actor does not "aim" 
the weapon but intends to use it. 

Subsection (1) (e) is based on § 564.610 RSMo which pro
hibits the possession of deadly weapons while intoxicateti 
and makes it a felony. The definition in Code § 16.010(7) 
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l'equires "substantial impairment" of mental or physical 
capacity. 

Subsection (1) (£) is based on § 562.080 RSMo which is 
mo,re complicated in that it prohibits such discharge within 
the "immediate vicinity" and then defines "immediate vicini-
ty" t " d' t . o mean a IS ance not exceedmg two hundred yards." 

Subsection (1) (g) is based on § 564.520 RSMo with the 
addition of the word "on" and the inclusion of shooting into 
out-buildings, now covered by § 562.070 RSMo. The maxi
mum penalty under § 564.520 is a fine of five dqjJars which 
is hardly sufficient for this kind of conduct. 

. Subsection (1)(h) is based on § 564.610 RSMo, which pro
:ldes. a felony. penalty for this kind of conduct and equates 
It WIth carrymg a concealed weapon. The Code uses the 
descriptive phrase "weapon readily capable of lethal use" 
rather than, "deadly weapon" used in § 564.610 RSMo. An 
unloaded firearm would be readily capable of lethal use since 
it can be loaded quickly. The Code provisions specifically 
mention "weapon readily capable of lethal use" whenever the 
"deadly weapon" limitation is needed. Cf. Subsections (1) 
(a) ~\l1d (d). Public buildings owned or occupied by any 
government are included in subsection (1) (h). 

Subr>ection (2) sets out the various exceptions to unlawful 
use of weapons. The present exemptions for peace officers 
and members of the armed forces or national guard, which 
are not I'!ontained in each weapons section, are preserved for 
the most part. However, note that all persons are pl'ohibited 
f~'om setting spring guns and possessing or discharging a 
fll'~arm or projectile weapon while intoxicated. Subsections 
(1) (b) and (e). Inclusion of wardens, superintendents and 
keepers of prisons, etc. is based on § 216.240 RSMo. Inclusion 
of persons "summoned . to assist in making arrests 
or preserving the peace" is new. Subsection (2) (b) permits 
a person to transport a deadly weapon in a non-functioning 
state or when it is not immediately accessible. This is con-
sistent with present Missouri law. ' 

Sub~:!ction (3) places the burden of injecting the issue of 
an exemption on the defendant. This is consistent with pres
ent Missouril law. The state should 110t have the burden 
of showing that the defendant is not a peace officer member 
of the national guard, etc. until the issue has be~n raised., 

Under Subsection (4) violation of (1) (a) is a Class D 
Felony, comparable to the maximum five yeai.' penalty under § 
564.610 RSMo. Violations of subsections (1) (b) to (d) are 
also Class D Felonies. The less serious kinds of unlawful use 
are made Class B Misdemeanors. 
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16.040 Defacing a firearm 
(1) A person commits the crime of defacing a firearm if he 

knowingly defaces any firearm. 
(2) Defacing a firearm is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Based on Kentucky Penal Code § 2814 (Final Draft 1971). 
In order to have effective gun control and to aid in crime 
detection all firearms should have identifying marks which 
will enable tracing. 18 U.S.C.A. § 923(1) (1971) requires 
serial number identification on every firearm imported' or 
manufactured. Present Missouri law is limited in this area 
of defacing to firearms that can be concealed upon the person. 
Sections 564.620 and 564.640 RSMo, Defacing also prevents 
the tracing of rifles and shotguns, and ordinarily prevents 
the prosecution from showing that a firearm has been stolen. 
No reason exists for anyone to deface a firearm other than 
to obscure its identity. This and the next section complement 
the federal weapons cont,rol l.aw. 18 U.S.C.A. § 922(k) 
makes it unlawful for any person to knowingly transport 01' 

receive, in interstate or foreign commerce, any fireai.'m with 
the importer's or manufacturer's serial number removed, 
obliterated, or altered. Intrastate dealings in such weapons 
should also be prohibited, See Code § 16.010(2) for the defi
nition of "deface". 

16.050 Possession of a defaced firearm 
(1) A person commits the crime of possession of a defaced 

firearm if he knowingly possesses a firearm which does not have 
the manufacturer's or importer's serial number engraved or cast 
on the receiver or frame of the firearm. 

(2) Possession of a defaced firearm is a. Class B Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Based on Kentucky Penal Code § 2820 (Final Draft 1971) 
and 18 U.S.C.A. § 923(i) (1971), this section complements 
Code § 16.040. Defacing ordinarily prevents the prosecution 
fl'om showing that a firearm has been stolen making it diffi
cult to prove the possessor is the thief 01' a receiver of stolen 
property. Thus, the need for this section. 

Under this section, the state must prove the defendant knew 
the weapon was defaced. If a person knowingly possesses a 
defaced fil'earm he should destroy it, make it inoperable, or 
tUl'll it over to law enforcement authorities, The goal is to 
get all functional firearms that are defaced out I)f commerce. 
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16.060 Unlawful transfer of weapons 

(1) A person commits the crime of unlawful transfer of 
weapons if he 

(a) knowingly sells, leases, loans, gives away 01' delivers 
a firearm 01' ammunition for a firearm to any person who, 
under the provisions of Section 16.070, is not lawfully en~ 
titled to possess such, 

(b) knowingly sells, leases, loans, gives away or delivers 
a knife, rifle, shotgun or blackjack to a person less than 21 
years old without the consent of the child's custodial par
ent or guardian, or recklessly sells, leases, loans, gives away 
or delivel's any other firearm to a person less than 21 years 
old; provided, that this does not prohibit the delivery of 
such weapons to any peace officer or member of the armed 
forces or national guard while performing his official duty; 
or 

(c) recklessly sells, leases, loans, gives away or delivers 
a firearm or ammunition for a firearm to a person who is 
intoxicated. 

(2) Unlawful transfer of weapons under Subsection (1) (a) 
is a Class D Felony; unlawful transfer of weapons under Sub
sections (1) (b) and (c) is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Most of this section is new, It IS based on federal weapons 
Jaw and similar statutes in Missouri and several other states. 
Often such provisions are scattered throughout a code, mak
ing it difficult for a seller or possessor of weapons to discover 
all of the prohibited transfers. 

Subsection (1) (a) is based on South Carolina Criminal 
Code § 22.6 (Proposed Draft 1971) which is apparently a 
narrower version of 18 U.S.C.A. § 922(h). Code § 16.070 lists 
those persons who commit a crime by possessing a firearm 
or ammunition. By restricting access to firearms by persons 
recently convicted of dangerous felonies, fugitives from jus
tice, habitual drunkards, drllg addicts and persons adjudged 
mentally incompetent, the disproportionate share of offenses 
involving firearms committed by such persons should be 
reduced. Section 564.610 RSlVIo prohibiting intoxicated per
sons from. possessing deadly weapons was probably passed for 
similar reason.s. However, no present provision punishes the 
person who knowingly supplies a firearm or ammunition to 
an inebriate, dangerous fElon, fugitive, drug addict or men
tally incompetent person. At present, unless the supplier of 
the firearm knows it will be used in connection with a crime, 
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he may not be convicted of an offense. Even if the suppliel' 
has such knowledge, it is still difficult to establish complicity. 

The fact that a firearm or ammunition shipped in interstate 
commerCe was supplied to a felon, etc., can always be brought 
to the attention of the federal authorities. Nevertheless, a 
Missouri prosecutor should not be forced to rely solely on 
federal enforcement to prevent firearms and ammunition 
from reaching potentially dangerous persons. It would seem 
that the state constitutional guarantee permitting every 
citizen to keep and beal' arms in defense does not apply to 
recently convicted felons, fugitives, drug addicts, etc. The 
second amendment to the federal constitution, protecting the 
right of the people to keep and bear arms, has not prevented 
Congressional legislation in this area. 

Subsection (l)(b) is based on § 564.610 RSMo, which 
prohibits the sale, delivery, loan or barter of any kind of 
"firearms, bowie knife, springback knife, razor, metal knucks, 
billy, sword cane, dirk, dagger, slungshot or other similar 
deadly weapons" to a minor. Since Code § 16.020 absolutely 
prohibits the sale or possession of some of the weapons 
listed in § 564.610, a provision is only needed to cover weapons 
not prohibited to adults, which should not be transferred to 
children without the parent's consent. Arguably, a person 
seventeen years old (as contrasted to 21) should be suffi
ciently responsible to possess firearms not capable of being 
concealed on the pei'son, but most parents probably would 
prefer to see the present law retained. This subsection does 
not apply to the issuance of such weapons to peace officers or 
members of the. armed forces, ROTC, etc. when on duty. Un
der 18 U.S.C.A. § 9.22(b) and C6de § 16.080(1) (b), a person 
under 21 years old cannot purchase a firearm other than a 
rifle or shotgun. 

Subsection (1) (c) is based on Proposed Texas Penal Code 
§ 46.04(a) (2) (Final Draft 1970). The Texas provision only 
prohibits the sale of firearms or ammunition to persons who 
are intoxicated. Section 564.610 RSMo prohibits intoxicated 
persons from possessing deadly weapons, and Code § 16.030 
(1) (e) retains this prohibition. This subsection requires only 
recklessness. A supplier who "consciously disregards a sub
stantial and unjustifiable risk that [intoxication] exists" (see 
Code § 7.020(2) (c)) should be held criminally liable. There 
will usually be sufficient indicia of intoxication that the sup
plier should not be permitted the defense that he did not 
"know" the person was intoxicated. 

These provisions should not slew down the legitimate sale 
of weapons. If a weapons dealer is aware of a person's 
mental deficiencies, past criminal record, instability; or ap
parent young age, he should check on the person before 
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completing the sale. This should be done even though a permit 
is not required for the sale under the limited provisions of 
Code § 16.080. 

Exeept for knowing sales to certain felons, etc., violation of 
this ·s.ection is a Class A Misdemeanor. Present Missouri law, 
§ 564.610 RSMo, makes it a felony to furnish a deadly weapon 
to any minor, or for an intoxicated person to possess such 
a weapon. This is very harsh, and the statute is probably 
seldom used for that reason. . 

16.070 Unlawful possession of firearms and firearm ammuni
tion 

(1) A person commits the crime of unlawful possession of a 
firearm or firearm ammunition if he has any firearm or firearm 
ammunition in his possession and 

(a) he has been convicted of a dangerous felony or con
fined therefor in this state or elsewhere during the five year 
period immediately preceding the date of such possession; 
or 

(b) he is a fugitive from justice, an habitual drunkard, 
a drug addict, or is currently adjudged mentally incompe
tent. 

(2) Unlawful possession of a firearm or firearm ammunition 
is a Class C Felony. 

Comment 

This provision is very similar to Ill.Criminal Code Ch. 38 
§ 24-3 (1971) which makes this offense a Class A Misde
meanor. The purpose of the provision is to deter potentially 
dangerous persons from obtaining firearms. See comment 
to Code § 16.060(1). The term "dangerous felony" is defined 
in the general definitions section of Chapter 1. 

16.080 Transfer of concealable firearm without permit 

(1) A person commits the crime of transfer of a concealable 
firearm without a permit if 

(a) he buys, leases, borrows, exchanges or othenvise 
receives any concealable firearm, unless he first obtains 
and delivers to the person delivering the firearm a valid 
permit authorizing the acquisition of the firearm; or 

(b) he sells, leases, loans, exchanges, gives away or oth
erwise delivers any concealable firearm, unless he first de
mands and receives from the ·person receiving the firearm 
a valid permit authorizing such acquisition of the firearm. 
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(2) For purposes of this Section, "concealable firearm" means 
a firearm with a barrel less than eighteen inches in length. 

(3) A permit to acquire a concealable firearm shall only be 
valid for thirty days after the issuance thereof. 

(4) Subsection (1) shall not apply to the transfer of conceal
able firearms among manufacturers, wholesalers or retailers of 
firearms for purposes of commerce; nor shall it apply to antique 
firearms or replicas thereof. The term "antique firearm" means 
any firearm not designed or redesigned for using rim fire or 
conventional center fire ignition with fixed ammunition and 
manufactured in or before 1898 (including any matchlock, flint
lock, percussion cap, or similar type of ignition system or replica 
thereof, whether actually manufactured before or after the year 
1898) and also any firearm using fixed ammunition manufactured 
in or before 1898, for which ammunition is no longer manufac
tured in the United States and is not readily available in the 
ordinary 'channels of commercial trade. 

(5) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue of nonapplication of Subsection (1) under the provisions of 
Subsection (4). 

(6) Transfer of concealable firearms without a permit is a 
Class D Felony. 

Comment 

This is based ·on § 564.630(1) RSMo, substantially reworded 
to make the law clearer and consistent with the form of the 
Code. Section 564.630(1) does not apply to transfers among 
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers of firearms, nor to 
antique firearms (as the result of a 1967 amendment). The 
present section applies to "a firearm of a size which may be 
concealed upon the person." The Code provision makes this 
more explicit. Any firearm with a barrel longer than 18 
inches would be difficult to conceal. Since Code § 16.020(1) 
(d) outlaws short-barreled rifles and shotguns, this provision 
only applies to firearms that are not designed to be fired 
from the shoulder. This is consistent with § 564.630(1) 
which applies basically to pistols and revolvers. 

Section 564.660 RSMo makes violation of any of the fire
arm permit provisions a felony punishable by up to five years 
in prison. This is very harsh when applied to the more tech
nical permit provisions. The Code makes the transfer of the 
weapon without a permit a Class D Felony, but treats the 
violation of the permit rules as a Class A Misdemeanor. 
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16.090 Obtaining permit to transfer concealable firearm 
(1) Eligibility. A permit to acquire a firearm with a barrel 

of less than eighteen inches shall be issued by the sheriff of the 
county in which the applicant resides, if after inquiry, the sheriff 
finds that all of the statements in the application are true, and 
that the applicant 

(a) is of good moral character; 

(b) is 21 years of age, a citizen of the United States 
and has resided in this state for at least six months; 

(c) has not been convicted of a dangerous felony or an 
attempt to commit a dangerous felony, or confined there
fore, in this state or elsewhere during the five year period 
immediately preceding the date of such application; 

(d) is not an habitual drunkard or drug a.ddict; and 
(e) is not currently adjudged mentally incompetent and 

has not been a patient in a mental hospital within the five 
year period immediately preceding the date of such appli
cation. 

(2) Applications. Applications shall be made to the sheriff 
of the county in which the applicant resides. An application 
shall be filed in writing, signed and verified by the applicant, 
and shall state the name, occupation, age, height, color of eyes 
and hair, residence and business addresses of the applicant, the 

I reason for desiring the permit, whether the applicant complies 
with each of the requirements specified in Subsection (1) and 
any other facts that may be required to show his good moral 
character. 

(3) Inquiry. Before a permit is issued, the sheriff shall 
make such :lnquiry as he deems necessary into the accuracy of 
the statements made in the application. In conducting such in
quiry, the sheriff may take into account his personal knowledge 
of the character and background of the applicant. In order to 
ascertain if the applicant has a previous criminal record, the 
sheriff may take the fingerprints of the applicant. If the ap
plicant's fingerprints are taken, two copies shall be taken on 
standard fingerprint cards. An additional copy may be taken 
on a card approved or supplied by the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation. One standard card shall be forwarded to, and retained 
by, the Division of Intelligence and Investigation of the State 
Highway Patrol. . Upon receipt of such, without unnecessary 
delay, the files of such division shall be searched, followed im
mediately by a written report to the sheriff of all data and in
formation pertaining to the applicant there on file. The card 
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approved by the Federal Bureau of Investigation may be for
warded to the Bureau in Washington, D.C., with a request that 
the files of the Bureau be searched, and that all data and in
formation pertaining to the applicant there on file be sent 
promptly to the sheriff. The sheriff shall retain the remaining 
fingerprint card in his file. No such fingerprints may be in
spected by any person other than a law enforcement officer, 
except on order of a judge of a court of record, and after notice 
to the applicant. The sheriff may also make a written inquiry 
about the applicant to the chief of police of any municipality 
in the county, and upon such inquiry the chief of police shall 
promptly report in writing about the applicant. The sheriff may 
also request the Division of Mental Diseases to search its rec
ords for information concerning any previous or present mental 
deficiency or illness of the applicant. Upon such request the 
Division shall make this search without unnecessary delay and 
report on all data and information pertaining to the applicant 
in its files. Upon completion of the inquiry, induding such fur
ther ~lnvesti.gation deemed necessary, the sheriff shall promptly 
approv~ or reject the application. If the application is approved, 
the sheriff shall issue a permit and a copy thereof to the appli
cant. 

(4) Contents of permit. The permit shall recite the date of 
issuance, that it is invalid after thirty days, the name and ad
dress of the person to whom granted, the name and address of 
the person from whom the weapon is to be acquired, the nature 
of the transaction, and a physical description of the applicant. 
The applicant shall sign the permit In the presence of the sheriff. 

(5) Use and return of permit. If the permit is used, the per
son who receives the permit shall return it to the sheriff within 
thirty days after its expiration, with a notation thereon show
ing the date and manner of disposition of the firearm. The 
sheriff shall keep a record of all applications for permits, his 
action thereon, and shall preserve all returned permits. . 

(6) False transactions. No person shall in any manner trans
fer, alter or change a permit, 01' make a false notation thereon, 
or obtain a permit upon any false representation, 01' use, or at
tempt to use a permit issued to another. 

(7) Violations. Violation of any provision of this Section is 
a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is based on § 564.630 RSMo, which has been 
revised to improve the operation of the present permit law. 
The effectiveness of the present law in keeping concealab.le 
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weapons out of the hands of persons who are likely to use them 
illegally is open to question. This is particularly true in ur
ban areas where the sheriffs are not as likely to know per
sonally the applicants for permits. The code provision retains 
the "good moral character" requirement, but also lists certain 
types of persons who should not be permitted to buy conceal
able weapons. This gives more guidance to the sheriff but 
still requires the sheriff to make the basic judgment as to the 
advisability of issuing the permit. 

More important, the Code provision allows the sheriff at 
his discretion, to take the fingerprints of the applicant ~nd 
send them to the highway patrol and the F.B.I. The sheriff 
may also inquire of the chiefs of police of the municipalities 
in the county concerning information of the applicant. In 
counties containing sizable communities, the police department 
in the municipality where the applicant lives or works is more 
apt to have current information about the applicant than is 
the sheriff's office. Further, the sheriff can get information 
about the applicant from the Division of Mental Diseases. 
While the sheriff can act on the basis of his own knowledge of 
the character and background of the applicant, these additional 
investigative methods can be used when the sheriff thinks it 
advisable. 

If the sheriff uses these additional investigation methods, 
there will be some delay in the issuing of the permit. This, 
particularly where the applicant is not personally known to 
the sheriff, is desirable in that it provides a "cooling off" 
period for the applicant who is impulsively buying a pistol for 
immediate use. This delay should not unreasonably show the 
purchase and sale of firearms from a commercial standpoint. 
The risks involved in felons and insane persons having such 
fireanns is sufficient justification to give the sheriff the 
means of making an adequate investigation. 
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Chapter 17 

GAMBLING 
Introductory Comment 

This Chapter basically follows the present Missouri ap
proach to gambling, comprehensively proscribing gambling 
activities. However, noncommercial gambling in private can
not be suppressed successfully and arguably is not harmful 
enough to be made criminal. The person who confines his 
gambling to the friendly poker game in someone's home will 
not be subject to criminal prosecution under this chapter; 
nor will the person who privately wagers on athletic events 
with friends. Such gambling does not threaten the health, 
wealth, and well-being of society, at least not to a sufficient 
degree to be criminally prohibited. Also, there are no true 
"victims" deserving of criminal protection in such friendly 
wagers or private games of chance, unless professional gam
blers are involved. 

The trend in the criminal law of gambling is away from 
strict prohibition. Distinctions between criminal and non
criminal gambling are usually based on the conditions under 
which gambling games are played and no longer on the types 
of games played. Thus gambling in public and commercial 
gambling are ger.erally considered sufficiently harmful to be 
prohibited; private gambling is not. At common law any 
game of chance played by a group of persons in a private 
place was not criminal if there was no bl'~ach pf the peace or 
corruption of public morals, no general invitation to the 
public to play, and no cheating. Gambling was a crime only 
when conducted openly and notoriously, 01' where it tended 
to be a breach of the peace, ll. g., because inexperienced per
sons were fleeced. Thus the gambling house was considered 
a public nuisance, as it is today, see § 563.365 RSMo. 
Ploscowe l "The Laws of Gambling", 269 Annals of the Ameri
can Academy of Political and Social Science 1 (1950). 

There is one area of gambling in which even private gam
bling of a noncommercial nature cannot be lawful. Art. III, 
§ 39(9) of the Missouri Constitution deprives the legislature 
of the power "to authorize lotteries 01' gift enterprises for 
any purpose." However, many forms of gambling do not 
fall within the definitions of "lotteries" 01' "gift enterprises." 

RemoYing the criminal sanctions for private gambling does 
riot require the removal of civil remedies for those who may 
be victimized. Sections 434.010 to 434.060 RSMo contain 
various provisions permitting recovery of money or property 
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lost through gambling. These provisions are not touched by 
the Code. 

Present Missouri laws lump public and private, commercial 
and noncommercial gambling together and specifically pro
hibit· all gambling of most types. See § 563.390 RSMo, specifi
cally prohibiting betting on billiard and pool games; § 563.400, 
prohibiting betting on elections; § 563.410, prohibiting 
"playing any game for money, property or gain, with cards, 
dice, or any other device which may be adapted or used in 
playing any game of chance. ." Apparently these are 
not considered very serious offenses, because the maximum 
penalty is a fine ranging from a maximum of $50 to $200. 
However, when a person is directly involved in public and 
commercial gambling, he is guilty of a felony. See e. g., 
§ 563.370 RSMo, keeping gaming device; § 563.445, weather 
ticket game; § 563.450, setting up bucket shop. 

The present laws of Missouri include approximately 35 stat
utes dealing specifically with various forms of prohibited 
gambling activity. Some are very prolix and overspecific 
and attempt to covel' every type of act by which a given form 
of gambling may be promoted (e. g., §§ 563.450 to 563.520 
RSMo deaF. '" ~vith "bucket shops" and §§ 563.530 to 563.560 
RSMo proscribing "option dealing"). 'rhis chapter is based 
on the premise that formulation of the gambling offenses does 
not require one or mOll'e statutes covering each form of gam
bling, or detailed explanations in each section of the kinds of 
conduct pl;oscribed. The definitions in Code § 17.010 lay the 
foundation for simplifying the gambling provisions. Instead 
of defining "bucket shops" and "option dealing", Code § 17.010 
defines "gambling" in such a manner that these forms of 
gambling are covered generally rather than specifically. 

17.010 Chapter definitions 

(1) "Advance gambling activity." A person "advances gam
bling activity" if, acting other than as a player, he engages in 
conduct that materially aids any form of gambling activity. 
Conduct of this nature includes but is not limited to conduct 
directed toward the creation or establishment of the particular 
game, lottery, contest, scheme, device or activity involved, toward 
the acquisition or maintenance of premises, paraphernalia, equip
ment or apparatus therefor, toward the solicitation or induce
ment of persons to participate therein, towaTd the actual con
duct of the playing phases thereof, toward the arrangement or 
communication of any of its financial or recording phases, or 
toward any other phase of its operation. A person advances 
gambling activity if, having substantial pl'oprietary control or 
other authoritative control over premises. being used with his 
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knowledge for purposes of gambling activity, he permits that 
activity to occur or continue or makes no effort to prevent its 
occurrence or continuation. 

(2) "Bookmaking" means advancing gambling activity by 
unlawfully accepting bets from members of the public as a busi
ness, rather than in a casual or personal fashion, upon the out
comes of future contingent events. 

(3) "Contest of chance" means any contest, game, gaming 
!'l.cheme or gaming device in which the outcome depends in a ma
terial degree upon an element of chance, notwithstanding that 
the skill of the contestants may also be a factor therein. 

(4) "Gambling". A person engages in tlgamhling" when he 
stakes or risks something of value upon the outcome of a con
test of chance or a future contingent event not under his con
trol or influence, upon an agreement or understanding that he 
will receive something of value in the event of a certain out
come. Gambling does not include bona fide business transac
tions valid under the law of contracts, including but not limited 
to contracts for the purchase or sale at a future date of secUl'i
ties or commodities, and agreements to compensate for loss 
caused by the happening of chance, including but not limited to 
contracts of indemnity or guaranty and life, health 01' accident 
insurance; nor does gambling include playing an amusement 
device that confers only an immediate right of replay not ex
changeable for something of value. 

(5) "Gambling device" means any device, machine, parapher
nalia or equipment that is used or usable in the playing phases 
of any gambling activity, whether that activity consists of 
gambling between persons or gambling by a person with a ma
chine. However, lottery tickets, policy slips and other items 
used in the playing phases of lottery and policy schemes are not 
gambling devices within this definition. 

(6) "Gambling record" means any article, instrument, rec
ord, receipt, ticket, certificate, token, slip or notation used or 
intended to he used in connection with unlawful gambling ac
tivity. 

(7) "Lottery" or "policy" means an unlawful gambling scheme 
in which for a consideration the participants are given an op
portunity to win something of value, the award of which is de
termined by chance. 

(8) "Player" means a person who engages in any form of 
gambling solely as a contestant or bettor, without receiving or 
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becoming entitled to receive any profit therefrom other than 
personal gambling winnings, and without otherwise rendering 
any material assistance to the establishment, conduct or opera
tion of the particular gambling activity. A person who gambles 
at a soc;'al game of chance on equal terms with the other partici
pants therein does not otherwise render material assistance to 
the establishment, conduct or operation thereof by performing, 
without fee or remuneration, acts directed .toward the arrange
ment or facilitation of the game, such as inviting persons to 
play, permitting the use of premises therefor and supplying cards 
or other equipment used therein. A person who engages in 
"bookmaking" as defined in Subsection (2) is not a "player". 

(9) "Professional player" means a player who engages in 
gambling for a liveiihood or who has derived at least twenty per 
cent of his income in anyone year within the past five years 
from acting solely as a player. 

(10) "Private place" means a place to which the public does 
not have access, and excludes, among other places, streets, high
ways, restaurants, taverns, nightclubs, schools, hospitals, and 
the common areas of apartmC:ht houses, hotels, motels, office 
buildings, transport facilities, and shops, and any place primarily 
used for the purpose of gambling. 

(11) "Profit from gambling activity". A person "profits 
from gambling activity" if, other than as a player, he accepts 

. or rer~:, t!S money or other property pursuant to an agreement 
or u·!lderstanding with any person whereby he participates or is 
to participate in the proceeds of gambling activiiy, 

(12) "Slot machine" means a gambling device that as a re
sult of the insertion of a coin or other object operates, either 
completely automatically or with the aid of some physical act 
by the player, in such a manner that, depending upon elements 
of chance, it may ej ect something of value. A device so con
structed 01' readily adaptable or convertible to such use is no 
less a slot machine because it is not in working order 01' because 
some mechanical act of manipulation or repair is required to 
accomplish its adaptation, conversion or workability. Nor is it 
any less a slot machine because apart from its use or adaptability 
as such it may also sell or deliver something of value on a basis 
other than chance. 

(13) "Something' of value" means any money or property, any 
token, object 01' article exchangeable for money or property, or 
any form of credit or promise directly or indirectly contemplating 
transfer of money or property 01' of any interest therein or in-
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volving extension of a sen'lee, entertainment or a privilege of 
playing at a game or scheme without charge. 

(14) "Unlawful" means not specifically authorized by law. 

Comment 

The definition of "advance gambling activity", subsection 
(1), is taken from Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 1601(a) 
(Final Draft 1967). While private social games are not crimi~ 
nal, because a person does not promote 01' advance gambling 
if he merely invites friends in for a poker game, all exploita~ 
qtive gambling is made criminal. One of two basic kinds of 
exploitative gambling is "advancing" unlawful gambling ac
tivity. The other is "profiting from gambling activity," see 
subsection (11). Gambling by a professional player is also a 
crime under Code § 17.020. One does not advance unlawful 
gambling merely by being a "player", subsection (8) but if 
one goes beyond the actions of a player in aiding gambling 
activity, he will be subject to punishment under Code §§ 
17.030 or 17.040. These provisions and this definition take 
the place of present statutes covedng knowingly providing 
equipment or premises, e. g., § 563.350 RSMo, establishing or 
advertising a lottery, §§ 563.430 and 563.440 RSMo, plus 
anything that falls outside the present statutes which facili
tates any gambling enterprise "or any phase of its operation." 
Under Code § § 17.030 and 17.040 the advancing must be 
"knowingly." -

The definition of "bookmaking", subsection (2), is taken 
from New York Revised Penal Code § 225.00(9) (1967). It is 
defined as taking bets as a businBss. "Bookmaking" is an 
aggravating factor in the offense of promoting gambling and 
an important term in defining the crime of possession of 
gambiing records. 

The definition of "contest of chance", subsection (3), is 
critical to the comprehensive definition of "gambling" in 
subsection (4) .. It is taken from New York Revised Penal 
Code § 225.00(1) (1967). Whlle there is no statutory defini~ 
tion of this term in MiJsouri, the proposed definition changes 
the degree of ch~nce necessary to make an activity a contest 
of chance. The Missouri rule is that the "dominant element" 
must be chance. State ex reI. Igoe v. Joynt, 341 Mo. 788, 110 
S.W.2d 737, 740 (1937) (some skill required to win consist.$nt
iy from pal'ticulal' type -of slot machine); State v. Globe
Democrat Pub. Co., 341 Mo. 862, 110S.W.2d 705, 713 (Mo. 
1937) (chance was the dominant factor in a lottery). The 
Code rejects the "dominating element" test because in many 
instances it will be virtually imposs~ble to prove or determin.f' 
whether chance or skill dominates. "It should be sufficient, 
that, despite the importance of skill in any given game, the 
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outcome depends in (L materia~ deg1'ee upon an element of 
chance." New York Revised Criminal Code § 225.00 commen
tary (1967). 

The definition of "gambling", subsection (4), is based 
mainly on Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 6101(d) (Final 
Draft 1967) and is comprehensive enough to include any ac
tivity that brings a Pl'ofit based on chance, including the 
ordinary lottery involving the risk of "something of value" 
as defined in SUbsection (12) .. The constitutional definition 
of "lottery" extends beyond the definition of "gambling" 
because of a broader case law and attorney genel'al opinion 
definition of "something of value" (any consideration) fol
lowed in the case of lotteries. See definition of lottery in 
subsection (7). After broadly describing gambling, it is 
unnecessary to list gambling games by name. Games of pure 
skill, as chess, will not be considered gambling if the contest~ 
ants bet against each other. However, one placing a side bet 
on a game of chess would be gambling because from the on
looker's point-of view the outcome depends on "chance" in the 
sense that he has no control over the outcome. -

The exceptions to the definition of "gambling" are neces
sary to exclude legitimate stock, commodity, and insurance 
transactions from the scope of the gambling definition. Bona 
fide stock, commodity and insurance transactions are, of 
course, subject to control under special laws. However, 
"bucket· shop" activities defined in § 563.460 RSMo, "wherein 
there is in fact no actual purchase and sale" of stockti and 
commodities, are covered as "gambling" to the extent that no 
"bona fide business transactions valid under the law of con
tracts" are involved. The same is true of "option dealing" 
defined in § 563.530 RSMo. 

The final exception to the "gambling" definition was 
added to exclude pinball machines. State v. One "Jack and 
Jill" pinball Machine, 224 S.W.2d 854 (Spr.App.1949) held 
that a pinball machine is not a gambling device under § 
563.370 RSMo because it is not "devised and designated for 
the purpose of playing for money or property." 
A free game was considei:ed a "useless thing" not amounting 
to property. ld. at 861. The definition of "something of 
value", subsection (13), follows the majority view that 
amusement is a "thing of value" because anything which af~ 
fords the necessary lure to indulge. the gambling instinct 
should be held to be a sufficient prize to find gambling. There 
comes a point, however, when trivial amusement such as an 
additional pinball game might be excluded. Most states that 
have eXl> .,ly dealt with the status of the free pinball replay 
in legislation have excluded it from illegal gambling. Pro
hibiting the exchange of free games for value covers the 
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primary means of evading the gambling laws through the 
operation of pinball machines. 

The definition of "gambling device", subsection (5), is 
taken frrym New York Revised Criminal Code § 225.00(7) 
(1967). It includes items such as dice and playing cards. 
However, possession of gambling devices is not criminal un~ 
less the possessor has reason to believe they will be used in 
advancing gambling activity. See Code § 17.070. Lottery 
tickets and policy slips, though constituting "playing" articles, 
are placed in the "gambling record" category of subsection 
(6). Except for the differences in authorized punishment, 
possession of gambling devices and records could be covered 
in one section. 

The definition of "gambling record", subsection (6) is 
based on the Proposed Montana Criminal Code § 94-8-304(2) 
(e) (1970). The terms "article" and "instrument" were added 
to ensure that all types of gambling records are covered. See 
New York Revised Penal Law § 225.20 (1967). 

The definition of "lottery", subsection (7), is very general 
and is based on present Missouri case law. "Policy" is added 
to make sure that schemes like the "weather ticket game" 
described in § 563.445 RSMo and other games like "mutual" 
and "the. numbers game" are covered when they are simply 
different forms of lottery. The elements of a lottery are: 
1) consideration; 2) price; and 3) chance. State ex info 
Mckittrick V. GIobe~Democl'at Pub. Co., 341 Mo. 862, 110 S.W. 
2d 705, 713 (1937). Any effort to redefine these elements will 
be difficult. In Mobil Oil Corporation v. Danforth, 455 S.W. 
2d 505 (Mo.1970), § 563.430 RSMo,was construed broadly to 
cover an oil company's promotional game even though the 
participant was not required to purchase anything at the 
station and the statute had been amended in 1963 to define 
"consideration" as "money, or its equivalent, paid to or re~ 
ceived by the pel'son awarding the prize." The court stated 
that it could not believe the legislature meant to abrogate 
the holding of State v. McEwan, 343 Mo. 213, 120 S.W.2d 1098 
(1938) and that "The prohibition against lotteries must be 
considered by the courts on a case~to-case basis." ld. at 508. 

The concept of "player", subsection (8), is essential in dis~ 
tinguishing the mere player of a game from the promoter in 
distinguishing private, social games of chance which are not 
prohibited gambling. The mere player is not subject to 
punishment for "advancing gambling activity", subsection 
(1), nor for "profiting from gambling activity", SUbsection 
(11), and can be exempt from "gambling" in violation of Code 
§ 17.020. 

Subsection (9), IIprClfessional gambler" was added to deter 
the use of the ~-;;'"called "friendly card games" involving pro~' 
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fessional players who fleece the other players. See Code § 
17.020. Ordinarily it will be easier for a prosecutor to es
tablish that a player was a "professional player" than that he 
had rigged the game so that "the risks of losing and the 
chances of winning were [not] the same for all participants, 
except for the advantage of skill and luck." Code § 17.020(2) 
(d). Note that the definition of "professional player" also 
covers the person who makes a livelihood wagering on sporting 
(and other) events, who is likely to become very skilled in 
getting the odds in his favor. 

"Private place" is defined in subsection (10) to include all 
places to which the public does not have access. In addition 
to the public places listed, "any place primarily used for the 
purpose of gambling" is :included even though the public does 
not have direct access. 

The second basic kind of exploitative gambling prohibited 
is "profiting from gambling activity." Subsection (11) de~ 

fines "profiting" as receiving money or other property, other 
than as a playe],', as proceeds from unlawful gambling activity 
based on a pdo1' agreement 01' understanding to that effect. 
A person may "profit" from gambling activity without "ad~ 
vancing" that activity. 

Although slot machines are outlawed by §§ 563.370 and 
563.374 RSMo, there is no present definition of the term. 
The definition in subsection (12) is based on New York 
Revised Penal Law § 225.00(8) (1967) and is comprehensive 
and covers broken and converted slot machines which might 
be used for gambling. Manufacturers and distributors of 
slot machines are constantly seeking ways to circumvent the 
prohibitions of gambling statutes. The courts, however, have 
been vigilant and have generally given a broad meaning to the 
term "slot machine". A clear statutoi'Y definition is an aid 
in preventing efforts to circumvent the law and puts the public 
on notice that any machine that ejects something of value 
depending on chance is a slot machine. 

The definition of "something of value", SUbsection (13), is 
designed to close loopholes that would exist and would. be ex
ploited if a thing of value were limited to money and tangible 
property. It will prevent the extension of the idea that "enter~ 
tainment" is not anything of value. See State v. One "Jack 
and ,Jill" Pinball Machine, 224 S.W.2d 854 (Spr.App.1949). 

Subsection (14), defining "unlawful", makes it clellr that no 
gambling is lawful unless, as in the case of social gambling in 
private authorized under Code § 17.020(2), it is expressly au~ 
thorized by statute. It is taken from New York Revised Penal 
Law § 225.00(12) (1967). 
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17.020 Gambling 
(1) A person commits the crime of gambling if he knowingly 

engages in gambling. 

(2) A player, other than a pl'ofessional player, does not com~ 
mit a crime under Subsection (1) if 

(a) the gambling occurred in a private place; and 

(b) no participant received any economic benefit other 
than personal winnings; and 

(c) he had no reason to believe a minor was a participant; 
and 

(d) he believed the risks of losing and the chances of 
winning were the same for all participants, except for the 
advantage of skill and luck. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the issue 
under Subsection (2), 

(4) Gambling is a Class C Misdemeanor unless 
(a) it is committed by a pl'ofessional player in which case 

it is a Class D Felony; or 
(b) the person knowingly engages in gambling with a 

minor in which case it is a Class B Misdemeanor, 

Comment 

Based on Proposed Texas Penal Code § 47.02 (Final Draft 
1970) and § 563.410 RSMo, and definitions from the New 
York code and the proposed Michigan code. It prohibits every 
form of gamblipg except the "friendly poker game" and the 
"friendly bet". 

Subsection (2) in effect defines the friendly game or bet 
by requiring that it be in private, by persons who are not pro
fessional players, with no minors involved and no one exploit
ing the gambling by receiving economic benefit, 01' charging 
for the use of the facilities or having the "odds" of the game 
stacked in his favor. The equal risks and chances provision 
of subsection (2) (d) does not refer to an advantage enjoyed 
by a skilled player but to advantages because of the rules of 

. the game. If the "house" 01' "banker" has an advantage be
cause of the rules of the game, it is not a "friendly" game. 
Social gambling in public places and in private "gambling 
places" is prohibited. Gambling in a private club is per
missible unless the club is only nominally private. A club 
that promoted gambling could be guilty under § 17.030 and 
§ 17.040. 

Section 563.410 RSMo presently provides a penalty of no 
more than $200 for ordinary gambling. Subsection (4) in-
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creases this to $300 and also allows 15 days in jail. Following 
the pattern of § 563.410 RSMo, the penalty is increased for 
gambling with a minor. Note that no mention is made re
garding the consent of the minor's parents and so that factor 
is irrelevant. The professional player is singled out for 
felony penalty. The idea is to protect people from such play
ers (see defip.ition in Code § 17.010(9» who may lead an un
suspecting player into losing a substantial amount of his 
money or property. Depriving such "professional players" 
of the law authorizing "friendly games" and adding the felony 
penalty may deter this abnormal gambling activity. Note 
that the professional gambler is not being punished for his 
status but for his acts of gambling. 

17.030 Promoting gambling in the first degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of promoting gambling in the 

first degree if he knowingly advances or profits fi'om unlawful 
gambling or lottery activity by 

(a) setting up and operating a gambling device to the 
extent that more than one hundred dollars of money is 
gambled upon or by means of the device in anyone day, or 
setting up and operating any slot machine; or 

(b) engaging in bookmaking to the extent that he re
ceives or accepts in anyone day more than one bet and a 
total of more than one hundred dollars in bets; or 

(c) receiving in connection with a lottery ai' .lm1,,;,' or 
enterprise 

(i) money or written records from a person other 
than a player whose chances or plays are ~epresented 
by such money or records, or 

(ii) more than one hundred dollars in anyone day 
of money played in the scheme or enterprise, or 

(iii) something of valu~ played in the scheme or 
enterprise with a fail' market value exceeding one hun
dred dollars in anyone day. 

(2) Promoting gambling in the first degree is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

Based on Michigan Ite'fised Criminal Code§ 6105 (Final 
Draft 1967). which W~)3 'based on New York Revised Penal 
Law § 225.010 (1967), thf® :\1ection provides for felony penal
ties for those who "xploit th~ ,Popular urge to gamble and who 
do so on a scale of any mag!~1.t1.il(i~1', 

Subsection (1) (a) retains Missouri's felony penalty for set
ting up and operating any gambling device or slot machine. 
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This includes setting up and operating a dice 01' card game. 
Any operation of a slot machine is a felony. Section 563.370 
RSMo places no minimum dollar limit on the applicability of 
the felony penalty, although § 563.374 RSMo makes it a mis
demeanor to sell, store, possess 01' transport gaming devices. 

Although § 563.430 RSMo makes it a felony to establish 
"any lottery, gift enterprise, policy or 8cheme of drawing in 
the nature of a lottery as a business. . 01' (to) ad
vertise . . . any such lottery, . . .". § 563.440 pro
vides only an infraction type r>enalty of up to $1,000 for a per
son )\Tho advertises or sells any lottery ticket. In view of sub
section (1) (c) which establishes a method of defining a large
scale lottery scheme, it should not be necessary to add another 
subsection on "establishing and advertising a lottery." 

17.040 Promoting gambling in the second degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of promoting gambling in 

the second degree if he knowingly advances or profits from un
lawful gambling or lottery activity. 

(2) Promoting gambling in the second degree is a Class A 
Misdemeanor. 

comment 

Derived from Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 6106 
(Final Draft 1967), this provision deals with the smaller scale 
gambling promotion and provides for a misdemeanor penalty. 
This is the most comprehensive provision on exploitation of 
gambling. Any person who is not in the pure "player" cate
gory who promotes any kind of gambling or lottery activity 
will come under this section. 

17.050 Possession of gambling records in the first degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of possession of gambling 

records in the first degree if with lmowledge of the contents 
thereof, he possesses any gambling record of a kind used 

(a) in the operation or promotion of a bookmaking scheme 
or enterprise, and constituting, reflecting or representing 
more than five bets totaling more than five hundred dol
lars; or 

(b) in the operation, promotion 01' playing of a lottel'Y 
or policy scheme or enterprise, and constituting', reflecting 
or representing more than five hundred plays or chances 
therein. 
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(2) A person does not commit a crime under Subsection (1) (a) 
if the gambling record possessed by the defendant constituted, 
reflected or represented bets of the defendant himself in a num
ber not e~ceeding ten. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue under Subsection (2). 

(4) Possession of gambling records in the first degree is a 
Class D Felony. 

Comment 

This section is based on Michigan Revised Criminal Code 
§ 6115 {Final Draft 1967) which was based on New York Re
vised Penal Law § 225.20 (1967). 

Several Missouri statutes now directly 01' indirectly pro
hibit the possession of gambling records. Under § 563.350 
RSMo, apel'son who occupies a room with any book for the 
purpose of recording bets is guilty of a felony. § 563.360 
RSMo is an almost identical section covering "sheets" and 
"blackboards" as well as books used for recording bets. Sec
tion 463.445 RSMo prohibits as a misdemeanor the knowing 
possession of Hems used in the "weather ticket" game and 
similar schemes. 

The proposed section expands the basic coverage of the Mis
souri statutes in order to better suppress bookmaking and lot
tery activities. . The items possessed need not actually be in 
use to provide a basis for prosecution under this section 01' 

Code § 17.060. If the record, as defined in Code § 17.010(6) 
was "used 01' intended to be used in connection with unlawful 
gambling activity" the possessor is guilty if he had knowledge 
of the contents. 

The grading of this offense is similar to that used in Code 
§§ 1'7.030 and 17.040, promoting gambling activities. Posses
sion of extensive records indicates implication in large-scale 
gambling operations 01' preparations for such activities. It is 
likely these sections (Code §§ 17.050 and 17.060) will be used 
more often than the promoting' gambling sections as those of
fenses will often be more difficult to prove. 

Subsection (2) is a limited exception l)ermitting the pri
vate bettor to show that he is not a bookmaker. However, if . 
he possesses records of more than ten bets, he is always con
sidered "commercial" for purposes of this section. 

17.060 Possession of gambling records in the second degree 
(1) A person commits the crime of possession of gambling 

l'ecords in the second degl'ee if with Imowledge of the contents 
thereof, he possesses any gambling record of a kind used 
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(a) in the operation.or promotion of a bookmaking scheme 
or enterprise; 01' 

(b) in the operation, promotion or playing of a lottery 
01' policy scheme or enterprise 

(2) A person does not commit a crime under Subsection (1) 
(a) if the gambling record possessed by the defendant consti
tuted, reflected or represented bets of the defendant himself in 
a nnmber not exceeding ten. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue under Subsection (2). 

(4) Possession of gambling records in the second degree is a 
Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is based on Michigan Revised Criminal Code 
§ 6116 (Final Draft 1967). See comment to Code § 17.050 on 
backgl'ound and scope of this section. It is designed to covel' 
the small scale operator of a bookmaking, lottery or policy 
scheme. 

17.070 Possession of a gambling device 
(1) A person commits the crime of possession of a gambling 

device if with knowledge of the character thereof he manufac
tures, sells, transports, places or possesses, or conducts or ne
gotiates any transaction affecting 01' designed to affect owner
ship, custody 01' use of 

(a) a slot machine; 01' 

(b) any other gambling device, knowing or having rea
son to believe that it is to be used in the advancement of 
unlawful gambling actiVity.' 

(2) Possession of a gambling device is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Based on Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 6125 (Final 
Draft 1967), which was adapted from New York Revised 
Penal Law § 225.30 and on § 563.374 RSMo entitled "Sale, 
possession or transportation of gaming devices " 

17.080 Lottery offenses: no defense 
It is no defense under any section of this Chapter relating to a 

lottery that the lottery itself is drawn or conducted outside Mis
souri and is not in violation of the laws of the jurisdiction in 
which it is drawn or conducted. 
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Comment 

Adapted from New York Revised Penal Law § 225.40 
(1967). See also § 563.340 RSMo. It takes account of enter
prises like the Irish Sweepstakes and Ithe New Hampshire lot
tery and also covers "policy" and related enterpdses. The 
definition of bookmaking in Code § 1'7.010(2) is broad 
enough to cover taking bets on the outcome of events occur
ring outside Missouri and so no specific provision is needed. 

17.090 Gambling houses, public nuisances-abatement 
(1) Any room, building 01' other structUl'e regulady used for 

any unlawful gambling activity prohibited by this Chapter is a 
public nuisance. 

(2) The attorney gene~'al, circuit attorney or prosecuting at
torney may, in addition to all criminal sanctions, prosecute a 
suit in equity to enjoin the nuisance. If the court finds that the 
owner o~ the room, building or structure knew 01' had reason 
to believe that the premises were being used regularly for un
lawful gambling activity, the court may ordel' that the premises 
shall not be occupied or used for such period as the court may 
determine, not to exceed one year. 

(3) Appeals shall be allowed from the judgment of the court 
as in other civil actions. 

Comment 

This is a much simplified version of § 563.365 RSMo cover
ing the same area. The procedural steps which should be 
covered by the Rules of Civil Procedure are omitted. Al
though the possessor may be enjoined from conducting the 
nuisance, the owner should not be prevented from using the 
premises unless he knew or should have known of the unlaw
ful gambling use. Ct. Code § 12.080 dealing with houses of 
prostitution. 

17.100 Preemption 
The legislature by enacting this Chapter intends to preempt 

any other regulation of the area covered by this C~apter. No 
governmental subdivision or agency may enact or enforce a law 
that regulates 01' makes any conduct in the area covered by 
this Chapter an offense, or the subject of a criminal 01' civil 
penalty or sanction of any kind. 

Comment 

Based on Proposed Texas Penal Code § 47.08 (Final Draft 
1970), this provision prevents municipalities from enacting 
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gambling ol·dinances. See §§ 73.110(18) and 75.110(19) 
RSMo for present grant of authority. To eliminate the con
flict and confusion between state and local law this section 
makes clear that the state intends to preempt the area of gam
bling. This provides fQr a uniform and comprehensive set of 
laws on gambling throughout the state. 

17.110 Duties of prosecuting attorneys 
It shall be the duty of the circuit attorneys and prosecuting 

attorneys in their respective jurisdictions to enforce the provi~ 
sions of this Chapter, and the attorney general shall have a con~ 
current duty to enforce the pl'ovisions of this Chapter. 

Comment 

This is basically the same as § 563.610 RSMo which gives 
the attorney general power to enforce the gambling laws along 
with prosecuting attorneys. This is particularly important in 
view of the preemption under Code § 17.100. 

17.1.20 Forfeiture of gambling devices, records and money 
Any gambling device or gambling record, or any money used 

as bets or stakes in unlawful gambling activity, possessed or used 
in violation of this Chapter may be seized by any peace officer 
and is forfeited to the state, Forfeiture procedures shall be 
conducted as provided by rule of court. FOl,feited money and 
the proceeds from the sale of forfeited property shall be paid 
into the school fund of the county. Any forfeited gambling de
vice or record not needed in connection with any proceedings 
under this Chapter and which has no legitimate use shall be 
ordered publicly destroyed, 

Comment 

Based on the last part of § 563.374 and part of § 563.375 
RSMo, § 563.374 provides that gambling devices are contra
band and may be seized by any peace officer to be disposed 
of as provided by § 563.375. Rule of Criminal Procedure 
33.05 presently provides procedures for forfeiture and destruc
tion proceedings when any item has been seized under au
thority of a search warrant, It seems appropriate to leave 
the forfeiture procedures to rule of court rather than setting 
up procedUres for gambling devices in the Code, 
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Chapter 18 

PORNOGRAPHY AND RELATED OFFENSES 
I ntrod uctory C01\\menl( 

The majOl,' bases for the provisions of this chapter are the 
guidelines set forth in the latest decisions on pornography by 
the United states Supreme Court handed down on June 21, 
1973. In those cases five members of the Court agreed on a 
general definition of obscenity or what the court calls "hard 
core pornography." 

"Under the holdings announced today, no one will be 
subject to prosecution for the sale or exposure of obscene 
materials unless these materials depict or describe patent
ly offensive 'hard core' sexual conduct specifically de
fined by the regulating state law, as written (,' \:"nstrued. 

" [TJ oday, for the first time since Roth was 
decided in 1957, a majority of this Court has agreed on 
concrete guidelines to isolate 'hard core' pornography 
from expression protected by the First Amendment." 

Miller v, California, 93 S.Ct. 2607, 2616-2617 (1973). 

Prior to Miller the most commonly used definition of ob
scenity was based on the plurality opinion of Memoirs v. 
Massachusetts, 383 U.S. 413, 418, 86 S.Ot. 975, 977 (1966) 
which stated 

" it must be established that (a) the dominant 
theme of the material taken as a whole appeals to a 
prurient interest in sex; (b) the material is patently 
offensive because it affronts contemporary community 
standards relating to the description or repl'esentation of 
sexual matters; and (c) the material is utterly without 
redeeming social value." 

In Mille?' the court abandoned the Mernoi?'s test and it is no 
longer acceptable as a definition because it is jn some respects 
too bl'oad and in other respects to narrow. In Miller the court 
prescribed a new test to determine what state laws may pro
vide to regulate "patently offensive 'hard core' material". 
Works or performances which depict or describe sexual con
duct may be (but need not be) banned if the following tests 
are met: 

(1) The work, taken as a whole, must appeal to the prurient 
interest in sex; and 

(2) it must portray sexual conduct in a patently offensive 
way; and 
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(3) taken as a whole, it must not have serious literary, 
artistic, political or scientific value. 

The court then proceeded to set out basic guidelines for the 
trier of fact, which must be 

(a) whether the average pers.on 8,pplying contemporal'y 
community standards, would find the work, taken as a whole, 
appeals to the prurient interest; and 

(b) whether the work depicts or describes, in a patently 
offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the 
applicable state law; and 

(c) whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious 
Iiteral'Y, artistic, political, or scientific value. 

The changes betwean Memoi1's and Miller may be sum
marized as follows: 

The court abandoned any idea that all parts of the country 
must follow a national standard. Thus "contemporary com~ 
munity standards" means to some degree localstandal'ds but 
this is not necessarily the standards of a specific isolated ~om
munity. In both Miller and Kaplan v. California, 93 S.Ot. 
2680 (1973) the Court approved the California approach of 
instl'ucting the jury that they must evaluate the mLwrials 
by the contemporary community standards of the State of 
California. 

(2) No longer must the state prove that a work is "utterly 
without redeeming social value" before it can be prohibited. 
Instead, the state has the burden of proving another negative, 
that the work, taken as a whole, does not have "sel'ious liter
ary, artistic, political or scientific value." 

(3) The Miller test requires that the material depict or 
describe "in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct specifi
cally defined by applicable state law." Memoirs spoke only of 
"description 01' representation of sexual matters" without 
requiri11g the state to define the physical sexual conduct 
that is covered. 

The sections that follow Bre designed to follow these guide
lines. 

18.010 Chapter definitions 
(1) "Pornographic." Any material or performance is "porno

graphic" if, considel'ed as a whole, applying contemporary com
munity standards: 

(a) Its predominant appeal is to prurient interest in sex; and 

(b) It depicts or describes sexual conduct in a patently offen
sive way; and 
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(c:) It lacks serious literary, artistic, political or scientific val
ue. 
In determining whether any material or performance is porno~ 
graphic, it shall be judged with reference to its impact upon or
dinary adults. 

(2) "Materiar' means anything printed or written, or any 
picture, drawing, photograph, motion picture film, or pictorial 
representation, or any statute or other figure, 01' any recording 
or transcription, or any mechanical, chemical, or electrical repro
duction, 01' anything which is or may be used as a means of com
munication. "Material" includes undeveloped photographs, 
molds, printing plates and other latent representational objects. 

(3) "Performan:ce" means any play, motion picture film, 
dance or exhibition performed before an audience. 

(4) "Promote" means to manufacture, issue, sell! provide, 
mail, deliver, transfer, transmute, publish, distribute, circulate, 
disseminate, present, exhibit, or advertise, or to offer or agree 
to do the same. 

(5) "Furnish" means to issue, sell, give, provide, lend, mail, 
deliver, transfer, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit or other
wise provide. 

(6) '~Wholesale promote" means to manufacture, issue, selll 

provide, mail, deliver, transfer, transmute, publish, distribute, 
pirculate, disseminate, or to offer 01' agree to do the same for 
purposes of resale. 

(7) "Minor" means any person under the age of eighteen. 
(8) "Pornographic for minors." Any material or perform

ance is "pornographic for minors" if it is primarily devoted to 
4iescription 01' representation, in whatever form, of nudity, sex
ual conduct, sexual excitement, or sadomasochistic abuse and 

(a) its 'predominant appeal is to prurient interest in sex; 
and 

(b) it is patently offensive to prevailing standards in 
the adult community as a whole with respect to what is 
suitable mat;:rial for minors; and 

(c) it lael{s serious literary, artistic, political, or scien~ 
tific value for minors. 

(9) "Nudity" mea,ns the showing of post-pubertal human gen~ 
itals or pubic area, with less than a fully opaque covering. 

(10) "Sexual conduct" means acts of human masturbation; 
deviate sexual intercourse i sexual intercourse; or physical 
contact with a p~rson's clothed or unclothed genitals, pubic area, 
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buttocks, or the breast of a female in an act of apparent sexual 
stimulation or gratification. 

(11) "Sexual excitement" means the condition of human male 
or female genitals when in a state of sexual stimulation or arousal. 

(12) "Sadomasochistic abuse" means flagellation or torture 
by or upon a person as an act of sexual stimulation or gratifica~ 
tion. 

(13) "Explicit sexual material" means any pictorial 0:' three 
dimensional material depicting human masturbation, deviate 
sexual intercourse, sexual intercourse, direct physical stimula~ 
tion of unclothed genitals, sadomasochistic ~buse, or emphasizing 
the depiction of post-pubertal humfln genitals; provided how~ 
ever, that works of art or of anthropological significance shall 
not be deemed to be within the foregoing definition. 

(14) "Displays publicly" means exposing, placing, posting, 
exhibiting, or in any fashion displaying in any location, whether 
public 01' private, an item in such a manner that it may be l'ead
ily seen and its content or character distinguished by normal un~ 
aided vision viewing it from a street, highway or public side
walk, or from the property of others. 

Comment 

The definition of "pornographic" in subsection (1) is based 
on the constitutiona.l definition in Miller v. California, 93 
S.ot. 2607 (1973). The definition of "sexual conduct" re
quired by the Miller decision is found.in subsection (10). 

Subsection (2) defining "material" is based on Proposed 
Califomia Criminal Code § 960(a) (Staff Draft 1972) and 
would encompass the articles prohibited by §§ 563.270, 563.280, 
563.285 and 563.290 RSMo. 

Subsection (3) defining "performance" is based on Pro
posed Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 6301(e) except there 
is no requirement that it be for pecuniary consideration. 

Subsection (4) defining "promote" is based on New York 
Penal Law § 235.00(4). As in the case of subsection (2), 
this definition covers all prohibited activities covered by Cllr~ 
rent Missouri law and is more comprehensive. Defining 
"promote", as was done in the chapters on gambling and 
prostitution, avoids h~ving to define the term in the substan
tive sections. 

Subsection (5) has been added to' cover "furnishing ma
terial pornographic for minors" situations. "Promote" is too 
broad a term as it covers manufacturing, publishing and 
advertising as well as actually furnishing. 
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Subsection (6) "wholesale promote" is based on New York 

Penal Law § 235.00 (5) and is used to create a higher degree of 
pornography crime. The key words which distinguish "pro
mote" from "Wholesale promote" are "for purposes of resale." 

Subsection (7) defines minor as a person under the age of 
18. 

Subsection' (8) creates a category of "pornographic for 
minors" which is defined so as to include anything that would 
be ,jpornographic" under subsection (1), and to also include 
material that would not be pornographic for adults under sub
section (1). It is based on New York Penal Law § 235.20. 
While Mille?' does not squarely deal with the question, there is 
authority for the proposition that a state, in the interest of 
protecting juveniles, may prohibit distribution to juveniles of 
material which the state cannot constitutionally prohibit to 
adults. See Ginsberg v. N'ew York, 390 U.S. 629, 88 S.ot. 
1274, 20 L.Ed.2d 195 (191:i1~) dealing with the New York stat
ute. Subsections (9) through (12) further define the terms 
used in the definition of what is pornographic for minors. 

Subsection (10) defining "sexual conduct" is, of course, 
also an essential part of the definition of "pornographic" 
under subsection (1). It is specific in order to conform to the 
intent of Miller to limit regulation of obscenity to "hard core 
pornography" and to meet the specific requirement of Millm' 
that the material depict or describe "in a patently offensive 
way, sexuaL conduct specificalLy defined by applicable state 
law" (emphasis added). The definition is similar to that 
used in Oregon (see Oregon Laws, 1971, c. 743, Art. 29, § 255) 
and Hawaii (see Hawaii Session Laws pp. 126-127). In Mil
ler, Chief Justice Burger cited the Oregon and Hawaii laws as 
"examples of state laws directed at depiction of defined physi
cal conduct, as opposed to expression." He then added, "In 
giving the Oregon and Hawaii statutes as examples, we do not 
wish to be understood as approving them in all other respects 
nor as establishing their limits as the extent of state power." 

Subsections (13) and (14) are based on the recommendation 
of The Report of the Commission on Obscenity and Pornog
raphy (1970) for criminal prohibition against public displays 
of explicit sexual materials. See Report at 67. These defini
tions of uexplicit sexual material" and "displays publicly" lay 
the foundation for the protection of juveniles and unconsent
ing adults. from displays of pornography. 

18.020 Promoting pornography in the first degree 

(1) A person commits the crime of promoting pornography 
in the first degree if, knowing its content and character 
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(a) he wholesale promotes or possesses with the purpose 
to wholesale promote any pornographic material; or 

(b) he wholesale promotes for minors 01' possesses with 
the purpose to wholesale promote for minors any material 
pornographic for minors. 

(2) Promoting pornography in the first degree is a Class D 
Felony. 

GQ1l1ment 

Based on New York Penal La'V1{ § 235.06, this provision is 
designed to provide a felony penalty for the wholesaler and 
distributor of obscene material. See comments on Code § 
18.030. 

18.030 Promoting pornography in tlle second degree 

(1) A person commits the crime of promoting pornography 
in the second degree if, knowing its content and character, he 

(a) promotes or possesses with the purpose to promote 
any pornographic material for pecuniary gain; or 

(b) produces, presents, directs or participates in any 
pornographic performance for pecuniary gain. 

(2) Promoting pornography in the second degree is a Class 
A Misdemeanor. 

Comment' 

Based on New York Penal Law § 235.05, this will no doubt 
be the most utilized criminal statute in the obscenity area. Cf· 
§ 563.280 RSMo. Knowledge of the content and character of 
the material or performance is a necessary element of the 
crime. In Mishkin v. New York, 383 U.S. 502, 511, 86 S.Ct. 
958, 16 L.Ed.2d 56 (1966), the United States Supreme Court 
observed that the "Constitution requires proof of scienter to 
avoid the hazard of self-censorship of constitutionally pro
tected material and to compensate for the ambiguities inherent 
in the definition of obscenity." 

The "pecuniary gain" language is based on Proposed Michi
gan Revised Criminal Code § 6305 (Final Draft 1967). The 
emphasis in this area should be on the commercial distribution 
of pornography. This requirement should not exempt "private 
clubs" that promote pornographic performances, as the concept 
of pecuniary gain is broad enough to cover indirect considera
tion via additional sales of liquor, food, etc. Note also that 
the element of pecuniary gain is not a requirement in Code 
§ 18.040 dealing with minors. 
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18.040 Furnishing pornograpltic materials to mUlors 
(1) A person commits the crime Df furnishing pornographic 

material to minors if, knowing its content and character, he 
(a) furnishes any material pornographic for minors, 

lmowing that the person to whom it is furnished is a minor 
or acting in reckless disregard of the likelihood that such 
person is a minor; or 

(b) produces, presents, directs or participates in any 
performance pornographic for minors that is furnished to 
a minor knowing that any person viewing such perform
ance is a minor or acting in reckless disregard of the like
lihood that a minor is viewing the performance. 

(2) Furnishing pornographic material to minors is a Class A 
Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

The decisions of the United States Supreme Court indicate 
the state has the power to establish more stringent standards 
prohibiting the distribution of materials to minors. Since the 
purpose of this section is to protect children from exposure to 
materials or performances, it does not require furnishing for 
pecuniary gain. The purpose is broader than merely com
batting commercial exploitation of obscenity. 

The penalty provision for violation of this section and for 
violation of Code § 18.030 (promoting pornography in the 
second degree) is consistent with present Missouri law under 
§§ 563.270 (fine of not less than $100 or one year in jail or 
both), 563.280 and 563.290 (fine of not more than $1,000 or 
one year in jail or both). 

18.050 Evidence in pornography cases 
(1) In any prosecution under this Chapter evidence shall be 

admissible to show: 
(a) What the predominant appeal of the material or 

performance would be for ordinary adults or minors. 
(b) The literary, artistic, political 01' scientific value of 

the material or performance. 
(c) The degree of public acceptance in this State and in 

the local community. 
(d) The appeal to prurient interest in advertising or 

other promotion of the material or performance. 
(e) The purpose of the author, creator, promoter, fur

nisher or publisher of the material or performance. 
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(2) Testimony of the author, creator, promoter, furnisher, 
publisher, or expert testimony, relating to factors entering into 
the determination of the issues of pornography shall be admis
sible. 

Comment 

This section, of course, applies to both the prosecution and 
defense. Under subsection (1) (b) the defense may introduce 
evidence showing that the material in question has literary 
value, and conversely, the prosecution may introduce evidence 
that it has no literary value. 

Subsection (2) does change Missouri law particularly with 
regard to the use of expert testimony. See State v. Hartstein, 
469 S.W.2d 329, 339 (Mo.1971). This change is necessary to 
comply with the language of Kaplan v. California, 93 S.Ct. 
2680, 2685' (1973) where the court stated that "The defense 
should be free to introduce appropriate expert testimony, see 
Smith v. California, 361 U.S. 147, 164-165. . (Frank-
furter, J., concurring). " 

The prosecution, however, is not required to produce ex
pert testimony provided the allegedly obscene materials are 
themselves introduced in evidence. The materials themselves 
are sufficient for determination of the question. Kaplan v. 
California, supra, and see Paris Adult Theatre I v. Slaton, 93 
S.Ct. 2628, 2634-2635 (1973). Thus, while the state does not 
have to use expert testimony, the defense should be free to 
use it. The state, of course, should also be free to use expert 
testimony. 

18.060 Public display of explicit sexual material 
(1) A person commits the crime of public display of explicit 

sexual material if he knowingly 
(a) displays publicly explicit sexual material; 01' 

(b) fails to take prompt action to l'emove such a display 
from property in his possession after learning of its exist
ence. 

(2) Public display of explicit sexual material is a Class A 
Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Based on the Obscenity Commission's recommendation, the 
purpose of this section is to prohibit the open public display 
of certain sexual materials, in order to protect persons from 
involuntary exposure to such materials. Apparently, there 
are no constitutional problems in this area if the offense is 
sufficiently defined. See Rabe v. Washington, 405 U.S, 313, 
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92 S.ct. 993" 31 L,Ed.2d 258 (1972), a per curiam opinion 
using a "void for vagueness" approach to strike down a con~ 
~iction because the statute in question did not give fair notice 
that the location of the exhibition was an essential element of 
the' offense. In a concurring opinion Chief Justice Burger 

, ' said, "Public displays of explicit materials . . . are not 
significantly different from any noxious public nuisance tradi
tionally within the power of the States to regulate and pro
hibit, and . . . involve no significant countervailing First 
Amendment considerations." 

18.070 Injullctions and declaratory judgments 

(1) Creation of remedy. Whenever material or a perform
ance is being or is about to be promoted, furnished or displayed 
in violation of Sections 18.030, 18.040 or 18.060, a civil action 
may be instituted in the circuit court by the prosecuting or cir
cuit attorney or the city attorney of any city, town or village 
against any person violating or about to violate said sections in 
order to obtain a declaration that the promotion, furnishing or 
display of such material or performance is prohibited. Such 
an action may also seek an injunction appropriately restraining 
promotion, furnishing or display. 

(2) Venue. Such an action may be brought only in the cir
cuit court of the county in which any such person resides, or 

• where the promotion, furnishing or display is taking place or is 
about to take place. 

(3) Parties entitled to intervene. Any promoter, furnisher or 
displayer of, or a person who is about to be a promoter, furnisher 
or displayer of the material or performance involved may inter
vene as of right as a party defendant in the proceedings. 

(4) Procedure. The trial court and the appellate court shall 
give expedited consideration to actions and appeals brought un
der this section. The defendant shall be entitled to a trial of 
the issues within one day after joinder of issue and a decision 
shall be rendered by the court within two days of the conclusion 
of the trial. No restraining order or injunction of any kind 
shall be issued restraining the promotion, furnishing or display 
of any material 01' performance without a prior adversary hear
ing before the court. 

(5) Use of cleclarafdon, A final declaration obtained pursuant 
to this section may be used to form the basis for an injunction 
and for no other purpose. 

(6) Inconsistent Jlaws superceded. All laws regulating the 
procedure for obtaining declaratory judgments or injunctions 
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which are inconsistent with the provisions of this section shall 
be inapplicable to proceedings brought pursuant to this section. 
There shall be no right to jury trial in any proceedings under 
this section. 

comment 

This is based on § 563.285 RSMo. In many instances there 
will be serious questions whether 01' not the material sought 
to be suppressed is pornographic. This section provides a 
method outside of the criminal prosecution for the determina
tion of that question. In addition, it can provide a more 
effective method of getting rid of pornographic material. 
Note, however, that an advel'sarr ~learing before a court is 
required before any restraining order of injunction of any 
kind may be ~ssued. This is constitutionally required, and 
definite time limits for having a trial are also constitutionally 
required under the doctrine of Freedman v. Maryland, 380 
U.S. 51, 58-59, 85 S.ot. 734, 13 L.Ed.2d 649 (1965). This 
decision has been repeatedly cited in striking down civil cen
sorship procedures which in effect turn temporary injunc
tions into final ones because of extended delays in secm-lng 
final court adjudication. See discussion in United States v. 
Thirty-seven Photographs, 402 U.S. 363, 367-368, 91 S.ot. 
1400, 29 L.Ed.2d 702 (opinion of Justice White) (1971). 

18.080 Preemption and standardization 
The legislature by enacting this Chapter intends to l)reempt 

any other regulation of the area covered by Section 18.020, to 
promote state-wide control of pOl'l1ography, and to standardize 
laws that governmental subdivisions may adopt in other areas 
covered by this Chapter. No governmental subdivision may en
act or enforce a law that makes any conduct in the area covered 
by Section 18.020 subject to a criminal or civil penalty o:f any 
kind. Cities and towns may enact and enforce laws prohibiting 
and penalizing conduct subject to criminal or civil sanctions un
der other provisions of this Chapter, but the provisions of such 
laws shall be the same and authorized penalties or sanctions un
der such laws shall not be greater than those of this Chapter. 

Comment 

Ct. Code § 12.090 dealing with preemption and standardiza
tion in the area of prostitution. This section prohibits cities 
and towns from enacting and enforcing pornography laws 
in the felony area. However, if a city or town believes that 
the state enforcement of the criminal laws against pornog-
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raphy is inadequate to provide sufficien.t control of a local 
problem, the city may enact an ordinance proscribing anything 
proscribed by this Chaptel', but no more. Thus a city 01' town 
could not define pornography in broader terms than those 
found in state law. Sil1ce a city attorney of a city, town 01' 

village m~y bring a dechwatory judgment action 01' seek an 
injunction under Code § 18.070, no local legislation is requil'ed 
for that. 
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OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER 

19.010 Peace disturbance 
(1) A person commits the crime of peace disturbance if: 

(a) he unreasonably and knowingly causes alarm to an
other person or persons not physically on the same premises 
by 

(i) loud and unusual noise; or 
(ii) loud and abusive language; or 
(iii) threatening to commit a crime against any per

son; or 
(iv) fighting; or 
(v) creating a noxious and offensive odor. 

(b) he is in a public place or on private l)rOperty of an
other without consent and unreasonably and knowingly 
causes alarm to another person 0).' persons by 

(i) loud and unusual noise; or 
(ii) loud and abusive language; or 
(iii) threatening to commit a crime against any per

son; or 
(iv) fighting; or 
(v) creating a noxious and offensive odor. 

(c) he is in a public place or on private property of an
other without consent and purposely causes inconvenience 
to another person 01' persons by unreasonably and physical
ly obstructing 

(i) vehicular or pedestrian traffic; or 
(ii) the free ingress or egress to or from public or 

private places. 
(2) Peace disturbance is a Class B Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

See comment after Code § 19.030. 

19.020 Private peace disturbauce 
(1) A person commits the crime of private peace disturbance 

if he is on private property and unreasonably and purposely 
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causes alarm to another person or persons on the same premises 
by 

. (a) threatening to commit a cl'ime against any person; 
or 

(b) fighting. 

(2) Pl'ivate peace disturbance is a Class C Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

See comment after Code § 19.030. 

19.030 Peace disturbance definitions 

For the purposes of Sections 19.010 and 19.020 
(1) "Property of another" means any property in which the 

actor does not have a possessory interest. 
(2) "Private property" means any place which at the time 

is not open to the public. It includes property which is owned 
pUblicly or privately. 

(3) "Public place" means any place which at the time is open 
to the public. It includes property which is owned publicly or 
privately. 

(4) If a building or structure is divided into separately oc~ 
, cupied units, such units are separate premises. 

Comment 

In some codes the area covered by §§ 19.010, 19.020 and 
19.030 is called "disorderly conduct." Section 562.240 RSMo 
is entitled IIDistul'bing the Peace" and this terminology has 
been retained. The Code divides the crime into two offenses. 
This is a compromise between two points of view. One ex
b'eme would have been to limit peace disturbance to loud, un
usual, abusive 01' threatening noise, language Ol' conduct in a 
public place which alarmed other persons. Such a limitation 
would have left the authorities powerless to dampen quarrels 
between neighbors on their own property until violence oc
curred. The other extreme would have been to cl'iminalize 
all language or conduct which annoys. Thus, a whispered 
obscenity in one's own home could have invoked penal sanc
tions. The Code compromises by covering alarming conduct 
which occurs in public, or which alarms persons in the vi
cinity, and limits interference into purely private matters 
to truly threatening situations. 

Subsection (1) (a) of § 19.010 covers the situation where 
a person is on his own property, or visiting friends, and un-
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reasonably and knowingly causes alm'm to persons who are 
not on the same premises. 

Subsection (1) (b) of § 19.010 covers the same type of be
havior in public or in a place where the actor should not b~. 
This covers persons both on and off the prcmises. Thus the 
"hi-fi nut" who plays his stereo in the wee hours at such a 
volume that it bothers the neighbors would fall under sub
section (1) (a); and the loud and obnoxious drunk in a public 
bar or on the street would fall under subsection (1) (b). 

Note that subsection (1) (a) does not specify that the actor 
must be on his own property 01' on property of another with 
consent although it is intended to cover those situations. To 
have added these would have added additional elements that 
the state would have to prove and there is no need to impose 
that burden. In order to convict under § 19.010(1)(a) the 
state must prove the person alarmed was on different prem
ises. To convict under subsection (1) (b) there is no need to 
prove where the person alarmed was (that is, whether he was 
on the same 01' different premises) but the state must prove 
the defendant was in a public place 01' on property of another 
without permission. 

If the person alarmed is on the same premises as the de
fendant and the defendant is on private property the state 
must proceed under § 19.020, private peace disturbance, 
where the conduct involved is also more limited than under 
§ 19.010. Section 19.020 is designed to cover the situation 
where the actor is at home (or visiting friends) and alarms 
someone else on the premises by threatening to commit a crime 
or by fighting. Under this section It must be the actor's "pur
pose" to alarm. Under § 19.010(1) (a) and (b) "knowingly" 
causing alarm is required. Such knowledge could be show!l 
by prior complaints made to the defendant. 

Under these sections, only one person, need be "alarmed". 
This is apparently consistent with present law. Ct. State v. 
Rogers, 8 S.w.2d 1073 (Spr.App.1928). 

The types of conduct covered are based on present law. 
"Loud and unusual noise" is taken from the present statute. 
"Abusive language" is substituted for "offensive or indecent 
conversation". "Threatening to commit a crime against any 
person" replaces "threatening, quarreling" or "challenging". 
"Fighting" remains the same. The "creating noxious and of
fensive odors" language replaces the statutes dealing with 
"stink bombs". See §§ 562.290, 562.300 and 562.310 RSMo. 

Subsection (1) (c) of § 19.010 dealing with obstructing traf
fic and entrances is based on Michigan Revised Criminal Code 
§ 5525 (Final Draft 1967) and Proposed Montana Criminal· 
Code § 94-8-101. By requiring "physically obstructing" it is 
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clear the section does not apply to picket lines where persons 
are not physically prevented from crossing. ct. St. Louis v. 
G?ldman, 467 S.W.2d 99 (St.L.App.1971). 

The definitions in § 19.030 are needed to cladfy the dis
tinctions. between public and private places and property of 
another. 

19.040 Unlawful assembly 

(1) A person commi~ the crime of unlawful assembly if he 
knowingly assembles with six or more other persons and agrees 
with such persons to violate any of the criminal laws of this 
State or of the United States with force or violence. 

(2) Unlawful assembly is a Class B Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Based on § 562.150 RSMo, this section increases the number 
needed for unlawful assembly from three to seven. This is 
reasonable in light of the limited danger posed. by three per
sons and it limits potential abuse of the statute. It is a com
promise between present law and § 542.150 RSMo which re
quires the dispersal of 12 or more armed persons or 20 un
armed persons. 

The preseilt statute prohibits agreement "to do any unlaw
ful act with force or violence." In Rollins v. Shannon, 292 
F.Supp. 580 (E.D.Mo.1968) the court met a challenge that the 
act was unconstitutionally vague by holding that this was 
limited to "criminal acts." 

19.050 Rioting 

(1) A person commits the crime of rioting if he knowingly 
assembles with six 01' more other persons and agrees with such 
persons to violate any of the criminal laws of this State or of the 
United States with force or violence, and thereafter, while still 
so assembled, does violate any of said laws with force or vio
lence. 

(2) Rioting is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This is a revision of § 562.160 RSMo. As with unlawful 
assembly, the number required has been increased from three 
to seven, and "any unlawful act" has been changed to "any of 
the criminal laws ." The phrase "to the terror or 
disturbance of peaceful citizens" has been eliminated as an 
unnecessary element for the State to prove. The phrase 
Mo.Prop.Crim.Code Pamph.-17 257 
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"every person. . who shall aid or assist in doing any 
unlawful act" has been omitted as this is covered by the gen
eral provisions on accessories in Chapter 7. The clause 
"provided, that nothing in this section shall be 
construed to exempt any person offonding against its provi
sions from any higher or heavier plmishmentll annexed by law 
to any felony which may be comm~tted by such rioters" was 
eliminated as surplusage. 

19.060 Refusal to disperse 
(1) A person commits the crime of refusal to disperse if, being 

present at the scene of an unlawful assembly, or at the scene 
of a riot, he knowingly fails or refuses to obey the lawful com
mand of a law enforcement officer to depart from the scene of 
such unlawful assembly or riot. 

(2) Refusal to disperse is a Class C Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This is based on §§ 542.150 and 542.200 RSMo. Section 
542.150 directs "conservators of the peace" such as mayors, 
aldermen, legislators, sheriffs, etc. to disperse rioters. Sec
tion 542.200 states that "every person who shall fail to dis
perse forthwith on being commanded as aforesaid, shall be 
deemed to be one of the unlawful assembly" and shall be 
guilty of a misdemeanor. This section in the Code requires 
a "knowing" failure to obey and is limited to commands of 
law enforcement officers. 
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Chal)tel' 20 

OFFENSES AGAINST THE ADMINISTRATION 
OF JUSTICE 

20.010 Definitions 

The following definitions shall ap~)ly to Chapters 20 and 21. 

(1) "Affidavit" means any written statement which is au
thorized or required by law to be made under oath, and which 
is sworn to before a person authorized to administer oaths. 

(2) "Government" means any branch or agency of the gov
ernment of thi::l State or of any political subdivision thereof. 

(3) "Judicial proceeding" means any officil;ll proceeding in 
court, or any proceeding authorized by or held under the super
vision .:f a court. 

(4) "Juror" means a grand or petit juror, including a person 
who has been drawn or summoned to attend as a prospective 
juror. 

(5) "Jury" means a grand or petit jury, including any panel 
which has been drawn or summoned to attend as prospective 
jurors. 

(6) "Official proceeding" means any cause, matter, or pro
ceeding where the laws of this state require that evidence con
sidered therein be under oath or affirmation. 

(7) "Public record" means any document which a public 
servant is required by law to keep. 

(8) "Testimony" means any oral statement under oath or af
firmation. 

Comment 

These definitions apply both to this Chapter, Offenses 
Against the Administration of Justice and Chapter 21, Of
fenses Against Government. Other terms used in these chap
ters, such as ('confinement", "custody", "place of confine
ment", "public servant", etc., are defined in the definitions 
section of Chapter 1. 

20.020 Concealing an offense 
(1) A person commits the crime of concealing an offense if 

(a) he confers or agrees to confer any pecuniary benefit 
or other consideration to any person in consideration of 
that person's concealing of any ~"ffense, refraining from 
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initiating or aiding in the prosecution of an offense, or with
holding any evidence thereof; or 

(b) he accepts or agrees to accept any pecuniary bene
fit or other consideration in consideration of his concealing 
any offense, refraining from initiating or aiding in the prose
cution of an offense, or withholding any evidence there
of. 

(2) Concealing an offense is a Class D Felony if the offense 
concealed is a felony; othel'wise concealing an offense is a Class 
A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This crime i13 often called "compounding." See §§ 557.170, 
557.180 and 557.190 RSMo. Those statutes cover both fel
onies and misdemeanors as does the Code provision. Note 
the Code provision also covers concealing infractions. The 
Code section expands the crime to cover the person giving 
the benefit as well as the person receiving it. Ct. New York. 
Penal Code § 415.45; Ill. Crimina'! Code Ch. 38 § 32-1; and 
Proposed New Jersey Penal Code § 2C :29-4. 

20.030' Hindering prosecution 
(1) A person commits the crime of hindering prosecution if 

for the purpose of preventing the apprehension, prosecution, 
conviction or punishment of another for conduct constituting 
a crime he 

(a) harbors or conceals such person; or 
(b) warns such person of impendin:;" discovery or appre

hension, except this does not apply to a warning given in 
connection with an effort to bring another into compli
ance with the law; or 

(c) provides - such person with money, transportation, 
weapon, disguise or other means to aid him ill avoiding dis
covery or apprehension; or 

(d) prevents or obstructs, by means of force, deception 
or intimidation, anyone from performing an act that might 
aid in the discovery or apprehension of such person. 

(2) Hindering prosecution is a Class D Felony if the conduct 
of the other person constitutes a felony; otherwise hindering 
prosecution is a Class A Misdemeanor 

Comment 

Based on Michigan Revised Criminal Code (Final Draft· 
1967) §§ 4635, 4636 and 4637 which is derived from New 
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York Revised Penal Law §§ 205.55-205.60 and Model Penal 
Code § 242.3, this section replaces § 556.180 RSMo dealing 
with "accessory after the fact." Such liability is based on the 
obstruction of justice rather than assisting the commission of 
a. crime and so has been moved to this Chapter. This section 
dIffers from the present law in that it defines the acts of 
as~istance.; it eliminates the exemption fl:om liability of cer
ta~n relatIons (as husband and wife, child, etc.); and it ap
plIes to aiding persons who have committed misdemeanors as 
well as felonies. "Aiding" by destroying, etc., evidence is cov
~red b~ Code § 20.100, which applies to an individual destroy
mg eVIdence to protect .himself. Note that the crime of hin
dering ~rosecution requires the purpose of ,1l'eventing the ap
prehensIOn, etc. of another. 

20.040 Perjury 

(1) A person commits the crime of perjury if, with the pur
pose to deceive, he knowingly testifies falsely to any material 
f~~t upon oat.h or affirmation legally administered, in any of
flCIaI proceedmg before any court, public body, notary public 
or other officer authorized to administer oaths. 

(2) A fact is material, regardl~ss of its admissibility under 
rules of evidence, if it could substantially affect, or did substan
tially affect •. the course or outcome of the cause, matter or pro-

• ceeding. 

(3) Knowledge of the materiality of the statement is not an 
element of this crime, and it is no defense that 

(a) the defendant mistakenly believed the fact to .be 
immaterial; or 

(b) the defendant was not competent, for reasons other 
than mental disability or immaturity, to make the statement. 

, (4) It is a defense to a prosecution under Subsection (1) that 
tne actor retracted the false statement in the l30urse of the of
ficial proceeding in which it was made provided he did so be
fore the falsity of the statement was exposed. Statements 
made in separate hearings at separate stages of the same pro
ceeding, including but not limited to, statements made before 
a grand jury, at a preliminary hearing, at a deposition or at 
previous tria~, are made in the course of the same proceeding. 

(5) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is-
sue of l'etraction under Subsection (4). . 

(6) Penalty. 

(a) Perju~'y committed in any proceeding not involving 
a felony charge is a Class D Felony. 
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(b) Perjury committed in any proceeding involving a 
felony charge is a Class C FelOllY unless 

(i) it is committed during a criminal trial for the 
purpose of securing the conviction of an accused for 
murder in which case it is a Class A Felony; or 

(ii) it is committed during a criminal trial for the 
purpose of securing the conviction of an accused for 
any other felony in which case it is a Class B Felony. 

Comment 

The elements of perjury are not changed substantially from 
present law. See §§ 557.010 and 557.020 RSMo. The present 
statute requires the false statement to be made "willfully and 
corru;>tly". The Code uses "with the purpose to deceive." 

The definition of "testimony" in Code § 20.010(8) limits 
perjury to oral statements. Ct. New York Penal Code § 
210.30. The definition of "official proceeding" Code § 20.010 
(8) is intended to be as broad as the proceedings presently in
cluded under § 557.010 RSMo. 

Present Missouri law requires for perjury that the state
ment must be false as to a material fact. The definition in 
subsection (2) is drawn from the Model Penal Code § 241.1 
(2) and is similar to that found in many other codes. Sub
section (3) makes it clear that the state does not have to 
prove the defendant knew the statement was material and 
that his mistaken belief as to materiality is no defense. He 
does, of course, have to know the statement is false. 

Subsection (4) is new. There are no Missouri cases as to 
whether this defense is available. But see State v. Brinkley, 
354 Mo. 337, 189 S.W.2d 314, 320 (1945) where it is discussed. 
The comments to the Michigan Revised Criminal Code (Final 
Draft 1967) are app> Jpriate. 

". . . The common law rule is that while retraction 
may be used to show inadvertence in making the state
ment, perjury once committed cannot be purged even by 
a correction during the same hearing. There 
is, however, some contrary authority based on the theory 
that it is socially desirable to keep the door open as an 
incentive for a witness to correct his misstatement and 
tell the truth before the end of the proceeding." 

The strict viewpoint is set forth in United States v. Norris, 
300 U.S. 564, 57 S.Ct. 535, 81 L.Ed.2d 808 (1937) stating 
that allowing retraction as a defense would encourage "false 
swearing in the belief that if the falsity be not discovered be-: 
fore the end of the hearing it will have its intended effect, 
but, if discovered, the witness may purge himself of crime by 
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resuming his role as witness and substituting the truth for 
his previous falsehood." 

The Committee agreed that encouraging retraction is suf
ficiently desirable to justify the purported risk of encourag
ing perjury in the first instance, and followed the approach of 
the Model Penal Code § 241.1 (4); Colorado Rev.Stat. § 40-
8-508; New York Penal Code § 210.25 and the proposed codes 
in Michigan, Alaska, Montana, South Carolina and Texas. 

The penalty provisions, Subsection (6), follow, in general, 
the present scheme. Perjury committed for the purpose of 
securing a conviction is more reprehensible and is punished 
more severely. 

See Code § 20.070 for the limitations on the methods of 
proving perjury. 

The Code does not specifically include the crime of "Sub
ornation of Perjury." See §§ 557.040 and 557.050 RSMo. 
Such offense is adequately covered by the general rules on ac
cessorial liability in Chapter 7. 

20.050 False affidavit 
(1) A person commits ~he crime of making a false affidavit 

if, with purpose to mislead any person, he, in any affidavit, 
swears falsely to a fact which is material to the purpose for 

• which said affidavit is made. 
(2) The provisions of Sections 20.040 (2) and 20.040 (3) shall 

apply to prosecutions under Subsection (1) of this Section. 
(3) It is a defense to a prosecution under Subsection (1) that 

the actor retracted the false statement by affidavit or testimony 
but this defense shall not apply if the retraction was made after 

(a) the falsity of the statement was exposed; or 
(b) any person took substantial action in reliance on the 

statement. 
(4) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is

sue of retraction under Subsection (3). 
(5) }\'[aking a false affidavit is a Clabo A Misdemeanor if done 

for the purpose of misleading a public servant in the perform
ance of his duty; otherwise making a false affidavit is a Class 
C Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This pre~p.nt1y is covered by § 557.070 RSMo. Code § 20.-
010 (1) defines "affidavit" as "any written statement which is 
authorized or required by law to be made under oath, and 
which is sworn to before a person authorized to administer 
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oaths." It thus includes certificates and other documents. 
Other codes have similar provisions. See Colo.Rev.Stat. §§ 
40-8-503 and 40-8-504 and Michigan Revised Criminal Code 
§§ 4906 and 4907 (Final Draft 1967). 

The application of subsections (2) and (3) of Code § 20.040 
(perjury) is new, as is the requirement that the false state
ment be material. There is no sound policy reason for punish
ing non-material false statements in writing when non-ma
terial false oral statements are not punished. 

The defense of retraction is also allowed here as it is for 
perjury. As with perjury retraction, the defense is limited in 
that the retraction must be made before the falsity of the 
statement is exposed. In addition, here the retraction must 
be made before any person takes substantial action in reliance 
on the statement. 

20.060 False declarations 
(1) A person commits the crime of making a false declara

tion if, with the purpose to mislead a public servant in the per
formance of his duty, he 

(a) submits any written false statement, which he does 
not believe to be true, 

(i) in an application for any pecuniary benefit or 
other consideration; or 

(ii) on a fOl'm bearing notice, authorized by law, 
that false statements made therein are punishable; or 

(b) submits or invites reliance on 
(i) any writing which he knows to be forged, altered 

01' otherwise lacldng in authenticity; 01' 

(ii) any sample, specimen, map, boundary mark, or 
other object which he knows to be false. 

(2) The falsity of the statement or the item under Subsection 
(1) must be as to a fact which is material to the purposes for 
which the statement is made 01' the item submitted; and the 
provisions of Sections 20.040(2) and 20,040(3) shall apply to 
prosecutions under Subsection (1) of this Section. 

(3) It is a defense to a prosecution under Subsection (1) that 
the actor retracted the false statement 01' item but this defense 
shall not apply if the retraction was made after 

(a) the falsity of the statement 01' item was exposed i 01' 

(b) the public servant took substantial action in reliance 
on the statement 01' item. 
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(4) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is

sue of retraction under Subsection (3). 

(5) Making a false declaration is a Class B Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

In general, this section is new to Missouri law. Section 
561.400 RSMo prohibits generally "false statements to obtain 
property or credit, 01' discollnt." This would cover sllch when 
made to mislead a public servant. See also § 288.380(3) on 
filing false unemployment insurance claims. This section is 
based on Model Penal Code § 241.3 and partially on Michigan 
Revised Criminal Code § 4940 (Final Draft 1967). This sec
tion covers basically the making of false statements or supply
ing false items to public servants for the purpose of mislead
ing them. 

Subsection (1) (a) (ii) is based on Model Penal Code. The 
comments in Tent. Draft No.6 at 143 (1957) explain: 

"[This section] picks up a common modern 
device by which the government indicates the special 
gravity which it attaches to truth in a particular docu
ment. It is especially useful as an alternative to pre
scribing oaths before notaries, avoiding inconvenience 
and expense. The specification that this de
vice can be used only by legislative authority is intended 
to make sure that it is not overused, merely on the whim 
of officials, with consequent depreciation of its value." 

The section provides that the falsity must be material and for 
the limited defense of retraction, similar to Code § 20,050. 

20.070 Proof of falsity of statements 
No person shall be convicted of a violation' of Sections 20.040, 

20.050 or 20.060 based upon the making of a false statement 
except upon proof of the falsity of the statement by 

(1) the direct evidence of two witnesses; 01' 

(2) the direct evidence of one witness together with 
strongly corroborating circumstances; 01' 

(3) demonstrative evidence which conclusively proves 
the falsity of the statement; or 

(4) a directly contradictory statement by the defend
ant under oath together with 

(a) the direct evidence of one witness;' 01' 

(b) strongly cOlToborating circumstances; 01' 

(5) a judiciai admission by the defendant that he made 
the statement knowing it was false. An admission, which 
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is not a judicial admission, by the defendant that he made 
the statement knowing it was false may constitute c:;trongly 
corroborating circumstances. 

Comment 

This section provides for a significant change in the evi·· 
dence sufficient Ito prove perjury. Missouri follows the com
mon law "quantum of evidence" rule with regard to proof of 
the falsity of the statement. Under this rule, the falsity of the 
statement can be proved only by the direct evidence of two 
witnesses, 01' by the direct evidence of one witness plus 
strongly corroborating circumstances. These methods are 
covered by subsections (1) and (2). The succeeding sections 
broaden the rule and ease the prosecutor's burden by provid
ing for three other methods of proof. 

Subsection (3) allows the state to prove falsity solely on the 
basis of "demonstrative evidence which conclusively proves 
the falsity." Fingerprint and firearms identification evi
dence are two examples which, though technically "circum
stantial evidence", are far more reliable than the IIdirect" 
evidence of an eyewitness. If the defendant has denied being 
inside a certain vehicle, but his fingerprints are found in
side, it is unreasonable to say the state cannot prove the falsi
ty of his denial. In using the phrase "conclusively proves" 
the intent is to use the strongest language possible to indicate 
that any ordinary circumstantial evidence will not suffice. 

Subsection (4) allows the state to prove falsity by means of 
"directly contradictory statement" \Jnder oath plus strongly 
corroborating circumstances 01' the direct evidence of one 
witness. In effect, this substitutes the contradiction for the 
direct evidence of one witness under subsection (1). This ap
proach is a compromise between the present law and proposals 
which would allow the direct contradiction under oath to be 
sufficient without the necessity of having to prove which 
statement was false. See Model Penal Code § 241.1(5); 
Colo.Rev.Stat .. § 40-8-505; Ill. Criminal Code Ch. 38, § 32-
2(b); Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 4915 (Final Draft 
1967) and New York Penal Code § 210,20, 

'rhe choice of subsection (4) was based on several consid
erations. First, the Model Penal Code approach would allow 
the state to charge perjury as an either/or type of crime and 
force the defendant to defend himself against two inconsistent 
charges. This violates the concept that the defendant is en
titled to be charged with specific acts violating the law and 
that he is entitled to notice of what he is charged with, and 
that the state must elect where it has alternative theories of 
prosecution. Second, as a practical matter, the situations 
where the contradiction would be completely clear cut would 
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be rare, and the defendant in many instances would be placed 
in the position of having both to negate the inconsistency and 
to prove the truth of both statements. Third, most perjury 
pros~cutions arise out of criminal cases, and the state will 
have taken a position in most cases of urging the truth of one 
of the two statements in the prior case. It does not appeal' 
just to allow the state to urge conviction of a defendant in one 
case by urging the falsity of a statement which it relied upon 
to convict someone in a former case. Finally, if one of the 
statements in fact contradicts the state's position in ,(mother 
case, as it often will, the state should have little difficulty cor
roborating the other statement. For these reasons, the Model 
Penal Code approach was not adopted. However, where a wit
ness has made contradictory statements under oath, and the 
state has corroborative proof of the falsity of one of the state
ments, the present quantum of evidence rule, which would 
preclude conviction based on those facts alone, is simply a 
loophole for the guilty, and not a protection for the innocent. 
The propos t' thus comports with reality without creating an 
insoluble dilemma for defendants. 

Subsection (5) is also new. The general rule is that a ju
dicial admission of a specific crime does away with the re
quirement that a corpus delicti be proved and is itself suffi
cient for a submissible case. The factors that distinguish 
perjury from other crimes do not justify a different standard 
of proof insofar as judicial admissions are concerned. The 
second sentence indicates that a non-judicial admission may 
satisfy the requirement of "strongly corrobo:<'ating circum
stances" even though it would not be sufficient evidence by it-
self. 

Under present Missouri law the "quantum of evidence" rule 
also applies to the conduct involved in making a false affi
davit. This section also applies to that offense as well as the 
new offense of making a false declaration. Note that it does 
not apply to a false declaration made under subsection 20.060 
(1) (b) as that does not involve making a false statement. 

20.080 False reports 

(1) A person commits the cl'ime of making a false report if 
he knowingly 

(a) gives false information tv a law enforcement offi
cer for the purpose of implicating another person in a crime; 

or 
(b) makes a false report to a law enforcement officer 

that a crime has occurred or is about to 0; '!ur; or 
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(c) makes a false report or causes a false report to be 
made to a law enforcement officer, security officer, fire 
department or other organization, official or volunteer, 
which deals with emergencies involving danger to life or 
property that a fire or other incident calling for an emer
gency response has occurred. 

(2) It is a defense to a prosecution under Subsection (1) 
that the actor retracted the false statement or report before 
the law enforcement officer or any other person took substantial 
action in reliance thereon. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue of retraction under Subsection (2). 

(4) Making a false report is a Class .;, ~',h,sdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is based on Model Penal Code § 241. Similar 
sections are found in some other codes. Present Missouri law 
covers part of this section. See § 562.285 and § 564.535 RSMo. 
The former deals with making false reports of crimes or de
structive substances, the latter with false reports of fires and 
accidents. 

20.090 Fa]se bomb report 

(1) A person commits the crime of making a false bomb re
port if he knowingly makes a false report or causes a false re
port to be made to any person that a bomb or other explosive 
has been placed in any public or private place or vehicle. 

(2) Making a false bomb report is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

This is a type of aggravated false report and has been placed 
in a separate section with an increased penalty. Under an 
appropriate set of facts making a false report nnder Code § 
20.080(1) (c) could be a lesser included offense. This offense 
is presently covered by § 562.285 RSMo except that section 
is limited to false reports to law enforcement authorities. 

Making a false bomb report can be highlydangel'ous. If a 
death resulted it is possible the individual could be guilty of 
manslaughter under Code § 10.030(1)(a). If serious physical 
injury resulted, he could be guilty of the felony of as,\!ault in 
the second degree under Code § 10.060(1) (b). 
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20.100 Tan'lllcdng with physical evidence 
(1) A person commits the crime of tampering with physical 

evidence if he 
(a) alt~rs, destroys, suppresses or conceals any record, 

document or thing with purpose to impair its verity, legi
bility or availability in any official proceeding or investi
gation; or 

(b) makes, presents or uses any record, document or 
thing knowing it to be false with purpose to mislead a pub
lic servant who is or may be engaged in any official pro
ceeding or investigation. 

(2) Tampering with physical evidence is a Class D Felony 
if the actor impairs or obstructs the prosecution or defense of 
a felony; otherwise, tampering with physical evidence is a Class 
A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is new to Missouri. It forbids tampering with 
evidence for the purpose of obstructing justice. Under an ap
propriate set of facts making a false declaration under Code 
§ 20.060 or making a false report under Code § 20.070 could be 

" a lesser included offense. This crime, of course, carries a 
much higher penalty. The section is based on Model Penal 
Code § 241.7 and similar provisions are found in many other 
codes. Note that the section requires a purpose to affect an 
official proceeding or investigation 01' to mislead a public ser
vant. 

20.110 Tampering with a public record 
(1) A person commits the crime of tampering with a public 

record if with the purpose to impair the verity, legibility, or 
availability of a public record 

(a) he knowingly makes a false entry in or falsely alters 
any public record; or 

(b) knowing he lacks authority to do so, he destroys, 
suppresses or conceals any public record. 

(2)' Tampering witl1 a public record is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is new and is based on Model Penal Code § 241.8 
which also is the basis for similar provisions in other codes. 
The major problem in defining this crime is the definition of 
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"public record" which under Code § 20.010(7) is limited to 
"any document which a public servant is required by law to 
keep." 

20.120 False impersonation 
(1) A person commits the crime of false impersonation if he 

(a) falsely represents himself to be a public servant with 
purpose to induce another to submit to his pretended official 
authority 01' to rely upon his pretended official acts, and 

(i) performs an act in that pretended capacity; or 

(ii) causes another to act in reliance upon his pre
tended official authority; or 

(b) falsely represents himself to be a person licensed to 
practice or engage in any profession for which a license is 
required by the laws of this State with purpose to induce 
another to rely upon such representation, and 

(i) performs an act in that pretended capacity; 01' 

(ii) causes another to act in reliance upon such rep
resentatiOlL 

(2) False impersonation is a Class B Misdemeanor unless the 
person represents himself to be a law enforcement officer in 
which case false impersonation is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Under this section, which is new, anyone who impersonates 
a law enforcement officer, public servant or licensed profes
sional with the purpose that his impersonation be relied on by 
another and who performs an act while playing that role is 
guilty of a crime. Ct. Model Penal Code § 241.9; Colo.Rev. 
Stat. §§ 40-8-112 and 40-8-113; and Michigan Revised Crim
inal Code §§ 4545 and 4550 (Final Draft 1967), Most, if 
not all, codes have a similar provision but some are limited to 
public servants and apply to simply impersonation. This sec
tion includes all public servants and licensed professionals 
because the potential harm from impersonation of either can 
be great. The element of intended reliance is included because 
the offense is in the nature of fraud, and this eliminates the 
harmless practical joke situation. The requirement of an act 
being performed helps to distinguish innocent from guilty 
conduct. 
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20.130 Simulating legal process 
(1) A. person commits the crime of simulating legal process 

if, with purpose to mislead the recipient and cause him to take 
action in reliance thereon, he delivers of causes to be delivered 

(a) a request for the payment of money on behalf of 
any creditor that in form and substance simulates any legal 
process issued by any court of this State; or 

(b) any purported summons, subpoena or other legal 
process knowing that said process was not issued or au
thorized by any' court. 

(2) This section shall not apply to a subpoena properly is
sued by a notary public. 

(3) Simulating legal process is a Class B Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is new and is based on Colo.Rev.Stat. § 40-8-
611; Ill. Criminal Code Ch. 38 § 32-7; Michigan Revised 
Criminal Code § 5055 (Final Draft 1967). Similar sections 
are found in the other codes. Subsection (2) makes it clear 
that a notary public subpoena which can resemble legal proc
ess issued by a court is not included so long as it is a prop
erly issued notary public subpoena. 

[Note: A section originally numbered 20.140 has 
been taken out. Because of cross-references al
ready made, subsequent sections have not been re
numbered.] 

20.150 ReSisting or interfering with arrest 
(1) A person commits the crime of resisting or interfering 

with al'rest if, knowing tllat a law enforcement officer is making 
an arrejt, for the purpose of preventing the officer from effect
ing th~ anest, he 

(a) resists the arrest of himself by using or threatening 
the use of violence or physical force or by fleeing from such 
officer; or 

(b) interferes with the arrest of another person by us
ing or threatening the use of violence, physical force or 
physical interference. 

(2) . This Section applies to arrests with or without warrants 
and to arrests for any crime or ordinance violation. 

(3) It is no defense to a prosecution under Subsection (1) 
that the law enforcement officer was acting unlawfully in mak-
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ing the arrest. However, nothing in this Section shall be con
strued to bar civil suits for unlawful arrest. 

(4) Resisting, by means other than flight, or interfering with 
~n al'l'es.t for a felony is a Class D Felony; otherwise, resisting 01' 

mterfarmg with arrest is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Sections 557.200 and 557.210 RSMo presently make it crim
inal to ':knowingly and willfully obstruct, resist or oppose 
any shenff or other ministerial officer" in the service or ex
ecution of process or in the discharge of other duties. Section 
557.200 applies to felonies and § 557.210 to all other. cases. 
This section and the next retain the basic structure of the 
present law except the division is between arrest (not lim
ited to felonies) in Code § 20.150 and "civil process" in Code § 
20.160. 

Resistance to warrantless arrests, which make up well over 
90% of the resisting arrest cases, have been prosecuted under 
the "discharge of duty" clauses. This section makes it clear 
that resisting or interfering with arrest applies to arrests with 
or without warrants. Service of other process in criminal 
cases (e. g., subpoenas) is covered in Code § 20.160. 

. Another problem with the present statu.tes is that they are 
m terms of protecting "sheriffs" and "other ministerial of
ficers." Using the term "law enforcement officer, defined in 
the general definitions section of Chapter 1 as one having the 
power and duty to arrest, eliminates any question as to whether 
the protection extends to police officers. 

This section applies to resisting or interfering with both 
lawful and unlawful arrests. Making it a crime to resist an 
unlawful arrest may be a major change in Missouri law. No 
cases have been found squarely in point, although the lan
guage seems to indicate that the present statute does not ap
ply to resistance to an unlawful arrest. 

The Model Penal Code limits this crime to lawful arrests. 
Other codes vary. This· section is based on Colo.Rev.Stat. 
§ 40-8-103 and Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 4625 (Final 
Draft 1967) both of which make resisting ari unlawful arrest 
a crime so long as the officer is acting under color of his of
ficial authority. The comments to the Michigan proposal ex
plain at 365: 

" . Under present law . . . there is no liabil
ity if the peace officer wa.s acting without lawful author
ity. On this issue, ho ..... ever, the defendant must take his 
chances. He is still liable if he forcibly resists the ar
rest, believing it to be unlawful, and later .finds that it 
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was in fact a legal arrest. The Committee believes, how
ever, that persons should not resort to self-help to re
sist an arrest which they know is being made by a peace 
officer in his official capacity. Even if a citizen feels the 
arrest is unlawful, he should submit and rely upon his legal 
remedies. The resort to force is an improper remedy 
that will usually only lead to an escalation of force by the 
officer and result in far greater injury to the actor than 
the improper arrest." 

It should be noted, however, that this section applies only to 
resistance for the purpose of preventing the officer from ef
fecting the arrest. It does not apply to the use of force for 
other purposes. It would not, for example, affect the lawful 
use of force in I!elf-defense against a police officer who is using 
excessive force and illegally threatening serious harm. 

The proposal is broader than that found in most codes in 
that it applies to fleeing as well as using force to prevent an 
arrest. 

20.160 Interference with legal process 
(1) A person commits the crime of interference with legal 

process if, knowing any person is authorized by law to serve 
process, for the purpose of preventing such person from effect
ing the service of any process, he interferes with or obstructs 

, such person. 
(2) "Process" includes ~1J.y '.vrit, summons, subpoena, warrant 

other than an arrest warrant, or other process or order of a court. 
(3) Interference with legal process is a Class B Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This is basically present § 557.210 RSMo excluding mis
demeanor and ordinance violation arrest warrants which arc 
covered under Code § 20.150. A person "authorized by law to 
serve process" has been substituted for "sheriff 01' any other 
ministerial officer." The term "resist" has been removed ttl 
make it clear that mere avoidance of civil process is not &. 

crime. 

20.170 Refusing to make an employee available for service 

of process 
(1) Any employer, or any agent who is in charge of a busi

ness establishment, commits the crime of refusing to make an 
employee available for service of process if he knowingly refus~s 
to assist any officer authorized by law to serve process who calls 
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at such business establishment during the working hours of an 
employee for the purpose of serving process on such employee, 
by failing or refusing to make such employee available for serv·· 
ice of process. 

(2) Refusing to make an employee available for service of 
process is a Class C Misdemeanor. 

Comm(l!1t 

This is basically § 557.225 RSMo. It has been changed to 
make it clear that if the agent is the one who refuses to as
sist, it is the agent who is guilty. The present statute states 
that in such circumstances it is the employer who is guilty. 

20.180 Failure to execute an arrest warrant 
(1) A law enforcement officer commits the crime of failure 

to execute an arrest warrant if, with the purpose of allowing any 
person charged with or convicted of a crime to escape, he fails 
to execute any arrest warrant, capii:ts, or other lawful process 
ordering apprehension or confinemen't of such person, which he 
is authorized and required by law to execute. 

(2) Failure to execute an arrest warrant is a Class D Felony 
if the offense involved is a felony; otherwise failure to execute 
an arrest warrant is a Class A Misdemeanor.' 

Comment 

This is a revision of § 557.440 RSMo. It adds the require
ment that the failure to execute the wal'rant must be for the 
specific purpose' of permitting escape. Under the present 
atatute, the other person must escape for the crime to occur, 
and the penalty is the same as for "persons convicted of aid
ing or f; disti'ng such escape." Under the proposal, failure to 
serve a misdemeanor warrant is a Class A Misdemeanor and 
failure to serve a felony warrant is a Class D Feiony. 

,20.190 Refusal to identify as a witness 
(1) A person commits the crime of refusal to identify as a 

witness if, knowing he has witnessed any portion of a crime, or 
,.of any other incident resulting in physical injury or substantial 
property damage, upon demand by a law enforcement officer en
gaged in the performance of his official duties, he refuses to 
report or give a false report of his name and present address to 
such officer. . 

(2) Refusal to identify as a witness is a Class C Misd~meanor. 
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Comment 

This section is new and is based on Proposed Texas Penal 
Code § 38.02. It imposes a limited duty upon persons to iden
tify themselves to law enforcement officers. 

20.200 Escape from custody 
(1) A person commits the crime of escape from custody if, 

while being held in custody after arrest for any crimG, he es
capes from custody. 

(2) Escape from custody is a Class A Misdemeanor unless: 
(a) It is effected by means of a deadly weapon 01' dan

gerous instrument or hy holding any person as host'~e, 
in which case escape from custody is a Class A Felony. 

(b) The person e:,caping is under arrest for a felony, 
in which case escape from custody is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

Basically this is a new section. See comments after Code 
§ 20.210. 

20.210 . Escape from confinement 
(1) A person commits the crime of escape from confinement 

if, while being held in confinement after anest for any crime, 
or while serving a sentence after conviction for any crime, he 
escapes from confinement. 

(2) Escape from confinement is a Class A Misdemeanor ex
cept that it is: 

(a) A Class A Felony if it is ~ffected by means of a dead
ly weapon or dangerous instrument or by holding any person 
as hostage. 

(b) A Class D Felony if 
(i) the person escaj.Jes while being held on a felony 

charge or while serving a sentence after conviction of 
a felony; 01' 

(ii) the escape is facilitated by striking or beating 
any person. 

comment 

Present Chapter 557 RSMo contains a multitude of sections 
dealing with rescuing prisoners, aiding escapes, and escape. 
These sections and the succeeding sections are an effort to 
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simplify this law. Code §§ 20.200 and 20.210 deal with escape 
from custody and escape from confinement. While the penal
ties are very similar, the distinction is made between custody, 
which is basically that period after arrest and before confine
ment, and confinement which also includes a person confined 
while serving a sentence. Under the definitions, see Code §§ 
20.010(2), (3) and (9), the distinction is based on the place 
of confinement. '1'his is consistent with present law '~'hich 
defines escape almost completely in terms of custody con
finement although neither is clearly defined. The present 
provisions against escape apply only to persons charged with 
crimes (except for attempted escape by force under § 557.410 
RSMo) and this limitation is retained. Thus, a person 
charged with or convicted of a municip!11 ordinance violation 
cannot violate these sections. 

Present §§ 557.351 and 557.410 RSMo require that the cus
tody, confinement or imprisonment be "lawful". This word is 
not used in the Code sections. If the confinement were not 
lawful and the individual escaped, the unlawful nature of the 
confinement would certainly be a mitigating factor. How
ever, it would not be a complete defense. This follows the 
general approach of the Code that persons should not take 
the law into their own hands but should follow legal methods 
of testing the legality of arrest, detention arid confinement. 
If the conditions of a confinement were such that the indi
vidual risked death by not escaping, then the general prin
ciples of justification under Chapter 8 'could' be used. 

Present § 557.351 RSMo also includes "willfully failing 
. to return to an institution . . . when permitted 

',., .. :~~~~;~~ed by Code § 20.220. 

O\~;me that under Code § 20.010(2), confinement does not in
clude persons on bond, recognizance, probation or parole. It 
does not apply where a prisoner is mistakenly released by jail 
authorities. It does apply to all actual confinement in a place 
of confinement, and once an individual is in confinement, he 
remains in confinement while in transit from one location to 
another, while outside the place of confinement for court ap
pearances, work details, etc., or while on an emergency "leave" 
for humanitarian purposes because of death or illness in the 
family. However, where the prisoner is serving a sentence 
which is not continuous (e. g. he is confined on weekends 
only), or is participating in a work-release program (the 
"Huber Plan") whereby he is free without guard to work 
during the. day and returns to his ~ell at night, he is "in cOn
finement" only during the periods or actual confinement. It 
is believed that this approach captures the sense of § 557.351 
RS1iIo but clarifies some of the ambiguities. 
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In general under the Code escape while being held for a 
felony is a Class D Felony, and escape while being held for a 
misdemeanor is a misdemeanor. This is a slight change from 
present law which treats all the escapes that are covered as 
felonies with the penalties varying according to whether the 
escape was from the penitentiary, the jail, or was before or 
after conviction. The Code, however, severely aggravates the 
pena\ty if the escape is by means of a deadly weapon or dan
gerous instrument or by use of a hostage. This makes such 
escapes aggravated forms of assault and kidnapping. Cf. 
Code §§ 10.110(1) (b) and 10.060. It should also be noted that 
f!scape from custody and confinement are among the listed fel
onies in Code § 10.020(1) (c) dealing with murder. 

20.220 Failure to return to confinement 
(1) A person commits the crime of failure to return to con

finement if, while serving a sentence for any crime under a work
release program, or while under sentence of any crin:e to se::ve 
a term of confinement which is not continuous, or whIle servmg 
any other type of sentence for any crime wherein ho is temp.o
rarily permitted to go at large without guard, he purposely falls 
to return to confinement when he is required to do so. 

(2) This section does not apply to persons who are free on 
bond, bail or recognizance, personal or otherwise, nor to persons 

• who are on probation or parole, tempol'ary or otherwise. 
(3) Failure to return to confinement is a Class C Misdemeanor 

unless 
(a) the sentence be,ing served is to the Missouri De~art

ment of Corrections in which case failure to return to con
finement is a Class D Felony; 01' 

(b) the sentence being served is one of confinement in 
a county jail on conviction of a felony in which case failure 
to return to confinement is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

comment 

This section replaces the language of § 557.351 RSMo 011 

failing to return. See Comments 011 Code § 20.210. While it 
is desirable that the penalty for this offense be less than that . 
for escape, thi.s is a practical impossibility where confinement 
in the department of corrections is concerned. Under Code 
§ 20.210 non-aggravated escape from confinement. to th: de
partment of corrections is a Class D Felony. Makmg faIlure 
to return to the penitentiary a miSdemeanor would create the 
anomaly that the defendant could be sentenced to a county jail 
while serving a sentence in the penitentiary. Serving such 
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sentences consecutively if nothing else, would be bad penology. 
By making failing to return under these circumstanc~s a 
felony, the sentences, whether consecutive or concurrent will 
be served in the same place. 

20.230 Aiding escape of a prisoner 

(1) A person commits the crime of aiding escape of a prisoner 
if he 

(a) introduces into any place of confinement any deadly 
weapon or dangerous instrument, or other thing adapted 
or designed for use in making an escape, with the purpose of 
facilitating the escape of any prisoner confined therein, or 
of facilitating the commission of any other crime; or 

(b) assists or attempts to assist any prisoner who is be
ing held in custody or confinement for the purpose of ef
fecting the prisoner's escape from custody or confinement. 

(2) Aiding escape of a prisoner by introducing a deadly weapon 
or dangerous instrument into a place of confinement is a Class 
B Felony. Aiding escape of a prisoner being held in. custody or 
confinement on the basis of a felony charge or conviction is a 
Class D Felony. Otherwise, aiding escape of a prisoner is a Class 
A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section combines present §§ 557.290, 557.300, 557.310, 
557.320, 557.330 and 557.340 RSMo.· It also replaces §§ 
557.230, 557.240, 557.250, 557.260, 557.270 and 557.280 RSMo. 
These latter sections deal with rescuing prisoners. Section 
557.310 covers aiding persons charged with felonies; § 557.320 
applies to aiding prisoners charged with misdemeanors; and 
§ 557.340 applies to fellow prisoners aiding escape. 

The Code section applies to aiding the escape of a prisoner 
in custody or confinement on a charge of any crime or serving 
a sentence after conviction of any crime. 

Present §§ 557.310 and 557.320 apply only to persons law
fully detained. As with prior sections, this section does not 
include that element and thus is a change in the law. 

It should be noted that there is no requirement that an es
cape occur in order for there to be a conviction for aiding es
cape. This is consistent witti present law. 

The provision on introduction of weapons 01' instruments 
of escape is based on §§ 557.290 and 557.300 RSMo. The pro
viso that the thing introduced must be "disguised" has been 
eliminated. The requirement that it be done with the intent 
to facilitate escape is explicit in § 557.290 and implicit in § 
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557.300 and, together with the new alternative that it may be 
intended to aid in the commission of some other crime, is re
tained as the simplest means of distinguishing between the 
lawful and unlawful introduction of such items. 

Introducing a weapon is a Class B Felony. Under present 
law, it is a felony if intended to aid a felon and a misdemeanor 
if intended to aid a misdemeanant. Aiding escape of a pris
oner charged with or convicted of a felony is a Class D It'elony. 
It is presently a felony in Missouri. Aiding escape of a per
son charged with or convicted of a misdemeanor has been re
duced to a misdemeanor. 

20.240 Permitting escape 
(1) A public servant who is authorized and required by law 

to have charge of any person charged with or convicted of any 
crime commits the crime of permitting escape if he knowingly 

(a) suffers, allows or permits any deadly weapon or 
dangerous instrument or anything adapted or designed for 
use in making an escape, to be introduced into or allowed 
to remain in any place of confinement, in violation of law, 
regulations or rules governing the operation of the place of 
confinement; or 

(b) suffers, allows or permits a person in custody or 
confinement to escape. 

(2) Permitting escape by suffering, allowing or permitting 
any deadly ',yeapon or dangerous instrument to be introduced 
into a place of confinement is a Class B Felony; otherwise, pe1'
mjtting escape is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

This section combines and amends §§ 557.420 and 557.430 
RSMo. The adjective "disguised" has been removed from 
"arms" or "instruments", and "in violation of law, regula
tions or rules governing the operation of the place of confine
ment" has been substituted to distinguish between lawful 
and unlawful introductions. Present § 557.430 RSMo re
quires that the custody be lawful. Again, this has been 
changed; 

The section makes allowing the introduction of a weapon a 
Class B Felony'; Under present law, it is a felony if a felon 
is the proposed recipient and a misdemeanor otherwise. 

Any other violation of this section is a Cla,ss D Felony. Un
der present law, the conduct covered is a felony e,.cept that al
lowing the introduction of instruments for escape to benefit a 
misdemeanant is only a misdemeanor. Even though escape or 
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aiding escape of a misdemeanant has been reduced to a misde
meanor under Code §§ 20.200, 20.210 and 20.230, it is retained 
as a felony for a public servant to aid such an escape. 

20.250 Disturbing a judicial proceeding 
(1) A person commits the crime of disturbing a judicial pro

ceeding if, with purpose to intimidate a judge, attorney, juror, 
party or witness, and thereby to influence a judicial proceeding, 
he disrupts or disturbs a judicial proceeding by participating in 
an assembly and calling aloud, shouting, or holding or displaying 
a placard or sign containing written or printed matter concern
ing the conduct of the judicial proceeding, or the character of a 
judge, attorney, juror, party or witness engaged in such pro
ceeding, or calling for or demanding any specified action or de
termination by such judge, attorney, juror, party or witness in 
connection with such proceeding. 

(2) Disturbing a judicial proceeding is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is based on New York Penal Code § 215.50(7) 
which provides: 

"A person is guilty of criminal conduct when he en
gages in any of the following conduct: 

" 
"(7) On 01' along a public street or sidewalk within a 

radius of two hundred feet of any 'building established as 
a courthouse, he calls aloud, shouts, holds 01' displays 
placards or signs containing written or printed matter, 
concerning the conduct of a trial being held in such 
courthouse or the character of the court or jury engaged 
in such trial or calling for or demanding any specified 
action or determination by such court or jury in con
nection with such tria1." 

In Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 559, 85 .S.Ct. 476, 13 L.Ed.2d 
487 (1965), the United States Supreme Court considered a 
statute which prohibited the above conduct "near" a court
hou~e. The Court declined to rule that such a statute was a 
violation of the right of free speech, but did hold that the 
term "near" was unconstitutionally vague. New York has at
tempted to remedy this by placing the specific limitation of 
two hundred feet in the statute. However, this arbitrary limit 
is not nece&sal'ily related to the potential problems which the 
section seeks to avert. The Code provision avoids the prob
lems of both these statutes by eliminating the element of 
nearness or a specific distance and focusing upon the effect of 
the conduct of the participants on the judicial proceeding. 
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The Code section differs from the New York provision in 

two other material respects. First, it adds the element of a 
"purpose to intimidate" and second, the actor must both "par
ticipate in an assembly" and shout or carry a sign, etc. Thus, 
a single person cannot violate the statute. Nor is it violated 
by a member of a group who does nothing more than be pres
ent. The committee considered specifying that mere presence 
at the scene where a disturbance takes place is insufficient 
for arrest, prosecution or conviction. However, since this is 
merely a restatement of existing case law, it was rejected as 
superfluous. 

20.260 Tampering with a judicial proceeding 
(1) A person commits the crime of tampering with a judicial 

proceeding if, with purpose to influence the official action of a 
judge, juror, special master, referee or arbitrator in a judicial 
proceeding, he 

(a) threatens or causes harm to any person 01' property; 
or 

(b) engages in conduct reasonably calculated to harass 
or alarm such official or juror; or 

(c) offers, confers or agrees to confer any benefit, direct 
or indirect, upon such official or juror. 

(2) Tampering with a judicial proceeding is a Class C Felony. 

Comment 

This is a revision Of § 557.110 RSlVIo with the addition of 
judges and mastel'S to the. potential subjects of improper in
fluences. Note that juror as defined in Code § 20.010(6) in
cludes both present and prospective jurors for grand 01' petit 
juries. 

All the current codes cov(,l' this type of conduct. Some do 
so in general prOvisions applicable to all public servants Dr 
governmental processes. See Code Chapter 50 which con
tains similar provisions. Because interference with the ju- . 
dicial process is very serious, the Code provides for separate 
offenses in this area and, in general, provides for greater 
penalties. 

The phrase "benefit, direct 01' indirect" in subsection (1) 
(c) is intended to covel' not only·benefits made directly to the 
official 01' juror, but also benefits made to othersrsuch as 
members of his family, which would indirectly benefit such 
official 01' juror. 
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20.270 Tampering with a witness 

(1) A person commits the crime of tampering with a witness 
if, with purpose to induce a witness or a prospective witness in 
an official proceeding to disobey a subpoena or other legal process, 
or to absent himself or avoid subpoena or other legal process, or 
to withhold evidence, information or documents, or to testify 
falsely, he 

(a) threatens or causes harm to any person or property; 
or 

(b) uses force, threats or deception; or 
(c) offers, confers or agrees to confer any benefit, direct 

or indirect, upon such witness. 
(2) Tampering wi ~h a witness in a felony prosecution, or 

tampering with a witness with purpose to induce the witness 
to testify falsely is cl. Class D Felony. Otherwise, tampering with 
a witness is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This is a revision of part of § 557.090 RSMo which forbids 
inducing a witness not to testify "by bribery, menace or other 
means." The Code section provides a little more specific 
listing of the conduct that is prohibited and uses a listing. 
similar to Code § 20.260. How~ver, Code § 20.260 is limited 
to official and jurors in a judicial m'qceeding. This section 
covers witnesses in an official proceeding, which is a broader 
category. See definition in Code § 20.010 (8). 

20.280 Acceding to corruption 

(1) A person commits the c:rime of acceding to corruption if 
(a) he is a judge, juror, special master, referee or ar

bitrator and knowingly solicits, accepts, or agrees to accept 
any benefit, direct or indirect, on the representation or un~ 
derstanding that it will influence his official action in a 
judicial proceeding pending in any court or before such 

. official or juror. 

(b) he is a witness or prospective witness in any official 
proceeding and knowingly solicits, accepts, or agrees to ac
cept any benefit, direct or indirect, on the representation 
or undel'standing that he will disobey a subpoena or other 
legal process, or absent himself or avoid subpoena or other, 
legal process, or withhold evidence, information or docu
ments, or testify falsely. 
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(2) Acceding to corruption under Subsection (1) (a) is a 

Class C Felony. Acceding to corruption under Subsection (1) 
(b) in a felony prosecution, or on the representation or under
standing of testifying falsely is a Class D Felony. Otherwise, 
acceding to corruption is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Subsection (1) (a) is an expansion of § 557.100 RSMo. It 
adds judges and special masters to the class of offenders, and 
broadens the crime to include solicitation of bribes and agree
ment to accept bribes. See Code § 50.020 for provision cov
ering acceding to corruption by public servants. 

Subsection (1) (b) is a. revision of the last half of § 557.090 
RSMo with no sUbstantial change. 

20.290 Improper communication 

(1) A person commits the crime of improper communication 
if he communicates, directly or indirectly with any juror, spe
cial master, referee, or arbitrator in a judicial proceeding, other 
than as part of the proceedings in a case, for the purpose of in
fluencing the official action of such person. 

(. 

(2) Improper communication is a Class B Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This is a reVISIon of § 557.130 RSMo. Special Maflters 
have been added to the class of person covered. Judges have 
not been included because it is felt that contempt p'owers are 
totally adequate to control the conduct proscribed as far as 
communication with judges is concerned. Also to include 
judg,~s could make a casual social conversation with a judge 
fraught with danger for both parties. 

Under appropriate circumstances, t.his will be a lesser in
cluded offense of Code § 20.260, tampering with a judicial 
proceeding. 

20.300 Misconduct by a juror 

(1) A 1)erson commits the crime of misconduct by a juror if, 
being a juror, he knowingly 

(a) promises or agrees, prior to the submission of a 
cause to the jury for delibel~ation, to vote for or. agree to a 
verdict for or against any party in a judicial proceeding; or 

(b) receives any pa~er, evidence or information from 
anyone in relation to any judicial proceeding for the trial 
of which he has been or may be sworn, without the authority 
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of the court or officer before whom such proceeding is pend
ing, and does not immediately disclose the same to such 
court or officer. 

(2) Misconduct by a juror is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This is a revision of § 557.120 RSMo with little substantive 
change. Under appropriate circumstances this will be a lesser 
included offense of Code § 20.280, acceding to corruption. 

20.310 Misconduct in selecting or summoning a juror 

(1) A public servant authorized by law to select or summon 
any juror commits the crime of misconduct in selecting or sum
moning a juror if he knowingly acts unfairly, improperly or not 
impartially in selecting or summoning any person or persons 
to be a member or members of a jury. 

(2) Misconduct in selecting or summoning a juror is a Class 
B Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This is a revision of § 557.150 RSMo, with little substantive 
change. 

20.320 Misconduct in administratio~ of justice 

(1) .A. public servant, in his public capacity or under color of 
his office or employment, commits the crime of misconduct in 
administration of justice if: 

(a) He is charged with the custody of any person accused 
or convicted of any crime or municipal ordinance viola
tion and he coerces, threatens, abuses or strikes such per
son for the purpose of securing a confession from him. 

(b) He knowingly seizes or levies' upon any property or 
dispossesses anyone of any lands or tenements without due 
and legal process, or other lawful authority. 

(c) He is a judge and knowingly accepts a plea of guilty 
from any person charged with a violation of a statute or 
ordinance at any place other than at the place provided by 
law for holding court by such judge. 

(d) He is a jaiier or keeper of a county jail and knowingly 
refuses to receive, in the jail under his charge, any person 
lawfully committed to such jail on any criminal charge 01' 
criminal conviction by a;t).y court of this State, or on any 
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warrant and commitment or capias on any criminal charge 
issued by any court of this State. 

(e) He is a law enforcement officer and violates the pro
visions of Section 544.170 RSMo by knowingly 

(i) . refusing to release any person in custody who 
is entitled to such release; or 

(ii) refusing to permit a person in custody to see 
and consult with counselor other persons; or 

(iii). transferring any person in custody to the cus
tody or control of another, or to another place, for the 
purpose of avoiding the provisions of that section; or 

(iv) preferring against any person in custody a false 
charge for the purpose of avoiding the provisions of 
that section. 

(2) Misconduct in the administration of justice is a Class 
A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section and Code § 21.040 covel' most of the present 
sections of Chapter 558 RSMo relating to specific types of of
ficial misconduct. See comments to Code § 21.040. 

Subsection (1) (a) is basically § 558.360 without substantive 
change. 

Subsection (1) (b) is based on part of § 558.190 RSMo. It 
has been expanded to cover all public servants. 

Subsection (1) (c) is present § 558.380 RSMo. 

Subsection (1) Cd) is present § 557.450 RSMo. The phrase 
"on any lawful process whatever" has been replaced by "on 
any warrant and committment 01' capias on any criminal 
charge issued by any court of this State." This would allow 
the person in charge of a county jail to refuse to receive per
sons charged with or convicted of ordinance violations, but 
does not, of course, require him to do so. 

Subsection (1) (e) is a redrafting uf the present penalty 
provisions of § 544.170 RSMo without su.bstantive change. 

Some existing statutes dealing with misconduct have not 
been included either here or in Code § 21.040, official miscon
duct. 

Section 558.310 prohibits a pl'osecuting attorney who has 
been involved in a case from later acting in the defense of 
that case. 'rhis is adequately covered by the canons of ethics 
and the machinery for enforcing them. 

The Committee considered and rejected a section 'which 
made "any judge, referee, 01' special master who communi-
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cates privately with one of the parties to a judicial proceed
ing pending bp.fore him, or with a witness in said proceeding, 
and discusses the merits of said proceeding 01' the party's 
or witness's testimony therein" guilty of misconduct. This 
proposal was based upon th,) pro •.. mtion for oppression in of
fice (under § 558.110 RSMo) in State v. Hasler, 449 S.W.2d 
881 (St.L.App.1969). The proposal was rejected because of 
the new machinery available to take care of judicial miscon-

duct. 
The Committee also considered and rejected a section which 

made "any law enforcement officer arresting or detaining any 
person against his wiU without warrant, or causing another 
officer to effect such an arrest, who has no probable cause 
for such arrest and who knows that he has no probable cause" 
guilty of misconduct. This is presently part of § 558.190 RS 
Mo. It was not included because there is no record of its use, 
but primarily because such conduct would be cC"ered by false 
imprisonment under Code § 10.130. 
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Chapter 21 

OFFENSES AFFECTING GOVERNMENT 

21.010 Bribery of a public servant 

(1) A person commits the crime of hribery of a public servant 
if he knowingly offers, confers or agrees to conf~r upon any 
public servant any benefit, direct or indirect, in return for 

(a) the recipient's official vote, opinion, recommenda
tion, . jUdgment, ,lecision, action or exercise of discl'ation 
as a public servant; or 

(b) the recipient's violation of a known legal duty as 
a public servant. ' 

(2) It is no defense that the recipient was not qualified to 
act in the desired way because he had not yet assumed office, 
or lacked jurisdiction, or for any other reason. 

(3) Bribery of a public servant is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

This replaces §§ 558.010, 558.020, 558.030, 508.040, 558.050, 
558.060, 558.070, 558.080, 558.090 and 558.100 RSMo. It also 
replaces the various bribery statutes outside Chapter 558 RS 
Mo which affect public servants, except the special statutes on 
bribery in connection with election laws. Unlawful compen
sation for past official actions, as covered presently by the 
::!ase-Iaw interpretation of § 558.020 RSMo, was considered by 
the Committee and rejected. 

Subsection (1) is basically a codification of present Mis
souri law, and is similar to provisions in other codes. See 
Model Penal Code § 240.1. Some codes are written in terms 
of "influencing" official decisions. The Code language, while 
more limited, is clear and more specific. To constitute a vio
lation of this section, the benefit must be offered or given in 
the expectation that specific action or inaction will ensue, not 
in the hope that the official will in some vague, undefined 
way be "influenced" thereby. Although the present Mis
souri statutes use the term "influer,ce", the case law requires 
allegation and proof of specific action or inaction sought or 
promised. 

This crime is similar to Code § 20.260(1) (c), tampering 
with judicial proceeding, and in an appropriate set of circum
stances could be a lesser in!!luded offense . 

Subsection (2) changes present Missouri law and is based 
on Model Penal Code § 240.1, Colo.Rev.Stat. § 40-8-302(2) 
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and Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 4705(3) (Final Draft 
1967). 

The Committee considered and rejected a provision that: 

"It is a defense to prosecution under this section if a per
son conferred 01' agreed to confer a benefit upon a pub
lic servant as a result of coercion or attempted coercion, 
or extortion 01' attempted extortion by the latter'." 

Such a section is found in Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 
4705(2) (Final Draft 1967); New York Penal Code § 200.5; 
and Proposed South Carolina Criminal Code § 20.19. Such a 
defense is specifically negated in the Proposed New Jersey 
Criminal Code § 2C :27-2. The rationale for such a provision 
is twofold. First, a public servant 'with authority to deny 
permits and licenses might have such overwhelming power in 
a community as to leave a businessman no real choice but to 
cooperate 01' go out of business. Second, a person who had 
been placed in such a position by a public servant would be 
more willing to report the matter to authorities and cooperate 
if he were not subject to prosecution. The Committee, how
ever, rejected the' provision because it felt it rewarded wrong
doing. However, sllch pressure put upon a person would be a 
relevant consideration in the determination of the penalty, 
and his cooperation in reporting a bribe, etc. would certainly 
be a valid consideration in the prosecutor's decision whether 
01' not to prosecute. 

21.020 Public servant acceding to corruption 
(1) A public servant commits the crime of acceding to cor

ruption if he knowingly solicits, accepts or agrees to accept any 
benefit, direct or indirect, in return for 

(a) his official vote, opinion, recommendation, judg
ment, decision, action or exercise of discretion as a public 
servant; 01' 

(b) his violation of a known legal duty as a public servant. 

(2) Acceding to corruption by a pr ,lic servant is a Class D 
Felony. 

Comment 

See comments to Code § 21.010. Note also that this can, un
der appropriate circumstances, be a lesser included offense of 
Code § 20.280(1)(a). 

21.030 Obstructing government operations 
(1) A person commits the crime of obstructing government 

operations if he purposely obstructs, impairs, hinders or perverts 
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OFFENSES AFFECTING GOVERNMENT § 21.040 
t~e ~erformance of a governmental func~ion by the use or threat 
O.L VIOlence, force, or other physical interference or obstacle. 

(2) Obstructing government operations is a Class B Misde
meanor. 

Comment 

This section is new. It is based on Model Penal Code § 
242.1; Colo.Rev.Stat. § 40-8-102; New York Penal Code § 
195.05 and is found in several other codes. Note that under 
appropriate circumstances it could be a lesser included of
fense to a n.umber of more serious crimes, such as Code §§ 
20.090. (ma~l.i1g false bomb threat), 20.150 (resisting or in
terfermg WIth arrest) l 20.160 (interference with legal proc
ess), 20.250 (disturbing judicial proceeding) and 20.270 (tam
pering with witness). 

21.040 Official misconduct 

(l~ A ~ublic servant, in his public capacity or under color 
of hIS offIce or employment, commits the crime of official mis
conduct if: 

(a) He knowingly discriminates against any employee 
or any applicant for employment on account of race, creed 
colo~, sex 01' national origin, provided such employee 0; 

applIcant possesses adequate training and educational quali
fications. 

(b) He knowingly demands or receives any fee or re
ward for t~e execution of any official act 01' the performance 
of a duty Imposed by law or by the terms of his employ
ment, that is not due, or that is more than is due 01' before 
it is due. ' 

(c) He knowingly collects taxes when none are due, 01' 

exacts or demands more than is due. 

(d) He is a city or county treasurer, city or county clerk 
or other municipal or county officer, or judg'e of a municipal 
or county court, and knowingly orders the payment of any 
money, or draws any warrant, or pays over any money 
for any purpose other than the specific purpml6 for which 
the same was assessed, levied and collected; unless it is 
or shall have become impossible to use such money for that 
specific pm·pose. 

(e) He is an officer or employee of any court and know
ingly charges, collects or receives less fee for his services 
than is provided by law. 
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(f) He is an officer or employee of any court and know
ingly directly or indirectly buys, purchases or trades for 
any fee taxed or to be taxed as costs in any court of this 
State, or any county warrant, at less than par value, which 
may be by law due or to become due to any person by or 
through any such court. 

(g) He is a county officer, deputy or employee and know
ingly trafficks for or purchases at less than the par value 
or speculates in any court warrant issued by order of the 
county court of his county, or in any claim or demand held 
against such county. 

(2) Official misconduct is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section replaces §§ 558.110, 558.140, 558.150, 558.155, 
558.160, 558.180, 558.200, 558.210, 558.260, 558.280 and 
558.300 RSMo. This section, and Code § 20.320, reflect the 
choice between a general statute prohibiting oppression 01' 

misconduct in office, and a statute which spells out specific 
acts of misconduct that are to be punished. ::. ',:esent Missouri 
law jumbles these alternatives by specifically prohibiting 
many types of official misconduct yet overlapping these with 
a general prohibition against "oppression in office". Most re
cent codes purport to resolve the question with general pro
hibitions against misconduct in office., But even these codes 
will contain specific prohibitions against public servants 
soliciting or receiving bribes, receiving compensation for 
past official behavior, accepting gifts from persons subject to 
their jurisdiction, etc. The difficulty with the general sec
tion as a catch-all is one of definition. To make it a crime 
for a public servant to fail to do an act which he is required 
to perform, or to do an act in excess of his authority, or to 
violate any statute or regulation pertaining to his office is to 
create a broad and vague crime. If strictly enforced, it would 
be very difficult to be a public servant, and if selectively 
enforced, it would be difficult for a public, servant to know 
what he could or could not do without criminal prosecution. 
The choice made in' the Code is to specify certain behavior as 
being prohibited and to omit a general "misconduct" or 
"oppression" section such as present § 558.110 RSMo, which 
does not give adequate warning to a public servant as to what 
conduct is prohibited. 

This section and Code § 20.320 covel' most of the present 
sections of Chapter 558 RSMo relating to specific types of 
official misconduct. 
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OFFENSES AFFECTING GOVERNMENT § 21.050 
Subsection (1) (a) is present § 558.155 RSMo with the addi

tion of a ban on discrimination on account of sex to comport 
with ~resent federal law. . ' 

Subsection (1) (b) is present § 558.140 without substantive 
change. 

Subsection (1) (c) is present § 558.150 with slight change 
in w(lrding. , 

Subsection (1) (d) is a combination of present §§ 558.260 
and 558.280 RSMo. 

The offense is changed from a felony to a misdemeanor. 
The sec'tions have been completely rewritten and simplified. 
The portion dealing with administrators of "any charity or 
fund of a public nature" has been removed. Such activity if 
fraudulent is covered by the theft crimes. If not fraudulent, 
it does not belong in the criminal code. The Code section 
does not apply to members of boards, councils, etc. who vote 
for disbursements but applies only to the judge or office!' 
who orders or makes such payments. 

Subsections (1) (e) and (f) are based on § 558.200 RSMo 
without substantive change. 

Subsection (1) (g) is § 558.300 RSMo without substantive 
change. ' ' 

Section 558.180 RSMo deals with a person taking upon him
self any office of public trust and acting without lawful au
thority. This is not included here as it is adequately covered 
by Code § 20.120, false impersonation. 

21.050 Misuse of official information 

(1) A public servant commits the crime of misuse of official 
information if, in contemplation of official action by himself 
or by a governmental unit with which he is associated, or in re
liance on information to which he has access in his official ca
pacity and which has not been made public, he knowingly 

(a) acquires a pecuniary interest in any property, trans
action, or enterprise which may be affected by such infor
mation or official action; or 

(b) speculates or wagers on the basis of such information 
or official action; or 

(c) aids, advises or encourages another to do any of the 
foregoing with purpose of conferring a pecuniary benefit 
on any person. 

(2) Misuse ,of official informatiop. is a Class A Misdemeanor. 
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Comment 

This section is new. It is based on Colo.Rev.Stat. § 40-
8-402. Similar provisions are found in the Model Penal Code 
§ 243.2; Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 4810 (Final Draft 
1967); Proposed New Jersey Criminal Code § 2C:30-3 and 
Texas Penal Code § 39.03. • 

21.060 Failure to give a tax list 

(1) A person commits the crime of failure to give a tax list 
if, when requested by a government assessor, he knowingly fails 
to give a true list of all his taxable property, or to take and sub
scribe an oath or affirmation to such list as required by law. 

(2) Failure to give a tax list is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This is presently § 557.510. There is no change in sub
stance. 

21.070 Treason 

(1) A person owing allegiance to the State commits treason 
if he purposely levies war against the State, or adheres to its 
enemies by giving them aid and comfort. 

(2) No person shall be convicted of treason unless one or more 
overt acts are alleged in the indictment'or information. 

(3) In a trial on a charge of treason, no evidence shall be giv
en of any overt act that is not specifically alleged in the indict
ment or information. 

(4) No person shall be convicted of treason except upon the 
direct evidence of two or more witnesses to the same overt act, 
or upon his confession under oath in open court. 

(5) Treason is a Class A Felony. 

Comment 

This section is based on Missouri Constitution, Art. I, Sec
tion 30, and on §§ li62.010 and 546.350 RSMo. See also Ill. 
Criminal Code Ch. 38, § 30-1; Proposed Montana Criminal 
Code § 94-7-501; Proposed Oklahoma Criminal Code § 2-601; 
and Proposed South Carolina Criminal Code § 21.1. No pro
visions concerning treason are contained in the Model Penal 
Code, nor in the AlaSka, Colorado, Michigan, New Jersey, New 
York or Texas codes. There are no reported cases in Mis
souri indicatlng any prosecutions under the present laws. 
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Subsection (1) is basically present § 562.010 RSMo. The 

only change is that of expressly limiting the class of poten
tial.violators to persons "owing allegiance to this State" which 
is inherent in the concept of treason. Ct. Mo. Con st. Art. I, 
Sec. 30 which states "That treason against the state can con
sist only in levying war against it, or in adhering to its 
enemies, giving them aid and comfort; . .' ." 

Subsection (2) is taken from the first two lines of § 546.-
350 RSMo with the words "or information" added. 

Subsection (3) is taken from the third and fourth lines 
of § 546.350 RSMo with the words "or information" added. 

Subsection (4) is taken from the last part of § 546.350 
RSMo and the same requirement is in the Missouri Constitu
tion. 
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Chapter 22 

MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES AFFECTING 
PUBLIC SAFETY 

22.010 Driving while intoxicated 
(1) A person commits the crime of driving while intoxicated 

if he operates a motor vehicle while in an intoxicated or drugged 
condition. 

(2) Driving while intoxicated is: 

(a) For the first offense, a Class B Misdemeanor. 

(b) For the second offense, a Class A Mibdemeanor. 

(c) For the third and subsequent offenses, a Class D 
Felony. 

(3) Evidence of prior convictions shall be heard and deter
mined by the trial court, out of the hearing of the jury, prior 
to the submission of the case to the jury, and the court shall 
enter its findings thereon. 

Comment 

This is essentially the same as present § 564.440 RSMo. The 
language has been changed to conform to the rest of the Code. 
'l'he only significant change is the addition of "drugged con
dition" which in effect combines § 564.445 RSMo with driving 
while intoxicated. 

22.020 Breath test for determining alcoholic content of blood 

(1) Any person who operates a motor vehicle upon the public 
highways of this state shall be deemed to have given consent to, 
subject to the provisions of sections 22.020, 22.030 and 22.050, 
a chemical test of his breath for the purpose of determining the 
alcoholic content of his blood if arrested for any offense arising 
out of acts which the arresting officer had reasonable grounds to 
believe were committed while the person was driving a motor 
vehicle while intoxicated. The test shall be administered by or 
at the direction of a law enforcement officer whenever the per
son has been arrested for the offense. 

(2) Chemical analysis of the person's breath, to be considered 
valid under the provisions of sections 22.020, 22.030 and 22.050, 
shall be performed according to methods approved by the statE; 
division of health by a person possessing a valid permit issued 
by the state division of health for this purpose. The state divi-
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PUBLIC SAFETY § 22.030 
sion of health is authorized to approve satisfactory t.achniques 
or methods, to ascertain the qualifications and competence of 
individuals to conduct analysis and to issue permits which shall 
be subject to termination or revocation by the state division of 
health. 

(3) The person tested may have a physician, or a qualified 
technician, chemist, registered nurse, or other qualified person 
of his own choosing administer a test in addition to any ndmin
istered at the direction of a law enforcement officer. The fail
ure or inability to obtain an additional test by a person shall not 
preclude the admission of evidence relating to the test taken at 
the direction of a law enforcement officer. 

(4) Upon the request of the person who submits to a chemical 
test at the request of a ,law enforcement officer, full information 
concerning the test shall be made available to him. 

Comment 

This section is identical to present § 564.441 except for the 
section numbers referred to in the s(.!ction. See comment aft
er Code § 22.050. 

22.030 Effect of chemical analysis as evidence 

(1) Upon the trial of any criminal action or violations of 
county or municipal ordinances arising out of acts alleged to 
have been committed by any person while driving a motor ve
hicle while intoxicated, the amount of alcohol in the person's 
blood at the time of the act alleged as shown by chemical analysis 
of the person's blood, breath, saliva or urine is admissible in 
evidence. Such evidence shall be given the following effect: 

(a) If there was five-hundredths of one percent 01' less 
by weight of alcohol in his blood, it shall be presumed that 
the person was not intoxicated at the time the specimen 
was obtained. 

(b) It'there was in excess of five-hundredths of one per
\tent but less than ten-hundredths of one percent by weight 
of alcohol in his blood, the fact shall not give rise to any 
presumption that the' person was or was not intoxicated, 
but the fact may be considered with other competent evi
dence in determining whether the person was intoxicated. 

(c) If there was ten-hundredths of 9ne percent or more 
by weight of alcohol in the person's blood, this shall be 
prima facie evidence that the person was intoxicated at the 
time the specimen wa's taken.' 
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(2) Percent by weight of alcohol in the blood shall be based 
upon grams of alcohol per one hundred milliliters of blood. 

(3) The foregoing provisions of this section shall not be con
strued as limiting the introduction of any other competent evi
dence bearing upon the question whether the person was intoxi
cated. 

Comment 

Tris section is identical in language to § 564.442 RSMo as 
amended in 1972. 

22.040 Arrest without warrant, when 
An arrest without a warrant by a law enforcement officer, 

including a uniformed member of the state highway patrol, for 
a violation of Section 22.010 is lawful whenever the arresting 
officer has reasonable grounds to believe that the person to be 
arrested has violated the section, whether or not the violation 
occurred in the presence of the arresting officer; provided, how
ever, that any such arrest without warrant must be made within 
one and one-half hours after such claimed violation occurred. 

Comment 

Identical in language with present § 564.443, except that 
"law enforcement officer" is J,1sed instead of <lpeace officer", 
and the cross-reference sectHln number has been changed. 

22.050 Refusal to submit to chemical test-revocation of 
license-hearing 

(1) If a person under arrest refuses upon the request of the 
arresting officer to submit to a chemical test, which request 
shall include the reasons of the officer for requesting the person 
to submit to a test and which also shall inform the person that 
his license may be revoked upon his refusal to take the test, 
then none shall be given. In this event, the arresting officer, 
if he so believes, shall make a sworn report to the director of 
revenue that he has ~'easonable grounds to believe that the ar
rested person. was driving a motor vehicle upon the public high
ways of this state while in an intoxicated condition and that, 
on his request, refused to submit to the test. Upon receipt of 
the officer's report, the db'ector shall revoke the license of the 
person refusing to take the test for a period of not more than 
one year; or if the person a1'l'ested be a hon-resident, his operat
ing permit or privilege shall be revoked for not more than one' 
year; or if the person is a resident without a license or permit 
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to operate a motor vehicle in this state, an order shall be issued 
denying the person the issuance of a license 01' permit for a pe
riod of not more than one year. 

(2) If a person's license has been revoked because of his re
fusal to submit to a chemical test, he may request a hearing be
fore a court of record in the county in which he resides or in the 
county in which the arrest occurred. Upon his request the 
clerk of the court shall notify the prosecuting attorney of the 
county and the prosecutor shall appear at the hearing on behalf 
of the arrest.ing officer. At the 'hearing the judge shall deter
mine only: 

(a) Whether or not the person was arrested; 
(b) Whether or not the arresting officer had reasonable 

grounds to believe that the person was driving a motor ve
hicle while in an intoxicated condition; and, 

(c) Whether or not the person refused to submit to the 
test. 

(3) If the judge determines any issue not to be in the affirma
tive, he shall order the director to reinstate the license or permit 
to drive. 

(4) Requests for review as herein provided shall go to the 
head of the docket of the court wherein filed. 

Commel1t 

This section is identical in language to present § 564.444 
RSMo. Code §§ 22.020, 22.030, 22.040 and 22.050 are almost 
identical to the present breath test law, which has been re
tained in the Code without change. 

22.060 Leaving the scene of a motor vebicle accident 
(1) A person commits the crime of leaving the scene of a 

motor vehicle accident when being the operator or driver of a 
vehicle on the highway and knowing that an injury has been 
caused to a person or damage has been caused to property, due 
to his culpability or to accident, he leaves the place of said in
jury, damage or accident without stopping and giving his name, 
residence, including city and street number, motor vehicle num
ber and chauffeur's or registered operator's number, if any, to 
the injured party or to a police officer, or if no police. officer is 
in the vicinity, then to the nearest police station or judicial of
ficer. 

. (2) Leaving the scene of a motor vehicle accident is a Class 
D Felony. 
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Comment 

This section is essentially the same as present § 564.450 
RSMo. A slight change has been made in the wording to con
form to the rest of the Code. 

22.070 Littering 
(1) A person commits the crime of littering if he throws or 

places, oi causes to be thrown or placed, any glass, glass bottI.es, 
wire, nails, tacks, hedge, cans, garbage, trash, refuse, or rubbIsh 
of any kind, nature or description on the right-of-way of any 
puhlic road or state highway or on or in any of the waters in 
this state or on the banks of any stream, or on any land or wa
ter owned, operated or leased by the state, any board, depart
ment, agency or commission thereof or on any land or water 
owned, operated or leased by the federal government or on any 
private real property owned by another without his consent. 

(2) Littering is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This section is almost identical to present § 564.480 RSMo 
except for slight changes in wording to conform to the rest 
of the Code and the deletion of the portion dealing with 
abandoning automobiles which has been covered in a separate 
Code section, § 22.080. 

22.080 Abandoning motor vehicle 
(1) A person commits the crime of abandoning a motor ve

hicle if he abandons any motor vehicle on the right-of-way of 
any public road 01' state highway or on or in any of the waters 
in this state or on the banks of any stream, or on any land or 
water owned, operated or leased by the state, any board, depart
ment, agency or commission thereof, 01' any political subdivision 
thereof or on any land 01' water owned, operated 01' leased by the 
federal government or' on any private real property owned. by 
another without his consent. 

(2) Abandoning a motor vehicle is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

This offense was formerly included in § 564.480 RSMo. 
See comment to Code§ 22.070. 
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22.090 Arrest for littering and abandoning motor vehicles 
Any law enforcement officer shall and any agent of the con

servation commission or deputy or employee of the boat com
mission may enforce the provisions of Sections 22.070 and 22.080 
and arrest violators thereof; except that conservation agents 
and deputy boat commissioners may enforce such provisions 
only upon the water, the banks thereof or upon public land. 

Comment 

This section is identical to subsection (3) of § 564.480 RSMo 
except for the substitution of the phrase "law enforc~inent of
ficer" . 

Note: Present § 564.010 RSMo 1971 Supp. "Pol
luting streams-penalty" and § 564.025 RSMo 1971 
Supp. /'Waste disposal wells prohibited-term de
fined-permitted acts-penalty" should both be 
moved to Chapter 204 Water Pollution. 

Present § 564.470 RSMo "Person operating vehicle 
while under sixteen years of age" should be moved 
to Chapter 302 Drivers' and Chauffeurs' Licenses. 

* 
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APPENDIX 
-

This appendix includes the committee drafts of sections 
dealing with capital punishment, abortion and wiretapping. 
These have been omitted from the basic' Code package not 
because they are unimportant but because there are such ex
treme differences of opinion regarding them and they are 
quite often considered in highly emotional terms. The major 
purpose of the Code is to put Missouri's criminal law into an 
organized coherent body and to update the law so that it serves 
today's needs. We do not want the issue of revision to be
come confused with the issues of the death penalty, abortion 
and wiretapping. They are separate matters and should be 
considered separately. .As the National Advisory Commidsion 
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals warns in A Na
tional Strategy to Reduce Crime: 

Those who revise criminal codes should be warned of 
the potential danger to the revision process posed by emo
tional issues such as abortion or the death penalty. Be
cause criminal code revision efforts too frequently found
er on one or two such issues that may be quite incidental 
to the overall revision eifort, States should consider these 
issues in legislation that is introduced separately from 
legislation calling for crimipal code revision. 

We ask that the Code be considered separately from leg
islation on capital punishment, abortion and wiretapping. 
This is feasible because at present Missouri has no effective 
laws on these subjects. Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 92 
S.Ot. 2726, 33 L.Ed.2d 346 (1972) has rendered inoperative 
the former capital punishment provisions in the Missouri stat
utes. Similarly, under the authority of Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 
113/ 93 S.Ct. 705, 35 L.Ed.2d 147 (1973) and Doe v. Bolton, 
410 U.S. 179, 93 S.Ct. 739, 35 L.Ed.2d 201 (1973), Missouri's 
abortion law has been declared to be unconstitutional. Mis
souri does not have specific statutes dealing with either mak
ing wiretapping' and eavesdropping criminal ,nor allowing 
law enforcement authorities to make lawful use of such. In 
other words, passing the Code without provisions on these 
subjects will make no change in present Missouri law, for 
there is no present Missouri law on these SUbjects. 

The sections that follow are drafted in a fashion that will 
allow them to be added to the Code should they be desired. 
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THE DEATH PENALTY 
I ntroductory Comment 

The committee makes no recommendation as to whether or 
not Missouri should have the death penalty as a part of its 
criminal law. The Code is so drafted that a death penalty 
section can be added if the legislature decides to reinstate 
capital punishment. The committee has prepared a death pen
alty section which is consistent in form and content with the 
organization of the Code. If the decision is to have the death 
penalty we suggest this provision be considered. If the deci
sion is not to have the death penalty this section can be omitted 
without affecting the I'est of the Code. In shod, the issue of 
the death penalty can and should be considered separate from 
the rest of the Code. We make no recommendation on the 
question but only ask that the Code be considered as a separate 
matter from the death penalty. 

Anyone who has studied Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 
92 S.Ot. 2726, 33 L.Ed.2d 346 (1972) realizes the difficulty in 
drafting a death penalty provision that will be constitutional 
under that decision. It may weH be there cannot be a consti
tutionally valid . death penalty provision. If there can be a 
constitutional death penalty provision, it must avoid ar
bitrariness and discretion in the imposition of the death pen
alty and at the same time be sufficiently limited so that it is 
imposed only in those cases where there is a clear rational basis 
for it. While we cannot be certain, we believe the follow
ing proposal meets the constitutional standards. However, as 
stated above, we make no recommendation as to its being adopt
ed or not. 

The section is numbered to indicate the appropriate location 
should it be later added to the Code. 

10.025 Capital murder 
(1) A person is guilty of capital murder if he is over seven

teen years of age and commits murder as defined in Section 10.-
020 (1) (a) and one or more of the following aggravating factors 
is charged and proved: 

(a) The defendant procured the commission of the mur
der by payment, or promise of payment, of anything of 
pecuniary value. 

(b) The defendant by his own act committed the murder 
as consideration for the receipt of anything of pecuniary 
value. 
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(c) The defendant by his own act committed the murder 
during the commission or attempt to commit arson, rape, 
sodomy, robbery, burglary in the first degree, kidnapping, 
01' escape from custody or confinement, for the purpose of 
preventing identification or apprehension of the defendant 
or another as a participant in the felony being committed or 
attempted. 

(d) The defendant by his own act committed the murder 
while serving a term of imprisonment of more than ten years 
or for life. 

(2) A perst;n convicted of capital murder shall be sentenced 
to death. 

Comment 

This proposal would make the death penalty mandatory in 
certain specific situations. A mandatory death penalty stat
~te .av?ids as much as possible the arbitrary or discretiona:y 
m,tIlCtIOn of the penalty of death. However, prior experience 
WIth mandatory penalties and in particular with a mandatory 
d:ath penalty has not been satisfactory. It is far too easy for 
SItuatIOns to arise in which the circumstances are such that 
the death penalty is in fact too extreme even though the situa
tion meets the "letter of the law." See, e. g., Green v. United 
State~, 355 U.S. 184, 78 S.Ct. 221, 2 L.Ed.2d 199 (1957) and 
the dIScussion of the history of that case in Prettyman, Death 
~nd the ~upreme Court 47-89 (1961). ,Thus, it is necessiiry 
If there IS to be a mandatory death penalty that the situations 
in \~hich it wiII be applied are defined as precisely as possible 
to ~nclude only situations where there is a strong rational 
baSIS for the use of the death penalty. This provision at
tempts to do this. 

The proposal in effect creates a new degree of murder by 
listing aggravating factors as elements of t.he crime, which 
elements must be charged and proved, the same as the ele
ments of any crime, before an individual can be convicted of 
this partiCUlar type of murder. In other words, these are not 
factors to be taken into consideration in assessing the pen
alty, but rather are, part of the definition of the crime and 
which must be found beyond a reasonable doubt before an 
individual can be convicted of capital murder. However, once 
he has been so convicted, there is only one possible penalty. 

Several points should be noted. 

First, capital murder can result only from an intentional 
killing. Before there can be capital murder, there must be 
murder as defined in Code § 10.020(1') (a) and this is murder 
from "knowingly" killing another parson. 
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THE DEATH PENALTY 

Second, the defendant must be 18 years old or older at the 
time of the crime. While any age classification is to some ex
tent, arbitrary, this does prevent the imposition of the death 
penalty upon a very young offender. 

Third, with one exception, in subsection (l)(a), the defend
ant must do the act of killing himself. Only in the case of hir
ing a murder can the defendant receive the death penalty for 
a killing performed by someone else. 

Fourth, the situations described in the subsections are all 
situations where there is a particular aggravating circum
stance that is related to deterrence. While there is considera
ble dispute as to whether or not the death penalty is a de
terrent, it is clear that it cannot be a deterrent (above the or
dinary penalty for the crime of murder) unless the situation 
is one where there is actual reflection upon the consequences 
of killing another person. 

Subsections (1) (a) and (b) deal with killing for hire. Such 
cannot occur without considerable reflection by both the per
son doing the hiring and the hired killer. In such a situation 
there is the possibility that the presence of the death penalty 
as a mandatory penalty will bear on the individual's decision, 

Subsection (1) (c) deals with a type of felony-murder. 
Making all felony-murders capital offenses is too broad as 
felony-murder can be committed unintentionally. Making all 
intentional felony-murders capital offenses is also too broad, 
for such can occur on the spur of the moment and without any 
real chance for the additional penalty of death to have a de
terrent effect. The proposal requires that the killing be for 
the purpose of preventing identification or apprehension 
which does require additional choice and reflection. 

Subsection (1) (d) is similar to subsection (1) (a) and (b) in 
that it cannot occur without considerable reflection as the kill
ing must be for the purpose of preventing the victim from giv-
ing testimony. . 

Subsection (1) (e) is sifghtly different from the rest in that 
the aggravating factor is not one directly related to reflection 
at the time of the killing, but rather upon the status of the 
ddendant. He must be serving a term of imprisonment 
greater than 10 years or for life. This is based upon the idea 
of the need for control over a group that may "have nothing 
else to lose." The extremely controlled environment of the 
long term inmate is a sufficiently arguable basis for the de
terrent effect of a mandaLory death penalty. 

The committee considered other possibilities but decided 
that they did not meet the standards required for the manda
tory imposition of death. 
Mo.Prop.Crfm.Code Pamph.-20 305 
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Note: If the death penalty provision is added to 
the Code, the following minor changes in wording 
should be made by adding the underlined words to 
the indicated section. 

1.030 Classes of crimes 

. (1) An offense defined by this Code or by any other statute 
of this state, for which a sentence of death or of imprisonment is 
authorized, constitutes a crime. 

Crimes are classified as felonies and misdemeanors. 
(2) A crime is a felony if it is so designated or if persons con~ 

victed thereof may be sentenced to death or to imprisonment for 
a term which is in. excess of one year. 

(3) * *,~, 

2.010 Authorized dispositions 

(1) * * * 
(2) Felonies and Misdemeanors. Whenever any person has 

been found guilty of a felony 01' a misdemeanor and an authorized 
sentence of death is not imposed the court shall make one Or more 
of the following dispositions of the offender in any appropriate 
combination. * * * 
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I ntroductory Comment 

Abortion, like the death penalty, is a subject with widely 
differing points of view and a subject which arouses highly 
emotional reactions and for these reasons, the Committee's 
proposal is presented as a matter separate from the Code, to 
be considered separate from the Code. Also, as is the case 
with the death penalty, the state's power to act with regard 
to abortion has been limited by decisions of the United StateM 
Supreme Court. However, with regard to abortion, the de
cisions of the Supreme Court pl'ovide much more definite 
guidelines than is the case with capital punishment. 

The following sections are, of course, based largely on the 
decisions of the United States Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade, 
410 U.S. 113, 93 S.Ot. 705, 35 L.Ed.2d 147 (1973) and Doe v. 
Bolton, 410 U.S. 179, 93 S.Ot. 739, 35 L.Ed.2d 201 (1973). By 
these decisions the Supreme Court has narrowly confined the 
power of a state to prohibit and regulate abortions. The fol
lowing provisions are designed to meet the requirements of 
those decisions. 

Roe v. Wade indicated that a state cannot go very far in re
stricting abortions. The broad outlines of that decision can be 
summarized as follows: 

1. The l'ight to privacy, though not explicitly mentioned 
in the Constitution, is protected by the Due Process Clause of 
the Fourteenth Amendment. This right is broad enough to 
encompass a woman's decision whether or not to terminate 
her pregnancy. The right to an abortion is "fundamental" 
and therefore can be regulated only on the basis of a "com
pelling" state interest. 

2. The states have two "important and legitimate" inter
ests here: (1) protecting maternal health, and (2) protecting 
the life (or potential life) of the fetus. But neither intel;est 
can be considered "compelling" throughout the entire preg
nancy. Each matures along with the unborn child. The in
terests are separate and distinct. Each grows as the woman 
approaches term and, at a point during pregnancy, each be
comes "compelling." 

3. During the first trimester of pregnancy, neither in
terest is sufficiently compelling to justify any interference 
with the decision of the woman and her physician. The Court 
cites medical data indicating that mortality rates for women 
undergoing early abol'tions, where abortion is legal, "appear 
to 1:)e as low as or lower than the rates for normal childbirth." 
Thus, the state's interest in prote':!ting maternal health is not 
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compelling during the first trimester. Since the interest in 
protecting the fetus is not yot compelling either, during the 
first trimester the state can neither prohibit an abortion nor 
regulate the conditions under which one is performed. The 
most a state can require is that abortions dUl'ing this period 
be performed following consultation with an attending phy
sician, i. e., a person to practice medicine and surgery or 
osteopathic medicine and surgery, The presumption is that 
the physician will take propel' care of the woman so that no 
compelling interest of the state will arise which calls for any 
other regulation. The state cannot even require that abor
tions during this period be performed in a licep.Bed hospital 
01' in any hospital because abortions during thi1\ period can be 
performed safely elsewhere. 

4. In the second trimester, the interest in protecting the 
fetus remains less than compelling, and the decision of the 
woman and her physician to permit an abortion thus continues 
to control. However, at this point the health risks of abortion 
begin to exceed those of childbirth (this is when the "salting 
out" procedure, which can be dangerous, is used). "It fol
lows that, from and after this point, a State may l't.:6'ulate 
the abortion procedure to the extent that the regulation rea
sonably relates to the preservation and protection of maternal 
health." 92 S.Ct. at 732. However, abortion may not be 
prohibited during the second trimester. 

5. At the point at which the fetus becomes viable, which 
the court says is somewhere between the 24th and 28th weeks 
of pregnancy, the interest in protecting the fetus becomes 
compelling. Therefore, from that point the state can prohibit 
abortions except (and this limitation is apparently also a con
stitutional command) when necessary to protect maternal "life 
or health." Thus Missouri's present abortion statute would 
be unconstitutional even as to the final trimester since it per
mits abortion only for the purpose of saving the mother's life. 
"Health" apparently will be defined broadly as Ohief Justice 
Burger, concurring stated: "I agree that. . the abor
tion statutes of Georgia and Texas impermissibly limit the 
performance of. abortions necessary to protect the health of 
pregnant women, using the term health in its broadest medi
cal context. See United States v. Vuitch, 402 U.S. 62, 71-72 
(1971)." 93 S.Ot. at 755. 

The following proposal permits such regulation of abortion 
as can be done consistent with the decisions of the United 
States Supreme Oourt. 

The sections are numbered to indicate the appropriate lo
cation should they be later added to the Code. 
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13,,080 Abortion definitions 
(1) "Abortion" means the termination of human pregnancy 

for purposes other than delivery of a viable fetus. 
(2) "Physicjan" means a person licensed to practice medicine 

and surgery or osteopathic medicine and surgery in this State as 
provided in Chapter 334 RSMo. 

(3) "Hospital" means a hospital1icensed as provided in Chap
ter 197 RSMo which meets standards of the Division of Health 
designed to promote safe abortions and to provide adequate care 
required by complications or emergencies. 

(4) "First trimester of pregnancy" means the first thirteen 
weeks of a pregnancy. 

(5) "Second trimester of pregnancy" means that portion of 
a pregnancy following the thirteenth week and preceding the 
twenty-fourth week of pregnancy. 

(6) "Third tl'imester of pregnancy" means that portion of a 
pregnancy after the twenty-third week of pregnancy and includes 
the entire period after the fetus is or may be viable. 

(7) "Viable fetus" means a fetus potentially able to live out
side the mother's womb, even though artificial aid may be re
quired. 

Comment 

These definitions are, of course, based primarily on the 
legislative guidance found in Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton. 

13.090 Unlawful abortion 
(1) A person commits the crime of unlawful abortion if he 

uses any instrument or device or prescribes or administers any 
medicine, drug or other substance which is likely to produce an 
abortion of a pregnant woman, with purpose to produce an abor
tion; unless the abortion is authorized under the provisions of 
Section 13.100. 

(2) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue of authorized abortion. 

(3) Unlawful abortion is a Class D Felony. 

Comment 

The penalty for unlawful abortion is approximately the 
same as under the present statute, § 559.100 RSMo. The 
specific provisions concerning death of the woman have been 
omitted consistent with the idea 9f eliminating special homi-
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cide crimes. If an unlawful abortion results in the death of 
the woman, the defendant could be prosecuted for manslaugh
ter under Code § 10.030(1) ea) or .for negligent homicide 
under Code § 10.040. 

13.100 Authorized abortions 
(1) An authorized abortion is an abortion performed by a 

physician upon a consenting woman under the following condi
tions: 

(a) When pe:d:ormed upon a woman who is in the first 
trimester of pregmmcy, the abortion is performed follow:
ing the attending physician's consultation with the patient 
and a determination by the physician, based on his best 
clinical judgment after consideration of all factors he deems 
pertinent, that an abortion will not subject the woman to 
an unreasonable medical risk. 

(b) When performed upon a woman who is in the second 
trimester of pregnancy, the abortion is performed in a hos
pital following the attending physician's consultation with 
the patient and a determination by the physician, based on 
his best clinical judgment after consideration of all factors 
he deems pertinent, that an abortion will not subject the 
woman to an unreasonable medical risk. 

(c) When performed upon a woman who is in the third 
trimester of pregnancy, the abortion is performed in a iws
pital following the attending physician's consultation with 
and medical examination of the patient and a determination 
by the physician, based on his best medical judgment, that 
the abortion is necessary because 

(i) the life of the patient would be endangered by 
continuance of the pregnancy; or 

(ii) the continuance of the pregnancy would sub
stantially impair the physical or mental health of the 
patient. 

(2) Third trimester abortions must, consistent with accepted 
medical practice and with the well-being and safety of the pa
tient, be performed in a· manner consistent with the preservation 
of any reasonable potential for survival of a viable fetus. 

(3) It shall not be a crime for a physician to perform an abor
tion upon a woman at any stage of pregnancy without complying 
with the requirements of Subsection (1) if the physician rea
sonably believes that the life of the woman is in imminent danger 
and there is insufficient time to comply with the requirements 
of Subsection (1). 
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Comment 

Subsection (1) requires that any authorized abortion be per
formed by a physician on a consenting woman, unless it is 
an emergency situation where action needs to be taken im
mediately to save the life of the woman. See subsection (3). 

During the first trimester, there is very'little the state 
can do to regulate abortions. Subsection (1) ea) does, in 
effect require that the decision by the physician to perform 
an ab~rtion during this period be a sound medical decision. 
Regardless of one's views on the question of legalized abortion, 
one of the advantages is that if abortions can be performed 
lawfully by physicians, the womari who wants an abortion will 
seek legitimate medical assistance and receive sound medical 
advice and counseling on the advisability of having ar abor
tion. 

Subsection (1) (b) uses the same standards as subsection (1) 
(a) for determining whether an abortion should be performed, 
but under this subsection, abortions in the second trimester 
must be performed in a hospital. At this point, under the deci
sions of the United States S'.lpreme Court, there is still no 
"compelling" state interest in protecting the fetus that would 
permit a different standard to restrict the woman, in consulta
tion with her physician, from terminating a pregnancy. How
ever, in the intert~st of protecting the woman, the state may re
quh:e abortions during this period to be performed in a hos
pital. 

Finally in subsection (1) (c) the state's interest in protect
ing a viable fetus is recognized. The third trimester is de
fined as broadly as possible to include any possible viability 
situation. Note that under subsection (1) (c) the physician 
must not only consult with the patient but must also see that a 
medical examination is performed prior to making a determina
tion of whether there is a need to abort. Subsection (1) (c) (i) 
permits abortion during the third trimester if the continuation 
of the pregnancy endangers the life of the patient. More im
portant is subsection (1) (c) (ii) which permits abortions if 
continuance of the pregnancy (not events subsequent to birth, 
such as having to raise the child) would substantially impair 
the physical or mental health of the patient. There must be 
a serious health problem that has been or will be created by 
the continuation of the pregnancy. Under the court's deci
sions, this much protection, but probably not more, can be 
provided for the fetus. 

It is possible to provide other exceptions than the life and 
health of the woman to the restrictions on abortions in the 
third trimester. The life and health exception is required to 
meet the mandates of the Supreme, Court. The Code proposal 
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limits abortions to the extent it believes it is constitutionally 
permissible. Many persons favor additional exceptions to 
abortions during the third trimester. Two quite often urged 
are (1) where there is a substantial risk that the child would 
be bom with a grave physical 01' mental defect; and (2) 
where the pregnancy resulted from rape, incest, or unlawful 
intercourse with a girl under the age of 16. While such pro
visions may be desirable, the Committee was attempting to 
draft a statute that would meet constitutional standards and 
therefore left the question of additional exceptions 'to the 
judgment of the legislature. 

Subsection (2) was included to require that everything 
possible, consistent with accepted medical practice and with 
the well-being and safety of the patient, must be done to pre
serv'! any reasonable potential for survival of a fetus aborted 
in ~;", third trimester to protect the life or health of the 
patient. Since the state has a compelling interest in P!'Qtect
ing a viable fetus, it should be able to impose a duty on physi
cians to protect the fetus. 

Subsection (3) is necessary to allow for emergency treat
ment to save the life of the woman. Such treatment would 
not be unlawful under the old abortion statute. 

13.110 Concealing birth of an infant 
(1) A person commits the crime of concealing the birth of an 

infant if he conceals the body of a child with the purpose to con
ceal the fact of its birth or to prevent a determination of whether 
it was a live birth 01' stillbirth. 

(2) Concealing the birth of an infant is a Class D Felony. 

Comn.",nt 

This is basically a revision of present § 559.170 RSMo, 
mother disposing of child to conceal birth. The Code section 
is broader in that it is not limited to the mother but applies to 
any person. "Live birth" is defined in § 193.020(4) RSMo 
as "the birth of a child who shows evidence of life (breathing, 
action of heart or movement of voluntary muscles) after the 
child is entirely outside the mother even though the cord is 
uncut and the placenta is still attached." "Stillbirth" means 
a birth after 20 weeks of pregnancy which is not a live birth, 
§ 193.020(7) RSMo. 

13.120 Distributing abortifacients 
(1) A person commits the crime of distributing abortifacients 

if he gives, distributes or sells any drug, medicine, or other aborti
facient or anything specially designed to terminate a pregnancy 
and 
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(a) he knows it to be an abortifacient or something spe
cially designed to terminate a pregnancy; or 

(b) he reasonably believes it will be used as an abortifaci
ent or to terminate a pregnancy. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to any gift, cfistribution 
or sale to a physician or a licensed pharmacist or to an inter
mediary in a chain of distribution to physicians or pharmacists, 
nor to any gift, distribution or sale made upon the prescription 
of a physician. 

(3) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue of lawful distribution under Subsection (2). 

(4) Distributing abortifacients is a Class A Misdemeanor. 

Comment 

Based on Michigan Revised Criminal Code § 7020 (Final 
Draft 1967), this provisiOI< is aimed at the abortion facilitator 
who supplies drugs or medicine to persons not licensed to 
practice medicine or osteopathy or not licensed as a pharma
cist. Pharmacists could only supply abortifacients to physi
cians or upon prescription. The language of the Michigan 
Draft was adapted from the Illinois Criminal Code, Ch. 38, § 
23-2. Ct. § 563.300 RSMo, entitled "Advertising secret drug", 
which prohibits the advertising, sale or gift of any secret 
drug or nostrum purporting to be for the use of females, which 
includes drugs "for the purpose of procuring abortion 01' 

miscarriage. " 

>I< 
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WIRETAPPING AND EAVESDROPPING 

The third subject which should be considered separately is a 
separate chapter entitled "Privacy of Communications". In 
general, the sections of this chapter make eavesdropping and 
related activities a crime unless done lawfully. Most of the sec
tions are devoted to the procedures and requirements for law
ful eavesdropping, i. e., application for and issuance of warrants 
to lu.w enforcement officials. 

The basic question is whether or not Missouri should permit 
its law enforcement officials to wiretap and eavesdrop. If the 
decision is that they should be able to do so, then the method of 
providing for such lawful eavesdropping is controlled by federal 
legislation which sets tlut specific limitations on authorized eaves
dropping. The following sections are based on the limitations 
of that federal legislation. If the decision is to have authorized 
eavesdropping in Missouri, this chapter is consistent with the 
restraints that must be complied with in order to meet federal 
standards. 

The following is a list of the section headings of this chapter: 

Chapter 23 Privacy of Communications 

23.010 Chapter Definitions 
23.020 Eavesdropping 
23.030 Installing an Eavesdropping Device 
23.040 Tampering With Private Communications 
23.050 Mistake as to Legal Authority 

[The ").'emainder of the sections deal with warrants for eavesdropping] 

23.060 Eavesdroppir.g Warrants-In General 
23.070 Eavesdropping Warrants-When Issuable 
23.080 Eavesdropping Warrants-Application 
23.090 Eavesdropping Warrants-Determination of Application 
23.100 Eavesdropping Warrants-Contents 
23.110 Eavesdropping Warrants-Manner and Time of Execution 
23.120 Eavesdropping Warrants-Ordel' of Extension 
23.130 Eavesdropping Warrants-Progress Reports and Notice 
23.140 Eavesdropping Warrants-Custody of Warrants, Applications 

and Recordings 
23.150 Eavesdropping Warrants-Reports to the Administrative Of

fice of the United States Courts and the Judicial Confer
ence 

23.160 Eavesdropping Warrants-Notice Before Use of Evidence 
23.170 Eavesdropping Warrants-:-Disclosure and Use of Information 
23.180 Eavesdropping Warrants-Motion to Suppress 
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! . Chapter 23 

PRIVACY OF COMMUNICATIONS 

23.010 Chapter definitions 
(1) "Aggrieved person" means a person who was a party to 

any intercepted communication or a person against whom the 
intel'cep~iQ!1 was directed. 

(2) "Applicant" means a circuit attorney, a prosecuting attor
ney o:t' the attorney general of this State. If a circuit attorney, 
a prosecuting attorney or the attorney general is absent from his 
jurisdiction or disabled, the terill "applicant" means that person 
designated to act for him and perform his official function in 
and during his absence or disability. 

(3) "Designated offense" means a felony involving murder, 
kidnapping, gambling, robbery; bribery, stealing by coercion, 
narcotic drugs, or other felony dangerous to life, limb or prop
erty, or any conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing felonies. 

(4) "EavesdropH means to purposely overhear, record, amplify 
or transmit any part of the discourse of others who are in a pri
vate place, without the consent of at least one of the persons 
engaged in the discourse. "Eavesdrop" does not include 

(a) the normal over}learing of messages through a reg
ularly installed instrument on a telephone party line or on 
an extension, or ' 

(b) interception by the telephone company or subscriber 
incident to enforcement of regulations limiting use of fa
cilities or to other normal operation and use. 

(5) "Eavesdropping warrant" means an order of a judge au
thorizing or approving eavesdropping. 

(6) "Exigent circumstances" means conditions requiring the 
preaervation of secrecy, and whereby there.is a reasonable like
lihood that a continuing investigation would be thwarted by 
alerting any of the persons subject to observation to the fact 
that such observation had occurred. 

(7) "Intercepted communication" means any part of the pri
vate discourse of others which was purposely overheard, record
ed, amplified or transmitted by a person, without the consent of 
at least one of the persons engaged in the discourse. This in
cludes any infOl'mation concerning the identity of the persons' 
engaged in the discourse. 
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(8) "Judge", except as otherwise provided herein, means any 
circuit judge of the judicial circuit of this State in which the 
eavesdropping warrant is to be executed. 

(9) "Law enforcement officer" means any public servant who 
is impowered by law to conduct an investigation of or to make an 
arrest for a designated offense, and any att()mey authorized by 
law to prosecute or participate in the prosecution of a designated 
offense. 

(10) "Private place" means a place where one may reasonably 
expect to be safe from casual or hostile intrusion or observation, 
but does not include a place to which the public or a substantial 
group of the public has access. 

(11) "Unlawfully" means not specifically authorized pursuant 
to the provisions of this Chapter. 

CommeJ,t 

This section contains the basic terms used in defining the 
substantive offenses in this' Chapter and in the issuance of 
eavesdropping wari·ants. Subsections (1), (2), (3), (5), (6), 
(7), (8) and (9) are used in the warrant sections and are 
discussed in the comments at the end of those sections. 

Subsections (4), (10) and (11) deal with the substantive 
offenses and are based on Michigan Revised Criminal Code 
(Final Draft 1967) and New York Revised Penal Law 
(1967). Subsection (4) defines "eavesdrop" as to purposely 
overhear; record, amplify or transmit discourse of others who 
are in a private place without the con3ent of at least one of 
the parties. This is in order to allow a person to record 
conversations in which he is one of the conversing parties, 
such as incoming threats or obscene phone calls. It also 
makes it legitimate to maintain records for business purposes. 
The second sentence of the subsection makes it clear th'at inci
dental party line or extension interruption is not covered by 
"eavesdrop." However, such conduct would be covered if done 
to purposely overhear, etc. ,as such conduct is not part of the 
normal overhearing of messages. Also exempted is intercep
tion by the telephone company or subscriber in circumstances 
set forth in subsection (4)(b). The telephone company may 
enforce regulations concerning the normal operation and use of 
telephones, and the individual subscriber may monitor the use 
of his own line for the purpose, e. g., of determining whether 
forbid.ulJ.\'l toll calls are being made. A wiretap by a subscriber 
would not, however, be lawful if done for such, a purpose as 
securing evidence against a spouse or employee. 

Subsection (10) defines Ilprivate place" as a place where 
one may reasonably expect to be safe from casual or hostile 
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intrusion or Obsl'l'Vation, as long as the public or a substantial 
group of the public has no access to the place in question. 
This is meant to include all places where a. person would rea
sonably expect privacy, except that a highway or open land, or 
a store or other place where people congregate, does not be
come a "private place" for purposes of this section merely 
because an individual believes himself to be alone there. 

The tel-rn "unlawfully" in subsection (11) is designed to 
function in the definitions of the substantive offenses of this 
chapte~·. As such, it has the specific meaning of not being 
authorized by the provisions of this Chapter authorizing 
eavesdropping. As discussed in the comments to those sec
tions, the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 
1968 requires states to pass very detailed and complete author
izations for wiretapping, in order not to violate federal cl'imi
nallaws. 

23.020 Eavesdropping 
(1) A person commits the crime of eavesdropping if he uses 

any device to unlawfully eavesdrop, whether or not he is present 
at the time. 

(2) Eavesdropping is a Cfass D Felony. 

Comment 

This section makes it a crime to use any device to unlaw
fully eavesdrop, whether or not the actQr is present at the 
time. An essential requirement of the section is the use of a 
device and the use of anything other than natural hearing is 
the gist of the offense. The device must be used to eavesdro~, 
which as defined in Code § 23.010(4) requires purposely over
hearing, recording, etc. Mere overhearing of a conversation, 
without the use of some device, is not an offense under this 
section. 

The person or persons who are the victims of the eavesdrop
ping must be in a private place as required by the definition 
in Code § 23.010(4). However, the actor's presence at the 
time of the eavesdropping is not required. Thus, concealing 
a tape recorder in a private place and recording a conversation 
there is eavesdropping under this section. This eliminates 
the need to distinguish a category of trespassing for the pur
pose of eavesdropping. The overhearing! recording, etc. is 
the essential aspect of the offense, and liability should not be 
predicated on the geographic location of the actor at the time 
of the offense. 

Finally, the person must be using the device to unlawfully 
eavesdrop. This will exempt law enforcement officers acting 
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with authorization of law as provided in the subsequent sec
tions of this chapter. 

23.030 Installing an eavesdropping device 
(1) A person com:nits the crime of installing an eavesdrop

ping device if, unlawfully, he knowingly installs or places a de
vice to be used for eavesdropping. 

or. 
(2) Installing an eavesdropping device is a Class A Misdemean-

Comment 

This section covers the preparatory act of knowingly install
ing a device to be used for eavesdropping .. As with the sub
stantive oU:mse of eavesdropping, there is the requirement 
that the per130n act unlawfully; thus a law enforcement offi
cer acting pursuant to authorization of this chapter will also 
not be liable under this section. 

The section covers conduct which may also be covered under 
the attempt section of the inchoate offenses, see Code § 9.010. 
However, the type of conduct proscribed here is of a specific 
nature and should be a distinct offense. 

23.040 Tampering with private communications 
(1) A person commits the crime of tampering with private 

communications when without authority of law and 
(a) knowing that he does not have the consent of the 

sender or receiver, he opens or reads a sealed letter or other 
sealed private communication; or 

(b) knowing that a sealed letter or other sealed private 
communication has been opened or read in violation of Sub
section (1) (a), he divulges without the consent of the send
er or receiver, the contents of such letter of communication, 
in whole or in part, or a resume of any portion of the con
tents thereof; or 

(c) being an employee, officer or representative of a tel
ephone or telegraph company, he knowingly divulges to an
other person the contents or nature of a telephonic or tele
graphic communication without the consent of the sender 
01' receiver. 

(2) Tampering with private communications is a Class A 
Misdemeanor. 
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Comment 

This section is based on New York Revised Penal Law § 
250.25. The Model Penal Code and Kansas Criminal Code 
contain similar provisions. Under present Missouri law, § 
560.360 RSMo, it is a misdemeanor to wilfully open or read, or 
cause to be read, any sealed letter not addressed to oneself 
without the consent of the writer or the addressee. § 560.365 
RSMo makes it a misdemeanor for a person to publish all or 
any part of a letter not addressed to himself, without authority 
from the writer or addressee. § 560.370 RSMo limits prosecu
tions under the above sections to acts not punishable under the 
laws of the United States. Under § 560.375 RSMo it is a mis
demeanor for an agent of a telegraph company to divulge the 
contents of any message to any person other than the one to 
whom it is addressed, or to wilfully refuse or neglect to deliver 
a message, or to knowingly transmit a false message with in
tention to injure. § 392.170 RSMo provides civil remedies 
for the negligent handling of messages. The proposed section 
preserves the basic existing Missouri law concerning inter
cepting and divulging private communications. 

23.050 Mistake as to legal authority 

(1) It is a defense to a prosecution under ~ections 23.020, 
23.030 and 23.040 that the actor reasonably believed he was au
thorized by law to engage in the conduct. 

(2) The defendant shall have the burden of injecting the is
sue of reasonable belief of authority. 

Comment 

Since there will be times when eavesdropping and tampering 
with private communications will be lawful, this section gives 
a limited defense to persons who mistakenly believe they are 
authorized by law. The mistake must not only be honest, 
it must also be reasonable. 

I ntroductory Comment 

The remaining sections of this chapter deal with warrants 
for eavesdropping. The comments are at the end of the 
chapter. 

23.060 Eavesdropping warrants-in general 

(1) Under circumstances prescribed in this Chapter, a judge 
may issue an eavesdropping warrant upon ex parte application 
of an applicant who is authorized by law to investigate, prose-
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cute or participate in the prosecution of the particular designated 
offense which is the subject of the application. 

(2) No eavesdropping warrant may authorize or approve the 
interception of any communication for any period longer than 
is necessary to f.chieve the objective of the information, 01' in 
any event longer than thirty days. 

23.070 Eavesdropping warrants-wben issuable 
An eavesdropping warrant may issue only 
(1) upon an appropriate application made in conformity with 

this Chapter; and 
(2) upon probable cause to believe that a particularly described 

person is committing, has committed or is about to commit a 
particular designated offense; and 

(3) upon probable cause to believe that particular communi
cations concerning such offense will be obtained through eaves
dropping; and 

(4) upon a showing that normal investigative procedures have 
been tried and have failed, or reasonably appear to be unlikely 
to succeed if tried, or to be too dangerous to employ; and 

(5) upon probable cause to believe that the facilities fi'om 
, which, or the place where, the communications are to be inter

cepted, are being used, or are about to be used, in connection with 
the commission of such offense, or are leased to, listed in the 
name of, or commonly used by such person. 

23.080 Eavesdropping warrants-application 
(1) An ex parte application for an eavesdropping warrant 

must be made to a judge in writing, and must be subscribed and 
~worn to by an applicant. 

(2) The application must contain 

(a) the identity of the applicant and a statement of the 
applicant's authority to make such an application; and 

(b) a full and complete statement of the facts and cir
cumstances relied upon by the applicant to justify his be
lief that an eavesdropping warrant should be issued, includ
ing 

(i) a statement of facts establishing probable cause 
to believe that a particular designated offense has been, 
is being, or is about to be ~ommitted, 
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(ii) a particular description of the nature and lo
cation of the facilities from which 01' the place where 
the communications is to be intercepted, 

(iii) a particular description 0.1: the type of communi
cations sought to be intercepted, and 

(iv) the identity of the person, if known, committing 
such designated offense and whose communications are 
to be intercepted; and 

(c) ·a statement that such communications are not other
wise legally privileged; and 

(d) a full and c'omplete statement of facts establishing 
that normal investigative procedures have been tried and 
have failed to reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed 
if tried or to be too dangerous to employ, to obtain the evi
dence sought; and 

(e) a statement of the period of time for which the eaves
dropping is l'equired to be maintained. If the nature of the 
investigation is such that the authorization for eavesdrop
ping should not automatically terminate when the described 
type of communication has been first obtained, the state
ment must contain a particular description of facts estab
lishing probable cause to believe that additional communi
cations of the same type will occur thereafter; and 

(f) a fu.11 and complete statement of the facts concern
ing all previous applications, known tq the applicant, for an 
eavesdropping warrant involving any of the same persons, 
facilities 01' places specified in the, application, and the ac
tion taken by the judge on each such application. 

(3) Allegatiohs of fact in the application may be based either 
upon the personal knowledge of the applicant or upon informa
tion and belief. If the applicant personally knows the facts al
leged, it must be so stated. If the facts stated in the applica
tion are derived in whole or in part from statements of persons 
other than the applicant, the sources of such facts must be ei
ther disclosed or described, and the application must contain 
facts establishing the existence and reliability of the informants 
or the reliability of the Information supplied by them. The ap
plication must also state, so far as possible, the basis of the in
formant's knowledge or belief. Affidavits of persons other than 
the applicant may' be submitted in conjunction with the appli
cation if they tend to support any fact or conclusion alleged there
in. Such accompanying affidavits may be based either on per
sonal knowledge of the affiant, or information and belief with 
the source thereof and the reason therefor specified. 
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2'3.090 Eavesdropping warrants-determination of applica
tion 

(1) If'the application conforms to Section 23.080, the judge 
may require the applicant to furnish additional testimony or 
documentary eVidence in support of the application. He may 
examine under oath, any person for the pur.pose of determining 
whether grounds exist for the issuance of the warrant pursu
ant to Section 23.070. Any such examination must be either re
corded or summarized in writing. 

(2) If the judge determines on the basis of the facts submit
ted by the applicant that grounds exist for the issuance of an 
eavesdropping warrant pursuant to Section 23.070, the judge 
may grant the application and issue an eavesdropping warrant, 
in accordance with Section 23.100. 

(3) If the application does not conform to Section 23.080, 
or if the judge is not satisfied that grounds exist for the issuance 
of an eavesdropping warrant, the application must be denied. 

23.100 Eavesdropping warrant-contents 
An eavesdropping warrant must contain 

(1) the name of the applicant, date of issuance, and the sub
,scription and title of the issuing judge; and 

(2) the identity of the person, if known, whose communica
tions are to be intercepted; and 

(3) the nature and location of the communications facilities 
as to which, or the place where, authority to intercept is granted; 
and 

(4) a particular description of the typ'e of communications 
sought to be intercepted, and a statement of the particular des
ignated offense to which it relates; and 

. (5) the identity. of the enforcement agency authorized to in
tercept the communications; and 

(6) the period of time during which such interception is au
thorized, including a statement as to whether 01' not the inter
ception shall automatically terminate when the described com
munication has been first obtained; and 

(7) a provision that the authorization to intercept shaH be 
executed as soon as practicable, shall be conducted in such a 
way as to minimize the interception of communications nototh
erwise subject to eavesdropping t:lnder this Chapter, and must 
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terminate upon attainment of the authorized objective, or in 
any event ill thirty days; and 

(8) if it is necessar-y to make secret entry upon a private 
place to install an eavesdropping device, an express authoriza
tion to make such entry. 

23.110 Eavesdropping warrants-manner and time of exe
cution 

(1) An eavesdropping warrant must be executed according 
to its terms by a law enforcement officer who is a member of 
the law enforcement agency authorized in the warrant to int~r
cept the communications. 

(2) Upon termination of the authorization in the warrant, 
eavesdropping must cease and any device installed for such pur
poses must be removed or permanently inactivated as soon as 
practicable. Entry upon a private place for the removal or 
permanent inactivation of such device is deemed to be authorized 
by the warrant. 

(3) The contents of any communication intercepted by any 
means authorizl~d by this Chapter must, if possible, be recorded 
on tape 01' wire or other comparable device. The recording of 
the contents of any such communication must be done in such 
a way as will protect the recording from editing or other altera
tions. 

23.120 Eavesdropping warrants-order of extension 
At any time prior to the expiration of an eavesdropping war

rant, the applicant l11ay apply to the issuing judge, or, if he is 
unavailable, to another judge, for an order of extension. The 
period of extension shall be no longer than the judge deems 
necessary to achieve the purposes for which it was granted and 
in no event longer than thirty days. The application for an or
der of extension must conform in all respects to the provisions of 
Section 23.080 and, in addition, must contain a statement set
ting forth the results thus far obtained from the interception, 
or a reasonable explanation of the failure to obtain such results. 
The provisions of Sections 23.070 and 23.090 are applicable in 
the determination of such application. The order of extension 
must confOl'm in all respect::; to the provisions of Section 23.100. 
In the execution of such order of extension, the provisions of 
Section 23.110 are applicable. 
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23.130 Eavesdropping warrants-progress reports and no
tice 

(1) An eavesdropping warrant may require reports to be 
made to the issuing judge showing what progress has been made 
toward achieving the authorized objective and the need for con
tinued eavesdropping. Such reports shall be made at such in
tervals as the judge may l:equire. 

(2) Immediately upon the expiration of the period of an eaves
dropping' warrant, the recordings of communications made pur
suant to Subsection (3) of Section 23.110 must be made avail
able to the issuing judge and sealed under his directions. 

(3) Within a reasonable time, but in no case later than ninety 
days after termination of an eavesdropping warrant, 01' expira
tion of an extension order, except as otherwise provided in Sub
section (4) of this Section, written notice of the fact and date 
of the issuance of the eavesdropping warrant, and of the period 
of authorized eavesdronp';l<;g, and of the fact that during such 
period communication::. were or were not intercepted, must be 
personally served upon the person named in the warrant and 
such other parties to the communications as the judge may de
termine in his discretion is in the interest of justice. The judge, 
upon the filing of a motion by any person served with such no

,tice, may in his discretion make available to such person or his 
counsel for inspection such portions of the intercepted communi
cation~ Ilpplications and warrants as the judge determines to 
be in the interest of justice. 

(4) On a showing of exigent circumstances to the issuing 
judge, the service of the notice required by Subsection (3) of 
this Section may be postponed by an order of the judge for a 
reasonable period of time. Renewal of an order of postponement 
may be obtained on a new showing of exigent circumstances. 

23.140 Eavesdropping warrants-custody of warrants, appli
cations and recordings 

(1) Applications made and warrants issued under this Chap
ter shall be sealed by the judge. Any eavesdropping warrant, 
together with a copy of papers upon which the application is 
based, shall be delivered to and retained by the applicant as au
thority for the eavesdropping' authorized therein. A copy of 
such eavesdroppjng warrant, together with all the original papers 
upon which t~le i·\pplication was based, must be retained by the 
judge issuing the Jame, and, in the event of the denial of an ap
plication for such an eavesdropping warrant, a copy of the papers 
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upon which the application was based must be l'etained by the 
judge denying the same. Such applications and warraTlts may 
be disclosed only upon a showing of good cause before a court 
and may not be destroyed except on order of the issuing or de
nying judge, and in any event must be kept for ten years. 

(2) Custody of the recordings made pursuant to Subsection 
(3) of Section 23.110 may be wherever the judge {)rrlers. They 
may not be destl,.'oyed except upon an order of the judge who is
sued the warrant and in any event must be kept for ten years. 
Duplicate recordings may be made for use or disclosure pursuant 
to the provisions of Subsections (1) and (2) of Section 23.170. 

23.150 Eavesdropphlg warrants-reports to the administra
tive offi.ce of the United States courts and the ju
dicial conference 

(1) Within thirty days after the termination of an eavesdrop
ping warrant or the expiration of an extension <n'der, the issuing 
or denying judge must submit such report to the administrative 
office of the United States courts as is required by federal law, 
18 U.S.C. § 2519 (1). A duplicate copy of such report must be 
forwarded to the judicial conference. 

(2) In January of each year, the attorney general and each 
prosecuting and circuit attorney of the State must submit such 
report to the administrative office of the-United States courts 
as is required by federal law, 18 U.S.C. § 2519 (2). A duplicate 
copy of such report must be forwarded to the judicial conference. 

23.160 Eavesdropping warrants-notice before use of evi
dence 

The contents of any intercepted communication, or evidence 
derived therefrom, may not be received in evidence or otherwise 
disclosed upon a trial of a defendant unless the State, not less 
than ten days before the commencement of the trial, furnish the 
defendant with a copy of. the eavesdropping warrant, and accom
panying application, under which interception was authorized 
or approved. This ten day period may be waived by the trial 
court if it finds that it was not possible to furnish the defend~ 
ant with such papers ten days before the trial and that the de
fendant will not be prejudiced by the delay in receiving such 
papers. 
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23.170 Eavesdropping warrants-disclosure and use of in
formation 

(1.) Any law enforcement officer who, by any means authorized 
by this Chapter, has obtained knowledge of the contents of any 
intercepted communication, 01' evidence derived therefrom, may 
disclose such contents to another law enforcement officer to the 
extent that such disclosure is appropriate to· the proper perform
ance of the official duties of the officer making or receiving the 
disclosure. 

(2) Any law enforcement officer who, by any means author
ized by this Chapter, has obtained knowledge of the contents of 
any intercepted communication, or evidence derived therefrom, 
may use such contents to the extent such use is appropriate to 
the proper performance of his official duties. 

(3) Any person who has r~ceived, by any means authorized 
by this Chapter, any information concerning a communication, 
or evidence derived therefrom, intercepted in accordance with 
the provisions of this Chapter, may disclose the contents of that 
communication or such derivative evidence while giving testi
mony under oath in any criminal proceeding in any court or in 
any grand jury proceeding; provided, however, that the pres
ence of the seal provided for by Subsection (2) of Section 23.130, 
or a satisfactory explanation of the absence thereof, shall be a 

• prerequisite for "'1-3 use or disclosure of the contents of any com
munication or :\-'ldence derived therefrom. 

(4) When a law enforcement officer, while engaged in inter
cepting communications in the manner authorized by this Chap
ter, intercepts a communication which was not otherwise sought 
and which constitutes evidence {If any offense that has been, 
is being or is about to be committed, the con'cents of such com
munications, and evidence derived therefrom, may be disclosed 
or used as provided in Subsections (1) and (2) of this Section. 
Such contents and any evidence derived therefrom may be used 
under Subsection (3) of this Section when a judge amends the 
eavesdropping warrant to include such contents. The applica
tion for such amendment must be made by the applicant as soon 
as practicable. If the judge finds that such contents were oth
erwise intercepted .in accordance with the provisions of this Chap
ter, he may grant the application. 

23.1 SO . Eavesdropping warrants-motion to suppress 
(1) Any aggrieved person in any trial, hearing or proceed

ing in or before any court, department, officer, agency, regula-
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tory body or other authority of this state, may move to suppress 
the contents of any intercepted discourse, or evidence derived 
therefrom, on the gl'ounds that 

(a) the communication was unlawfully intercepted'; or 
(b) the order of authorization or approval under which 

it was intercepted is ipsufficient on its face; or 
(c) the interception was not made in conformity with the 

order of authorization or approval. 
(2) Such motion shall be made before the trial, hearing or 

proceeding unless there was no opportunity to make such mo
tion or the person was not aware of the grounds of the motion. 
If the motion is granted, the contents of the intercepted dis
course, or evidence derived therefrom, shall be treated as hav
ing been obtained in violation of this Chapter. The judge, up
on the filing of such motion of the aggrieved person, may in 
his discretion make available to the aggrieved person or his 
counsel for inspection such portions of the intercepted discourse 
or evidence derived therefrom as the judge determines to be in 
the interests of justice. 

Comment 

These lengthy sections set out the procedure which must 
be followed in order to obtain a valid eavesdropping warrant. 
They are in conformity with the requirements set forth in 
the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 
18 U.S.C.A. §§ 2510-2520, and are based_on the New York 
Criminal Procedure Law, Article 700 (1969). 

Eavesdropping covers, l'oughly, two kinds of activity: (1) 
wiretapping and (2) overhearing or recording of a con'{ersa
tion by use of a device, commonly referred to as "bugging." 
Wiretapping was made a federal crlme (Federal Communi
cations Act § 605, 47 U.S.C.A. § 605 (1934)) whether per
formed by state or by federal agents. Weiss v. United States, 
308 U.S. 321, 60 S.ct. 269, 84 L.Ed. 298 (1939) made it 
clear that § 605 of the Federal Communications Act prohibited 
interception and divulgence of intrastate as well as interstate 
communications. 

Until 1968 there was no federal statute covering the "bug
ging" aspect of eavesdropping. In June of 1967, the United 
States Supreme Court declared a New York statute authoriz
ing "bugging" to be invalid as violative of the Fourth and 
Fourteenth Amendments, Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 
87 S.Ct. 1873, 18 L.Ed.2d 1040 (1967). A few months later, 
however, the Court indicated in Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 
347, 88 S.Ct. 507, 19 L.Ed.2d 576 (1967) that it would be 
possible to h,ave a statute authorizing bugging that would 
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meet federal constitutional standards. In the following year, 
the Supreme Court imposed the exclusionary rule on the 
states' use of wiretap evidence, Lee v. Florida, 392 U.S. 378, 
88 S:Ct. 2096, 20 L.Ed.2d 1166 (1968). 

In that same year, Congress passed the Omnibus Cr~me Con
trol and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (hereafter referred to as the 
Act) which makes it a federal offense to wir~tap or bug unless 
authorization is obtained pursuant to provisions of the Act. 
The Act also exempted state eavesdropping activity (wiretap 
and bugging) from the operation of the federal penal provi- ' 
sions and abated the operation of the exclusionary rule in a 
state' court with respect to evidence so obtained, provided that 
the state establishes statutory procedures for obtaining judi
cial eavesdropping warrants conforming to the very detailed 
requirements and restrictions contained in the Act. 

The effect of the Act on Missouri and on aU states is direct. 
Section 2511 of the Act makes eavesdropping by any person 
a crime "except as otherwise specifically provided in this 
chapter." Section 2516 states: 

"(2) The principal prosecuting attorney of any State, 
or principal prosecuting attorney of any political subdivi
sion thereof if such attorney is authorized by a statute 
of that Stat~ to make application to a State court judge 
of competent jurisdiction for an order authorizing or 
approving the interception of wire or oral communica
tions, may apply to such judge for, and such judge may 
grant in conformity with § 2518 of this ,chapter and 
with the applicable State statute an order authorizing 
or approving the interception of wire or oral com~uni
cations by investigative or law enforcement offlCers 
having responsibility for the investigation of the offense 
as to which the application is made, when such intercep
tion may provide or has provided evidence of the commis
sion of the offense of murder, kidnapping, gambling, 
robbery, bribery, extortion, or dealing in narcotic dr~gs, 
marihuana or other dangerous drugs, or other crIme 
dangerous to Hfe, limb or property and punishable by im
prisonment for more than one year, designated in any 
applicable State statute authorizing such interception, or 
any conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing offenses." 

Section 2518 se' 'lut the detailed requirements for obtaining' 
an eavesdroppillo order. The Code sections, based on the 
New York Criminal Procedure Law, follow the Act's re
quirements. 

Two things are cleal'. If Missouri is to allow any eaves
dropping (1) there must be a statute authorizing the ea,:es
dropping; there is no legal alternative procedure. Any WIre
tapping or bugging by state o~ficials that has occurred in 
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Missouri since passage of the Act in 1968 has been in viola
tion of federal penal law; and (2) the authorizing statute 
must satisfy not only federal constitutional standards, but 
also the federal statutory standards of §§2517, 2518 and 2519 
of the Act. The 'Code statute meets these requirements. 

Briefly, the Code requires an application by a circuit or 
prosecuting attorney or the State attorney general, to the cir
cuit court of the circuit in which the warrant is to be executed, 
for an eavesdropping warrant of no longer than 30 days dura
tion, which may be extended for an additional 30 days. The 
warrant may be issued only upon probable cause to believe 
that one of a specific list of felonies has been, is being or 
is about to be committed. Great specificity is demanded in the 
application and in the warrant itself. There are various 
safeguard requirements of notice and reporting, a notice re
quirement before anything intercepted can be used in evi
dence, and regulation of disclosure of information lawfully 
obtained through an eavesdropping warrant. 

t 
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